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Sanskrit Pronunciation Guide 

The Sanskrit words and names in this literature are spelled 
according to an international system that scholars in the last fifty years 
have accepted to indicate the pronunciation of each sound in the 
Sanskrit language. 

The short vowel a is pronounced like u in but, long a like the a in 
far. Short i is pronounced as in pin, long i as in pique. Short u as in pull, 
and long fi as in rule. The vowel f is pronounced like the ri in rim. The 
vowel e is pronounced as in word 'they', ai as in aisle, o as in go, and au 
as in how. The anusvara (m), which is pure nasal, is pronounced like the 
n like in the French word bon. Visarga (b.) which is a strong aspirate, is 
pronounced as in a final h sound. Thus ah is pronounced like aha. 

The guttural consonants- ka, kha, ga, gha, and lia are 
pronounced from the throat in much the same manner as in English. Ka 
is pronounced as kite, kha as in Eckhart, ga as in give, gha as in dig hard, 
and ii.a as in sing. 

The palatal consonants- ca, cha, ja, jha and fi.a are pronounced 
from the palate with the middle of the tongue. Ca is pronounced as in 
chair, cha as in staunch-heart, ja as in joy, jha as in hedgehog, and fi.a as 
in canyon. The cerebral consonants- ta, t)la, .,ta, .,1ha, and l)a are 
pronounced with the tip of the tongue turned up and drown back against 
the dome of the palate. Ta is pronounced as in tub, tha as in light-heart, 
"1a as in dove, 4ha as in red-hot, and oa as in nut. Tbe dental consonants
ta, tha, da, dha, and na are pronounced in the same manner as the 
cerebrals, but the forepart of the tongue against the teeth. 

The labial consonants- pa, pha, ba, bha, and ma are pronounced 
with the lips. Pa is pronounced as in pine, pha as in uphill, ba as in bird, 
bha as in rub-hard, and ma as in mother. 

The semivowels-ya, ra, la, and va are pronounced as in yes, run, 
light, and vine respectively. The sibilants-sa as in shine, pas in sugar and 
sa as in sun. The letter ha is pronounced as in home. 
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My Mission 

Sri Guril Charal}akamalebhyo nama]J 

The conversation between Lord Sri Kr�i:ta and His disciple Sri 
Uddhava is the quintessential Guru-disciple discourse and it clearly 
shows the importance of accepting initiation from a superior authority. It 
is a perfect depiction of the personal relationship between a Guru and 
His disciple where the disciple asks questions to the Guru and the Guru 
clears the disciple's doubts supported with Vedic evidence. If a person is 
serious about reaching the spiritual world they should strive to find a 
qualified Guru and learn about God from Him. If a person does not have 
such a relationship with their Guru, or does not have access to their 
Guru, they are either cheating themselves, or are being cheated. 

lt is the duty of every intelligent person to learn what will 
happen to them after death, and to know this is only possible by 
sincerely adopting spiritual life. No religion of this world, no scientist nor 
an aristocrat can assuredly say what takes place after a person leaves this 
world. This can only be known to a person who has become a sincere 
devotee of the Supreme Lord, and the very first step to become a 
devotee is adau gurvasrayam, "Accepting spiritual initiation from a 
scripturally authentic Spiritual Master and guilelessly following his 
direction." By first taking this ever so important spiritual step, the 
person's practice of spiritual life will bear ten times the result than if they 
had perf onned the same spiritual activities without first taking proper 
spiritual initiation , because it acts as the initial cleansing process for the 
mind. It is likened to a person unable to see an accurate depiction of 
their reflection in a dusty mirror, but who are able to recognize their real 
self after cleaning it. Similarly, spiritual initiation and whole-hearted 



adoption of spiritual life clears one's spiritual inner vision that enables 
them to see beyond their temporary existence in the present body. We 
have made it our mission through our writings to introduce this intricate 
'science of the self to everyone, so that people will definitively know 
that they are an eternal soul and should act for their benefit. We do not 
compromise the Lord's intended message, because our only interest is 
educating people in spiritual science, and not for name recognition, 
fame, position, adoration or personal profit. We do not plagiarize, but 
we translate the ancient Vedic texts into English and reveal our own 
realizations in purports to the particular text. And our writing is not 
directed towards any individual, organization, nor any other faith. If a 
person feels they have been victimized by our writings, we request them 
to please digest the knowledge presented to spiritually improve them
selves, rather than consider us an enemy and bold a grudge, because we 
are only proclaiming Lord Kf$I;ta's true message. 

To reiterate what we have said in previous volumes, the goal of 
our mission is to put everything spiritually right, so that people truly 
interested in elevating their soul to enter the spiritual world can obtain 
that goal. Following the right kind of spiritual life wrongly bears the 
same wrong result as following the wrong kind of spiritual life properly. 
Hence, we teach through our speeches and writings how to follow the 
right kind of spiritual life rightly so the practitioner can receive the 
desired result. We are indifferent to what people may think or say after 
discovering what is stated in 'our mission,' but sincere people will see 
beyond personal differences and follow the pure Vedic way we teach, 
because it is the royal road to the spiritual world. which we have 
illustrated using Vedic references in both our speeches and writings. 
Please heedfully read this book and take this unchanged Vedic 
knowledge and you will find that your heart will speak with you in due 
course of time, telling you this is the right thing and you should follow it. 

The nature of the mind is flickering. It is as restless and as 
difficult to control as an elephant in rut. But just as an elephant can be 
caught and controlled by using the right strategy, similarly accepting 
authorized spiritual initiation is the right strategy to control the mind. 
Even though elephants are very powerful, by tricking them they can be 
controlled and taught to follow the owner's commands and work for the 
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owners benefit. Similarly the importance to have control over the mind 
to practice spiritual life cannot be overstated, because until the mind is 
controlled one cannot develop steady spiritual practice. As Lord K�Qa 
states in the Bhagavad Gita: 

asarilyatatmana yoga du$prapa iti me matifJ 
vasyatmana tu yatata $akyo'vaptum upayatafJ 

"For one whose mind is uncontrolled, becoming self-realized is 
very difficult. But for one who has controlled the mind and endeavors 
using the right method, success is assured. That is My determination." 

The mind is filled with an unlimited amount of impressions from 
its millions of previous births that dirtied the mind, which is why one 
cannot see the transcendental form of the Supreme Lord. To see the 
Lord the mind must be cleansed; and the process to cleanse the mind 
begins with spiritual initiation. This is paramount, because by sincerely 
accepting spiritual initiation from a scripturally authentic Spiritual 
Master and following his direction, ones chanting Lord K�Qa's holy 
names and performing devotional service to Him will gradually clear 
their mind of all contamination. And when the mind is clean the heart 
becomes clean, thus the Lord seated in the heart becomes visible to the 
candidate. This is a practical discipline that can be realized through 
practice. It is not just a statement in a book, but one can actually realize 
the Lord if they are connected to Him through spiritual initiation from 
an authentic Spiritual Master qualified by the ancient Vedic scriptures. 

Now one may wonder, what is real spiritual initiation? Regard
less of what anyone thinks, it is not going through some grueling 
experience like getting dunked in water or burnt with fire, but it is to 
humbly submit oneself to a spiritual authority who is commissioned by 
the Supreme Lord. This connection, following Vedic rules, is called 
spiritual initiation. As stated in the Haribhakti Vilasa: 

divyariJ jiianariJ ya to dadyat kuryat papasya sarilk$yayam 
tasmat dik$yeti sa prokt;ifJ desikaifJ tattva kovidaifJ 

"The spiritual process that is delivered by a spiritual personality 
that when accepted burns one's sins into ashes, and imparts the tran
scenddental knowledge that removes the dense darkness of ignorance 
from the heart, is called spiritual initiation." 
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The spiritual initiation ceremony is a solemn event, where the 
candidate sits before a sacred fire sacrifice and vows to accept and follow 
spiritual life wholeheartedly in all circumstances. Sincerely doing so cuts 
the ties to the cycle of rebirth and death from that candidate. Taking 
spiritual initiation from a scripturally authentic Guru is t aking a second 
birth, which is why Guru is said to be the spiritual mother and the 
spiritual father of the candidate. As stated in the Padma Purai:ia: 

guru mata guru pita gurur devo gurur gati 
hari rU$fe gurus triitii guru rU$fe na kascana/1 

tasmiid sarvopiiyena gurilmeva prasiidayet 

"The scripturally authentic Spiritual Master from whom spiritual 
initiation was taken is the mother, father, God, demigod , and everything 
else for the candidate. And keeping the Guru pleased is necessary, 
because if by chance God becomes displeased with the candidate, their 
Spiritual Master can save that disciple. But if the Spiritual Master 
becomes displeased with the disciple there is no solace anywhere for 
them. This is why Guru should be kept pleased in every way, at all times, 
and by all means." 

The acceptance of spiritual initiation is to have officially taken 
second birth. One's first birth is from the mother and father, and one's 
second birth is from the combination of their Guru and Vedic 
instructions. The first birth is the cause of identifying with the bodily 
conception of life, and the second birth becomes the cause of freedom 
from the false conception of identifying with the material body as the 
self. As stated in the Narada Paficharatra: 

svayam brahmaJJi nirk$iplan jiitiineva hi mantrata/1 
vinitiinatha putradin sarilslqtyii pratibodhayet 

"When a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master delivers spiritual 
initiation with the necessary transcendental mantra to a candidate, they 
have taken second birth. In this way the candidate becomes purified and 
becomes the humble spiritual son or spiritual daughter of the Spiritual 
Master. After determining that the disciple is truly humble, the Spiritual 
Master reveals the meaning of the awarded mantra. This is the process; 
and this law is established by the Supreme Lord Himself." 
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Through the process of spiritual initiation even a lowborn 
person can become spiritually advanced and almost equal to a traditional 
BrahmaJ)a. As stated in the Haribhakti Vilasa: 

yathii kancanatiim yiiti kiimsya-rasa vidhanatab 
tathii dik$ii vidhiinena dvijatvam jiiyate nrJJiim 

"By alchemically mixing bell metal with mercury in proper 
proportion bell metal becomes like gold, similarly by taking spiritual 
initiation from a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master a candidate 
becomes as good as a traditional BrahmaQa." 

Now one may wonder, who is authorized to be a Spiritual 
Master and give authentic spiritual initiation, thus connecting the 
candidate to God. This is a profound question and should be contem
plated carefully, because just as a blind person cannot guide another 
blind person, similarly a spiritually blind person cannot guide one on the 
right spiritual path. Just as it takes a person with good vision to guide a 
blind person to their destination, similarly it takes a spiritually realized 
person authorized by the Vedic scriptures to function as Guru to guide a 
spiritually ignorant person to the. right path. Only a person who has 
performed spiritual deeds in previous births and who has performed 
spiritual activities from the beginning of his present birth is qualified to 
give spiritual initiation; and the Vedic scriptures informs us that Lord 
K�na reveals such a person by having them take birth in a traditional 
Brahmana family. This is an age old Vedic rule established and 
supported by Lord Krim.a J.l, Lord Brahma, Narada Muni and Srila 
Vyasadeva. To accept spiritual initiation from someone not authorized 
by the ancient Vedic scriptures and its spiritual tradition is simply 
unintelligent, because that initiation will not bring auspiciousness to the 
guru for giving it, or to the disciple for taking it. The result of illegitimate 
initiation results in both of them taking their next birth as hobgoblins, as 
stated by Lord Siva to Parvati: 

guru si$ya ubhau Joke a-parik$a parasparam 
dik$ii dadat d11c$ii grhJJat ubhau yanti pisacatam 

"If due to madness, the Spiritual Master and disciple become 
connected through spiritual initiation without first properly examining 
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each other-the Spiritual Master for giving spiritual initiation to such a 
candidate and the disciple's accepting the initiation from that Spiritual 
Master-they both become hobgoblins after death." 

We have vividly explained this topic in our book entitled, 'Guru 
Nirl)aya Dipika.' In other words, only a person who has experienced the 
Supreme Lord in his heart and is sound in scriptural knowledge is to be 
accepted as Guru according to Vedic civilization. The symptoms of a 
Spiritual Master are explained in the Vayu Pural)a thus: 

acinoti ya/J. sastrartham acare sthapayaty api 
svayam acarate yasmad acaryas tena kirtita}J 

"A person authorized by the Vedic scriptures to be Spiritual 
Master, who perfectly understands all the scriptural rules and puts them 
into practice himself and teaches them to his students is called a real 
Guru, and is also called an Acharya" 

The Srimad Bhagavatam states how a candidate should 
approach an authentic Spiritual Master for spiritual initiation thus: 

tasmad guriilil prapadyeta jijiiasulJ sreya/J. uttamam 
sabde-pare ca Di$IJBtam brahmal)y upa-samasrayam 

"Anyone curious about their highest good should take shelter of 
a Spiritual Master by taking initiation from him. He should be 
authorized to be Guru by the ancient Vedic Scriptures and learned in 
them, honestly dedicated to the Supreme Lord and must be realized in 
spiritual science so he can lucidly explain the secrets of his transcend
dental realizations to others. He should also be peaceful and not expert 
in worldly dealings." 

Now one may wonder, what is the plight of a person who took 
spiritual initiation from a guru not authorized by the Vedic scriptures to 
be guru? In other words, what is the situation of a person who took 
initiation from a guru without first finding if they are authorized by the 
Vedic scriptures, Lord Kr�l)a, and Lord Brahma to give spiritual 
initiation, and were later found that they were not. For them the Katha 
Upani�ad states: 

srav8.l}ayapi bahibhir yo na JabhyalJ, 
S.mvato 'pi bahavo yam na vidyufJ 
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ascaryo sya vakta kusalo sya labdha 
ascaryo jnata ku5alanusi$fa/1 

"The Lord, about whom many people do not even get an 
opportunity to hear about, as well as the many who have heard about 
Him but do not realize His position, is because the knower of the 
Supreme Lord in truth, the scripturally authorized Spiritual Master, who 
imparts transcendental knowledge through spiritual initiation is very 
difficult to find. And even if such a real Spiritual Master is found people 
cannot accept that they have to surrender to his direction. For this 
reason many people, even though they have taken spiritual initiation, do 
not spiritually improve; and by seeing their stunted spiritual progress 
onlookers become doubtful about spiritual processes. That is why 
inauthentic spiritual initiation is a dangerous situation for people that are 
truly interested in elevating their soul." 

A person in such a precarious situation should meticulously 
search for a Spiritual Master who is authorized by the ancient Vedic 
scriptures and take re-initiation from him and dedicate their life to 
helping him serve the Lord. They should humbly follow his direction and 
keep him pleased by their devotional service so the divine blessings of 
the Lord can be realized. Pleasing a real Guru is said to be the sure way 
to the Supreme Lord. As stated in the Varaha Pural)a: 

siddher bhavati va neti sarilsayo 'cyuta seviniim 
ni}Jsarilsayos tu tad-bhakta paricarya-ratatmanam 

"Those who serve the Supreme Lord may or may not receive 
spiritual blessings from Him to obtain spiritual perfection in life, because 
the Lord may suspend giving blessings, which puts one in a doubtful 
situation. But spiritual perfection is guaranteed for those always engaged 
in serving the Lord's pure devotee because He loves His real devotees 
and will undoubtedly reward His blessings to those who serve His real 
devotee. In other words, pleasing a real devotee is the sure way to 
receive the blessings of the Lord" 

Now one may wonder, are women authorized by the Vedic 
scriptures to become Gurus and give spiritual initiation, as qualified men 
do? In answer the Vedic scriptures state that females cannot occupy the 
spiritual post of Guru; and state that only males born into an unbroken 
traditional BrahmaQa dynasty who are initiated in an unbroken chain of 
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spiritual tradition, can function as initiating Gurus and give spiritual 
initiation to others, and no one else. As stated in the Mu1:u;laka 
Upani�ad, sa guriim evabhi gacchet .... srotnyam brahman ni$fham, "One 
should reach a Guru who is a male, born into a Brii.hmai,a dynasty, who 
had gone through the sacred thread ceremony, is thoroughly learned in 
Vedic knowledge and a dedicated devotee of Lord K�Qa and accept him 
as their Spiritual Master for the spiritual development of their soul." 

Since the golden age of Satyayuga females have not been 
authorized to function as Guru. In that age Lord Indra killed Vrtrii.sura 
and became implicated with the sin of killing a traditional Brii.hmaQa. To 
nullify that sin women accepted one-fourth of the sin Indra incurred, 
from which they developed menstruation that disqualifies them from 
performing religious rites. Also, because of the result of this episode, 
Lord Brahma removed the sacred thread from BrahmaQa women and 
gave it to Brii.hmai,a men, which is why twice born traditional BrahmaQa 
men are seen wearing a double set of the sacred thread. This is the main 
reason women cannot function as Gurus. If one is sincere and humble 
they will want to please the Lord and thus follow His desire, rather than 
claim bigotry. After all, we are all eternal souls and should not identify 
with the body, but rather recognize our position in life and act according 
to the Vedic scriptures to escape this temporary world of rebirth and 
death. The Vedanta Sii.stra states, gurii/1 asadharaIJa puru$a/1, "Guru is 
an extraordinary male devotee." Meaning a Guru is not a man of this 
mortal world, but a. soul empowered and commissioned to earth by the 
Supreme Lord to deliver His message to everyone, to give all the 
opportunity to attain liberation and thus stop the cycle of rebirth and 
death. 

For instance, we had a personal experience that took place in 
the Delhi, India, ISKCON temple about thirty years ago. His Holiness 
Jayadvaita Swami told us that they have to elect some female devotees 
to become gurus in the organization. Personally knowing the scriptural 
rules of guruship we were astounded by this statement and told him that 
electing or selecting female devotees to function as gurus is against the 
ancient Vedic scriptures. No Indian Vedic scriptures approve of it. He 
argued stating that spiritually knowledgeable female devotees should 
function as Guru and that they will appoint female devotees to the guru 
position in their next meeting to be held in Mayapur, India. We objected 
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giving scriptural evidences to no avail. But he was adamant that it would 
happen and became very angry with us, which we have since discovered 
is in his nature. He said, "We cannot adhere to that scriptural rule 
everywhere, therefore we have to elect qualified devotees like Yadurai:ii 
dasi and others to be gurus in the movement." He continued, "In the Los 
Angeles temple my lectures and Yadurai:ii's lectures were the best ones." 
Because he was angry we did not say anything further, but later we told 
the incident to His Holiness Mahiinidhi Swami highlighting his 
adamancy that they plan to appoint female devotees as gurus. Mahiinidhi 
Swami replied, "Maharaja, they will not listen to you, they want their 
girlfriends to become gurus. They will do whatever they want anyway." 
Up until the day we had that discussion with Jayadvaita we considered 
him a good friend, but after this incident he became averse and inimical 
towards us. 

One of our mottos is, 'we want to help liberate everyone from 
this world we can.' Nowhere in any authorized scripture of this world is it 
written that only Gurus can enter the spiritual world, but they do state 
that only pure devotees enter the spiritual world. Hence, if any female 
devotee that becomes a pl1re devotee by spiritual practice gains entrance 
to the spiritual world to enjoy with God, no sincere female devotee 
would want to break this or any other age old spiritual tradition. 

In Vedic civilization females were considered the jewels of the 
household and were called stri-ratna. They were cared for very nicely 
and protected from all harm. And they were so extraordinary that they 
need not endeavor extra to receive liberation. The males perform all the 
rigid spiritual rites, and the females automatically received half of the 
merit gained from the performed rites. A female is called ardhB.Iigini, or 
half-shareholder, meaning her position is considered better than a man's 
position because she automatically receives half of the merit her husband 
earned. The reason why men performed Vedic rites very carefully and 
meticulously in ancient India is because they wanted to make sure they 
had enough merit to receive liberation because half of the merit earned 
goes to the wife. And the wives encouraged their husbands to perform 
Vedic rites, rather than entice him toward material enjoyment, because 
they were also learned and wanted to receive merits to receive 
liberation. But as Kaliyuga progressed it influenced men to desire more 
and more material pleasure, so they devised the societal structure in a 
way to convince females that they should be free, thus convincing them 
that they will be happy if they are independent, but is anyone really 
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happy from living that way? Women are used by men and therefore they 
are not free. Vedic civilization is not like this. Women were lavished 
upon and protected in every way and invited to live in a safe and happy 
environment, and by living a Vedic life they did not incur sin. They were 
spiritually educated and wanted to keep themselves pure so they could 
automatically receive half of the man's purity. Unless a female is pious 
she cannot receive her husband's merits. Women should learn to despise 
lusty men because they only want to dupe them out of their purity. But 
in Kaliyuga men desire loose women, thus this havoc is seen today. 
According to the Vedic scriptures men are the cause for a women's 
bondage to this world, and men are also the cause of their liberation 
from this world. The propaganda to instill the notion 'to be free' in a 
woman's mind is men's politics because they want to enjoy any and every 
woman they can. But fortunate ladies will understand this dilemma and 
escape this contaminated mentality and become serious devotees of the 
Lord and follow spiritual life sincerely and go back to Godhead. 

Our sole mission is to correctly reveal the needed Vedic secrets 
to all sincere people interested in reaching the spiritual world, because 
by heeding these secrets one can obtain that goal without fail. Let it be 
known that 'compromising Vedic principles' is the motto of heretics. 
They are spiritual cheaters because they do not think that they need to 
follow the Lord's guidelines as He says to reach His abode, and preach 
their concoctions to others. Our duty is to clear the point that following 
God's guidelines is the only way to reach His abode, where the fear of 
taking another birth, only to die again, does not exist. 

About five thousand years ago Lord Kr�i:ia spoke spiritual 
knowledge to His devotee and friend Arjuna, which is known as the 
Bhagavad Gita, found in the famous epic, The Mababharat. Later He 
spoke this very same spiritual knowledge to His devotee and friend 
Uddhava, which is in the famous scripture, Srimad Bhagavatam. Lord 
K�i:ia is the main speaker in both, and both literatures are called the 
Gita. The first is called the Bhagavad Gita and the second is called the 

. Uddhava Gita. The Bhagavad Gita was spoken in an atmosphere of 
great tension on the battlefield of Kurtik�etra to Arjuna; whereas the 
Uddhava Gita was spoken in the calm and peaceful environment of a 
palace. Thus, Lord Kr�i:ia went into more detail about spiritual life to 
Uddhava than He did with Arjuna. 

Spiritually, Uddhava's position is considered superior to 
Arjuna's, because Uddhava was a constant companion, friend, and an 
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advising minister in Lord Kn;Qa's Sudharma Assembly. The Brhad 
Bhagavatamrtam states that on one occasion Narada Muni came to earth 
in search of a better quality devotee. He traversed the earth, heaven and 
the spiritual world in search of a better quality devotee of Lord Kpma. 
Ultimately he found Uddhava to be the better quality devotee among all 
of Lord Kf�l)a's devotees. Thus, according to the Brhad Bhaga
vatamrtam Uddhava is considered to be a more advanced devotee of 
Lord Kr�Qa than Arjuna, who heard the Bhagavad Gita. That is why 
Lord Kr�Qa reveals spiritual secrets that were not told to Arjuna. The 
knowledge found in the Eleventh Canto of Srimad Bhagavatam is 
amazing and answers all curious people's questions and will lead them to 
the spiritual world. 

Once Narada Muni contemplated and wanted to know who is 
Lord Kr�f.la's superior devotee, so he went to Prayag where the Ganges, 
Yamuna and Sarasvati rivers meet and met a great Brahma1:1a devotee 
there. He was rich and lavishly served the Lord, and gave charity to 
traditional BrahmaQas. Narada Muni praised him for his devotion to the 
Lord saying, "You are a great devotee of Lord Krima." Upon hearing 
this, the Brahmal)a devotee replied, "I am not a great devotee. There is a 
better devotee than me and his name is King Sarvabhauma, and you can 
find him in the southern part of India." Narada Muni reached that king 
and saw how nicely he was serving the Lord even though the king had 
many responsibilities. Narada Muni praised him, which upon hearing the 
king said, "I am not a great devotee. A great devotee is Lord Indra, the 
king of heaven. The Lord personally resides in heaven in the form of 
Upendra to accept his service." Narada Muni then reached heaven and 
saw how Lord Kn;Qa, in the form of Upendra, was accepting Lord 
Indra's service. Seeing this Narada Muni praised Lord Indra and called 
him a great devotee. Lord Indra replied, "Even though I have a lifespan 
of seventy-one cycles of four yugas, Lord Brahma is a better devotee 
than me because he is directly born from Lord Vi�Qu, and during the 
course of his one day in his abode fourteen Indras like me pass away." 
Hearing this Narada Muni went to Lord Brahma, who is his father, and 
praised him saying that he is a great devotee. Upon hearing this Lord 
Brahma replied, "O son, no, I am not a better devotee. Lord Siva is a 
better quality devotee." Hearing this Narada Muni reached Mount 
Kailash, which is located beyond the material coverings of the universe 
and is where Lord Siva resides. There Narada Muni praised Lord Siva 
saying, "You are a great devotee of Lord Kn;Qa. When you performed 
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great penance Lord K�Qa appeared before you and you asked Him to 
bless you with the ability to reward liberation to those who die in 
Varfu)asi and He granted it. You also asked Him for the boon to be very 
famous on Earth and the Lord blessed you and granted that desire as 
well. Therefore you are a great devotee of Lord K�Qa." Hearing this, 
Lord Siva replied, "No, I am not a better devotee because a better 
devotee than me is Prahlada." Narada Muni reached Prahlada and 
praised him saying, "You won over the Lord with your devotion, which 
is why He appeared before you from a stone pillar." Hearing this 
Prahlada replied, "No, I am not a better devotee, a better devotee than 
me is Lord HanOman, who serves the Lord all the time and also acts as 
His carrier." Hearing this Narada Muni went to Kimpuru� V�a where 
Lord HanOman resides and where he serves the Lord as His servant. 
Narada Muni praised him for being the Lord's great devotee. Hearing 
this Lord HanOman replied, "The Pfu)c;iavas, one of which is Arjuna, are 
better devotees than me because they serve the Lord as His 
friends. "Narada Muni then reached Hastinapur and praised the 
PaQc;iavas where they said, "No, we are not better devotees of Lord 
Kr�IJa because the Yadavas are better devotees of Lord Kr�IJa than us. 
They serve Him in a superior mood as His direct relatives." Narada 
Muni then reached Dvaraka and praised the Yadavas, where all the 
Yadavas said, "Uddhava is a better devotee than us because he is always 
with Lord K�Qa and serves Him as His close friend and as a minister in 
His assembly." This episode denotes the essence of the difference in the 
quality of Arjuna's devotion to the Lord in comparison to Uddhava's 
devotion, as found in the Brhad Bhagavatamrtam. Because Uddhava is a 
better devotee than Arjuna Lord Kr�IJa revealed more spiritual secrets 
in detail to him, which by following every sincere devotee of the Lord 
can go back to Godhead. Although both Arjuna and Uddhava serve 
Lord Kr�IJa as His devotee and friend, still Uddhava is a better devotee 
because he is always with Lord Kr�IJa and serves Him as His assembly 
adviser and minister. 

The volume of Srimad Bbagavatam you are holding in your 
hands includes a large part of the Uddhava Gita, ·,.,·here Lord K�ga 
reveals how to follow the Vamasrama system; how to become His real 
devotee; how to and whom to give charity; how to live peacefully in this 
world; and how to reach the spiritual world. The Uddhava Gita is 
enveloped with more intricate knowledge than the Bhagavad Gita and 
therefore by studying it one will have more spiritual insight and realiza-
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tions about what to do and how to act on the spiritual platform. Hence 
the Uddhava Gita is considered the complete package for attaining self
realization for every person in human society. The Lord does not 
discriminate against anyone in any way in His instructions, every man 
and woman and even outcastes are instructed how to attain liberation in 
the discourse known as the Uddhava Gita. Lord Kr�Qa talks about all 
stages of life, including the unmarried, those married with family, the 
retired and those who have renounced material life. Lord Kr�Qa speaks 
about everything required for everyone's spiritual emancipation. After 
all, everyone is the Lord's child, which is why He impartially gives this 
much needed spiritual food that benefits every soul . When Lord Kr�Qa 
plays His flute He attracts all living entities to Him, hence, when He 
plays this tune of Vedic knowledge we simply need to heed the lyrics to 
reach Him. 

We wrote the entire Eleventh Canto in Baltimore, USA, in 
2010, and due to the page total decided to publish it in three volumes. It 
is taking longer than expected to publish the Canto due to a lack of help 
editing the volumes. Our disciple Nanda Kumar das, born into the 
orthodox Christian faith in the USA, is taking time out of his busy 
schedule to help edit this work into modern day English without 
changing the intended message we want to present to the world. He has 
been connected to us for the last twenty-five years and we have given 
him spiritual training. He has become familiar with how we think and 
what we want people to know. Previously we rented editors for the 
volumes of the previous Canto and had them work on a hard copy of the 
manuscript. And after scrutinizing their corrections, we personally 
entered the corrections we agreed with so that our message to the world 
remained unchanged. Because funds were needed for other things, we 
stopped renting editors and asked Nanda Kumar to learn how to edit, he 
did and edited some of our work on hard copies. Recently, because of a 
lack of his time we allowed him to work on a soft copy of the manuscript 
that we personally typed on our computer. Even though being spiritually 
trained for about twenty-five years and having the typed matter before 
him to edit, in many instances he misunderstood what we intended and 
unintentionally changed the message we wanted to present to the world. 
We discovered his misunderstandings after reading over the first draft of 
editing and made the necessary corrections before the work was finalized 
for print. After realizing that translating a message into another 
language is harder than it seems, one can only imagine the situation a 
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new female devotee, accepted from another faith, experienced when 
undertaking the grand task of deciphering and transcribing an unfamiliar 
philosophy heard on a Dictaphone, recorded in English with a Bengali 
accent. We have firsthand knowledge this is the case regarding our 
Guru's books through friendships with two of the editors, namely Nitai 
das and Pradyumna das, and later Jayadvaita as well. The discrepancies 
seen in our Guru's books are not our divine master's intentions, but are 
the typists' and the editors' misunderstandings. A pure devotee cannot 
make a mistake because their desire is to present everything spiritual 'As 
It Is. '  Thus the world can learn what the Lord wants from everyone who 
wants entrance to His world, but what is presented in our Guru's name is 
sometimes contrary to the ancient Vedic scriptures and its tradition. 

Nowadays people think money can buy anything and everything 
in this world, therefore to steer anyone who has been led astray, we are 
presenting the age old Vedic knowledge 'As It Is' for all who have 
sincere interest. Because without finding the real truth and living a 
divine life, innocent people will wind up following a Kaliyuga style of 
spiritual life that cannot take one to the spiritual world. Entrance to the 
spiritual world cannot be bought with money, but we have to . say 
following an unscrupulous way of spiritual life is better than following 
nothing. 

We are forever indebted to our divine Spiritual Master, Srila 
Prabhupada, and to Lord Krsna. They are both always helping guide us 
in every step of our life. Without their help we would be nowhere on the 
spiritual platform. By their blessings our Bhagavat Dharma Samaj 
society is improving day-after-day and things are going very well for us in 
every way. Our main goal is to put everything spiritual right, and those 
who are helping in this program are blessed by the Supreme Lord. We 
thank Sriman Kaviraja Prabhu and his good wife Vicky Mataji for 
proofing the volume. Sriman Nanda Kumar das edited and read it to us 
for corrections, and Sriman Mukunda das also helped with the book. All 
our other disciples, especially Sriman Parthasarathi das and our devotees 
in Vrindaban, India, have participated in one way or another in this task. 
We earnestly pray, with single-pointed intelligence, to Lord KrsQa, to 
bless all these devotees and · fulfill all the desires that they have in their 
hearts. Jai Sri Radhe. 

Dasanudasa, 

Krsna Balaram Swami 
Sivaratri Day, February 20, 2012 
Hanover, Maryland, USA 



All glories to Sri Gurii and Gaurailga 

Chapter Ten 

Worthlessness of Material Enjoyment 

Text l 

� 
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sri bhaga van uvaca 
mayodite$V avahitafJ svadharme$U madiisrayal; 
varJJiisrama-kulaciiram akamatma samacaret 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, a person should take complete shelter 
of Me and carefully follow all the spiritual instructions spoken by Me 
and, without any personal desire, follow the social spiritual order called 
the Van:iasrama system. 

Purport 

There are two categories of Vedic scriptures. One is spoken by 
Lord Kpma and the other is about Lord Knma. Both scriptures guide the 
living entity toward<; liberation. The ancient scriptures written by sages 
and saintly people about Lord Kf$I)a were induced by Lord Km1a from 
within their hearts, they have not speculated on anything, i.e. their 
knowledge was received through realizations of the Absolute Truth. It is 
stated everywhere in the scriptures that a candidate should take shelter 
of Lord Kf$Qa and follow the social and spiritual orders given in the 
scriptures for self-realization, the system of Varr:iasrama dharma. 
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Text 2 
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anvik$ela visuddhatma dehinam vi$ayatmanam 
guIJe$U tattva-dhyanena sarvarambha-viparyayam 

Translation 

11 . 10.3 

People should understand that the solution to develop an un
motivated nature that people who have become purified by following 
their prescribed duties have, should understand that people conditioned 
to engage in sense gratification think material objects are true and thus 
they endeavor to obtain them with the goal of enjoying them, but only 
receive misery from them. 

Purport 

The nature of the material world is to be contrary to people 's 
hopes and thus it keeps them frustrated. People work hard to obtain the 
sense objects with the mood of enjoying them, but instead their hopes of 
enjoying them the way they envisioned doesn't materialize; hence they 
experience some degree of misery from the endeavor. Still, because they 
are bound by the rope of hope, they repeatedly try to enjoy material 
objects, even though they are disappointed time after time. This is the 
nature of the material ly inclined people of this world. 

Text 3 
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suptasya v1$ayaloko dhyayato va manoratha/;I 
nanatmakatvad viphalas tatha bhedatma-dhir-guIJailJ 
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Translation 

While asleep people dream many things and while awake they 
hope for many objects for sense gratification and fantasize about them 
within the mind, but all such assumptions are useless because there are 
no physical objects. Similarly the notion of differentiation and the feel
ing of discrimination between material things is also useless, because 
they are caused by the senses and by the desire for material things, 
therefore they are all useless and a waste of time. 

Purport 

Material things are the creation of material nature and thus are 
overpowered by the three modes of material nature. Being impelled by 
the senses, a person strongly desires to enjoy material things. Sometimes 
they daydream fantasizing about their desires while awake, and also 
enjoy things in dreams. Such notions are a waste of time because they 
aren't reality. Similarly the activities that people desirous of material 
sense gratification µo are considered completely useless to a spiritualist. 
A spiritualist knows that everything material is temporary and is meant 
to impel the soul toward degradation, which helps develop a flickering 
mind. The differentiation between material things is caused by the 
materialistic mind and a person devoted to the Lord understands that 
everything material is the creation of the Lord's illusory energy, there
fore they are all one and same in quality and purpose-meant to degrade 
the soul. Hence, people that relate to material sense objects in any 
manner are wasting their valuable life. 

Text 4 

nivrttaril karma seveta pravr1taril matparas-tyajet 
jijiiasayaril sarilprav.rtto niidriyet karma-codanam 
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Translation 

Anyone who has taken shelter of Me should only engage in 
activities that will help them make spiritual advancement, and abandon 
activities that will take them away from serving Me. When a person 
becomes fully engaged in devotional service they don't need to follow 
the scriptural injunctions governing the laws of fruitive activities. 

Purport 

The scriptures written by Srila Vyiisadeva contain two categories 
of instructions; one is meant for people who want to enjoy material life 
but don't want to suffer in hell; and the other is for people who engage in 
devotional service to the Lord for His pleasure. Both rules are wanted 
for the betterment of human society. Vyiisadeva knew that everyone of 
this world would not engage in pure devotional service, which is why he 
wrote injunctions regulating fruitive activities. Even though all the rules 
of the scriptures should be followed by everyone inclined to elevate their 
soul, pure people who are solely engaged in the Lord's devotional 
service may not need to follow all the regulative principles governing 
fruitive activities, because they have already reached the plateau of 
continuous service to the Supreme Lord. As stated in the Padma Purii.Q.a, 
mok$8rthi na pravarteta tatra kamya ni$1adhayo}J, "Those who desire 
liberation from this world may not engage in following all the required 
details of religious people." For example, selfless people engaged in 
preaching the glories of God may not engage in the regular performance 
of fire sacrifices or cook fresh food to offer to the Lord daily. But they 
are pure vegetarians and eat only Kr�l)a prasadam, they chant japa, 
follow the four regulative principles, regularly read Bhagavatam, wake 
up early and sing prayers to please Guru and chant gayatrimantras three 
times a day. As stated in· the Vi�1.1u Puriil)a, nitya naimittike kuryat 
pra(vavayajiharilsaya. "One should daily follow all the required religious 
and spiritual regulations so they do not become implicated with sin or 
offense." Therefore both types of people-those who follow the rules of 
material activities; and devotees endeavoring to reach the Lord who are 
not yet pure-must follow their required rules for advancement. The 
enjoying spirit for sense gratification whether it 's regulated or illicit 
ultimately confuses the person, therefore to become desire-less for sense 
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gratification a person should dovetail their energies to pleasing the Lord, 
which will solve all the problems of life. 

Text 5 
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yaman abhik$JJaJi1 seveta niyaman matpara}J kvacit 
mad abhijiiam gurum santam upasita madatmakam 

Translation 

One who is fully devoted to Me should correctly follow all the 
major rules like 'do not kill.'  And according to a person's capacity 
should follow the minor rules such as cleanliness and so on. But above 
all one should serve their scripturally authentic Spiritual Master who is 
well versed in knowing about Me in truth, and who is also peaceful and 
equal to Me. 

Purport 

The major spiritual rules are: avoid eating meat, seafood, eggs, 
onions and garlic; taking any type of intoxication ; illicit sex; gambling; 
and to always remain theistic and avoid the company of people who are 
not yet devotees. The minor rules are: bathing twice daily; being 
hospitable to gue!>ts and feeding them; performing fire sacrifices 
regularly; eating by first sitting down and facing east and so on. Anyone 
interested in spiritual advancement must follow all the major rules in all 
circumstances and should follow all the minor rules when possible; 
otherwise they may stumble on the spiritual path. 

But above :ill these rules, dedication to, worship of, and serving 
to please one's scripturally authentic Spiritual Master is paramount. One 
may wonder how 10 identify a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master 
from whom they )hould take shelter of and serve. In answer the 
Mui:1<;laka Upani�ac states, tad vijiianii.rtham sa gurilm evabhi gacchet, 
samit-pa�1i{1 srotriyun brahma n/sfham, To learn the spiritual science of 
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devotional service to the Supreme Lord one should humbly approach, 
with folded hands, a self-realized Spiritual Master who is authorized by 
the scriptures, who is expert in Vedic literatures and fixed in devotional 
service to the Lord." 

An initiating Guru should be one, and not more. In other words 
a person inclined to receive liberation should take initiation and serve 
only one Gurii and not more than one. Such a Guru must be authorized 
by the ancient scriptures and should be a Srotriya Bramal)a completely 
dedicated to pleasing the Lord. A Srotriya Brahrnar,a is defined in the 
Manu Smrti thus: 

janmana brlihmaIJO jiieyalJ sariJskarad dvija ucyate 
vidyaya yati vipratvaril tribhifl srotriya sabda-bh;ik 

"A person born from Brahmal)a parents is called a 'Brahmal)a,' 
when he goes through the sacred thread ceremony he is called 'twice
born,' when he becomes well versed in the scriptures he is called 'Vipra,' 
and when he possesses these three qualities he is called a 'Srotriya 
BrahmaQa. '"  

Such a Spiritual Master is  called scripturally authorized, and 
should be worshipped as one would worship the Lord Himself if He 
came before the person, because such a Guru is non-different from the 
Lord, as He said in this text. 

Texts 6-7 
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amany amatsaro dak$O nirmamo drdha-sauhrdafl 
amatsaro 'rtha-jiiasur anasuyur amogha-vak 
jayapatya-grha-k$efra svajana-dra viIJadi$U 
udasina/;1 sama1iJ pasyan sarve$V artham ivatmanalJ 
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Translation 

A disciple of such a Spiritual Master should be free from false 
ego, envy, expert in eveiy field of activity, free from attachment to 
material things and relatives, not lazy in any way, firmly fixed in 
devotion to their Spiritual Master and be his well-wisher, very careful 
and patient in making decisions on the best way to serve, always desirous 
to acquire more spiritual knowledge, not fault-find in others and not 
engage in useless worldly conversations. He should use everything for 
bis spiritual improvement and be indifferent to wife, children, home, 
land, relatives, friends, wealth and other possessions, and see everyone 
with equal vision. 

Purport 

If a person is lucky enough to find a scripturally authentic 
Spiritual Master they should take shelter of him , take spiritual initiation 
from him and serve him faithfully in a favorable mood. A disciple should 
be a well-wisher to their Spiritual Master and never think or act in any 
way against his will. Everything is created by God. The intelligence is 
guided by the Spiritual Master and the body's needs are supplied by 
material nature and everything will be taken away at death, therefore 
there is no reason to be puffed up after learning the spiritual science. 

Text 8 
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vilak$ana/1 sthiila-siik$mcid dehad atmek$ita sva-drk 
yathagni-darwJo dahyad dahako 'nya/J prakasaka/1 

Translation 

Just as fire that bums and illuminates wood is different from 
wood, similarly the spirit soul who knows and illuminates the body by 
spreading its consciousness throughout the body is different from the 
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gross and subtle body it inhabits. The body is inert matter and temporary, 
whereas the spirit soul is always active and eternal. Therefore the body 
and soul have different characteristics and thus are totally different 
things. 

Purport 

The spirit soul is a minute part of the Supreme Lord and the 
material body is part of material nature. The Supreme Lord is the 
creator of everything and thus material nature is created by the Lord. 
Just as a carpenter is the creator of a cabinet and the cabinet is created 
by the carpenter, similar is the case of material nature and the Supreme 
Lord. The material body is inert matter and a minute spirit soul that 
resides in a body is inclined to act materially. And for that reason an 
external spiritual guide is required for spiritual enlightenment. 

Just as fire is within wood in its un-manifested form and 
becomes manifest when ignited by a flame, similarly the conscious soul 
present within the material body has the capacity to become enlightened, 
but because it is very minute it becomes overwhelmed by the material 
body and thus is inclined to relate to material affairs, therefore it needs 
external help to become enlightened. Thus, one should take external 
help from an authentic Guru and daily pray to the Lord for the faith to 
follow his instructions for spiritual enlightenment. 

Text 9 

nirodhotpatty-aIJu-brhan nanatvam tat-krtan guIJan 
anta/1 pra vi$fa adhatta evam deha-gur:uin para/1 

Translation 

Just as fire appears differently; as dormant, manifest, small, 
large, and in different shapes depending on the condition of the wood, 
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similarly the spirit soul enters the material body and accepts the 
particular characteristics of that body. 

Purport 

J ust as fire appears and then disappears in an object, the 
element fire exists, although the size and shape of the fire depends on 
the size and shape of the object it's burning. If fire is burning a crooked 
piece of wood the fire appears crooked . If there is only a small amount 
of fuel the fire is small ; whereas if there is a large amount of fuel the fire 
is big. Similarly the appearance of the size and shape of the spirit soul 
depends on the size and shape of the material body it adopts . Sometimes 
the soul adopts the body of Lord Brahma and sometimes it adopts the 
body of an insignificant ant. The soul appears to have taken birth and 
died, but the spirit soul remains eternal and its size is unchangeable. In 
other words the soul is unaffected by the birth and death of a material 
body. Sometimes it takes birth in heaven, sometimes it takes birth in hell 
and sometimes it takes birth on earth. Sometimes it takes birth in a 
Hindu family, a Christian family, a Muslim family, as a male or female, 
but the soul is not affected by any designation . Those who seriously take 
to spiritual life following the instructions of an authentic Guru under
stand the workings of the soul. 

Text 10 
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yo 'sau gu(lair viracito deho 'yam puru$8sya hi 
samsaras tan-nib&ndho 'yam pumso vidyac-chidatmana}J 

Translation 

The subtle and gross material bodies are created by the material 
modes of maya, which is a creation of the Supreme Lord Sri :l<nJ).a. 
When a living entity accepts the soul to be the body and the body to be 
the soul the cycle of rebirth and death continues for that soul. When the 
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soul realizes its actual identity, its illusory state of falsely identifying with 
the body ceases to exist. 

Purport 

One may wonder, even though the qualities of the soul and the 
qualities of the body are completely different , when a soul inhabits a 
body why does it seem to adopt the qualities of the body? In answer, the 
logic of the Nyaya Sastra states , lu$yantu durjanal; sarve, "After birth 
the soul becomes covered by many layers of ignorance and thus becomes 
overpowered by ignorance and identifies with the body and adopts the 
qualities of that body!' Meaning a person remains ignorant as long as 
they believe the soul is the body and thus identifies with the body, but if 
they later learn they are different things they change their theory. As 
stated in the Maitreyi Upani�ad, hy asaiJgo 'yam puru$a/;, "The soul 
never mixes with the material body. It always remains separate from the 
gross body." By the adoption of spiritual life one comes to understand 
the difference between, and science behind the body and the soul . 

Text 1 1  
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tasmaj jijiiasaya ''tmanam atmastharil kevalaril param 
sailgamya nirased etad vastu-buddhiril yatha-kramam 

Translation 

Therefore, by cultivating knowledge a person should learn 
about their real identity and about the Supreme Lord seated within the 
heart. This approach to realizing knowledge is transcendental to material 
existence, therefore to learn this knowledge a person should gradually, 
step-by-step relinquish the false vision of the material world, because it 
has no real basis. 
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Purport 

There is no other cause other than a person's ignorance of the 
true nature of the soul for their repeatedly taking birth and dying in this 
world, which is why one should endeavor to learn their real identity by 
adopting qualitative spiritual life. If they do so they will gradually over
come the ignorance of believing that the gross and subtle bodies are real. 

Text 12 
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acaryo 'rai:iir adya/J syad ante-vasy-uttarli.ra(Ji/1 
tat-sandhanarh pravacanarh vidya-sandhi]J sukhavaha]J 

Translation 

To create fire-like transcendental knowledge the Spiritual 
Master functions as the lower wooden stick, the disciple functions as the 
upper wooden stick, and the instructions of the Spiritual Master func
tions as the stick between them that is churned creating the friction to 
ignite fire-like knowledge between them. The fire arising from this 
churning bums the disciple's darkness of ignorance to ashes and thus 
brings great happiness to both the Guru and disciple. 

Purport 

It is best for a person to be sincere and serious in their quest to 
search for knowledge to realize the Supreme Lord. They should search 
until they find a qualified authentic Spiritual Master and take spiritual 
initiation from him and afterward they should follow his instruction to 
the letter for substantial spiritual improvement. The Spiritual Master will 
guide the disciple, answering their questions and telling them what to do 
and what not to do, and it's the disciple duty to properly carry out his 
instructions. If this teacher-student connection takes place rightly, in the 
right atmosphere, wonderful realizations manifest in the heart of the 
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disciple, by which they experience transcendental ecstasy, and finding 
this the Guru is also happy. How the Spiritual Master and qualified 
disciple function to bring out transcendental realizations is stated in the 
Katha Upani�ad, acarya/J pllrva rllparil ante va asy uttara rllparil vidya 
sandhifJ pravacanaril sandhanam, "The Spiritual Master functions as the 
lower wooden stick, the disciple functions as the upper wooden stick, 
initiation by the Spiritual Master functions as the churning rod between 
them, and regular spiritual practice acts as the churning motion that 
causes the friction that creates the fire-like transcendental realizations of 
the Supreme Lord. " Similarly the Guru-disciple relationship is a give and 
take process; the Guru gives instructions and the disciple follows them; 
and the disciple asks relevant questions and the Guru replies. This 
process is only successful if the Spiritual Master is scripturally authorized 
and has given the proper initiation and mantra to the disciple and the 
disciple is sincere and serious about spiritual life. 

The analogy used for creating fire-like realizations in this text 
indicates the method that fire is started for use in fire sacrifices i.e. a 
horizontal stick below, with a horizontal stick above, and a stick placed 
vertically between them that is twisted back and forth creating friction 
that ignites some grass that is placed in a cavity in the lower stick. 

Text 13 
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vaisaradi sati-vi§uddha-buddhir 
dhunoti mayaril gu1Ja-sarilpraslltam 

guJJarils ca sandahya yadatmam etat 
svayariJ ca samyaty asamid yathagnifJ 

Translation 

By following this process, a submissive intelligent disciple 
obtains pure knowledge from the expert Spiritual Master, which bums 
the misgivings of material illusion that arise from the three modes of 
material nature. After this, only the pure soul remains; and the fire of 
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acquired knowledge ceases just like a fire ceases when no more fuel is 
supplied to it. 

Purport 

Spiritual life practiced by a devotee in the beginning is mecha
nical, but after advancing on the spiritual platform their spiritual service 
becomes spontaneous, and when that soul reaches the spiritual world 
they perform devotional service automatically. A devotee's spiritual life 
is eternal, just as the Lord and the spirit soul are eternal. In the material 
world the soul is contaminated by contacting material nature, which is 
why the Lord commissions the Spiritual Master to this world to help 
liberate the conditioned souls from this world. With the help of the 
Spiritual Master all of a disciple's illusion and material attachments are 
destroyed . Whereby the disciple becomes self-realized and thus they no 
longer mechanically follow spiritual life, because spiritual life becomes 
fully automatic from that point on. 

Texts 14-16 

athai$8Iil karma-kart{!Jiiril bhokt[.(JiiriJ sukha-dufJkhayo/;I 
niiniitvam atha nityatvariJ loka-kiilagamiitmaniim 

manyase sarva-bhaviinariJ sariJstha hy autpattikiyatha 
tat tadakrti-bhedena jayate bhidyate ca dhi}J 

evam apy ariga sarve$8ri1 dehiniiriJ deha-yogata)J 
kalavayavata}J santi bhava janmadayo 'sakrt 
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Translation 

0 dear Uddhava, if you accept that a living entity that performs 
karma and experiences happiness and distress because of it, and that the 
variegated material world, time, the Vedic literatures and the self are 
eternal, and also accept that the sustenance and origin of material 
objects are also permanent and real, and that external material objects 
result in knowledge although they continually change, then certainly 
obtaining real knowledge will be very difficult. 0 Uddhava, even if you 
believe all of these things, still the transformations and stages of the 
bodies will not cease. Moreover, the soul's enjoyment or suffering is 
dependent on its karma, therefore the living entity can enjoy, but the 
problem of experiencing miseries still remains. 

Purport 

Here Lord Kna:ia clears any misunderstanding for people who 
think that the soul, the Supreme Soul, the universe and everything in it is 
permanent. Such people identify their body as being their self. The 
Taittiriya Upani�ad states, atma vilak�'a(Ja/;J sthiila siik$myat, "The soul is 
stupendously extraordinary and exceptional because it is a subtle particle 
and very gross as well.'' A disciple of Sage Jaimini found this statement 
and misunderstanding it began stating that both the Lord's energy and 
the soul are permanent. They analogize comparing a cow to material 
nature, saying that, 'just as a cow gets very excited by seeing her newly 
born calf that milk starts dripping from her udders; similarly material 
nature becomes agitated when it gets near a soul.' Vai�Qavas dispute this 
point on the basis that a cow is a living entity and therefore has the 
ability to become excited, whereas material nature is inert matter and 
therefore it's impossible for it to become agitated from being near a soul 
or anything else. It is in a cows' nature to get excited and exhibit 
overwhelming parental love for her calf, but how can inert matter feel 
anything? The soul is not an offspring of matter or related to it in any 
way. They are two different natures. Jaimini or his followers don't have 
any rebut to this substantial reasoning. Therefore any reasonable person 
will conclude that material nature and the soul are two different things;  
and the soul and the Supreme Soul arc one in quality . The Supreme Soul 
is full in knowledge of everything; and the soul is His minute particle. As 
stated in the Vi�i:iu Purai:ia, aham pratyaya vijiieyo jiiatavya/.1 sarvadaiva 
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hi, "I  am the actual knowledge, the object to  be known, and the process 
to know everything at all times." Hence, Lord Kr�oa is here clearing all 
misunderstandings about the relationship between the Lord, the soul, 
and material nature to Uddhava so that there is no confusion on the 
subject. 

Text 17 
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atrapi karma1.1aril kartur asvatantryaril ca lak$ate 
bhoktus ca dul;kha-sukhayol} konv-artho vivasam bhajet 

Translation 

According to this belief the living entity will never be free and is 
constitutionally dependant and helpless and must experience misery and 
happiness per its karma. If this is so who would accept the soul as signi
ficant for any spiritual or material benefit. 

Purport 

Everyone wants happiness and good health ,  but everyone is 
forced to experience uneasiness and miseries at one time or another. 
And everyone has some conception of a power greater than themselves 
because someone or some unseen force makes them accept things 
against their will, and thus not obtain or accomplish the things they want. 
Like a person who wants to stop smoking for health reasons but is forced 
by some unknown power to continue smoking, thus inhibiting them from 
improving their health. That power is the uncontrolled mind. 

The supreme power is Lord Kr�oa, under whose control every
one works and thus experiences the results of their performed actions. 
Everything in this world is governed by the Lord, as well as what is in the 
heart. He compels the living entity to perform in certain ways. As told by 
Duryodhana in the Mahabharat: 
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janami dharmam na ca me pravrtti}J 
janami paparil na ca me nivrtti}J 

kenapi devena hrdi-sthitena 
yatha niyuktosmi tatha karomi 

1 1.1 0.18 

''I know about the religious principles that constitute pious 
deeds and I also know about the irreligious sinful deeds. But I am unable 
to perform the pious deeds because there is some divine force living 
inside me who is dictating to me to decide what to do, which is why I 
continue doing the things I do."  

Meaning the living entity is  under the Lord's control, who 
forcefully makes the living entity act . Although He propels the living 
entity to perform good deeds and enjoy, they mostly decide to do some

thing bad. and from within He allows them do that as well. It means 
those living entities are acting against the Lord's will when they perform 
sinful deeds. As stated in the Katha Upani�ad, C$a eva sadhu karma 
karayati yamebhyo lokebhya unniinisate, "The Lord is all good and 
makes the living entity do only good things. But if they want to go to hell 
by desiring to do unwanted acts, He allows them to do that as well." If a 
person wants to enjoy they should only do the good deeds recommended 
in the scriptures, but if they act against the scriptures they will be forced 
to suffer for those actions . In this way the living entity is not free to act. 
If the independence to decide their actions was not given to the living 
entity who would care about the Lord? The Lord allows the living entity 
to freely decide and choose what they want to do. But if the living entity 
is forced to experience miseries for doing bad things, what intelligent 
person would accumulate bad karma to suffer for in the future? 

Text 18 
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na dehinaril sukharil kiiicid vidyate vidu$fim api 
tatha ca du}Jkharil mii<}hanam vrtha.haiJkaral}aril param 
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Translation 

Sometimes it is seen that even wise men do not experience any 
happiness, and senseless ignorant people do not experience any misery. 
Therefore people who act proud of obtaining happiness from some 
activities they performed is a waste. 

Purport 

It is indicated here that the Supreme Lord is the controller of all 
rewards. Sometimes people think their activities compel the Lord to 
reward the appropriate result, but according to this text the Lord is 
completely independent and not compelled to do anything. One should 
not think that because a person is expert at doing good deeds they will 
be happy, or that a person doing bad things and ignorant to what good 
deeds are will be unhappy. These decisions are up to the Lord. He can 
make a living entity experience the results of their deeds in this life or 
have them wait to experience those results in their next life. It is all in 
His hands. It is a fact that good deeds bring good results, causing the 
person to experience happiness; and that bad deeds reap bad results thus 
making the .Person unhappy and miserable. But the remote control that 
controls rewarding the results of performed deeds is in the Lord's hands, 
which is why a sinner may be seen enjoying life due to their pious deeds 
performed in a past life, and a pious person may be seen experiencing 
bad times due to their past misdeeds. That's why no one is permanently 
happy and no one is permanently unhappy. 

Text 19 
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yadi praptim vighatam ca jananti sukha-du}Jkhayol; 
te 'py addhii na vidur-yogam mrtyur na prabhaved yatha 
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Translation 

Even if people know the process of obtaining happiness and the 
process of removing distress, they still don't know of a process to stop 
death from exerting its power over them, to keep them from dying. 

Purport 

Researchers in the fields of science and medicine have produced 
materials and th ings giving people some happiness and alleviating some 
miseries , thus helping them to be comfortable, but they have not solved 
the problem of imminent death. Many religions in this world predict they 
will be resurrected in the future and therefore instead of destroying the 
dead body , they preserve and/or bury it, but stopping death is possible. 
But if a person sincerely adopts the spiritual path and seriously follows 
all the guidelines of the scriptures they can avoid taking another birth by 
obtaining liberation from this world. The simplest method to achieve 
liberation was introduced by Lord Sri Chaitanya MahaprabhU, and 
Gau<;liya Vaiimavas follow it. Anyone who sincerely wants to stop the 
miseries of rebirth and death should follow His process. There is no 
other process to stol' death besides this process because God Himself 
appeared as Lord Sri Chaitanya MahaprabhO only in this spiritual 
tradition. 

Text 20 
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konv arthalJ sukhayaty enaril kamo va mrtyur-antike 
aghatam niyamanasya vadhyasyeva na lU$fidaf) 

Translation 

If a person is about to die, what pleasurable thing could possibly 
make them happy? The situation everyone in this world is in is liken to a 
person condemned to death and is being taken to the gallows to hang. A 
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person in this situation could not be pleased by supplying any materially 
pleasing thing. 

Purport 

Everyone in the world knows they will have to face death one 
day, but are just not sure when. The scriptures state a person can die at 
any moment. therefore no one is guaranteed even another minute of life. 
If this is the situation everyone is in, no one in this world is any better off 
than a person condemned to death and being escorted to the gallows to 
hang. Just as there is nothing that will please a person about to die, 

similarly nothing in this world should please anyone, because everyone is 
subject to death. 

Text 21 
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srutaJiJ ca dr$favad dU$fam spardhasiiya�v ayavyayai./t 
vahv antaraya-kamatvat km'vaccapi m�phalam 

Translation 

The happiness in heaven people hear about and the happiness in 
this world are both faulty, because jealousy, envy, decay and death 
equally exist in both places. To obtain happiness in either place a person 
faces many obstacles, like a farmer whose agricultural field may fail to 
produce any fruitful crops. 

Purport 

The material creation is divided into three categories-the 
heavenly planets, earth and the subterranean planets- and everywhere 
on each of them birth, death , old age, disease , jealousy, competition, 
envy, hatred and many other unwanted things exist. On all the material 
planets, people for the most part treat others that are at an equal social 
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and economic status as them with compassion; people better off than the 
person are envied; and people less fortunate are usually hated and 
looked down on by well to do people. Everyday things and qualities on 
all planets decay and people's desires do not get fulfilled, because even if 
sacrifices are performed the priests do not chant the proper mantras 
correctly. Therefore people desirous of going to heaven are considered 
less intelligent, because happiness is as unpredictable as a farmer's crop 
yield. A farmer may work very hard, but if drought, pestilence, excessive 
rain or some other impediment occurs, he will not reap good results. 
This is similar to the case of finding happiness in heaven. 

The happiness derived in spiritual life is permanent, which is 
why the logic of the Nyaya Sastra states, pvo va maro va sadho, "O 
devotee. whether you live or die, both the material world and spiritual 
world are equal for you because you exist in a spiritual atmosphere 
wherever you are."  While alive a devotee enjoys spiritual ecstasy and 
after death goes to the spiritual world where they experience eternal 
bliss. 

Text 22 
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antariiyair avihato yadi dharma}J svanu$/hita}J 
tenapi nirjitam sthanam yatha gacchati tac-chmu 

Translation 

If regulated religious sacrifices are performed as prescribed in 
the Vedic scriptures without making any mistakes they result in award
ing the heavenly planets. I shall explain the method of obtaining them to 
you. Please hear this from Me. 

Purport 

Vedic rituals like performing a fire sacrifice require the per
former to meticulously follow the scriptural rules for chanting mantras 
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with perfect pronunciation, having the required number of performing 
priests, having the required ingredients and the required amount of 
donation, to obtain perfect results from the sacrifice. If everything is 
done perfectly heaven is rewarded to the person where they can enjoy 
like a demigod for tens of thousands of years .  

Texts 23-24 
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i$fveha devata yajfiai(l svarlokariJ yati yajfiika(l 
bhufijita devavat tatra bhogan divyan nijarjitan 
sva-pwJyopacite subhre vimana upaglyate 
gandharvair viharan madhye devln;iril hrdya-ve!)adhrk 

Translation 

The person reaches the heavenly planets by the results of the 
fire sacrifices he had performed to please the demigods and enjoys 
celestial things like demigods do, as a result of his own performances. By 
the merits of his pious deeds he obtains a bright celestial airplane, and in 
it, dressed in elegant clothes he enjoys with beautiful heavenly maidens 
while being glorified by the Gandarvas, celestial singers. 

Purport 

By hearing of the wonderful pleasures in heaven many people 
become attracted and want to go there, which is why many people 
perform sacrifices, religious ceremonies, austerities, fast and go to holy 
places, but are not aware that heaven is also temporary. Going there is 
just l ike an airplane that lifts off the ground and flies as long as the fuel 
will allow and then lands back on earth. As soon as the fuel is exhausted 
the airplane must land, similarly people that go to heaven can stay only 
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as long as their fuel-like merits allow and then they fall again to earth 
and take birth there. As Lord Kn;J.la states in the Bhagavad Gita, te tam 
bhuktva svarga-fokariJ visa/am k$iJJe pUJJye martya-fokam vi5anti, "After 
having enjoyed heavenly pleasures, having exhausted their merits they 
return to this mortal world." Thus wise men desire to reach the spiritual 
world from where they never have to leave and therefore uncondition
ally worship the Supreme Lord. 

Texts 25-26 
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stribhifl kamagayanena kinkiTJi-jafa-ma.Jina 
kriifan na vedatmapatam surakri<;/e$U nirvrtaf; 
tavat pramodate svarge yavat pul)yariJ samapyate 
k$iJJa-pw;ya'1 pataty-arvag anicchan ka.Ja-clilitafl 

Translation 

His airplane will have groups of tinkling bells and fly him to 
wherever he wants to go. While enjoying surrounded by celestial ladies 
where demigods enjoy, he'll become so immersed in pleasure that he'll 
forget he is exhausting his merits and will soon be thrown out of there. 
He'll enjoy there until his merits are used up, and even though he 
doesn't want to leave there, he is forced by time to fall down to this 
world. 

Purport 

The Vedic scriptures were written over five thousand years ago 
and give detailed information about heaven, but long before that Vedic 
knowledge was spread by word of mouth, where people relayed knowl
edge about heaven as well as descriptive details of how to perform cere-
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monies to reach there. According to the English dictionary the Vedas are 
the most ancient books of knowledge. Therefore information found in 
other religious books about heaven is not new; nor is heaven a 
speculation. But the Vedic literatures give details about heaven; there
fore its knowledge is thorough. 

Texts 27-28 
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yady adharma-ratah sangad asatam vajitendriyah 
kamatma krpano lubdhah straino bhuta-vihimsakah 

pasiin a vidhina "labhya preta-bhiita-gaJJan yajan 
narakan avaso jantur gatva yaty ulvaJJariJ tamal} 

Translation 

If by bad association a person engages in sinful and irreligious 
activities, doesn't control his senses, is miserly, licentious, aggressive, 
violent, acts according to his wishes and sacrifices animals to please 
ghosts and evil spirits without following Vedic authority. they are consi
dered to be lower than the animals and they go to hell to suffer in the 
deep darkness of ignorance. 

Purport 

There are two paths to enjoy sense gratification; following the 
scriptural injunctions for sense gratification, and enjoying life without 
following the scriptural injunctions. The result of following the scriptural 
injunctions to enjoy sense gratification was explained in the previous text, 
here the result of enjoying sense gratification not in accordance with the 
scriptural injunctions is told. Materialistically inclined people become so 
engrossed in sense pleasures that they do not care to follow any Vedic 
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injunctions and do as they want. They think everything is fine as long as 
they are able to comfortably satisfy their senses. As stated in the 
Cbarvak Sarhhita, yavaj jivet sukharil jivet, "Live happily for as long as 
you live because you don't know what will happen to you after death."  
This is atheistic scripture; and such people profess killing to live happily, 
even at the cost of others' lives. Such people are described in the Smarta 
Siddhanta thus, syenenabhicaran yajet, "It is not necessary to follow any 
injunctions. Break all the rules and even kill the animals in sacrifices and 
ceremonies to obtain benedictions to be happy." Such speculative people 
are thrown in the darkest region of hell as punishment for their sins. 

Text 29 
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karmaTJi dul;khodarkaTJi kurvan dehena tai}J puna/1 
deham abhajate tatra kiril sukharil martya-dharmiJJal;J 

Translation 

Actually, every irreligious deed results in unhappiness for the 
living entity. And any person that identifies with their body and family 
must take birth and die repeatedly. Where is the happiness in this 
process when the person is sure to die? 

Purport 

There is nothing wrong with identifying with the one's self and 
family if everyone is genuinely devoted to Lord K�na. Keeping the body 
fit to perform devotional service is also wanted in spiritual life and sup
porting one's family if they're devotees of Lord Kr$1)a is also recom
mended on the spiritual path, because bringing more people to serve 
Kr�1.1a is better than serving alone. But the Vedic scriptures discourage 
remaining attached to a non-devotee family, because such attachment 
binds the soul to repeated births and deaths, which is the greatest 
unhappiness for the soul. 
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Text 30 

Jokaniiiil Joka-palanam mad bhayam kalpa-jivinam 
brahmaIJO 'pi bhayam matto dviparardha-parayw;a}J 

Translation 

25 

All the great demigods that preside over all the planets from 
heaven to hell that live for one thousand cycles of the four yugas are 
afraid of Me. Not speaking of others, even Lord Brahma whose life span 
is 72, 000, 000 cycles of the four yugas is afraid of Me. 

Purport 

It is just as inconceivable for human beings to believe that 
people living on heavenly planets live such long lives, as it is for a fly or 
an ant to comprehend a human being's lifespan. According to our 
calculation a fly lives for a few days, but according to its calculation it 
lives a complete lifetime. It takes birth , grows, produces byproducts, 
stays for some time, dwindles and dies . After passing through these six 
stages it dies, as do all other living entities. Just as a fly could not fathom 
a human beings lifespan, it's surprising for us to hear that living entities 
on higher planets live so long. But we have the gift of reasoning, so 
relatively we can understand the possibility of longer life spans and it 
shouldn't be a surprise because this is the standard created by the 
Supreme Lord. The life span of Lord Brahma is the longest and he lives 
for about 31 1 ,040,000,000,000 earthly years, after which he dies. There
fore everyone is fearful of the Lord, who comes as death for everyone. 

Text 31 
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gul)ai) srjanti karmal)i glllJO 'nusrjate gu(lan 
jivastu gu1Ja-samyukto bhurikte karma-phalany asau 

Translation 

1 1 .10.32 

The three modes of material nature sets the senses into motion 
which then engage the person in doing pious or impious deeds. Due to 
ignorance the living entity thinks that the three modes of material nature 
and the senses are their self, and thus they experience the results of their 
good and bad deeds. 

Purport 

The material body is the residence of the senses and they are 
under the control of three modes, namely goodness, passion and 
ignorance. People that work patiently with a calm demeanor in deep 
thought are in the mode of goodness; people that are impatient, easily 
irritated, angry, and are creative are in the mode of passion; and people 
that are thoughtless, lazy, slow and indecisive are in the mode of 
ignorance; and one may wonder why? Lord Km1a answered this 
question in the Bhagavad Gita thus, tribhir gu1Jamayair bhavair ebhi 
sarvam, "Everyone, including the whole creation, is deluded by the three 
modes." Thus being deluded by the modes, the living entity creates their 
good and bad karma and experiences the results. Therefore in all cases 
the living entity itself is the cause of its enjoyment and suffering. 

Text 32 
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yavat syad gU1Ja-vai$amyam tavan nanatvam atmanafl 
nanatvam atmano yavat paratantryam tadaiva hi 
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Translation 

As long as one identifies with the body and its relatives as 'me' 
and 'mine' they will experience different stages of existence. And as long 
as one perceives their soul in many stages it will remain either under the 
control of time or under the control of the reactions of its own deeds. 

Purport 

Identifying with one's body and relatives is the main cause of the 
soul's entrapment in the material world. The pride a conditioned soul 
feels for their body and thus identifies them self as 'me' leads to 
broadening their pride to family and calls them 'mine.' This causes the 
soul to experience the misery of taking repeated births, living different 
lives whereby it seemingly takes many different forms although the soul 
has not changed, and continues experiencing miseries forced on it by 
either time or by the reactions of performed karmas. 

Text 33 
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yavad asyasvatantratvam tavad isvarato bhayam 
ya etat samupasirams te muhyanti sucarpita/J 

Translation 

As long as a person remains dependent on these things, up until 
that point they will remain afraid of the Supreme Lord. People that are 
under the illusory thought of 'me' and 'mine,' consider the soul to be 
variegated, and do not adopt the path of detachment but perform 
activities adverse to the religious principles and experience lamentation 
and illusion. 
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Purport 

The material body and its bodily extensions and all possessions 
are temporary, therefore anyone that remains attached to them are 
considered to be in illusion. A person in illusion cannot see the reality 
that these things are irrelevant to their true eternal nature and therefore 
when something is lost they lament. And if they believe that they lack 
something for their enjoyment they are overtaken by hankering. Hence a 
person in this illusion cannot understand the undivided soul and thus 
transmigrates through many different bodies and continues struggling in 
this world. 

Text 34 
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kala atma "gamo loka}J svabhavo dharma eva ca 
iti mariJ bahudhli prlihur guJJa-vyatikare sati 

Translation 

When there is agitation in the modes of material nature the 
living entity observes Me in various ways, as all-powerful tim�. the Self, 
Vedic knowledge, the universe, as the main principle, and as religious 
duty. 

Purport 

There are two paths to please the Lord to obtain liberation; the 
path of renunciation and the path of enjoyment. The scriptures advise 
people who are intensely interested in obtaining liberation from this 
material world to adopt the path of renunciation, because it guarantees 
liberation in a short period of time. As stated in Vi�i:iu Purai:ia, nivrttariJ 
karma--seveta pravrttariJ mat-paras tyajet, "Those who want to obtain 
Me should accept the path of renunciation and avoid the path of 
enjoyment." The path of enjoyment is filled with the hurdles of material 
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attachments, anxieties, frustrations, lamentation, hankerings and many 
other unwanted situations that distract the person from the goal of 
pleasing the Lord for liberation. On the path of renunciation there is less 
chance for maya to capture the devotee and therefore there is more 
chance of them becoming totally attached to Lord �t;ia. Therefore the 
scriptures recommend adopting and following the path of renunciation, 
because by following this path the Lord is understood rightly, as He is, 
and not as this text alludes to. 

Text 35 

� �  
� qd411;ftsft at;:§t&1"fq19a: I 
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uddhava uvaca 
gUQe$U vartamano 'pi dehaje$V anapavrtalJ 
gUQair na badhyate dehi baddhayate vii katharil vibho 

Translation 

Uddhava said, 0 great Lord, if a living entity is living in the 
material body which is overpowered by the material modes, how is it 
possible that the soul is not bound by the happiness and distress of its 
performed material karma? Or if the soul is untouched by the material 
modes and is always separate from the body and bodily connections, 
how is it that it is bound by material nature? 

Purport 

Lord �r.ia stated in the Bhagavad Gita, na hi kascit k$11JJam api 
jiitu ti$fhaty akarmak.rt, kiiryate hy ava5ab karma, "No one can refrain 
from doing something even for a moment. Everyone is forced to act as 
though they are helpless."  Meaning as long as a living entity lives in a 
body it has to perform some material activity, which in turn cause 
reactions causing the living entity to enjoy or suffer in the body. Al-
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though Lord Krima had already told Uddhava that the best way to avoid 
a chain reaction of 'actions and reactions' is to renounce sense 
gratification and perform devotional service in knowledge for liberation, 
he wants further clarification. Uddhava seems to not understand the 
specific way to receive perfection, which is why he is presenting 
questions to the Lord. It's the Lord's desire that Uddhava ask these 
questions because He wants to further clarify the path of devotional 
service for him and for people in the future. 

Even liberated souls like Dattatreya and others perform normal 
activities like eating, sleeping, hearing, speaking and moving around, 
which are functions of the material body; and as they also exist within a 
material gross and subtle body, how is it they are not bound by the 
material modes of material nature? And if the soul is always untouched 
by the material modes and is compared to the sky because it never mixes 
with any other thing and is always unbound, how can the soul who is 
transcendental to material things by nature be bound by material nature' 
In other words, according to the soul's qualities it should be impossible 
for the soul to become entangled with material nature. To clear doubts, 
questions should be presented to a spiritual authority, abiding by this 
rule , Uddhava asks the Lord to clear the pathway to K�Qa consciousness. 

Text 36 
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katham varteta viharet kair va jiiayeta Jak$aJJai/.1 
kim bhuiijitota visdec chayitasita yati va 

Translation 

How does a liberated soul behave in this world? How does he 
enjoy things in this world? What symptoms does he have whereby he can 
be detected from others? How does he eat? How does he evacuate? 
How does he sleep? How does he sit and how does he move around in 
this world? 
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Purport 

The Supreme Lord Sri Kr�J)a is acting as Spiritual Master to 
Uddhava and Uddhava is acting as His disciple and their discussion is 
perfect. When a Spiritual master is perfect and authorized by the scrip
tures and the disciple is serious and dedicated, discussions between them 
are very interestingly and remarkable. As long as a disciple is under the 
control of the material modes the understanding of spiritual life will not 
take place. 

Here Uddhava is asking a similar question to the one Arjuna 
had asked Lord Kr�J)a in the Bhagavat Gita (2-54) , where he asked 
about the external qualities of a steady devotee. Since liberated souls 
and imposters act similar externally while they're eating, sleeping, 
talking, sitting and moving around, it is very difficult to tell the two apart, 
therefore the question both Uddhava and Arjuna ask the Lord is a 
question every sincere devotee should inquire about. Sometimes people 
posing as spiritualists, who are known to be heretics by the learned, 
mislead innocent people to earn their respect to usurp their money. 
Uddhava is not so innocent that a heretic could allure him, but he wants 
the Lord to answer this question so that people in the future will not be 
misled by such pretenders. Everyone should take advantage of 
Uddhava's mercy and heed the Lord's teachings. Uddhava is a pure 
devotee and according to the scriptures anything a pure devotee does is 
to help the conditioned souls. 

Text 37 
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etad acyuta me brOhi prasnam prasna-vidam vara 
nitya-mukto nitya-baddha eka eveti me bhramafl 

Translation 

0 Infallible Lord, You are the best of all at knowing the inner 
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meaning of questions asked.How can a soul be eternally conditioned 
and at the same time one soul be eternally liberated? I am confused 
about the actual position of the soul, please answer my question. 

Purport 

A sincere soul is he/she who prays to the Lord for real direction. 
If such prayers are from the heart the Lord responds and leads them to a 
right path. Most people are not fortunate enough to find an authentic 
Guru, so in haste or for their welfare they accept an imposter as Guru, 
who himself follows, as well as teaches shallow spiritual life to his 
followers. But if a person sincerely prays from the heart to the Lord for 
help to escape rebirth and death, in some way or other the Lord will lead 
them to a right path. And when that path is found the person should 
immediately follow it. Sometimes a person knows the path and people 
they are following is shallow, but because they have become attached to 
it or complacent they cannot let it go. After a person decides to give up 
material attachment and takes to the spiritual path but later finds the 
scriptural standards the people he/she is following are not up to the mark, 
they should leave that group without looking back and not have any 
attachment to it. The first symptom to recognize an inauthentic spiritual 
group is that they are lead by a guru who is not authorized by the ancient 
Vedic scriptures. One should carefully consider this point and reform 
their spiritual life if needed. 

There are opposing statements regarding the soul that can be 
confusing. Such as the statements in the Yajurveda, tad vi_sl}ol;I paramariJ 
padam sada pasyanti siirayalJ, "Liberated souls always visualize the 
Supreme Lord and never deviate." And, the statement found in the 
Isopani$ad, /isurya nama te loka andhena tamasa 'vrta/.1, "The demoniac 

. act bad in this world and are sent to the darkest region of hell to suffer." 
Uddhava was in dilemma because it didn't make sense to him how one 
soul can be eternally liberated and the other eternally condemned, which 
is why he wants the Lord to clear his confusion.  

For most people i t  i s  very difficult to  believe someone to be a 
pure devotee if their external actions are similar to a conditioned soul's 
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actions. Therefore Uddhava would like a definitive answer on this point,  
because if an eternally conditioned soul can become eternally liberated 
then what is the meaning of 'eternally liberated' and 'eternally condi
tioned?' The Lord will clear his questions very nicely. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter Ten 
of the Srimad Bhagavatam, in the matter of, Worthlessness of Material 
Enjoyment . 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
= == == ===== 





All glories to Sri Gurii and Gauranga 

Chapter Eleven 

Symptoms of Liberated 
and Conditioned Souls 

Text 1 

� 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
baddho mukta iti vyakhya gul}ato me na vastutal) 
gwJasya maya�mu/atviin na me mok$O na bandhanam 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, the statement that the soul 
is either 'conditioned to maya or liberated from it' being due to the 
influence of the material modes that are under My control, in reality is 
not true. And because the material modes belong to maya is why I'm 
neither liberated nor conditioned. 

Purport 

Every Vedic scripture speaks about the liberation and bondage 
of the soul. Lord Kpma also speaks about it in the Bhagavad Gita in a 
similar way saying the living entity should disassociate itself with 
material nature and thus receive liberation . The spirit soul is an eternal 
fragmental part of the Supreme Lord. therefore just as the Lord is 
neither conditioned or liberated; neither is the spirit soul. The material 
creation is governed by three modes such as goodness, passion and 
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ignorance , so when the pure soul comes in contact with this material 
world it becomes contaminated.  As stated in the Bhagavad Gita. daivi by 
e$8 guJJamayr mama maya duratyaya, "This divine nature of Mine, 
consisting of the three modes of material nature is very difficult to 
overcome." The Lord is the controller of everything including material 
nature and its three modes. As stated in the Tattva Sandarbha, pradhana 
k$etrajflapatir gw.iesa,/J, "The Supreme Lord is the controller of material 
nature and the three modes as well." Therefore He is in no way 
controlled by anyone or anything, thus He is not conditioned in any way 
to either liberation or bondage . 

Just as a rain drop is distilled before it touches the ground but is 
contaminated when it touches the ground , similarly the soul becomes 
contaminated after coming in contact with m aterial nature. And just as 
water can be purified by the right filtration process , similarly the living 
entity can be purified by the process of devotional service to the Lord. 
And just as water is always pure and the filtering process merely 
separates it from contaminants, similarly the soul is always pure and the 
practice of spiritual life simply separates it from all contaminating 
elements. As stated in the Bhagavad Gita, m:im eva ye prapadyante 
mayam etaril taranti te, "Those who are surrendered unto Me can easily 
cross beyond ma ya. " In other words spiritual life filters the soul, thus 
removing the contamination of the three modes . The soul is always pure, 
it is the three modes of material nature that are impure, and they are 
removed when the soul goes through the filtering process of devotional 
service to the Lord . 

Text 2 

soka-mohau sukharil du(lkharil dehiipattis ca mayay:i 
svapno yathii ' 'tma11a(l khyati,/J samsrtir na tu vastavi 

Translation 

Just as a dream, which has no substance but is merely a creation 
of the intellect, similarly material experiences like lamentation, illusion, 
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happiness, distress, physical birth and death are all the work of maya, 
even though such things are experienced they are certainly not real. 

Purport 

The variegated material things of this world were created by 
maya for the conditioned soul to bring them back to the Lord. The soul 
desires to enjoy sense gratification thus experiences many kinds of pain 
and often turns toward the Supreme Lord. Hence, material suffering can 
be considered a blessing of the Lord, because material things and situ
ations create problems and often the person gets fed up with materialism 
and tries spiritual life. The conditioned soul thinks material things are 
meant for their enjoyment, but if they're taken away they lament. Sense 
gratification is phantasmagoric and if devoid of spiritual life is simply an 
illusion, because sense gratification alone has no real existence. A living 
entity that is engrossed in the path of sense gratification suffers greatly 
and the only solution is to take to spiritual life seriously and follow it 
sincerely. 

Material nature is the creation of the Lord's external energy, 
and therefore has some substance. Hence, when Lord Kr�i:ia says that 
material nature is like a dream, it shouldn't be taken to mean that this 
world is not real i.e., it is real because it came from the Lord, but it's not 
permanent because material objects are subject to transformation. 
Therefore it is always best to become a sincere devotee of the Lord and 
study the scriptures to see things in their real prospective. 

Text 3 
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vidya- vidye mama tanu viddhy-uddhava saririJJiim 
mok$a-bandhakari :idye mayaya me vinirmite 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, understand the transcendental knowledge that 
makes the living entity experience liberation from this world, and the 
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ignorance that binds the living entity to this world, is My beginning-less 
original potency and is born from My maya. 

Purport 

Here the Lord used the word 'maya' in singular form, but it 
applies to both knowledge and ignorance, indicating that it is His 
permanent energy and works for both. How it acts on a living entity 
depends on its actions. If it acts according to God's wants, His internal 
potency comes to them in the form of transcendental knowledge, helping 
them to become liberated ; whereas if the living entity acts against God's 
will then ignorance overpowers that soul, keeping it in the cycle of 
rebirth and death. In either case maya always works under the Lord's 
supervision. In other words, as long as a living entity acts against the 
Lord's will He keeps them in material bondage , and if they overcome 
ignorance He guides them to spiritual life and liberates them. As stated 
in the Garuc;la Purai:ia: 

bandhako bha va-pasena bhava-pasac ca mocakaiJ 
kaiva/ya-dalJ pararil brahma Vi$IJUf eva samitana 

"The eternal Supreme Lord named Vi�i:iu ties the noose of 
ignorance to the living entity, keeping it in the cycle of rebirth and death. 
He also releases it from that noose and rewards it liberation. "  

Maya works under the Lord and not independently from Him. 
Therefore bondage and liberation awarded to a living entity, although 
done through the Lord"s eternal energy, maya, because she is one of His 
potencies, the work is ultimately the Lord's doing. 

Text 4 
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ekasyaiva mamarilsasya jfvasyaiva ma/Jamate 
bandho 'syavidyayanadir- vidyaya ca tat/JetaralJ 
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Translation 

0 Wise Uddhava, the living entity ·is actually one in quality and 
is part and parcel of Me, But due to ignorance it has been experiencing 
bondage since time immemorial, however when it acquires knowledge of 
the self it becomes liberated. 

Purport 

We know there are innumerable living entities; ones we see 
without the help of magnifying instruments as well as those we see with 
the naked eye. Just as sunrays are everywhere , similarly living entities 
are everywhere. And just as the innumerable sunrays all have the same 
qualities and are referred to as one thing, similarly there are innume
rable living entities and they are also considered one thing. A soul is 
addressed as jiva (living entity) when it occupies a material body; and 
souls not inhabiting a body are called atma (spirit or a soul) . If a living 
entity is covered with ignorance it mingles with material sense objects 
and is said to be in bondage; and if it becomes situated in knowledge it 
relinquishes material objects and is said to be liberated. One soul may 
develop these two qualities. As stated in the Padma Pura1,1a: 

yathaikasmin ghafakase rajodhzimadibhir yute 
na sarve samprayujyante tathajiva/1 sukhadibhilJ 

"Just as the sky is one but if covered by dust or smoke its reflec
tion cannot be seen in a body of water, similarly the pure soul cannot be 
perceived because everyone wants to enjoy material affairs, or they 
suffer from them." 

Text s 
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atha baddhasya muktasya vailak$aIJyam vadami te 
viruddha-dharminos tata sthita vor eka-dharmini 
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Translation 

0 Dear Uddhava, a living entity has two different natures while 
living within one body, one is called the conditioned soul; and the other 
is called the liberated soul. I shall now teU you their characteristics. 

Purport 

The soul and Supersoul reside together within one body. As 
stated in the Svetasvatara Upani�ad, dva supaIJJa sayuja sakhaya samana 
vrk$aii1 parisasvajate, "Two friendly birds living in a tree are compared 
to the soul and Supersoul living together in the tree of the material 
body." One bird (jiva) eats the fruits of the tree of material nature 
whereas the other (Supersoul) only observes. Regardless of what type of 
body the soul inhabits, both the individual soul and Supersoul reside 
together in it. The symptom of a liberated soul is that it does not enjoy 
material sense objects; whereas if that soul is conditioned it enjoys 
material sense objects. If the living entity follows scriptural regulations 
while enjoying material objects it is called the doer of good karma; and a 
Jiving entity that doesn't follow these rules but indiscriminately engages 
in material activities is called the doer of bad karma. Even though 
Supersoul accompanies the soul in both situations, He is not affected by 
what either doer, does. For further details please consult our book 
entitled, 'The Svetasvatara Upani�ad. • 

Text 6 
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suparJJav etau sadrsau sakhayau 
yadrcchayaitau krta-ni(iau ca vrk!fe 
ekas tayo/J khadati pippa/annam 
anyo niranno 'pi balena bhiiyat 

Translation 

These two soul-like birds live together in one pippala tree-like
body by their own accord; making a nest and residing together in the 
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same body. They are friends and have a similar nature, but one eats the 
fruits of the pippala tree, whereas the other does not because He has a 
superior position. 

Purport 

In this text two souls are compared to two birds, and the body is 
compared to a pippala tree. Just as the birds are different from and 
remain separate from the tree they reside in, similarly the souls remain 
separate from the body. The material body is compared to a pippala tree 
because it is considered holy because the Lord resides on a pippala tree, 
as is said He does in the material body. One may wonder why the physic

�al body is compared to a tree. The answer is given in the VyakaraQa 
Sastra, V{"Scyate kalena chidyate iti vrk$O deha}J, "The reason the 
material body is compared to a tree is because in due course of time the 
body dies, just as a tree gets cut down." 

One may wonder how does a person know that Supersoul lives 
in the same body with the soul? The answer is found in the Bhagavad 
Gita, uttama/.1 puru$as tu anya/.1 paramatmyeti udahrta}J, "There is 
another entity called the greatest living entity named paramatma 
(Supersoul) that resides in the body." Even though Supersoul forbids the 
soul from eating the fruit-like enjoyment of sense gratification, it eats it 
anyway. At that point Supersoul acts as the witness to the soul's actions. 
If the soul does something wrong the conscience within relays to the soul 
that they performed a forbidden action. And if they do something good 
the conscience relays that they have done something good. This 
conscience is Supersoul communicating to the soul. 

Text 7 
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atmanam anyaril ca sa veda vidvan 
apippalado na tu pippalada}J 
yo 'vidyaya yuk sa tu nitya-baddho 
vidyamayo ya/.J sa tu nitya-mukta}J 
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Translation 

The bird that doesn't eat the fruits on the tree is the Lord and 
He knows all about Himself and everything around Him. But the bird 
eating the fruits neither knows itself nor the Lord. Of these two, the 
living entity is called eternally conditioned because it is covered by 
ignorance. And the Lord is called the eternally liberated because He is 
full of knowledge. 

Purport 

As already explained, the Lord is the only supremely indepen
dent and eternal personality, and other entities are eternally dependent 
on the Lord's mercy and are bound by the Lord. It is clear that every 
living entity is either under the Lord's control, be it through devotional 
service or via His energy, may a. Intelligent people become devotees of 
God and are bound to Him by loving service to Him; whereas those 
adverse to God chew the chewed activities of material life by regularly 
engaging in sense gratification and therefore are controlled by the Lord's 
mayii. The Lord sits next to the soul in the body giving it instructions, 
which are actually the intuitions living entities get. Thus, He guides them 
to not engage in eating the bitter fruit of material sense gratification, but 
to turn towards Him, their dear most friend, the Supreme Lord. If the 
living entity follows this intuition given to them by Supersoul seated in 
the heart, the taste for spiritual life will develop until it becomes so 
blissful that the living entity cannot give it up, just like an ant cannot give 
up sugar. 

It doesn't matter how educated a person is, if they do not have 
knowledge of the soul and their connection with the Supreme Lord, they 
are considered ignorant. The word 'knowledge' is spiritual education and 
the word 'ignorance' is used to identify a person adverse to spiritual 
education. People ignorant of spiritual knowledge remain under the 
control of maya, who binds the living entity to the cycle of rebirth and 
death. Such ignorant souls are called eternally conditioned because no 
scripture states when a living entity contacted material nature and began 
engaging in material enjoyment, whereas Supersoul is said to be eter
nally liberated because no material object can affect Him in any way. As 
stated in the Gopalatapi1.1i Upani�ad, dvau supan;au bhavato brahmaJ)o
msabhiltas tathetaro bhokta bha vati, anyo hi s8k$i bhavati, bhoktr-bho-
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ktarau vrk$a-dharme li$fhata}J, "The two birds, the individual soul and 
Supersoul, are part of and a manifestation of the Supreme Lord. The 
individual soul enjoys the fruits of the material tree, and Supersoul 
simply witnesses the other. Both the enjoyer of the fruits and the witness 
of the enjoyer live in and follow the situation and ways of the tree-like 
material body." 

Text 8 
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dehastho 'pi na dehastho vidvan svapnad yathotthita}J 
adehastho 'pi dehastha}J kumati}J svapna-drg yatha 

Translation 

Just like a person who wakes up from a dreaming state does not 
relate with their imaginary existence in the dream, similarly a person 
situated in knowledge, although residing in the material body, is not 
attached to it. But an ignorant person whose intelligence is already 
wrongly directed, even though not dreaming and is wide awake, 
identifies with their material body. 

Purport 

When a person goes to sleep they envision many various dreams. 
When a person is unconscious the soul identifies with the subtle body, 
and adopting an imaginary body envisions them self as that person, 
getting involved in many situations, sometimes joyful, sometimes crying, 
fighting, flying, as a king etc. But as soon as the person wakes the 
imaginary situation ends and they understand that the dream was an 
imaginary experience. Similarly, a person in knowledge residing in a 
material body understands that the body is temporary and the soul is 
separate from the material body, and that they are existing in a body 
experiencing its pain and miseries because of their past karma. This is 
the situation of a self-realized soul. They are like a person witnessing a 
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fight but not fighting. Their experiencing happiness, pain and misery is 
liken to a person who favors one of the fighters and thereby experiences 
the pain when the fighter is struck, and their happiness when they're 
victorious. Such a person is not attached to their body , whereas even 
though a foolish person knows their body will perish like their ancestors , 
they still identify with their body and engage it in sense gratification as if 
there were some permanence to it. If such a person somehow came in 
contact with spiritual life, who did not first reform their priorities they 
probably would not be able follow what their Guru taught them and 
therefore probably continue doing as they like, thus remaining bound to 
this world . 

Text 9 

�k� Rf;;;41 � �di Uif :rJI! "i.f I 
!!€tl'11Ut&:l�:{l4hl � 4�Mf%h'Q: IQ. I I 

indriyair indriyarthe$U gw;air api gw;e$u ca 
grhyamaIJesv aharil-kuryan na vidnin yas tv aviknyal; 

Translation 

The senses and the sense objects are born from the three modes 
of material nature. The senses accept the sense objects but the soul does 
not. A person who has become enlightened does not in any way consider 
themself to be the accepter or rejecter of sense objects. 

Purport 

According to Vedic knowledge the body means senses and the 
senses are led by the mind. A person on the material platform believes 
everything material is meant for their sense enjoyment and nothing more. 
This mindset creates an unstoppable hankering in the person and this 
yearning for sense enjoyment causes them to act guileful, pretentious or 
in any other way to satisfy their desires and thus are considered the 
lowest of people. Devotees of God think contrary to such people. Rather 
than harbor deep seeded selfishness, they use everything material in the 
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Lord's service, remaining aloof from material hankering and attachment. 
People that know the difference between fruitive work and work in 
devotion and know the Supreme Lord, do not become attached to sense 
objects or sense gratification in any way. 

Text 10 

� �S� � � I 
€td+t14'1S� "hdf�flkl R"t4Sld 1 1 1 0 1 1 

daivadhine career 'smin gw;a-bhavyena karmal}a 
vartamano 'budhas tatra kartasmiti nibadhyate 

Translation 

The material body is controlled by destiny and whatever work 
one does using either body or mind is inspired by the three modes of 
material nature. And those influenced by false ego are unwise and think 
themselves the doer of things. 

Purport 

Every living entity, knowingly or unknowingly is dependent on 
the Supreme Lord. An ignorant person becomes overtaken by false ego, 
thinking himself the doer and thus ignores the Supreme Lord. This is like 
the thinking of an innocent child who thinks without them nothing could 
be done . Of course nothing can be accomplished without action, but no 
endeavor will be successful without the Lord's involvement. For example, 
a carpenter may consider himself an expert cabinet maker, but without 
an employer he has no job. When employed he produces nice cabinets, 
but the cabinets belong to the owner, not the carpenter. S imilarly every
thing done or not done belongs to the Supreme Lord and h umble people 
understand this point and therefore humbly engage in the Lord's service. 
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Texts 11-12 

� �= � �l\t"'tli!"'t"h!4 I 
�m""��i""�101�t:1011f41 1 r n 1 1  

� �� � FH;°letst dstl�tt{� I 
�stll4:ffil �� � \tNdiR('t: 1 1 1 � 1 1  

evam virakta/l sayane asanafana-najjane 
darsana-sparsana-ghral}a-bhojana-sra �al,llidi$U 
na tatha badhyate vidvams tatra tatriid1yan gul}iin 
prakrtistho 'py asamkto yatha kham saYitanila}J 

Translation 

1 1 . 1 1 . 12 

A wise person always remains detached from all sense objects, 
either while sleeping, sitting, moving around, bathing, seeing, touching, 
smelling, hearing or doing any other activity. He does not consider him
self the doer, but thinks all activities are done by the modes of nature 
and therefore does not get bound by the consequences of his work. Even 
though he lives like a worldly person, he is not bound to the reactions to 
his work, just as the sky, air and sun are not bound by their functions. 

Purport 

This is the answer to the question Uddhava asked regarding the 
difference between a self-realized soul and a conditioned soul, because 
they seemingly perform the same activities. Even though a self-realized 
soul is seen seemingly doing the same things as a conditioned person 
they are different because they do them for different reasons. A condi
tioned person does the same things but becomes attached to the means 
and end of their material engagements, which is why they suffer and 
enjoy on the material platform; whereas a self-realized soul acts on 
behalf of the Lord and remains totally detached from personal sense 
pleasure . Their engagement in material affairs is like a peon who works 
on their master's behalf, thus not involved in the loss or gain from their 
work . For the proud material mind to think of considering oneself a 
peon is demeaning, but if you really think about it we are all peons next 
to the personality that created the cosmos and therefore we should be 
very happy to be counted as one of the creator's devotees. 
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The examples of the sky, air and sun is appropriate in connec
tion to a pure devotee because just as the sky covers everything good 
and bad, it remains unaffected by them ; and just as the wind blows across 
everything carrying good and bad smells it remains unaffected; and just 
as the sun dries up stool , urine and many other clean and dirty things it 
remains unaffected . Fire burns everything good or bad supplied to it and 
is unaffected, similarly even though a pure devotee using everything 
material of this world they remain totally unaffected because their 
consciousness remains connected to the Lord. They see everything in 
relation to God and thus uses everything in His service, without any 
personal attachment. 

Text 13 

��ll(th:�FQt<Mf?ttdtll �Slq�t4: I 
'1Mi4 � \4c::ttS11"11�•<l Fif.Maa m�u 
vaisaradyek$ayasariga sitaya china-samsaya/J 

pratibuddha iva svapnan nanatvad vinivartate 

Translation 

A wise person sharpens their sword-like intelligence by using 
whetstone-like detachment and develops spiritual vision, which by using 
removes all doubts, like a person waking from a dreaming state. Such a 
person becomes free from the bewilderment of the dualities of this world 
and becomes a serious devotee of the Lord. 

Purport 

Even though while living and using material things of this world, 
an intelligent person develops spiritual vision by the mercy of the Lord, 
which comes in the form or realizing they should practice spiritual life 
and become detached from material things . This vision becomes further 
sharpened by studying Srimad Bhagavatam and Bhagavad Gita under 
the guidance of a pure devotee. At this stage of spiritual development 
the devotee becomes self-realized, even while living in a material body 
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because their situation becomes like a person who awakes from a dream. 
In other words such a devotee becomes free from all kinds of speculative 
and material knowledge and becomes very near to God. 

Text 14 

yasya syur-vita-saiikalpa}J praJJendriya-mano-dhiyam 
vrttaya}J sa vinirmukto dehastho 'pi lti tad-guJJail:J 

Translation 

A person living in a material body whose vital energy, senses, 
mind and activities of intelligence are pedonned without any personal 
motive is not entangled in material affairs in any way. 

Purport 

According to the Ayurveda (science of herbal healing) one's 
physical health depends on their mental status. If a person is mentally fit 
their physical health is less of a problem. Unhealthy mental conditions 
like frustration, lamentation, hankering, illusion and insanity are tro
ubles of the mind, which can be alleviated by learning the science of 
spirituality under the guidance of a scripturally authentic Spiritual 
Master. By so doing the candidate develops forbearance for material 
desires and detours their mind, intelligence, senses and energy to the 
service of pleasing the Supreme Lord. Although living in a material body 
a devotee that reaches this stage of devotion is called the living liberated. 
Such devotees even though working in this world like a worldly person, 
are real devotees. 

A devotee who theoretically accepts Lord Kr�r:ia as the Supreme 
personality of Godhead and has dedicated themself to serve Him is not 
enough to become completely pure. The person has to be heart-of-heart 
dedicated to pleasing the Lord and not have a tinge of personal moti
vation, then they will gradually reach the pure state of spiritual existence. 
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Hence, needing to meet this criteria to become pure, it's easy to under
stand that a heretic could never become a pure devotee unless they 
really changed their attitude to pure devotion. 

Text 15 

��1(411 fl\illa (lQ:ij4 M\f*tc;:_ 'Qi!�'QI I 
� � +lN*t=>I '4' €1Qfafst1<4a �= 1 1 ,"t l l 

yasyatma himsyate himsrair yena kincid yadrcchaya 
arcyate va kvacit tatra na vyatikriyate budhalJ 

Translation 

Even if violent people attack such a wise devotee to do bodily 
harm, or if due to a superior destiny a devotee is worshipped by some 
people, they neither become morose because of insult nor joyful from 
being worshipped. 

Purport 

It is normal for a person to get upset when criticized or become 
joyful if glorified , but if a person doesn't get upset at heart even if 
they're tortured, or doesn't become overjoyed at heart by being worship
ped, that devotee is said to be pure. Sometimes heretics attend school for 
anger management and develop an external peaceful nature, but remain 
devious at heart. Lord Krsl)a is not talking about such external tolerance 
here, but is talking about being peaceful at heart. He is talking about the 
natural peaceful inclination and intuition of a devotee, not a profession
ally groomed actor. 

Text 16 

�'4' � '4'  � �: � � I 
� qu1�1tt1 l<fT �: qqg�41f.t: m�1 1 



so Srimad Bhagavatam 

na stuvita na nindeta kurvata}J sadhv-asadhu va 
vadato gu.pa-do$8bhyam varjita}J samad.ni muni}J 

Translation 

1 1 . 1 1.17 

Any saintly person whose vision has surpassed seeing any 
difference between good and bad qualities, having developed equal 
vision, neither glorifies people that speak nice to, or do good for them, 
nor criticizes people that speak ill of, or do bad to them. 

Purport 

A person at the self-realized stage is beyond the bodily platform. 
They reside in the body because destiny supplied it due to their past 
karma, and because they have it they focus on using it to serve the 
Supreme Lord. One way or other they use their senses and bodily limbs 
to please the Lord. For the Lord's pleasure they speak to others to 
convince them to also serve the Lord. And they use anger in the Lord's 
service as well, as did Hanflman, Arjuna and Srila Rflpa Goswami. For 
example, while building the temple in Vrindaban, India, Srila Rflpa 
Goswami chastised the workers to do timely and better quality work, so 
the temple could be opened on time to please the Lord. A real devotee 
does not care about their own situation, their sole interest lies in pleasing 
the Lord. For example, when Gopis heard that dust from their feet 
would cure the Lord's headache, they did not consider it may be offen
sive and thus take them to hell, but immediately supplied it to remove 
the Lord's discomfort. This stage of devotion matures in the heart after 
many births of spiritual practice and only then is a devotee completely 
purified. 

Text 17 

� � � f�f5iq9 � � � I 
3'1(+il(liflS� � NiiA'dl\Si:t�f.t: 1 1 1�1 1 

na kuryan na vadet kiiicin na dhyayet sadhv asadhu vii 
atmaramo 'naya v.rtya vicarej-ja(lavan muni}J 
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Translation 

A self-realized saintly person should neither contemplate, speak 
or do anything that would result in the mateii.al good or bad for some
one else. While enjoying within their own seJf, they should wander 
around everywhere in a lifestyle that may seem absurd to others. 

Purport 

A devotee seriously engaged in devotional service to please the 
Lord does not waste time in philanthropic or social work unless it is 
somehow connected to their service to the Lord, but they do not do it for 
recognition or glory. They neither think of, or engage in, or recommend 
anything to others that is not directly or indirectly meant to please the 
Supreme Lord, Sri Kr�1;ia; and they do not care what others think of 
them. They make magnificent plans to please the Lord and preach the 
gospel of the Lord so others can also be liberated from this material 
world. They truly know that if Lord K�JJ.a is pleased the whole world 
will be pleased , because Lord K�JJa is the root cause of this creation, as 
He had stated in the Bhagavad Gita. 

Text 18 

,_,<,.�fOI R&Jlldl � RWlllf 1({ � � I 
�q\(f+q J<Aqq:;�1 � -wra: mel t 

sabda-brahmal)i ni$1)iito na ni$1)iiyiit pare yadi 
sramas tasya srama-phalo by adhenum iva rak$8ta/.1 

Translation 

A person that is expertly learned in the Vedas but does not 
know how to become a dedicated devotee of the Supreme Lord does not 
obtain anything from their studies. Their learning iS as useless as a 
barren cow that a person maintains even though it will never be able to 
give milk. 
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Purport 

Many people pose themselves as very educated having earned 
degrees from universities, but have no understanding of the goal of 
human life. Hence their learning was a waste because a material educa
tion cannot help a person at the time of death. Similarly, the study 
erudite Vedic scholars endure who do not become Lord Kr$i:ta's devo
tees is a waste of time because the goal of human life is to become a 
devotee of Lord K�i:ia. Here the word pare (Supreme Lord) is used to 
indicate that Lord Kr$i:ta is the Supreme God and it is in everyone's best 
interest to take shelter of Him. Five thousand years ago Arjuna accepted 
Lord K��a to be the Supreme God. He stated: 

param brahmaparam dhama pavitram paramam bhavli.n 
puru$1Uil sasvatam. divyam adi-devam ajam vibhum 

iihus tvam f$aya/;1 sarve devar$ir naradas tatha 
asito devalo vyasa/;1 svayam caiva vravisi me 

"O Lord K�i:ia, You are the Supreme Brahman, the supreme 
abode, the supreme pure, the Absolute Truth, and the eternal person
ality. You are the primal God, transcendental, unlimited, and unborn. 
All the great sages like Narada, Asita, Devala, and Vyasa proclaim this 
of You, and now You Yourself are declaring it to me." 

Some cows are unable to give milk, but they take the same 
amount of work to maintain as do the milking cows. If a person 
maintains such a cow in hope that one day it will produce milk they are 
not very intelligent, because they've labored for no return. Similarly 
those who study the Vedas and become expert in that knowledge, and 
people who obtain material education but do not become devotees of 
the Lord have wasted their lives, because without using that knowledge 
to serve the Lord they cannot reach the spiritual world. Only devotees of 
the Supreme God are allowed to enter the kingdom of God. Lord Kf$�a 
is that God and says only His devotees can go there. 

Text 19 
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gam dugdha-doham asatim ca bharyam 
deham paradhinam asat-prajam ca 
vittaril tv-atirtbi-krtam ariga vlicaril 

hinam maya rak$8ti duqkha-dul}khi 

Translation 

53 

0 Uddhava, a person that maintains a sterile cow, an unchaste 
wife, is totally dependent on others, has mischievous children, who 
hoards wealth and doesn't give charity to a worthy recipient even if one 
is found, and/or whose speech does not include My glories remains 
miserable, and will experience misery after misery. 

Purport 

Everything a person does should be done for a reason and 
purpose. The main reason the human birth was awarded is to use it to 
please the Supreme Lord, so an intelligent person should use it for that 
purpose by engaging everything they possess in this world in the Lord's 
service. A person should never ignore the fact that when they came into 
this world everything was already here, and after they depart everything 
wiU remain here; and that they came into this world with nothing and 
wiU leave with nothing. So why be attached to things that one cannot 
permanently possess? Knowing this, a person should use any temporary 
possessions they have to obtain liberation and thereby transport them
selves to the permanent place, the spiritual world. If temporary things 
can be used to obtain liberation they should not be discarded, but used 
to obtain liberation without any further consideration . The foremost 
possession a person has is the temporary material body, which should be 
used to please the Lord to obtain liberation. The next prominent posses
sion is education which is also temporary because it ends when the body 
expires, and it should also be used in service to the Lord. The next 
possession is speech that is also temporary because it also expires with 
the body, but should be used to glorify the Lord. The next possession is 
wealth which stays in the material world when the soul departs, therefore 
it should also be used as a tool to obtain liberation from rebirth and 
death by giving charity to a worthy person to propagate K�i,.a conscious
ness to the ignorant. The next possession is family, whom we are only 
connected with temporarily, therefore they should be educated about 
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God to become devotees, thus becoming spiritual merit for the parents 
that does go with them in their quest for liberation after the body expires. 
In this way, everything that comes into their possession, which is due to 
their previous karma, should be used to obtain liberation from this world. 

No gentleman would ever directly kill the holy cow or have it 
killed for them. The cow is always protected in the perfect civilization, 
Vedic civilization. A person that maintains a cow that cannot give milk 
will not have milk to donate milk to a saintly person to obtain spiritual 
merits for the donation, which is why maintaining a barren cow is said to 
be silly. Although the Valmiki RamayaQa states, na go-sevanato dhar
ma/;J parosti hy animittakan, "People who maintain cows without the 
anticipation of receiving anything in return are good people. There is 
nothing better than maintaining and serving cows." But it is still better to 
maintain a cow that gives milk, because the milk can be used to offer to 
the Lord and give to saintly people. 

An unchaste wife is the cause of misery because her sins walk to 
her husband and vice versa, therefore maintaining such a spouse is 
degrading. It is also miserable to be totally dependent on others for their 
maintenance, because the person is not free to follow spiritual life fear
lessly. Having spiritually not inclined offspring is unfortunate because 
their irreligious and unwanted activities makes the parent anxious while 
alive and after death sends them to hell. Possessing wealth is also dan
gerous because if it is not used to serve the Lord the person becomes 
greedy and attached to it. If the money is not given to a worthy person it 
leads to degradation . Everyone likes helping others in some way or other, 
but Lord Kr1'i:ia recommends giving to a worthy person if they are nearby 
and easily approachable, because otherwise it will haunt the person who 
possesses it. As stated in the Mahabharat: 

nyayagatasya vittasya boddhavyau dvau vyatikramau 
apatre pratipattis ca patre yan naiva diyate 

"There are only two transgressive ways to use legitimately 
earned money; one is to use it to care for unworthy people or donate to 
people unworthy to receive it: and the other is to not give it in charity to 
a truly worthy person." 

A person bas to be very fortunate to find a worthy person to 
whom to give their hard earned legitimate money. A truly worthy person 
to receive charity is one born into a family whose lineage is from an un-
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broken traditional Brahmat)a family; who is initiated in an unbroken 
chain of spiritual succession by a Vai�Qava Spiritual Master; and who 
remains fully dedicated to pleasing Lord Kni::ia. Sometimes people 
descending from non-Brahmai::ia lineages convert to Vai�Qavism, follow 
the spiritual path and look like devotees, but they are not authorized by 
Lord Brahma to receive donations. They can work to acquire money to 
maintain their spiritual life and collect donations for their scripturally 
authentic Spiritual Master if he is alive, but are not authorized to accept 
donations for themselves if their Guru has departed this world. We have 
discussed this point in our purports in the previous Canto. 

When a person opens their mouth to speak they should speak 
the glories and/or philosophy of Lord Kr�Qa, and by doing so both the 
listener and speaker are benefited. 

Text 20 

� � if '41�-1.;., � - I 
�e;1'"'1afl:ft\1a:;i;q -qr � � f1R "al � �: 1 1�01 1  

yasyam na me pavanam ariga karma 
sthity-udbhava-pr8r,1a-nirodham asya 

l11avatarepsita janma va syad 
bandhyam giram tam bibhryan na dhira(J 

Translation 

0 dear Uddhava, any voice that does not utter My transcend
dental pastimes and glories that alone can purify the whole universe, 
who the cause of creation, maintenance and annihilation of the universe; 
and also does not utter the glories of My incarnations, specifically My 
dear forms of �l).a and Balaram, that voice is barren and useless. 
Therefore sober intelligent people should neither speak nor listen to 
such a voice. 

Purport 

Lord KnQa has innumerable incarnations that appear on earth 
to reestablish religious principles, thus protecting His devotees while 
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giving them transcendental pleasure, as well as 10 annihilate the demo

niac. All of Lord Kr�Qa's incarnations were divlded into six categories 
according to their pastimes by Srila Vyasadeva 1) Puru�avatara; who 
manifests and appears as three Vi$QU forms namely; KaraQodaka, from 
whom all the universes appear; Garbhodaka, who enters into each 
universe and activates them; and K$irodaka (Supersoul) who accompa
nies the conditioned soul in the material body. 2) Gul)iivatara; Lord 
�r.ia manifesting the trinity, as Lord Brahma representing the mode of 
passion ; as Lord Vi$1)U in the mode of goodness; and as Lord Siva in the 
mode of ignorance. 3) Yugavatara; Lord �Qa appearing in each yuga 
to reestablish religious principles. In Satyayuga He appeared as the boar 
incarnation; in Tretayuga He appeared as Lord Nrsirilha, Parasurama 
and Lord Lak$maua; in Dvaparayuga He appeared as Himself and 
incarnated as Lord Balariim; and in Kaliyuga He will appear as Lord 
Kalk.i. 4) Lilavatara; the Lord appears from time to time to perform a 
specific transcendental pastime , as He did when He appeared as Lord 
Yamana, Lord Rama and Lord K�l)a. 5) Manvantara Avatara; the Lord 
appears as Manu to manage earth, and the present manager is 
Vaivasvata Manu. 6) Saktyave$a Avatara; the Lord appears as a pious 
personality to preach and write books for the benefit of mankind . He 
appeared as Lord Hayagriva, Kapiladeva, Srila Vyasadeva and Buddha. 
This Lord Buddha is different from Gautama Buddha , who somehow 
became prevalent in the modem world. Gautama was a royal king who 
after seeing a dead body realized the best thing to do in life is to adopt 
the spiritual path for liberation from this world. He adopted Lord 
Buddha's philosophy and after initiation was called Buddha as well. But 
the Lord's, Buddha incarnation, was born in a Briihmal)a's family, and 
from the beginning of his life he adopted a life of meditation, sitting 
under a pippala tree and preached the philosophy of nirvana, which 
Vai$1.1avas do not need to follow. 

Lord �I.la is the source of all incarnations and among all of 
them He loves His own form as �Qa best, and because He appeared as 
Lord Balariim to assist in His pastimes He also loves His Lord Balariim 
form. Of all of the Lord's pastimes in His many incarnations, learning 
Lord KT$l)a's pastimes are the best help for anyone interested in adopt
ing spiritual life for their emancipation. Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhli is 
the hidden incarnation of Lord K�i;ia and we come in His tradition and 
follow His footsteps. Any words a person speaks should include the 
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Lord's names and His transcendental pastimes because they purify the 
three worlds, as well as the speaker and listener. 

Text 21 

l!4° f�*'l�41Ql€0 'il"fl�H:t+i+U<+IR I 
\341Vtd � lFit +iUicd � 1 1�� 1 1  

evam jijiiasayiipohya naniitva-bhramam atmani 
uparameta virajarh mano mayy arpya sarvage 

Translation 

In this way one should give up following variegated spiritual 
paths because they confuse the person as to what real knowledge of self
realization is. Therefore just follow Me, the all-pervading Lord with firm 
conviction and pure mind, and remain detached from worldly affairs. 

Purport 

Since time immemorial the living entity has been struggling in 
material existence because they have become bewildered by following 
the path of sense gratification. There are many theories about God on 
this path. One theory is that there is one God; another is there are many 
Gods; another is that there is no God; another is that all kinds of worship 
leads one to the same place; another is to enjoy as much as you can 
before death because you cease to exist after death; another theory is 
that this material creation is eternal; another is a living entity can be
come God if they realize that they are one with God; another is that God 
appeared in this world poor to give us the opportunity to serve him. Such 
speculation misleads the living entity from the real path, devotional 
service to the Supreme Lord, which is why one should follow Lord Kr�1,1a 
because He is the source of all creations, incarnations and the demigods. 

A person sincerely interested in advancing on the spiritual path should 
follow one spiritual authority, Lord Kr�na. Lord K�l)a states in the 
Bhagavad Gita, aneka-citta-vibhranta moha-jala-samavrtafl, "By follow
ing many paths one becomes perplexed by anxieties and remains delu-
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ded by il lusion. "  The Vi�i:iu Purai:ia also states, nanudhyayad bahiin 
chhabdan vaco vig/apanaril hi tat, "One should neither study many 
categories of spiritual books, nor listen to many categories of spiritualists, 

nor follow many spiritual paths because they will perplex and bewilder 
the person, thus taking them away from the right path . "  For this reason 
Lord K�i:ia here tells Uddhava that one should only follow Him and the 
path He describes. 

Text 22 

t1t1;fhtl �.m:P:rrt � � f.t\4(?;'l I 
� qqff01 €Jlqff01 14«4�: qq1:q<: I I �  �I I 

yady aniso dhiirayituril mano brahmaJJi niscalam 
mayi sarvaJJi karmii.(li nirapek$EJ}J samacara}J 

Translation 

If you are unable to steady your mind and fix it on Me, the 
Supreme Lord, then perform all activities as an offering unto Me alone, 
while being detached from them. 

Purport 

Preachers speak spiritual knowledge following spiritual rules 
and preach according to the class of their audience. Here Lord Kr�i:ia 
speaks knowledge for the class of people that are unable to follow an 
elevated spiritual path. He indicates that qualitatively following elemen
tary spiritual life will gradually elevate the person to love of Godhead. 
Lord Kr�i:ia also indicates that if one is unable to perform pure devotion
al service they should not stop following the spiritual path or adopt the 
impersonal path of Brahman, but should continue working for Him, 
from which the pure platform will be reached . 

Text 23 

�41�€h�: � � *'€h4M"1l: I 
'lillili�<i '€hlt � � ljS: I R� l l 
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iraddh;iJur me-kathilJ. S.rrivan subhadra loka-pavanii;l 
gayann anusmaran karma janma cabhinayan muhu/J 

Translation 

59 

Faithfully hearing narrations about Me is all-auspicious and 
purifies the entire world. One should repeatedly sing, remember, and 
reenact them in theatrical performances. 

Purport 

One should have strong faith in the personal form of Lord K�Qa 
and in His transcendental pastimes. If a person bas perpetual faith in the 
Lord and in His transcendental activities they will perpetually remain on 
the devotional platform. For this reason Lord K�J)a states here that one 
should meditate, sing and reenact His · pastimes so the heart can become 
unremittingly pure. The secret to spiritual success is to incessantly per
form devotional service and not stop for any reason or circumstance 
until reaching the spiritual world. 

Text 24 

� 'd4411'il�f"1t'iif(' �= I 
� f.:t:\l{l)1I 1ffit 'i�'4W \l"ild� 1 1��1 1  

mad-arthe dbarma-kamarthan acaran mad-apasrayal) 
Jabhate niScalam bhaktiril mayy uddhava sanatane 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, while under My shelter one should use religious 
duties, economic development and senses gratification for My pleasure. 
If one does so they obtain unflinching loving devotion for Me, the eter-
.... , 1).._,... .... 11tu ,.., n,...n. .... ,.f 
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Purport 

Everything in the creation belongs to the Supreme Lord there
fore nothing of this world should be used for anyone's personal aggran
dizement. Here religious duties refers to a devotee's routine of perfor
ming purifying religious functions like fire sacrifices and chanting the 
Gayatri mantras. Sense gratification refers to using items like sumptuous 
food, a nice car, elaborate decorative things, as well as one's means for 
earning legal money in the Lord's service. One should not speculate as to 
how to use these items in the Lord's service, but should learn this art 
from a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master. If one follows this rule in 
due course of time they will become steady and thus be able to perform 
steady devotional service. 

The Sarartha Darsini states, "Using religiosity for the pleasure 
of the Supreme Lord means one should perform grand festivals on the 
Lord's appearance day and on the appearance day of their Spiritual 
Master. Many nice devotees should be fed and given nice gifts. Using 
sense gratification in the Lord's service means to accept nice prasadam, 
sandalwood paste, clothing and other gifts from devotees; and collecting 
funds means to gather the necessary money to extravagantly serve the 
Lord for His pleasure. If one follows this process properly, the Lord 
Himself will reward His eternal loving service to such a sincere devotee."  

Text 25 

� � 'qftr ifr � \3QtRla1 I 
� � ii' �  qff<sat\11 � � tl�� l l  

satsaiiga-labdhaya bhaktya mayj mlirh sa upasjta 
sa vaj me damtam sadbhk aiijasa vindate padam 

Translation 

Devotional service is obtained by associating with devotees and 
one who bas obtained devotional service worships Me. And as explained 
by My devotees, they easily obtain My abode without a doubt. 
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Purport 

If the devotees are authentic and connected to the Lord through 
the unbroken chain of disciplic succession their association is the solu
tion for spiritual advancement. Association of divine devotees is so great 
that it acts as a remedy for material consciousness, thus bringing one to 
understand the scriptural injunctions properly by aiding them to become 
ftxed on the devotional path, by which they advance until they are 
qualified to reach to the spiritual world. One need not feel discouraged if 
personal association of pure devotees is not available. If this is the case 
one should follow their teachings and advice, because association of pure 
devotees is always sublime. 

Text 26 

� �  
\Wq��'d¥ttt(Jilq;; 1«f: <t"lsn""l"l"= � 1 
�ra;\'<"4��'iild �u:ft \im<uMI 1 1�� 1 1  

uddhava uvaca 
sadhus ta vottamasloka mata(I kidrgvidha/) prabho 
bhaktis tvayy upayujyeta kid.di sadbhir ad.rta 

Translation 

Uddhava said, 0 Lord, You are glorified by great sages. In Your 
opinion please tell me the symptoms of a real devotee and what type of 
devotional service do great devotees recommend to execute to Your 
Lordships? 

Purport 

As previously stated, real devotional service can only be 
obtained from the association of real devotees. But there are four 
sampradayas (traditional devotees) and they each profess different 
categories of devotional service, which is why Uddhava inquires as to 
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what is the correct and exact single path to follow by which one can 
reach the spiritual world. 

Text 27 

� � � � ' 
\;10ldl41i(*fii"t � � 'q;� 11��1 1 

etan me puru$8dhyak$a lokadhyak$afagat-prabho 
pra1.1atayanuraktaya prapannaya ca kathyatam 

Translation 

You are the source of great Lords and You are the Lord of all 
the presiding rulers of the universe, and You are the Lord of the 
universe. I am Your humble, loving and surrendered devotee. Please 
answer everything I have asked. 

Purport 

The three categories of Vi!mus; Kara1.1odaka Vi�1.1u (called 
Mahavi�1.1u ), Garbhodaka Vi�1.1u and K�irodaka Vi�1.1u, are plenary 
expansions of the expansion of Lord �f.la. They worship Lord K�1.1a 
because He is the source of them. Lord Kr�1.1a controls great demigods 
like Lord Brahma, Lord Indra and the other presiding great demigods of 
the directions. He is the Lord of everything and all the planets in every 
universe, therefore He should be worshipped by everyone in all circums
tances for liberation. 

Text 28 

(<f � 'l'\ir � �: �: 'R: I 
31q(floffsfti lf1Fr.{ �= l l �c l l  

tvaril brahma paramaril vyoma puru$81J prak.rte/J para!J 
avatirl)o 'si bhagavan svecchopatta-prthag-vapu/;J 
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Translation 

0 Lord, You are the Absolute Truth and are situated beyond 
this material nature. You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead and 
You always remain uncontaminated like the sky. Still, 0 Lord, because 
You are controlled by the love of Your devotees, by Your free will You 
have adopted this separate and limited looking form. 

Purport 

The difference between the Supreme Lord and the ordinary 
living entities is the Lord appears, whereas living entities take birth. The 
Lord's appearance is like the sun, who appears on the eastern horizon. 
The sun doesn't take birth but appears, meaning it already exists some
where, but it only rises at a particular time at a particular location. Simi
larly by the Lord's supreme free will He appears in this world when He 
desires and accepts some devotees as His relatives. The Lord has His 
eternal blissful form, but to fulfill His devotees desires He takes suitable 
forms. When He appeared this time He came in His original form, 
looking like a human being with, as He looks in His capital city in the 
spiritual world, Goloka Vrindaban. That's why Uddhava called this form 
as separate, because it seems as though He is merely another human 
being that is limited in every way. But in reality He is the Lord of all the 
Lords. 

Text 29 

� 
$41�($ael�f�r<nu: wi�ft'11'l I 
q('tlq1(is'1iftll(+1I 'q°lf: qtjfqq:;j(<'.fl: I I� '< I I 

sri bhagavan uvaca 
k!PaJurakrta-drohas tit1"k$u/1 sarva-dehinam 
satyasaro 'navadyatma sama(l sarvopakaraka(l 
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Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, My devotee is very 
merciful to everyone and bas no ill feeling towards any living entity. 
They are very tolerant and do not allow sinful desires to disturb them 
and they abide by the truth. They see everyone's pain and pleasure as 
their own and they work for everyone's ultimate benefit. 

Purport 

Real devotees cannot tolerate others' misery and the worst real 
misery a living entity can have is to be overcome by ignorance. Thus 
devotees work hard enlightening the fallen souls to the all merciful God 
by freely giving transcendental knowledge to anyone interested. They 
don't have malice towards anyone and do not even seek revenge to 
anyone who may have hurt them. Such a devotee is very rare in this 
world. As stated in the ltihiisa Samucchaya: 

sulabha/1 puru$li Joke slidhava}J sadhukliri$U 
durlabhafl purU$O Joke yas ca slidhur aslidhU$U 

"It is easy to find people who will do good for those who do 
good for them, but it is difficult to find people who will do good for 
people who had done bad to them." 

Such are saintly people who do not hold grudges against anyone 
for any reason. They forgive all insults and tolerate problems that occur 
to their body. They follow scriptural guidelines because they are con
vinced that scriptural evidence is the only thing worth following, and 
because pragmatism does not lead to real truths. Such devotees are not 
over joyous if something good happens for them, nor morose if some
thing bad happens to them, because they have situated their mind on an 
equal platform. They work using their full ability to spiritually uplift 
everyone they meet. They have no personal desires other than the desire 
to serve the Lord and work for His pleasure unconditionally. As stated 
in the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu, anyabhilasita siinyam, "Real devotees 
that serve the Lord do it without any personal material desires." 
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Text 30 

411�(@ld'tflcd41 �: �N(fq\s••Ft: I 
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kamair ahata-dhir danto mrdufl sucir akiiicanafl 
aniho mitbhuk santafl sthiro mac-char81Jo munifl 

Translation 

65 

His intelligence does not become contaminated by material 
desires and He remains self controlled. He has a pleasing nature and 
remains pure. He does not possess anything for himself nor endeavors 
for personal need. He eats only what is needed to maintain his body and 
soul together. He remains peaceful and his intellect always remains 
steady and He is very thoughtful and accepts Me as his sole shelter. 

Purport 

A real devotee is always thinking of Lord Kr�i:ta in one way or 
another and therefore no category of material desire can disturb or 
distract them from their devotional service. A real devotee correctly 
following the right spiritual path will make major spiritual decisions only 
once; and does not change for any reason. They keep their senses under 
control like a tortoise who retracts its limbs when disturbed; and they 
have no malice or harbor ill will for anyone. Everything they possess is to 
please the Lord and they keep nothing for themselves. They treat every
one nice as long as their devotional service is not disturbed. They cannot 
tolerate people who speak against the Vedic scriptures or their authori
tative evidence. They are immovably fixed in devotion to Lord Kr�i:ta 
and they fully trust that the Lord will take care of them. 

Text 31 

� � "Rt'11Md'1'&:1°1: I 
31lfFft- �: � �: 411<1f014': '4'Fr: 1 1 �, l l  
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apramatto gabhiratma dhrtiman jita-$a(i-guJJa(l 
amani manada(l kalpo maitra/J karuJJika(l kavi/J 

Translation 

1 1.1 1 .31 

He is never lazy but always remains alert and cautious. By 
nature he is grave and patient and controls the six impulses. He never 
expects respect from others but respects everyone and is always friendly 
with everyone. He has depthless knowledge of Me, is expert at preaching 
about Me and is filled with mercy for others. 

Purport 

If a person resolves to serve Lord Kr$f.la and thus dedicates their 
life to serving Him, all good qualities automatically manifest in them and 
bad qualities gradually diminish. At this point neither internal impulses 
nor external urges disturb the sincere devotee. The six impulses are des
cribed in the Yiijfiavalkya Smruti thus: 

k$ut-pipase pr8.r;la-m$fhe §oka-mohau mano 'nugau 
janma-mrtyii sarirasya na me jiiana svariipiJJa/J 

"Hunger, thirst, lamentation and illusion are related to the mind; 
and old age and death are related to the physical body, but none of them 
disturb a person situated in knowledge." 

A devotee is expert in convincing others about Lord Kr�na and 
humorously introduces them to Him and makes them His devotees, thus 
doing the greatest welfare work one can do for another in the world. The 
Bhaktirasiimrta Sindhu states, anukulyena km;anusalanam, "A real 
devotee is always favorably engaged in devotional service."  

Text 32 

311�1�4 � � q�:uf��l"'iN � I  
� \i�� �: � 1fr � '\i" �: 1 1 ��1 1 

ajiiayaivariJ guJJiin do$8n mayadi$fan api svaklin 
dharman santyajya ya/J sarvan maril bhajet sa sattamal; 
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Translation 

I have given pious instructions in the Vedas and in the supple
mentary scriptures, which by following one's heart becomes purified; 
and by breaking them one degrades themself. But My devotee considers 
them to be a disturbance in their service to Me, so they forgo them and 
solely engage in My service. Such a devotee is the best among devotees. 

Purport 

Lord Kmia has stated here that His dedicated devotees are 
superior to all others. A dedicated devotee recognizes social, political , 

colloquial, religious and customary rules while serving Lord K�i:ia. 
Dedicated devotees are even praised by the demigods. As stated in the 
Naraya1.1a Vyuha: 

ye tyakta /oka dharmartha Vi$JJU-bhakti vasam gatafJ 
dhyayanti paramatmanam tebhyopiha namo nama]J 

"We pay homage unto those who have relinquished worldly. 
material. re ligious and pious rules and have solemn ly dedicated them
selves to serving Lord Sri Vi�1.1u (another name of Lord Kr�1.1a) by 
performing devotional service to Him; and also to those who constantly 
meditate on Supersoul in their heart . "  

While busy serving Lord Kmia a dedicated Brahmacari 
(celibate student) devotee may accidentally forget to chant the 
prescribed gayatri mantra once, but because he was honestly busy 
serving Kr�1.1a, this minor offense is not taken into consideration and thus 
forgiven. Similarly, when a Grhastha (householder) devotee is busy 
serving Lord Kr�1.1a and thus forgets to offer oblations in a fire for his 
forefathers he is also forgiven . Similarly when a Vanaprasthi (retired 
person) is busy serving Lord Kr�1.1a they may forget to reside on the 

banks of the Ganges in the moth of Magha (December-January) and is 
also forgiven. Similarly when a Sanyasi (renounced person) is busy 
serving Lord Km1a they may forget to chant the gayatri mantras on time 
and are forgiven as well. Such small mistakes are not taken seriously for 
a person on the spiritual platform. But eating grains on Lord K�l)a's 
appearance day; accepting initiation from a guru not authorized by the 
ancient scriptures; fasting on an inaccurate calculation of an Ekadasi day; 
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and a woman who performs deity worship while experiencing her 
menstrual period, is utterly offensive and must be avoided for spiritual 
advancement. One must not be careless on the spiritual platform 
because Lord Kr�1.1a is not very lenient for such things, as illustrated in 
this text. The sections in the Vedas and supplementary scriptures in this 
text the Lord is referring to, is where the information for going to heaven 
is found. 

Text 33 

':ttl('ql':ttl('ql� � � llT � �lf\'tt �: I 
� � � ll<:Mdi'll iral: 1 1��1 1 

jiiatvajnatvatha ye vai mam ya van yakasmi yadrsa/1 
bhajanty ananya-bhavena te me blJaktatamii matafi 

Translation 

A devotee may or may not know who I am, how great I am or 
what nature I have, but if they worship Me with unalloyed devotion I 
consider them to be the best devotee. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�1.1a is pleased with a devotee that has unalloyed devo
tion to Him. The devotee may be very simple, not educated enough to be 
able to analytically understand who Kna;i.a is, how great He is, His nature 
or what He wants from them, but if they are wholeheartedly dedicated to. 
and engaged in pleasing Lord K�l).a with love, they are understood to be 
perfect. One should not misunderstand this point thinking that Lord 
K�1.1a does not love those who know His position, but this verse means 
that the Lord loves a devotee who knows nothing other than Him and 
who love Him with unflinching faith more, than He loves all others. The 
Lord states in Srimad Bhagavatam, bhaktyiiham ekaya griihyam, "I. can 
be obtained only by unalloyed devotion." It is also stated in the 
Bhagavad Gita, b/Jaktya mam abhijanati, "It should be understood that 
I am only obtained through devotional service." The residents of Sri 
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Vrindaban Dham loved Lord Kr�Qa and performed unalloyed devotional 
service to Him, and He was in love with them. 

Text 34 

itQ?Pl't4ifi'.iii"'l��"'l�!tf"'ll'!l"'I"( I 
qf(ii.jijf �: !11�101q:;qf�J"'1"( l l ��l l 

malliiiga-mad-bhakta-jana-dariana-sparianarcanam 
paricarya stuti/.1 prahva-guJJa-karmanukirtanam 

Translation 

My devotee should behold, touch, worship, serve, offer prayers 
of glorification to and pay obeisance to My deity form and to My pure 
devotees, and always read about My transcendental qualities and 
pastimes. 

Purport 

In the introduction to our Bhagavad Gita we have stated that all 
Vedic scriptures are age old and had emanated from the breath of the 
Lord. Sages and saintly people have proven that every statement in them 
are authentic and true by following them, and thus experienced the suc
cessful result, therefore following Vedic injunctions is not speculation. 
Lord Kr�Qa appeared five thousand years ago when there were no 
manmade religions, and no 'isms' of any kind. He professed worship of 
His deity form so devotees can learn to worship Him with love. The 
installation of His deity form seen in temples is not a fictional idea of any 
human being, but is the actual form of the Lord. In the previous canto of 
this great scripture we had discussed that Lord Kr�Qa Himself had His 
own form made into a deity by Visvakarma, the architect of heaven, and 
worshipped it, to act as an example for the standard of worship house
holders should have in their daily worship of Him. The Biblical state
ment ·man was created in the image of God' proves that God's two 
armed form in the temple is not a speculation. Some people criticize the 
Vedic tradition of worshipping the deity form of God, not knowing the 
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tradition was started by God Himself. Worship of the Lord's deity form 
bestows purification. And so does worship of His pure devotee, the 
scripturally authentic Spiritual Master, because the Lord's name, form, 
pastimes, paraphernalia, His pure devotees and His spiritual world are 
all equal to Him. Hence, regular involvement with any of these things 
reaps perfection and results in liberation. 

Text 35 

�� � � ' 
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mat-katha sraval}e sraddha mad-anudhyanam uddhava 
sarvalabhopaharal}ari1 dasyemitmanivedanam 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, a devotee should hear My glories with great love 
and faith, constantly meditate on My form, offer everything gained to 
Me and should always remain surrendered unto Me in the mood of a 
servant. 

Purport 

Everyone has performed some kind of karma in their previous 
life, which is why they obtain things in this life. This is an interesting 
topic for research, because even though everyone is born empty handed 
they obtain things while alive. The Vedic scriptural answer to this 
question is, 'whatever a person donates to a worthy person to be used in 
the Lord's service is a multiple gain for them. '  It means nothing should 
be kept because the person may become attached to it. It  is natural for a 
person that gains material wealth and opulence to become attached to it, 
but this is not wanted because it could cause the person to experience an 
undesirable existence as a ghost or a cobra in their next life. That is why 
in Vedic civilization everyone first offers everything they gain to Lord 
Krima and afterwards use His remnants. As stated in the Sarartha 
Darsini, sarva-Jabdha vastuno mamataspadaysa tasmai samarpal)am, 
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"Everything one has obtained and everything that one will obtain in the 
future, as well as things they will become attached to should be offered 
to the Lord in totality. "  One may wonder, if a person offers everything 
they have to the Lord, how will they comfortably exist in this world? In 
answer the Siddhanta Pradipa states, dravyani te$tiiil samarpaJ)aril deva
pitrady artham kimapi na vihaya nivedayati, "All money and all different 
kinds of wealth a person has should be offered to the Lord; without 
leaving any for the demigods or the forefathers for offering to them." 
Offering everything does not mean relinquishing, but means changing 
one's attitude by offering nice things to God first, because everything 
came from Him. In other words a person should first offer everything to 
God and enjoy His remnants, because it is very liberating and it frees 
them from the reactions of karma. What a wonderful way to live in this 
world-enjoy fully while alive and obtain liberation at the same time! 
Anyone who does not practice this process of first offering things to the 
Lord before using them is implicated with karma; this is similar to the 
law of physics, 'every action reaps an equal and opposite reaction.' 
Therefore to avoid reaction one should carefully observe the spiritual 
guideline of first offering everything to the Lord. 

Text 36 

q� .... 4i44i� 1'1f qqf�rilcH'f 1 
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maj-janma-karma-kathanaril mama parvii.numodanam 
gita-tar;u;Java-vaditra go$fhibhir mad-grhotsavab 

Translation 

A devotee should always engage in discussing My transcend
dental appearance and activities; and observe the festivities at auspicious 
festivals like Janm8$tami and other festival days by happily singing, 
dancing and playing musical instruments. A devotee should also conger
gate at annual festivals on My temple premises. 
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Purport 

In Vedic civilization all authentic traditional Va�1.1ava schools 
observe two kinds of festivals in honor of Lord Kr�1.1a; festivals that 
require fasting; and festivals where congregational singing, dancing, 
playing music and .feasting take place. One may wonder, what are Lord 
Kr�f.l.a 's festivals. In answer the Garga Sarhhita states: 

dvadasi ekadasi vatha holi sri-paiicami tithi/1 
sarvavatara tithayafl pavitraropa1.1am tatha 
rathayatra bale-rajyam hil)(iola-kri(lanam tatha 
rasaliladikam vi$JJ0'1 parval)y anyany api prabho 

"Dvadasi, Ekadasi, Holi, Vasantapaficami, all of the Lord's 
appearance days, the temple's consecration day, Lord Jagannatha's 
Rathayatra festival day, Rak�abandhan day, swing festival days, Dipavali 
day, the Lord's Rasalila day and other festivals for Lord Vi�1.1u should be 
observed with great pomp and extravagance." 

On the Lord's appearance days all devotees fast from all grains, 
beans, salt, oils, and vegetables grown above ground. We have discussed 
which eatables are to be accepted and rejected in the purports of the 
previous Canto. On the other festival days devotees invite guests and 
cook sumptuous varieties of food and offer it to the Lord, and enjoy His 
prasadam after singing, dancing and glorifying Him. 

Text 37 
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yatra bali-vidhanam ca sarva-v81'$ika-parva$U 
vaidiki tantriki dik$8 madiya-vrata-dharaJJam 

Translation 

In all yearly celebrations a devotee has to take Me for an outing 
in a grand procession and worship Me with magnificent offerings and 
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flower decorations. Such celebrations are to be observed with religious 
vows, following the injunctions of the Vedas and Paiicaratriki rules, and 
observe fasts on My fasting days. 

Purport 

According to the rules of temple worship devotees should hold 
at least one grand festival, inviting all to participate in a grand procession 
escorting the Deity of the Lord all over their town or village accompa
nied by a band, singing and dancing. The Lord should ride on a chariot 
or be carried in a palanquin, and the temple and chariot should be deco
rated with nice flowers and a variety of nice foods should be offered to 
the Lord on that day. The Vedic vow to arrange a procession to take the 
Lord around town and the Paficaratriki vow to perform a fire sacrifice 
should be annually performed for the Lord's pleasure. 

Text 38 

·� � �= � �: I 
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mamarca sthapane sraddha svata/1 sarilhatya codyama/1 
udyanopavanakri<;la-pura-mandira karmal)i 

Translation 

A devotee should have faith to construct temples and establish 
My deity form in them. ff he cannot do it alone he should endeavor to 
cooperate with others to accomplish this undertaking. He should work to 
construct temples, flower gardens, fruit gardens, playgrounds and cities 
for Me. 

Purport 

Five hundred years ago all the Goswamis of Vrindaban, India, 
built gorgeous temples for Lord Knil:ta's pleasure in Vrindaban . They 
acquired land for flower and fruit gardens as well as a play ground, 
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where at the end of the procession the Lord's chariot would park where 
devotees play music and dance, as well as have a fireworks display for 
the Lord's pleasure. But now, due to Kaliyuga's influmce it is difficult to 
host such grand festivals alone. Therefore if a persm cannot afford to 
construct a temple on their own ,  they should fom a committee of 
likeminded people and do so, because Lord Kr�r:ia is pleased by such 
activities. 

Text 39 
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sammarjanopalepabhyam seka-maJ.Jfiala-vartanai/.1 
grha-susr0$aJ.Jam mahyam dasa-vad yad amayaya 

Translation 

Without duplicity a devotee should work for Me like My menial 
servant in the temple and help by sweeping, moping, washing, drying, 
sprinkling scented water and making beautiful designs on the floor with 
many colored powders. 

Purport 

A devotee who is wholeheartedly dedicated to the Lord is not 
cunning or duplicitous in any way, but lives simply. In modem times 
people that come to the devotional path criticize the traditional 
devotional lifestyle as naive, but such an attitude is not wanted on the 
devotional path and should be rectified to clear the path for spiritual 
advancement. Serving the Lord in the temple like a humble servant 
purifies the heart, thereby creating a place where Lord Kr�r:ia can come 
to live peacefully. A scripturally authentic Spiritual Master teaches this 
art. As stated in the Gurva�takam, sri-vigraharadhana nitya nana srrigara 
tan-mandira ma1j'anadau, "Deity worship, decorating the deities, 
cleaning and washing the Lord's temple, are all taught by the Spiritual 
Master. "  
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Text 40 

31'41R�'ii!4� $d�1qf\�d"'i'{ I 
3Tfif (ftq1��41 if ;flqy�1filqf�d'{ l l�<Jl l  

amanitvam adambhitvam krtasyaparikirtanam 
api dipavalokam me nopayuiijyan niveditam 

Translation 

75 

A devotee should not be proud or arrogant and should not brag 
about the service they have done. And anything offered to Me should 
not be used for personal use, like a lamp that is offered to Me should not 
be used to illuminate one's home. 

Purport 

A devotee is never proud of their possessions and should never 
show off the devotional service they have done or brag about how much 
service they have done for the Lord. Nothing gotten for the Lord should 
be misused, and anything that was first offered to a demigod or anyone 
else must not be offered to the Lord, and anything that was offered to 
the Lord must not be offered to Him again. As stated in the Bhojana 
Siidhana, svocch/sfam api naivadyat, "Once something is offered to the 
Lord it should not be offered to Him again, as much as one should not 
eat the leftover food (not prasiidam) from their own plate." Food that is 
not first offered to the Lord should not be eaten. As stated in the Padma 
Pura1.1a: 

anarpayitva govinde yo bhurikte dharma-var.fite 
suno vi$fha samam cannam niram tu suraya samam 

"Anyone who eats anything that is not first offered to Lord 
Govinda becomes bereft of piety because such food is equal to eating 
dog stool; and drinking water not first offered is equal to drinking wine."  

Therefore everything should be offered to the Supreme Lord 
first before consuming anything. As stated in the Bhagavad Gita, 
bhurijante te tv agham papa ye pacanti atma-karal)at, "Those who 
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prepare food for their consumption eat grievous sin." Whereas people 
that first offer food to the Lord before consuming it reach the spiritual 
world. It is further stated, yajiia-Si$famrta-bhujo yanti brahma sanatanam, 
"Those who eat the Lord 's remnants reach the eternal abode of the 
Lord."  The Vi�i:iu Purai;ia states: 

hrdi riipam mukhe nama naivedyam udare hare/1 
padodakam ca nirmalyarb mastake yasya so 'cyutal; 

"One who keeps the Lord's form within their heart, the Lord's 
name in their mouth, the Lord's remnants in their stomach, the Lord's 
bathing water on their head and the Lord's leftover flower garland 
around their neck cannot become degraded." 

Text 41 

� =l1Rc:ca4 � :£1iiiURtN'lli:ti('if4: I 
d*'IRiqG!i;:qii dGl4'+Ql'll � 1 1¥W 

yad yad i$fatama1i1 Joke yac-cati-priyam atmana�J 
tat tan-nivedayen mahyam tadanantyaya ka/pate 

Translation 

Whatever it may be, if that thing that is most dear to one and 
anything that is most desired for, that very thing should be offered unto 
Me. If one does so, then that very thing rewards unlimited results. 

Purport 

In every field of devotional life following regulative principles 
are obligatory. In other words while offering 'one's dear most thing' one 
should not break regulative principles. Meat eating, intoxication, illicit 
sex and gambling are the four regulative principles, and a devotee must 
follow these regulative principles at all times and in all circumstances. If 
something that is very dear to one but breaks a regulative principle, it 
should not be offered to the Lord. As stated in the Sariirtha Darsini, 
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madyadini priyany api sastra i$fatama tv abhavad na nivedayet, "If a 
person's dear most thing is wine and/or other things that break regula
tive principles as stated in the scriptures, it should not be offered to the 
Lord." Even demigods honor the Lord's leftovers. As stated in the Adi 
Pural)a, vi$l}Or niveditannena ya$favyam devatantaram, "Food that is 
first offered to Lord Kf$f.la should be used to feed the demigods and not 
vice versa." 

Text 42 

�sro;if�on � �= � '1\\'i(>;'l 1 

� � � 'l�N�IR if 1 1��1 1 

sii.ryo 'gnir brahma(Jo gavo vafs(JavafJ kham maruj-jalam 
bhur-atma sarva-bhiltani bhadra pilja-padani me 

Translation 

0 gentle Uddhava, the sun, fire, a Brabmaga, a cow, a Vai$i;iava, 
the sky, wind, water, earth, one's own soul and all the living entities are 
avenues for worshipping Me. 

Purport 

The above stated things are mediums for pleasing God and they 
should not be misinterpreted as being Lord Kf$1)a. For example, the 
Jaimini Sarilhita states, sanyasi me ca/a milrti}J, "A renounced person is 
My moving form." But this does not mean that a human being who 
adopts the renounced order of life becomes God, but means that by 
honoring a Sanyasi they are worshipping God. The Lord's mention of a 
Brahmar:ia here refers to a traditional Brahmana, whose ancestral 
lineage goes back to God through an unbroken of chain of ancestors. 
The word Vai$r:iava means a devotee of the Lord. As stated in the 
Padma Purar:ia: 

grhita vi$1JU dik$likafJ sada vi$1JU gatantarafJ 
sarvatra vi$JJU sanda!'Si vai$1}avo 'bhimato budhaifJ 
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"It is the opinion of great learned sages that those initiated in 
the unbroken tradition of Lord Sri Vi$l)U, who alw� remain surren
dered to Him, always relate everything they see to Loid Vi$l)U are called 
Vai$l)avas." 

Texts 43-45 

� g � � t;N"IW � 1'1ll I 
3flfaUf;:r g N�1•t. •ft'-4'1(•1 4qq1Rwt1 1 1��1 1  
� ;r.igq('$2QI m � �Mf.ti6'41 I 
� 1\�N41 � ;;�\!Ji4i<\1ia: 1 1��1 1 
� ft""ll«��iif�<:l(¥4M'i1(¥4f.\ I 
� � q .. �... � � 1 1�'1 1 1  

surye tu vidyaya trayya havi.sagnau yajeta mam 
atithyena tu vipragrye godv aliga yavasadina 
vai$1.1ave bandhu-satkrtya hrdi khe dhyana-Di$fhaya 
vayau mukhyadhiya toye dravais toya-puraskrtai,fl 
stha1.1t;lile mantra-hrdayair bhogair atmlinam atmani 
k$etraj1.1am sarva-bhute$U samatvena yajeta mam 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, one may worship Me within the sun by chanting 
mantras from three Vedas. One may worship Me within fire by offering 
oblations. One may worship Me within a BrAhmai;ia by honoring them as 
a respectful guest; and one may worship Me within a cow by feeding her 
green grass and other eatables. One may worship Me within a Vaif1,1ava 
by honoring and befriending them and by constant meditation within the 
heart I can be worshipped within the sky. I can be worshipped in the air 
by knowing it functions as the chief life air in the body; and I can be 
worshipped in water by offering water, flowers and by placing other 
worshipping items in it. By chanting a secret mantra one can worship Me 
in the earth; and one can worship Me in the individual soul by offering 
Me pleasing things like nice foods and so on; and one can worship Me 
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within all living entities by developing equal vision, seeing Supersoul 
within each of them. 

Purport 

The mantras chanted for worshipping the Lord within the sun 
are from the Rgveda, Yajurveda and Samaveda and are in poem form. A 
person should deal with Vai�i:iavas like they are close friends or relatives 
because they can help them cut their ties to the cycle of rebirth and 
death and help them obtain liberation from this world. When devotees 
bathe in holy rivers they offer its water mixed with flowers and other · 

pious things to it, to express their gratitude to the Lord within water. But 
the Lord is not worshipped within water in the rainy season. As stated in 
the Garuc,la Pural).a, grisme jalastha piija prasasta var$8stu nindita mata(l, 
"The Lord should only be worshipped 'with in water' in summer and 
other seasons, but not in the rainy season because it is considered 
muddy." The process of worshipping the Lord 'in earth' is done by first 
cleaning the area and writing secret mantras from the Yajurveda there 
and then placing the form of the Lord over it. 

Text 46 

NW:Qli1Nfd � �R'liihti•t&l'1�: I 
� � � 'dll'QSI�({ \t•Uf@:d: 1 1�� 1 1  

dhfSIJYC$V C$V iti mad-rtipariJ SaiJkha-cakra-gad;imbujai(l 
yuktaril caturbhujaril santaril dhyayann arcet samahita(l 

Translation 

In the places of worship I have mentioned and according to the 
process I had described, a person should meditate on My peaceful four
armed transcendental form, holding a conch, disc, club and lotus flower. 
One should worship Me in this way with fixed attention. 
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Purport 

Supersoul is seated within the heart of all living entities and 
represents Lord K�irodaka Vi�QU, who has four aims and holds His 
weapons in His hands. He is also called Paramiitmii aid those who have 
become purified within their hearts by rigid practice of devotional 
service develop the vision to envision Supersoul seated within their heart. 
This is not an imaginary vision, but on this spiritual level the person 
really sees the Lord in the heart. As stated in the Bhagavad Gita, 
brahma!Je gavi hastini suni caiva svapake ca paJJt;/ita/1 sama-dariinafJ, 
"Those who have developed equal vision see a Brahmai:ia, a cow, an 
elephant , a dog and a dog-eater, equally." Such realized souls see all of 
them as equal because they do not recognize them by their body, but 
identify them as equal souls accompanied by Supersoul seated in their 
hearts. 

Text 47 

�&al'(a::t � lfr � \fiflfod: I 
� � � tt�rd: � 1 1��1 1 

i$f 8piirtena mam evam yo yajeta samahitafJ 
labhate mayi sad-bhaktim mat-smrti/.1 sadhu-sevaya 

Translation 

One who fixes their mind on Me and worships Me by perform
ing fire sacrifices and performs pious deeds to benefit others obtains My 
pure devotional service; and by serving pure devotees they obtain 
knowledge of My personal form as well. 

Purport 

People that perform fire sacrifices to please the Lord and people 
that perform pious deeds like digging water wells or constructing water 
ponds for other living entities to quench their thirst are good activities, 
because by performing such activities they develop steady devotion to 
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Lord l<r$1Ja. But for even better results one should serve a pure devotee 
because by doing so one can catch a glimpse of Lord Kf$1Ja 's personal 
feature. Serving a pure devotee is the best way to obtain pure devotional 
service of Lord Kr�JJa. As stated in the Srimad B hagavatam: 

rahugal}ai tat tapasa na yati na cejyaya nirvapal}ad grhad va 
na chandasa naivajalagni stlryair vina mahat-pada rajo 'bhi$ekam 

"O King RahugaQa, one cannot get a glimpse of the Supreme 
Lord without bathing one's self with the dust from the feet of pure 
devotees. One cannot get a glimpse of the Supreme Lord only by 
performing austerities, performing ritualistic ceremonies, giving charity, 
serving uninvited guests, helping the poor, taking sacred vows, studying 
the Vedas, worshipping the Lord in water, fire or in the sun, as done by 
householders." 

Text 48 

� ... r"hmlto:t ��;."1 M4hN I 
;fjqj<£il Fttra' � � � "dli1�'{ l l�C l l 

praye(Ja bhakti-yogena satsaligena vinoddhava 
nopayo vidyate sadhryali prayaJJaril hi satam aham 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, associating with devotees and the practice of devo
tional service should be performed simultaneously. Generally, without 
doing these two things there is not a solution to cross this material 
existence. Devotees truly understand that I am their shelter and I live 
with My devotees. 

Purport 

Here Lord Kf$JJa states the best way to reach Him is to associate 
with His pure devotees, because He personally lives with them. In our 
Gauc;Uya Vai�Qava Sampradaya,  performing devotional service and the 
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chanting the Lord's holy names of Hare Kr�na Hare :Cmia Kr�l)a Kr�l).a 
Hare Hare I Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama liare Hare is consi
dered medicine; and associating with real devotees md studying Vedic 
scriptures are considered the vitamins for a healthy spiritual life, and 
both should be taken simulta-neously to receive the dtimate benefit. By 
only taking medicine a person may be cured but the) will be weak; and 
by only taking vitamins the person will not be cured. Therefore to 
recover from an ailment a person should take the pres::ribed medicine to 
be cured along with vitamins to maintain their strength. Similarly a 
devotee should practice devotional service as well as associate with pure 
devotees. The Spiritual Master is such a pure devotee, as stated in the 
scriptures. If a pure devotee is not personally available to associate with, 
following his instructions is sufficient association for a sincere candidate. 

Text 49 

3T� 'Rif � � �Cft'<� I 
�•nCQi:cfq qiiUtfit � it �: � � 1 1�'<- 1 1  

athaitat paramam guhyam srovato yadunandana 
sugopyam api vak$y8mi tvam me bhrtya}J suhrt sakha 

Translation 

0 Beloved of the Yadu Dynasty, Uddhave, I shall now tell you 
the most confidential knowledge because you are My servant, well
wisher and friend. Even though it is mysterious, I will explain it to you 
because you are desirous to hear. 

Purport 

A dedicated disciple in combination with a Spiritual Master well 
versed in knowledge opens the mind to confidential spiritual knowledge 
that is not known to the external world. Uddhava is the Lord's dedicated 
student intensely interested in learning this knowledge, which is why 
Lord Kr�na is revealing it. If the Spiritual Master is not authorized by the 
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ancient scriptures and not sound in transcendental knowledge their 
disciple is considered unfortunate. And if the disciple is not serious 
and/or not truly dedicated to the spiritual path the Spiritual Master does 
not bring forth confidential knowledge because the disciple is not ready 
to follow. Therefore, for confidential knowledge of the Supreme Lord to 
fructify both the disciple and Spiritual Master must be qualified and 
authorized for spiritual secrets to be revealed. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Eleven of the Srimad Bhagavatam, in the matter of, Symptoms of 
Liberated and Conditioned Souls. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
========= 





All glories to Sri Gurii and Gauriiitga 

Chapter Twelve 

Importance of Saintly Association 

Texts 1-2 

� 
;r � � lfttiT ;r � � '(F.f � I 
;r �1�+aq�''" �-e1'(a ;r �f+lto11 1 1 � 1 1  

� ��:t��lf\I � � �= I 
�� �: \t44,11q@i � � 1 1� 1 1  

sri bhagavan uvaca 
na rodhayati mari1 yogo na sarikhyariJ dhanna eva ca 
na svadhyayas tatas tyago ne$f8p0rtari1 na dak$iJJ8 
vratani yajiias chandamsi tirthani niyama yama}J 
yathavarundhe satsaiJga}J sarva-sarigapaho hi mam 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, the power gotten by 
associating with a pure devotee brings Me under control in such a way 
that neither the yogic process, philosophically analyzing material 
elements, practicing piety, singing Vedic hymns, performing austerities, 
detachment from material possessions, philanthropic work, giving 
charity, fasting on auspicious days, performing sacrifices, chanting 
confidential mantras from the Vedas, observing holy places or following 
the rules for self control can. 

Purport 

There are two ways of associating with a pure devotee; one is 
serving him, paying homage, extending adoration, giving charity and 
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worshipping him from a distance; and the other is pemnally associating 
with him. Here the Lord is referring to associating directly with a pure 
devotee. In all the Vedic scriptures the association of a pure devotee is 
said to be the most important factor to please Lord Krma, because even 
one moment's association with a pure devotee can reward all perfections 
of life. But a person should be qualified to associate with a pure devotee 
because otherwise they may commit offenses near tlle pure devotee, 
which is detrimental to spiritual advancement. The qualification for 
associating with a pure devotee is stated in the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu 
thus, adau sraddha tata/J sadhu-saligotha bhajana-kriya, "To benefit 
from the association of a pure devotee the person should first have faith 
in scriptural statements." The Naradiya PuraQa states, sadhiinaril 
darsanaril pul}yaril sparSa.nariJ papa nasanam, "The very glimpse of a 
pure devotee rewards purity and if a person touches them their sins run 
from them." The Niti Sastra states, karta vyam mahad asrayam, "One 
must search out and associate with a pure devotee to obtain the ultimate 
goal of life." The Vi�Qu PuraQa states, sarve$8m art ha jflananaril bodhalJ 
satsaligato bhavet, "Realization of all knowledge is obtained by associa
ting with a pure devotee."  The fruition of all knowledge is that Lord 
Kr�Qa is the supreme personality of godhead and this is realized by the 
association of a pure devotee. 

This verse indicates that following Patafijali's yoga system to 
control the mind's demands and bodily needs by practicing the breathing 
process and doing physical exercises does not help one bring Lord Km1a 
under control. The fasting process and the fire sacrifices stated here refer 
to those fasts and fire sacrifices to please the demigods, therefore they 
also are ineffective to bring Lord Km1a under control, but Lord K�Qa 
specifically states that Ekadasi fasts do please Him and thus help bring 
Him under the performer's control, but if a person ignores this fast there 
are consequences. As stated in the Gautamiya Sarilhita: 

vai$1Javo yadi bhuiijita ekadasyaril pramadatafJ 
vi$1JV arcanaril v_rtha tasya narakaril g-horam apnuyat 

"Due to bewilderment if a Vai�oava eats food grains on Ekadasi 
day their worship of Lord Vi�l)U becomes fruitless and after death they 
fall into a ferocious hell. " 
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Texts 3-4 

\t�il .. ft � � V1lf: �: I 
� ;n'llT: �4f'laf(Of1lQq\f: 1 1� 1 1 

� q�,; �: �: �S�: I 
(:;fef'l:Si!f'd'£1\'Elf\iietf�i � � 1 1¥1 1 

satsaligena hi daiteya yatudhana mrga./1 khaga./1 
gandharvapsaraso nagal} siddhas caral}a-guhyakai} 
vidyadhara manu$ye$u vaisya/J siidra/J striyo 'ntyajal} 

rajas tama/J prakrtayas tasmins tasmin yuge yuge 

Translation 

87 

In every millennium by the association of pure devotees the 
daityas, raksasas. birds, beasts, gandharvas, apsaris, nagas, siddhas, 
ciraJJ.as, gubyakas and vidyidharas obtained Me. And among human 
beings, VaiSyas, Siidras, women, outcastes and many others whose 
nature is affected by passion and ignorance had obtained My supreme 
abode. 

Purport 

A pure devotee's association is so great that even great 
demigods fail to understand him. He even purifies the immovable 
entities, as stated in the Padma Pural)a: 

yam yam sprS8ti paJJibhyaril yariJ yam pasyati cak$U$i 
sthavaral}y api mucyante kiril punar bandhava janal} 

"What to speak about human beings who are in the human race, 
whomever a pure devotee touches with his hands and whomever he sees, 
even immobile entities, progress towards liberation." 

Texts 5-6 
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� �':PU':l�"i -mft vJr �f01qq� I 
�: � rt �  <Q�q�\a� 1 1� 1 1  

1 1.12.6 

bahavo matpadam praptas tv8$frakayadhavadayal)h 
V.1'$aparva balir-baIJO mayas catha vibhi$'1IJ8'1 

sugrivo hanuman rk$O gajo grdhro vaIJikpithal) 
vyadhal) kubja vraje gopyo yajflapatnyas tuhapare 

Translation 

Vrtrasura, Prahlada, VJlaparva, Bali, E�asura, Maya, 
Vibhi�r,ta, Sugriva, Hanuman, Jambavan, Gajendra, Jitayu, Tuladhiira, 
Dharma-the hunter, Kubja, Gopis of Vrindaban, the wives of the 
Brahmar,tas that were pedonning a fire sacrifice, and many others like 
them obtained Me by saintly association. 

Purport 

All the people listed above reached the spiritual world because 
they associated with pure devotees. Vrtrasura was a demon in his 
previous life but associated with Niirada Muni and Aiigira Muni and thus 
received liberation. Prahlada Maharaja was born from the demoness 
Kayadhu but while still in her womb he received the association of 
Niirada Muni and reached the Lord's abode. V�aparva was a demon 
that was rejected by his mother and was maintained by sages and thus 
became a devotee and achieved liberation. Bali Mahiiraja received 
Prahlada Mahiiraja's association and was blessed by Lord Vamanadeva. 
Ba.,asura received the association of Lord Krima's devotee, Lord Siva, 
and received liberation. Mayadanava received the Pa.,c,iavas association 
and was liberated. Vibhi�ana received Hanuman's association and 
obtained Lord Rama. Sugriva and �k�yaraja received Hanuman's 
association and Hanuman received Lord Rama's association. Gajendra 
received saintly association in his previous life as a king and was 
liberated. Jatayu received the association of Garuc,ia and Dasaratha and 
received liberation. Tuladhiira was a merchant and received Niirada 
Muni's association and received liberation. Dharma was a hunter and 
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received the association of his Spiritual Master and obtained liberation. 
Kubja was a hunchback lady who had received Narada Muni's associ
ation in her previous life and thus became dear to Lord Kr�t;1a. The 
Gopis of Vrindaban received the association of Lord K�t;1a's eternal 
Gopis and thus obtained Lord K�t;1a as their lover. The wives of 
Brahmat;1as who participated in a fire sacrifice that associated with and 
exchanged gifts with female devotees of Vrindaban were liberated. Even 
a moment's association with a pure devotee can reward liberation to a 
person if they take their association in a positive way, in this life or the 
next. 

Text 7 

-a- � ""'"1q1f�dq@:a•11: I 
�(Jdld'<idqq; q�•ll:iil�i•idl: 1 1� 1 1  

te nadhita-srutigaJJa nopasita-mahattama/;J 
avratatapta tapasa/;J satsaligan mam upagata/;J 

Translation 

These people did not seriously study the Vedic scriptures, nor 
worship great saintly people, nor seriously performed any fasts or 
austerity, but reached Me simply by associating with pure devotees. 

Purport 

It is very difficult to detect a true saintly person from a swindler. 
In modern times in this age of Kaliyuga swindlers promote themselves in 
such a way that people are attracted to them and thus forgo associating 
with pure devotees. It is a fact that if people only followed real spiritual 
life and associated with real devotees this age would not be called 
Kaliyuga, but rather Satyayuga. But because of the influence of Kaliyuga 
people are attracted to unwanted things and thus it is no surprise that 
swindlers' speculation of the truth dominates this age. 

Now one may wonder about what is saintly association. In 
answer the Bbavartha Dipika states, madiyanam saligo satsaliga/;J, "The 
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association of devotees who are truly dedicated to Lo1d Kr�na is called 
saintly association." Then one may ask, what is the tn.e value of saintly 
association. In answer the Lord Himself states in the Nrsimha Purat:ta, 
mad-nlpa eva mad-bhakta}J, "My real devotees are equd to My personal 
form." Therefore associating with a pure devotee is like associating with 
Lord Kr�i:ia. One might then think, how pure would a Ferson feel if they 
directly associated with the Lord. If one has the rigllt attitude when 
associating with a pure devotee it gives the same amou1t, if not more of 
a purifying effect than associating directly with the Lord. 

Text 8 

{fi�{%"t � � � '1lFit "t11T 1J1TT: I 
ifs;:ir � ';ITtTT: ftm "'"�,���' l lc l l 

kevalena hi bhavena gopyo gavo naga mrga}J 
ye 'nye mu�ha-dhiyo nagalJ siddha mam iyur aiijasa 

Translation 

Indeed the Gopis of Vrindaban, the cows of Vrindaban, the 
trees of Vrindiban, the animals of Vrindaban, the snakes in Vrindiban 
and many other entities totally ignorant of spiritual knowledge obtained 
the perfection of life quite easily by simply developing single-pointed 
love for Me, and thus obtained Me. 

Purport 

The only way to bring Lord K�na under control is with love. 
Here love does not mean lust, as it is often confused with in the material 
world, but here love means wholehearted affectionate devotion to Lord 
K�i:ia. There are five different stages of spiritual love for Lord Km1a, 
one more intimate than the prior. The first category of love for the Lord 
is called neutral love; and the trees, plants, animals, birds, reptiles and 
grass loved Lord K�l)a in this mood. They loved Lord K�l)a in their 
hearts, but it was not in their capacity to immediately respond to His 
wish. The second category of love is called servitorship; and in it the 
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demigods including Lord Brahma and Lord Siva served Lord Kr�i:ia. 
Kaliya also prayed to Lord Kr�Qa in this mood after he was subdued. 
The third category of love is called fraternal love; and the cowherd boys, 
Govardhan and Arjuna related to the Lord in this mood. The fourth 
category is called parental love; and Mother Yasoda, Nanda Maharaja 
and many senior Vrajavasis related to the Lord in this mood. The fifth 
category of love is called conjugal love; and this love is shown in two 
ways; 1 )  as a paramour like the Gopis of Vrindaban loved Kr�i:ia; and 2) 
in the mood of husband and wife as did Lord Kr�i:ia 's queens in Dvaraka. 
Many entities' love increased for the Lord and thus they progressed to a 
more intimate mood of relating to the Lord. For example, many cows 
developed a parental relationship with Lord Kr�t:ia, from the Lord 
drinking milk directly from their udders. All devotees in all five loving 
moods all became free from all bondage and reached the Lord's abode 
and play with Him there. A more lucid discussion on this topic can be 
read in our commentary in the tenth Canto. 

Text 9 

� � � �tl\�-1 Gi"1SiddcilS�: I 
tQ 1\004 I \4 l'UU ti 4""41 �: \I 1 'itl I Cl ti ('01€1 l"1 ('q I I  ((I I 

yam na yogena sankhyena dana-vrata-tapo 'dhvarai}J 
vyakhyasvadhyaya sannyasai}J prapnuyad yatnavan api 

Translation 

Even by the great endeavor of performing mystic yoga, philoso
phical speculation, giving charity, fasting, performing austerities, per
forming fire sacrifices, explaining the meaning of the Vedas, studying 
Vedic scriptures, and adopting the renounced order of life one cannot 
attain Me. 

Purport 

Here Lord Kr�Qa indicates that without coating other spiritual 
practices or spiritual knowledge with the icing of devotional service one 
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cannot reach Him. Devotion to Lord Kr�i:ia develops �y associating with 
saintly people. To get saintly association one must pra� to Lord K�i:ia to 
bless them with it. Lord Kr�i:ia is very merciful; henc(; in due course He 
will surely listen to sincere prayers. To make any subs:antial progress on 
the spiritual path one must develop devotion to Lord Kmia, because 
merely engaging in any or all of the above stated spiritual paths will bear 
the result similar to RahO's quest, who cunningly obtained heavenly 
nectar and drank it, which resulted in him getting his head cut off. The 
result obtained by those who follow the path of soga; the path of 
knowledge; perform austerities; fast in honor of the demigods; study the 
Vedas, and so on will be as futile as obtaining nectar was for RahO, 
because to realize gain from spiritual endeavors one mast offer the result 
to Lord Kr�i:ia and work with and associate with real devotees. As stated 
in the Bhagavad Gita, mayi sarva,pi karma,pi sanyasya, "Offer all your 
works unto Me in the mood of devotion." By only accepting Sanyasa 
(the renounced order of life) and wearing saffron, without working for 
Lord Kr�i:ia is cheating one's own self and human society, and the person 
will miss the opportunity of achieving the goal of life. 

Text lO 

"QituT � � � '4:tl4'R4\"fl "IUl'j<mN*11= I 
� "" ii'  fcr!f1•k1lsi1�s� �: � 1 1 �0 1 1 

rame,pa sardham mathuram praIJite 
svaphalkina may anurakta-cittal} 
viga<;Jha-bhavena na me viyoga 
tivradhayo 'nyam dad.riul} sukhaya 

Translation 

The Gopis of Vrindaban were intensely attached to Me by their 
deepest love. When Akrtira brought Me and My brother Balaram to the 
city of Mathura from Gokul the Gopis suffered extreme agony due to 
separation from Me, and could not conceive of any other thing but Me as 
a solution to obtain happiness. 
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Purport 

The attachment the Gopis had for Lord Kr�i:ia is not like the 
ordinary attachment a woman bas for a man and visa versa. In the mortal 
world a female becomes attached to a male for material pleasure, inti
mate physical contact and security, and if they are separated one or both 
of them feel intense separation. Whereas the relationship the Gopis have 
with Lord Kr�r:ia is transcendental and there is no rubbing bodies for 
sensual enjoyment, but because the Gopis have unalloyed love for Kr�r:ia, 
if they were separated from Him even for a moment they would feel an 
intense longing in their heart to be with Him to serve Him. The Gopis 
only focus is to please �r:ia and this unalloyed love cannot be compared 
with anything of this world. When such divine love for the Lord 
intensifies the devotee will not be able to experience peace in any way 
other than by serving or thinking about Lord Kr�r:ia . 

Text 11 
�= �= gtaa&t:t ;fun � ��M:t •n�<o1 1 

�: � � 'tr.n � eti{'lf \i'fl 'flf{: Un I I  

tas ta/J k$apa/J pre$fhatamena nita 
mayaiva vrndavana gocarel}a 
k$al}ardhavat tafJ punar-aiiga tasaril 
hina maya kalpasama babhtlvufJ 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, I am the most dearly beloved of the Gopis. The 
nights the Gopis spent with Me in Vrindaban felt to them to have lasted 
for only half a moment, but the nights they spent without Me felt as long 
as four thousand millenniums to them. 

Purport 

It is the nature of material love to lessen as time goes by and it 
usually ends in frustration. There is quarrel, separation, divorce, and 
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sometimes murder. Whereas it is the nature of spiritual love to increase 
day by day, intensifying to the point of turning into permanent affection 
and at this point a devotee cannot live withot1t their beloved, the 
Supreme Lord. Here Lord Kr�1.1a gives the example of the night the 
Gopis spent with Him that lasted the equivalent of 4, 320, 000, 000 solar 
years but seemed to them to have lasted only half a moment; and that 
their nights without Him seemed to last as long as 4, 320, 000, 000 solar 
years. A devotee cannot live even for a moment without Lord Kr�i:ia. As 
stated in the Sik�astakam, yugayitam nimise$a, "For a devotee one 
moment's separation from Lord Kr�i:ia seems like a millennium."  

Text 12 

(IT "11M&1' '1�1�'1"'14�: �i11(441"fi1&�� I 
� � �S� ;m": � WI'  "11'1�Q l lHJI  

ta navidan mayy anu$a.tiga baddha
dhiya}J svamatmanam adas tathedam 
yatha samadhau munayo 'bdhi toye 
nadya/1 pravi$f8 iva nama-rllpe 

Translation 

Just as sages practicing yoga reach trance and merge in thoughts 
of Me through self-realization, and bow rivers merge into the ocean; 
similarly the Gopis of Vrindaban were so absorbed with love for Me that 
when thinking about Me they could not even think of their own bodies, 
families or the world around them. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�i:ia is God and the Gopis of Vrindaban are His own 
potencies, therefore any material contradiction in their dealings are not 
considered because God is loving His own potencies; and His potencies 
are loving their source, God. Here Lord Kr�1.1a expresses the excessive 
love the Gopis have for Him. The example the Lord gives of sages merg
ing in thoughts of the Him and rivers merging into the ocean indicates 
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the limitless deepness of the love the Gopis' have for Him. Transcen
dental love for the Lord increases to the point where the person loses all 
interest with the whole world around them as well as their own wellbeing. 
As stated in the Nyiiya Siistra, turiyam fri$U santatam, "When one 
becomes totally absorbed in thoughts of the Lord one reaches the 
platform of trance, where they lose total contact with their own body, 
bodily relations and the external world." This was the situation the 
Gopis were in with Lord Kr�i:ia and at this point the pleasure of 
liberation seems like practically nothing. As stated in the Padma Purii1.1a: 

brahmanando bhaved e$a cet parardha gwJi krtalJ 
naiti bhakti rasambodhe parama(Ju tu/am api 

"Those who perfect Brahman realization think they are enjoying 
transcendental pleasure, but if that pleasure is multiplied one thousand 
times it does not even equal a drop of the ocean of spiritual bliss derived 
from devotional service to Lord K�Qa." 

Therefore it is recommended that any obstacle to the practice of 
devotional service to please Lord Kr�i:ia should be avoided or removed, 
and there is no offense for doing so on the part of the devotee. The sole 
motto of a sincere devotee should be to somehow make progress on the 
spiritual path, because to remain spiritually content is unintelligent, 
because the nature of a devotee is to hanker for more and more spiritual 
service. 

Text 13 

11c<:h1111 � '.iill<1H4\C\4Nc{IS�: I 
;r'lQ' in- � �= 4•11�a�@Q:u: 1 1n 1 1 

mat-kama ramaJJaiil jaram asvarilpa-vido 'valafl 
brahma m8riJ paramam prapu/J sarigac-chata sahasrasa/J 

Translation 

The Gopis of Vraja were not aware of My actual position as the 
Supreme Lord and thought of Me as their charming lover and desired an 
amorous relationship with Me in paramour mood. Of those Gopis bun-
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dreds of thousands of them obtained Me, the Supreme Truth, just by the 
influence of My association. 

Purport 

The title abala (helpless female) used in connection to the Gopis 
indicates that they had no other help , like spiritual merit, to obtain Lord 
Kr�oa as their lover other than personally associating with Him. Lord 
Kr�oa is the best saintly association; and therefore He undoubtedly 
fulfills His devotees desires. As stated in the Vi�Qu Purai:ia, subhasrayaiJ 
saccittasya sarvagasya tathatmanaJJ, "If a devotee is thoroughly honest 
and dedicated to the lotus feet of the all-auspicious Lord, that all-pervad
ing Lord, understanding the innermost desires of His devotee fulfills 
them all exactly as they desire." The Lord is satisfied within Himself; still 
He fulfilled the amorous desires of His Gopi devotees. As Srimad 
Bhagavatam states, atmaramo 'py ariramat, "Even though the Lord is 
always satisfied within Himself, He still enjoyed the company of His 
devoted Gopis." The details of why all the Gopis did not obtain Lord 
Kr�i:ia are in our Tenth Canto. 

Texts 14-15 

d�l�14<fl(i:;:Q � gfaii'IG"fi'{ I 
� 'q' � 'q' � � 'q' m�1 1 
+ii���� �1\ul ... l(+il-1 �"-faof@!Hi'{ I 
� � llm  W �: l l ,'1 1 1  

tasmat-tvam uddhavotsrjya codanam praticodanam 
pravrttarn ca nivrttarh ca srotavyam srutam eva ca 
mam ekam eva 5aral}am atmanam sarva-dehinam 

yahi sarvatma-bhavena maya sya hy akuto-bhaya}J 

Translation 

Therefore, 0 Uddhava, leave aside all the regulated pious 
principles stated in the Vedas and other scriptures and the positive and 
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negative injunctions in them, and things that are heard and things that 
are to be heard, and simply take shelter of Me alone, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, who is seated within the heart of all living 
entities and you will be free from all fear by My grace. 

Purport 

Up until this point Lord Km1a kept the loving feelings the 
Gopis had for Him from His secret pastime of the Rasa dance to Himself. 
But here for the first time He breaks that silence and reveals how much 
love the Gopis had in their hearts for Him. Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, 
who is Lord KrsQa Himself who came as a devotee to teach how to 
worship Lord KrsQa, stated that the love the Gopis of Vrindaban had for 
Lord KrsQa was the highest quality and it was so intense that Lord Km1a 
Himself felt controlled by it. For a guarantee to see the Lord face-to-face 
one has to develop this quality of love for KrsQa. 

Lord KrsQa's stating not to care about Vedic statements and 
their dos and do nots, and things that are heard and things that are to be 
heard, does not refer to instructions given by one's scripturally authentic 
Guru. A disciple is not allowed to ignore the instructions of his/her Guru 
at no time, and in no circumstance. 

Text 16 

� �  
�: � � � 41it�� I 
':f' f.Ndd � iR � it  lR: m � l l  

uddhava uvaca 
sarilsayab s(lJvato vacaril tava yoge5varesvara 
na nivartata atmastho yena bhriimyati me manab 

Translation 

Uddhava said, 0 Master of the masters of mystics, I am listening 
to Your words but the doubts in my heart have not evaporated yet and 
this is bewildering my mind. 
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Purport 

Usually hearing many various statements bewilders the mind. 
Hence Uddhava is bewildered because Lord Kr$na had said that a 
person should act according to their social status until achieving the 
perfection of life, but here He says to relinquish everything and take to 
the renounced order of life, which is why Uddhava is questioning the 
Lord. A genuine disciple should inquire from their authentic Spiritual 
Master to clear any doubt on the spiritual path. The Spiritual Master is 
not a mystic that can tum an orange into an apple, but He is devoted to 
Lord �l)a and can tum a hellish person towards liberation. If a 
Spiritual Master speaks contrary to what he said before there is an inner 
reason, therefore a disciple is advised to humbly follow the latest 
instruction given to them. A Guru should never be challenged by his 
disciple because he will never say anything contrary to the scriptures and 
this is the Vedic standard. If the Guru does do something seemingly 
against the scriptures the disciple can ask for clarification. Sometimes a 
Guru may give an instruction and change it, if this situation occurs the 
disciple should not allow their mind to bewilder them, but follow the last 
instruction given. This is a type of spiritual training. Everything is clear 
in Gauc;liya Vai�i:tavism and that is why this process is like the refined 
gold for obtaining liberation. 

Text 17 

sri bhagavan uvaca 
sa C$8 jivo vivara-prasiiti}J 

praqena gho$e$11 guham pravi$fa}J 
manomayaril slilcymam upetya rliparil 

matra svaro varIJa iti sthavi$fa}J 
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Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, the Lord who gives life to 
all living entities and is situated in the heart of every living entity is 
presented indirectly in the scriptures, even though He is present in His 
direct form. First He enters the heart of a living entity with the life air, in 
a subtle form of sound. He then enters the mystical circle below the 
navel and then move� to the navel where He takes a subtle form that can 
be perceived by the mind. He then reaches the mystical circle at the 
throat where be manifests as voice. Then He reaches the mouth where 
He turns into the speech of short and long vowels and different sounding 
consonants intonating the Vedas. 

Purport 

The Lord is the cause of all the causes. As stated in the Brahma 
Sarilhita, sarva kara(Jo karanam, "Lord Kr�na is the cause of all the 
causes." The Chandogya Upani�ad states, sarva(Ji namani yam avisanti 
sarve veda yatraiki bhavanti ekam evadvitiyam etad atmyam idam yap 
sarvajiiap sarva vit yato va imani bhiltani jayante, "All transcendental 
and material names are included in His name; all the Vedas collectively 
speak about Him only; He is one without a second; He is the source of 
all living entities-the Soul of all the souls; He is all-cognizant; the 
speaker of all knowledge; and from whom all the living entities have 
come is the Supreme Lord, who enters inside the heart of all the living 
entities as Supersoul. "  He cannot be known by anyone unless they 
earnestly practice devotional service. How He enters inside the body is 
clearly explained in the text. 

There was a sage named Patafijali who spoke about yoga and 
wrote a book about it called the Yogasutra, which describes physical and 
breathing exercises. This yoga is sometimes called Rajayoga or 
Hathayoga. In this process the mystical circles of the body are awakened 
through the breathing process. Even though yoga means to meditate on 
the Supreme Lord. some sages have used this word freely to attract 
followers. This type of physical exercise and breathing exercise keeps the 
body healthy, but it cannot reward liberation; as much as one cannot 
obtain milk from the nipples on a goat 's neck. 
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Text 18 

�= �s� � �1(io�fuiJUlllR= 1 

�= � � � � it"  <.:QRf;f(� � Cfl1Jft mc1 1 

yathanala}J khe 'nila-bandhur-ii$m8 
balena daruJJy adhimathyamanafJ 
8JJU}J prajato havi$a samidhyate 
tathaiva me vyaktir iyam hi vaJJi 

Translation 

Fire is present in the sky in a subtle form as heat; and friction 
caused by two wooden sticks being vigorously rubbed together creates 
heat, and that heat with the help of air turns into a tiny spark that ignites 
and when fuel, like ghee is poured on it, it increases becoming a blazing 
fire, similarly I become manifest into this world as the sound vibration of 
the Vedas, step-by-step. 

Purport 

Here the Lord states that just as fire is present in the sky in the 
form of heat, similarly He is present everywhere in a very subtle form as 
Brahman. And just as heat can only be felt and cannot be seen, similarly 
Brahman can only be realized through the knowledge of the Vedas and 
cannot be seen. Just as a spark is created by the friction created when 
two pieces of wood are vigorously rubbed together, similarly the soul 
visualizes Paramatma (Supersoul) when it uses the knowledge of the 
Vedas, combined with meditating on the Lord, with the help of the air
like realized Guru. Just as an ample supply of fuel can tum a spark into a 
blazing fire, similarly by the supply of unalloyed devotional service the 
Lord is brought before the devotee as Bhagavan, · the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. Thus there are three phases to realize the 
Lord-Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan-one realization being 
better than the previous one. All this gradually happens from the 
chanting of the Vedic hymns, because this chanting reveals the Lord, 
who is concealed in the Vedic hymns. 
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Text 19 

� �= � •1fafi4�•n wrn � � m= � 1 
\lCfl('qN'#tl"iq�= � �=�*"4a+fiNCfll<::= 1 1 ,<(l l 

evariJ gadilJ karma-gati visargo 
ghral)o raso d.rk sparsa}J srutis ca 
saiikalpa-vijiianam athabhimanalJ 
stltrariJ raja}J-sattva-tamo vikiirafl 

Translation 

101 

In this way, the workings of the hands, walking of the legs, 
urination of the genital and evacuation of the rectum; the smelling of the 
nose, taste of the tongue, sight of the eyes, touch of the skin, hearing of 
the ears, thinking function of the mind, decision making of the intel
ligence, pride of ego and the subtle function of material aggregate and 
the outcome of the three modes of material nature are all My material 
manifestations. 

Purport 

Similar to the statements made about the Lord's external 
manifestation in this world, He also talks about His internal material 
manifestations. As He says in the Bhagavad Gita, raso 'ham apsu, "l am 
the taste in water," and so on. Lord Kf$Q.a wants people to realize He is 
present in everything. As stated in the Vedanta Sutra, atmakrte/J 
paril)amat, "The Lord manifests Himself in the external functions of this 
world, therefore the whole creation is His external manifested form." 
The Lord does not manifest directly, but works through His energies in 
such a way that although people sense and understand the Lord's 
presence in everything, they still do not care about Him. For example, 
people drink water and the Lord is the taste of water, but although 
people sense the taste of water they do not realize the Lord. This is the 
work of the Lord's maya. B ut the Lord 's devotees have learnt and 
realized that this creation is maya 's illusion and thus work to escape this 
world of rebirth and death and go back to Godhead. 
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Text 20 

ri � �jqf�9Giiii4'R<�m m � � 3TTU: I 
Ftf"{')-e�fui4� � 4ht1R � S4ra4tt <m<{ l l�o l l  

ayam hijivas tri-vrd abja-yonir 
avyakta eko vayasa sa adya/J 
visli$f a-iaktir bahudheva bhiiti 
bijani yoniril pratipadya yadvat 

Translation 

The Lord is the source of the universal lotus flower, from which 
the cosmic manifestation takes place, and it is covered by the three 
modes of material nature. Originally this Lord was 'one' in His unmani
fested form, but later, just as seeds sown in fertile land grow manifesting 
branches, leaves, flowers and so on, similarly the Supreme Lord who 
gives life to all and is eternal, in due course of time seems to expand into 
many shapes and forms. 

Purport 

Here Lord Krima alludes that the whole creation belongs to Him 
only. The whole cosmic creation including all the demigods, people, 
animals, plants, reptiles, planets and space were created by Him. And 
the three modes of material nature are not independent but controlled 
by Him. This universe is compared to a lotus flower because it is born in 
water, similarly this universe rests on the water that came from 
Garbhodaka Vi�t)U. Hence, the Lord is the source of the universe and 
everything in it, and because everything is under the influence of the 
three modes of material nature, which are controlled by the Lord, 
everything in the universe helplessly undergoes creation and annihilation 
again and again . All this takes place within the shell of this cosmic 
manifestation, but the Lord's form is eternal and transcendental to the 
material creation and therefore does not change. The example of seeds 
sown in fertile land indicates that although the Lord transforms into 
many, He remains as He is eternally. As stated in the Vedanta SOtra, 
ubhaya vyapadesat tv ahi-kwxlala vat, "If the Supreme Lord is described 
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in two different ways, He is the same. Just as a snake is a snake whether 
coiled or not." Similarly although the Lord takes many forms, like seeds 
sown in a field that are different from the seed producing plant, He has a 
separate and eternal identity from the material cosmos. 

Text 21 

�f�filc\ Wlaq:i'i"ifla � lf� d"iNdl'14W: I 
lf � 4qi\d(\: �: 'fi'1f<+t'fi: icqq:;{J; � I I� 1 1 1  

yasminn idam protam ase$am otaril 
pafo yathii tantu-vitiina-samstha/J 
ya e$a samsara-tarulJ puraJJalJ 
karmatmakalJ pu$pa-phale prasiite 

Translation 

Just as cloth is woven with lengthwise and widthwise threads, 
similarly the whole creation is intertwined with the Lord. Just as cloth 
cannot exist without thread but thread does not need cloth to exist; 
similarly the creation cannot exist without the Lord but the Lord does 
not need the creation to exist. This creation has existed since time 
immemorial and is characterized by continuous actions and reactions, 
and the fruit and flower of the tree of material existence are sense 
gratification and liberation. 

Purport 

Even though the creation is caused by the Lord's illusory energy, 
maya, it is not separate from the Lord. The Lord illustrates this point 
here by giving the example of cloth, meaning this creation could not exist 
without the Lord. After creating this material world He entered inside it 
in His subtle form and activated it and filled it with various things and 
living entities. The culmination of all the things the Lord created in the 
material world is the human form, but in it the person experiences 
happiness and distress. In the beginning material life may seem wonder
ful, but ultimately there is doom in the form of miseries, like diseases, 
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old age and death. The reactions to actions performed also haunt the 
living entity. Hence, the only solace for the living entity is to become a 
sincere devotee of the Lord. 

Text 22 

� � � ,_ldi{_('\f�;m_:»: qs;q@i;JQ": qs;q(\Ulqj'a: I 
�:04',.11\41 Fa�uf;1zsf���*' faq;{Jils<t\ �= 1 1� �I I 

dve asya bije sata-mlilas tri-nlilafJ 
paiica-skandhafJ paiica-rasa-praslitil} 
dasaika-stikho dvi-suparJJa-ni(fas 
tri-valkalo dvi-phalo 'rka.tiJ pravi$fa}J 

Translation 

The tree of material existence has two seeds, hundreds of roots, 
three trunks, five upper trunks, produces five kinds of sap, has eleven 
branches, and two birds make a nest and live in this tree. This tree is 
covered by three kinds of bark, bears two kinds of fruit and extends up 
to the sun planet. 

Purport 

The two seeds of material existence are sinful and pious deeds. 
The hundreds of roots are the living entity's unlimited desires that keep 
it entrenched to this material existence. The three trunks are the three 
modes of material nature; and the five upper trunks represent the five 
gross elements; earth, water, fire, air and ether. The five flavors of sap 
oozing from the tree are the five sense objects; sound, form, smell, taste 
and touch. The eleven branches of the tree are the five working senses; 
the hands, legs, mouth, genital and rectum; and the five knowledge 
acquiring senses, the ears, eyes, nose, tongue and skin; and the head of 
these ten senses is the mind. The two birds in the tree are the individual 
soul and Supersoul; and they live in the nest of the living entity's mate
rial body. The three kinds of bark are bile, air and mucus, which cover 
the body in layers. The two fruits of this tree are happiness and distress 
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and those who perform the right austent1es and execute devotional 
service pierce the sun globe and reach the spiritual world. 

Text 23 

� � 4\{J;'1� 1JW ..Ulti4<1 Qq:jq\O<eNt\11: I 
� <f Q4''4§�qflp;�qf<Qt'1il � -q � � 1 1��1 1 

adanti caikaril phalam asya grdhra 
gramecara ekam araQya-vasafl 
harilsa ya ekaril-bahu-riipam i.iyair 
maya-mayaril veda sa veda vedam 

Translation 

Those who crave material enjoyment and are solely dedicated to 
family life experience the fruit of miseries from this tree, whereas those 
who adopt the renounced order of life are like swans who experience the 
fruit of happiness from this tree. The Lord is one; but appears in many 
forms. And those who understand this knowledge through an authentic 
Spiritual Master truly understand the secrets of the Vedas. 

Purport 

Sanyasis often criticize householders thinking they are in maya 
(identifying with family etc.) and therefore believe they follow shallow 
spiritual life. But Sanyasis should not make such assumptions and thus 
criticize householders because no Sanyasi can see inside a householder's 
heart to tell if they are sincere in their spiritual life or not. Householders 
with a questionable background should understand the opinion others 
may have of them, but sincere householders on the spiritual path are to 
be commended. Householders who have accepted a scripturally authe
ntic Spiritual Master are commendable even if they have a questionable 
background, because they have pledged before the sacrificial fire to 
devote themselves to God and therefore their spiritual life is registered 
with God in the spiritual world. 
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It is a fact that householder life is the path of enjoyment and it is 
very difficult to remain detached from material sense gratification living 
as a householder, but smart householders become sincere devotees and 
obtain merits easily by serving their Spiritual Master, as well as by 
performing their spiritual duties. The special advantage of the path of 
detachment is that there is little chance to mingle with maya. Even 
though Sanyasis do not go home to a family, if they are not sincere maya 
will impel them to mingle with worldly people. Hence, such Sanyasis 
enjoy material enjoyments and their saffron colored clothing is only a 
disguise. Such deceivers are punished by Yamaraja after death. Neither 
Sanyasis nor householders should criticize anyone because it is impos
sible to know who is a sincere devotee and who is not. If a criticizer 
thinks he/she is following spiritual rules, it should not be hard for them 
to believe another devotee can also follow. Why commit offenses, 
because they will surely come back to haunt the person as reactions. It is 
best to live simply and concentrate on being dedicated to serving Kr�l)a. 
The Vedanta Kamadhenu states, adau gurv asrayam, "The very first step 
on the spiritual path is to accept a Spiritual Master who is authorized by 
all the ancient Vedic scriptures." If this rule is followed, everything else 
regarding spiritual life falls into place, because Guru will guide rightly. 

Text 24 

� � MtWJ1o1'1>t � �= I 
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evam gurOpasanayaika-bhaktya 
vidya-kuthare1.1a sitena dhira}J 
viv.r§cya jivasayam apramatta'1 
sampadya catmanam atha tyajastram 

Translation 

In this way, being very sober, you should sharpen your ax of 
knowledge by developing unalloyed devotional service to the Lord by 
sincerely serving the Spiritual Master; and carefully sever the attachment 
the soul has for the gross and subtle bodies using the ax of knowledge. 
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Then, after reaching the self-realization, you should relinquish that ax 
and situate yourself within your own self. 

Purport 

A person has to be very fortunate to obtain a Guru that is 
authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures, and after taking initiation 
from him they should follow his instructions. This is the true service to 
the Guru, and not doing service one believes the Guru wants. Perform
ing some physical service, giving donations and paying obeisance is 
external service, but to make noticeable spiritual advancement a person 
must learn how to perform internal service, which is being dedicated to 
the Guru's instructions and following them. If one does this purity 
develops in the heart and the person obtains realized knowledge, which 
works as an ax to cut the tie of attachment to this world. When this 
platform is attained real devotional service begins. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Twelve of the Srimad Bhagavatam, in the matter of, Importance of 
Saintly Association. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
============ 





All glories to Sri Gurii and Gauniliga 

Chapter Thirteen 

Swan Incarnation of the Lord 

Text 1 

� 
� (;t\(iq � 1jUlT � �= I 
q#i"'1;:qaif1 � � � � � m 1 1  

sri bhagavan uvaca 
sattvarh rajas tama iti guQa buddher na catmana}J 
sattvenanyatamo hanyat sattvarh sattvena caiva hi 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, the three modes of 
material nature; goodness, passion and ignorance are the qualities of 
material intelligence. By developing goodness one should try to 
overcome the modes of passion and ignorance, and then by using this 
goodness, one should eliminate its functions as well. 

Purport 

The spirit soul is covered by two coverings of material bodies, 
the gross and subtle bodies. The gross body consists of earth, water, fire, 
air and ether; and the subtle body consists of mind, intelligence and false 
ego. Both kinds of bodies are material and they cover the soul in layers, 
with the gross body being the outer layer and the subtle body being the 
inner layer. The owner of these two bodies is the spirit soul and it is a 
spiritual spark of the Supreme Lord. The three modes of nature; 
goodness, passion and ignorance are qualities of material nature and 
therefore do not pertain to the soul, which is why Lord Kr!.>i:ta says they 
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pertain to the intelligence. These three modes are attributed to the 
intelligence because it has the ability to utilize their influence in works 
and that keeps things moving in the world. For a person on the material 
platform these modes overlap one another, thus different modes blend 
together, thus a person can have some good, passionate and/or ignorant 
attributes. To be able to execute unalloyed devotional serve to please 
Lord Kr�i:ia one must totally relinquish all influence of these modes, and 
this is only possible by acquiring transcendental knowledge. As stated in 
the Niti Sastra, jiianena traigUJ}ya nivrttau sattvam api nivrttam bhavati, 
"With the weapon of transcendental knowledge the three modes of 
material nature become null. Meaning even goodness becomes nulli
fied." Transcendental knowledge functions as a bright lamp which 
destroys the fog-like influence of the material modes, which is why 
transcendental knowledge is said to be the destroyer of the soul's ties to 
this material world . 

Texts 2-3 

\IWIC{ � � � � "f#fdi�Oj; I 
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sattvad dharmo bhaved vrddhat pumso mad-bhaktilak$aJJ8'1 
sattvikopasaya sattvam tato dharmafJ pravartate 
dharmo rajas-tamo hanyat sattva-vrddhir anuttama/1 
asu nasyati tan-mulo hy adharma ubhaye hate 

Translation 

Only when goodness matures does a living entity develop the 
prominent character traits needed to perform devotional service as their 
duty. And by continuous acceptance of things in the mode of goodness, 
the goodness in the person strengthens and thus the interest to perform 
devotional service intensifies in the heart. This is the best state to be in, 
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because it destroys the influence of passion and ignorance and when 
they are eliminated, their original cause, irreligion, is vanquished. 

Purport 

A person dominated by the mode of goodness is already pious, 
because they worship the demigods, perform fire sacrifices, feed and give 
charity to authentic Brahmal)as, travel to holy places, are merciful to all 
creatures, consume things that are recommended in the scriptures to 
keep their purity intact, and are God fearing. By following such rules, 
goodness strengthens in the person thus resulting in their developing a 
taste for devotional service, which by practicing they gradually develop 
love for the Lord. 

The root causes for a person to be dominated by the modes of 
passion and ignorance are attachment to material things; uncontrollable 
lust; anger; greed; laziness; confusion; and carelessness. A person driven 
by these inclinations are impelled to perform degrading activities that 
take them to hell, which is why a person should strive to do good things 
until goodness arises in the heart, thus overshadowing passion and 
ignorance. And in due course the fortitude to perform religious princi
ples strengthens and in time the person will experience spiritual bliss. 

Text 4 

3lf1Tiil'S1f: � �: �: � � � � I 
� l{;;itstr 4wi1<t � 101ga�= l l'dl l 

agamo pa!J praja deSaji klila}J karma ca janma ca 
dhyanam mantro 'tha samskaro dasaite gwJa-hetavafJ 

Translation 

The scripture, water, the people one associates with, the sur
rounding area, time, type of work, birth, thoughts, mantras, and the 
influence of one's previous birth; are the ten things that determine the 
cause of a person being dominated by a particular mode. 
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Purport 

There are two kinds of scriptures; the srutis (the words of God 
that are written in the Vedas, Upani�ads and the Bhagavad Gita); and 
the smrutis (the knowledge written in the eighteen PuraQas, Vedic 
histories, the religious scriptures and the Narada Paficharatra). We have 
discussed the complete list of Vedic scriptures in the introduction to our 
Bhagavad Gita. The scriptures are further divided into three sections; 
one for people in the mode of goodness; one for people in the mode of 
passion; and one for people in the mode of ignorance. Although they are 
all written by Srila Vyasadeva and are meant for everyone 's emanci
pation, he divided his writings into four categories so even people against 
the Lord can gradually be reformed and brought back to devotional life. 
As stated in the Matsya PuraQa: 

SarikinJas tamasas caiva rajasa}J satvika}J smrtalJ 
kalpas ca catur-vidha}J prokta(l brahmaIJO divas ca ye 

agre}J sivas ca mahatmyam tamase$u prakirtitam 
rajase$U ca mahatmyam adhikam brahmario vidu}J 

samkir(Je$U sarasvatyafl pitr1Jam ca nigadyate 
satvike$U ca kalpe$U mahatmyam adhikam hare}J 

"Just as it was decided there would be a cycle of four yugas 
during the duration of Lord Brahma's lifespan, similarly there are four 
categories in the Vedic scriptures; 1) for prim itive and impure people ; 2) 
for the ignorant ; 3) for passionate people; and 4) for people in goodness . 
The part of the scriptures where Lord Siva is mainly glorified is meant 
for people in ignorance. The part of the scriptures where Lord Brahma is 
said to be great is for people in passion . The part of the scriptures where 
Sarasvati, the goddess of learning, is glorified is meant for narrow 
minded and confused people. And the part of the scriptures where Lord 
Kr�IJ.a and His incarnations are glorified are meant for people in 
goodness."  

The Vedas are divided into these categories to  dispel any 
confusion people at various stages of spiritual development have so they 
can progress to the point of developing the quality of goodness. The 
Svetasvatara Upani�ad states, ma/Jan prabhiir vai puru$a(l satvasyasya 
pra vartakafl, "The Supreme Lord is all-capable, which is why He is 
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called Mahavi�J.lU. H e  disseminates transcendental enlightenment by 
writing scriptures." The Kurma PuraQa also states: 

satvike$v api kalpe$u mahlitmyam adhikatiJ hare/; 
/amaSe$U sivasyoktatiJ rajaSe$U prajapate/J 

"In every millennium Lord Hari is described excessively in a 
scripture and that scripture is meant for the development of goodness; 
the part of the scripture where Lord Siva's glories are described is meant 
for ignorant people; and the part where Lord Brahma and other pro
genytors are described are meant for passionate people."  

To develop good qualities a person should study the part of  the 
scriptures where Lord Kf�J)a is glorified. They should take Ganges water 
and associate with devotees because both of these also increase goodness. 
They should distance themselves from non-devotees, even if they are 
family members. They should travel to holy places, to where God had 
appeared and/or performed His pastimes, which· also reinforces a 
person's propensity to good things. It is best to live in a place where it is 
not too hot or too cold, because this helps enthusiasm and removes 
sluggishness, which h elps keep the mind steady. One should try to 
perform activities that are recommended by the scriptures, which will 
keep them engaged in pious activities, thereby protecting them from 
degradation. They should take spiritual initiation from a Guru autho
rized by the ancient Vedic scriptures who is linked in an unbroken chain 
of spiritual succession to God to link them to God, and they should chant 
mantras given to them by the Spiritual Master. They should always be 
thinking of how to better understand and please God because such 
concentration also strengthens goodness in a person. If a person takes to 
spiritual life any inherited qualities they possess are also used as 
steppingstones for strengthening goodness. 

Text 5 

� �IRcF"hit�•fi � � �: \l�'aid I 
f.t"Gf.d � � � a90qfitta'{ 1 1 '1 1 1  

tat tat sattvikam evai$8Ift yad yad v.rddha/J pracak$ale 
nindanti tamasatiJ tat tad rajasatiJ tadupek$itam 
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Translation 

Of these · ten items, the ones praised by scripturally matured 
personalities are in the mode of goodness; those criticized by them are in 
ignorance; and ones that they are indifferent to passion. 

Purport 

It is always better to follow a person who is matured in spiritual 
knowledge. To remain impudent, stubborn and obstinate will not help 
one in the spiritual platform. Therefore one should search out a learned 
person to guide them on the spiritual path so they can make tangible 
spiritual progress. One may wonder how to identify a person who is 
learned. In answer the Nyaya Sastra states, viprlil)aril jiilinato jye$fhyam, 
"Among all learned Brabma1.1as, those who have realized knowledge are 
considered to be superior in learning." Realized learned people use 
things that do not degrade their spiritual consciousness, hence they are 
considered to be in goodness; things they are in different to are consi
dered to be in passion; and things they criticized are in ignorance. Upon 
learning this, a lucky soul will only use those things which help to posi
tively develop their consciousness. 

Text 6 

q1�cti1�q -m- �· qwNi4� I 
� 'd4('ddl � <W«{ �RtWt@H'( 1 1 � 1 1  

sattvikliny eva seveta puman sattva-vivrddhaye 
tato dharmas tato jiianaril yavat smrtir apohanam 

Translation 

One should only accept and use things that will strengthen 
goodness in them, because if goodness is increased one automatically 
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practices spiritual duties, by which their heart becomes purified from 
contamination and they reach the platform of self-realization. 

Purport 

A person should develop their consciousness by studying only 
scriptures that teach how to relinquish material attachments , and avoid 
those that encourage material attachments and pompousness. The water 
that washed the feet of the deity of the Lord and Ganges water are in 
goodness; scented water and water mixed with sandalwood paste is in 
passion; and water mixed with intoxicates is in ignorance . Ideas and 
thoughts meant to increase one's devotion to the Lord are in goodness; 
ideas that improves one's material situation are in passion; and thoughts 
that influenced a person to take intoxication , eat meat, engage with a 
prostitute , or gamble are in ignorance . Living alone in a religious place is 
in goodness; living in a city with many others is in passion; and living in 
gambling places, bars, brothels or in non-vegetarian restaurants is in 
ignorance . Waking up ninety minutes before sunrise is in goodness ; wak
ing up just before sunrise is in passion; and waking up after the sun is up 
is in ignorance. Those who worship Kr�na and His pure devotees are in 
goodness; those who worship demigods and goddesses are in passion ; 
and those who worship devils and ghosts etc . are in ignorance; and 
mantras associated with these various things correspond with that mode 
as well.  Among all these things, one should only accept things that will 
help the soul develop and strengthen goodness in them. 

Text 7 

ve(lu sarighar$a-jo vahnir dagdhva samyati tad-vanam 
evam gu(la-vyatyaya-jo deha}J samyati tat-kriya}J 
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Translation 

Just as when bamboo stalks born in a forest rub together 
generating friction that ignite, burning the bamboo forest, and the fire 
only goes out after the entire forest is burnt, similarly the material body 
is generated by the interactions of the material modes and if one 
thoughtfully cultivates the fire of transcendental knowledge it burns 
both the subtle and gross bodies and their qualities, then the soul's 
connection to the material world subsides. 

Purport 

For spiritual knowledge to purify the soul, the person must 
sincerely cohere to that knowledge. Ways to purify the soul are stated in 
the scriptures and if a person seriously applies them to their life they 
bum all their misgivings like an unseen fire, purifying the soul. The way 
to begin is to perform spiritual activities externally with the body, and in 
time the person receives the internal benefits of memory, peacefulness 
etc. As stated in the Taittiriya Upani�ad, ahara suddhau satva-iuddhi}J 
satva-iuddhe dhruva smruti/;1, "When a person consumes pure food that 
is in the mode of goodness all their senses, including the mind, becomes 
purified. And when the senses are purified, the intelligence becomes 
purified, thus perfect memory develops." In this peaceful cognizant state 
knowledge is gathered and understood correctly, thus the insight to 
perform devotional service is clear, by which the person perfects the soul. 
As stated in the Yajftavalkya Smruti, bhakti punati man-ni$fha svapakan 
api sambhavat, "Devotional service is so pure that sincere execution of 
devotional service will even almost completely purify a very low class 
person (a dog-eater)." Just as wind causes bamboo to rub together thus 
causing a fire to ignite that bums the whole forest before the fire goes 
out; similarly introductory spiritual knowledge increases to the point of 
becoming the fire of knowledge, which purifies and liberates the soul. 

Text s 

� �  
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uddha va uvaca 
vindanti martyafl prayeJJa vi$ayan padamapadam 

tathapi bhuiijate kf$lJ8 tata katham fra-kharaja-vat 

Translation 

1 17 

Uddhava said, 0 Lord �1;1a, generally people know that sense 
gratification is a storehouse of miseries, yet they still try to enjoy mate
rial life like a dog, an ass or a goat. Why is this? 

Purport 

After learning of, and engaging in nice activities in the mode of 
goodness, how can anyone become attracted to things that end in all 
types of problems? Many people know that a lot of material sense 
gratifying things end in a quagmire of miseries, yet they are unable to 
free their mind from material desire so they can enjoy spiritual life, thus 
that desire carries them back to material sense gratifying things. Many 
people know of the unwanted outcome of material pleasure either by 
witnessing other peoples' sufferings, predicting the outcome of a situa
tion or by learning of the outcome of sense pleasure by reading the 
scriptures; yet they continue seeking pleasure in them. 

Uddhava compares the mentality of people who even after 
knowing the result of sense gratification to a dog, because they engage in 
material sensual pleasure like dogs, even though they are harassed by 
their partner. He likens them to asses because they continue tolerating 
the burden of family responsibilities just for a little food and copulation; 
and are punished by their partners like the she ass who kicks the 
desirous ass on his face with her hind legs when he tries to enjoy her. 
Similarly, even though one's spouse at home gives them trouble, they are 
unable to give up material pleasures even at the cost of repeated humi
liation, and thus are compared to asses. And they are also compared to a 
goat because a goat will eat anything without regard for what it is or 
where it came from, ignorant to the fact its keeper plans to slaughter and 
eat it, even then it carries on eating indiscriminately . Similarly such goat
like people eat indiscriminately even though they are on the verge of 
certain death, and thus continue enjoying material pleasures. Material 
pleasures are compared to a fungus, which causes an itching sensation, 
that when it is scratched the person experiences a l ittle pleasure, 
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although they know scratching it will make it worse. Only because of 
foolishness do people in this world have to suffer the pangs of rebirth 
and death. 

Texts 9-10 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
aham ity anyatha-buddhi}J pramattasya yatha hrdi 
utsarpati rajo ghoraril tato vaikarikaril mana}J 
rajo-yuktasya manasai} sailkalpalJ savikalpakai} 
tata}J kamo guJJa-dhyanad du}Jsa/.J syad dhi durmate 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, a person overpowered by 
madness forgets their real identity and identifies with the body, which is 
totally illusory. Thus a mind that was predominated by goodness leans 
towards passion and when contaminated by passion becomes infatuated 
in making and changing plans. Thus trapped in a quagmire of insatiable 
desires the person constantly thinks about sense objects and suffers. 

Purport 

Spiritualists consider a person who identifies with their body, 
mind, family, possessions etc. as mad, because they have lost their 
intelligence. If a good natured person associates with the wrong type of 
people their mind is influenced by them and they begin to consider sense 
objects, thus creating havoc for the soul. Lord Kpma stated in the 
Bhagavad Gita, kama e$a krodha e$a rajugul}a samudbhava/;1, "All-
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devouring lust is born from the material mode of pa;sion." Passionate 
people create their own fantasy and enjoy the ill11sion, creating many 
kinds of sense objects and positions. A man may sometimes think 
himself to be a king; and sometimes imagines himself to be the consort of 
the woman of his dreams and copulates with her in his mind. Such are 
the creations of the passionate mind, which keeps the mul in a suffering 
condition. 

Text 11 

� ""''t1��1•1: €f\11(u<QNf�dk'lt: I 
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karoti kama-vasaga/;J karmaJJy avijitendriya}J 
du}JkhodarkaJJi sampasyan rajo-vega-vimohita/;J 

Translation 

Bewildered by the force of passion an ignorant person is 
controlled by material desires and thus performs many kinds of deeds. 
Even though they know such activities result in miseries, they do them 
anyway. 

Purport 

The mind of a person dominated by passion creates an uncon
trollable urge for things it contemplates. The mode of passion takes 
control of the person's intellect and induces them to engage in unwanted 
activities against their better judgment, and when they engage in such 
activities they are implicated with sin and must suffer the reaction. As 
the grip of illusory sense pleasures tighten, the person is trapped in this 
revolving wheel of sin and reaction, and is seemingly forced to continue 
engaging in unwanted acts against their will. This is the answer to the 
question Udhavva asked about how a person can act against their will, 
even though in their heart they know these things to be detrimental. 
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Text 12 

W�+i\� � � NfitNt'df: '9:f: I 
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rajas tamobhyam yadapi vidvan vik$ipta-dhi/;1 puna/;1 
atandrito mano yufijan do$8-d.T$fir na sa1jate 

Translation 

1 1 .13 .12 

Even though the mind of an intelligent person may sometimes 
become disturbed by the modes of passion and ignorance, because they 
are aware of the faults that material sense objects bring, they endeavor 
to bring the mind under control. Knowing the contaminations of 
material attachments, they do not become attached to them in any 
manner. 

Purport 

It is the nature of fire to burn anything it comes in contact with, 
similarly whether a person is ignorant or dumb; intelligent or wise, 
anyone that gets involved with material sense gratification suffers. 
Sometimes wise intellectual people become overpowered by passion and 
ignorance, but as soon as they realize those actions lead to suffering, they 
relinquish those things thus saving themselves. In this way they suffer 
less than people who become immersed in the quagmire of material 
sense gratification who do not get out. A minimum amount of sense 
gratification is necessary to keep body and mind peaceful, but one 
should be careful not to let their mind get out of control. 

Text 13 

�Sj�td � qwq���: I 
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apramatto 'nu yufijita mano mayy arpayaii-chanai/;1 
anirviIJIJO yatha-kalam jita5vaso jitasana]J 
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Translation 

A spiritual practitioner desiring salvation should control the 
sitting position and attentively fix their mind on Me, and without being 
lazy or morose, gradually conquer the mind by practicing the breathing 
process three times a day. 

Purport 

Even though a yogi understands the faults of sense objects, they 
still have difficulty controlling passion, therefore the Lord is here giving 
the solution. The practicing person should not be lazy or sluggish in any 
way and should sit in the proper posture three times a day; at dawn on an 
empty stomach; at midday and at dusk, and perform the breathing 
process. This process begins with piiraka (inhaling through the left 
nostril while holding the right nostril closed with the right thumb); then 
performs kumbhaka (holding one's breath while holding the nostrils 
closed with the thumb and middle finger of the right hand for as long as 
one can easily do so); and rechaka (exhaling through the right nostril 
while holding the left nostril closed with the right middle finger of the 
right hand); and when cycling through this process the next time one 
should inhale and exhale using the opposite nostril. Using this method 
the mind will be brought under control for some time. This process is 
also wanted in the practice of KT$oa consciousness because it purifies the 
air within the body and silences the senses. 

Text 14 
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etavan yoga 8di$fO mac-chi$yaib sanakadibhil) 
sarvato mana 8k!$ya mayy addha "vesyate yatha 
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Translation 

My disciples like sage Sanaka and others have taught this yoga 
process in this way. A devotee simply needs to retract their mind from 
all other subjects and directly and completely engage in Me. 

Purport 

The natural function of mind is to constantly think of something 
or meditate on something. If mind is spiritually unstrained it remains 
attracted towards the opposite sex or thinks about their spouse, family 
members and children. Thus being so mesmerized by material affairs, 
the mind leads the person's soul to another birth as per their performed 
karma and have a family in that life as well. But if someone somehow 
comes in connection of a pure devotee and becomes a sincere devotee 
and learns how to dovetail the function of mind in Lord K�na's devo
tional service then that very same mind helps the soul disconnect its ties 
to these material objects and obtains liberation after death. 

Lord K�Qa told Arjuna a similar statement in the Bhagavad 
Gita, citing an example of a turtle who retracts its limbs when disturbed. 
Similarly a meditating yogi whose focus on the Lord wandered to sense 
objects should bring it back to the Lord as soon as they realize their 
concentration on the Lord had been broken. The word 'addha ' (directly) 
is significant because some spiritualists teach their students to empty 
their mind and think of nothing, or focus on light, or concentrate on 
themselves etc. , but here Lord Kr�na indicates that such methods are 
nescience, by emphatically stating to fix the mind directly on Him and 
nothing else. 

Sanaka and his three brothers; Sanandana, Sanatana and Sanat 
Kumar are Lord Brahma's sons and they accepted Lord Kr�Qa as their 
Spiritual Master. They always remain the size of small children and 
wander everywhere discussing K�JJa conscious philosophy whenever 
and wherever needed. 

Text 15 
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uddhava uvaca 
yada tvam sanakadibhyo yena riipeJJa kesava 
yogam lidi$favan etad riipam icchami veditum 

Translation 

123 

Uddhava said, 0 Lord KJlJ;ta with fine hair, please tell me when 
and which form You adopted to instruct the science of yoga to Sanaka 
and his brothers? I now desire to know about that form. 

Purport 

When Lord K�Qa told Uddhava that He instructed sages like 
Sanaka and others yoga it surprised him, because Lord Kr�r:ia was 
present in a human looking form on earth at that time, and the sage 
Sanaka was one of Lord Brahma's first sons born at the time of creation 
and there is a vast time difference between them. To clear this doubt 
Uddhava asked the Lord to explain how He did this. Uddhava knew 
Lord Kr�r:ia is the Supreme God and that from time to time He appears 
taking particular forms to help the living entities, hence now he wanted 
to hear about the time He instructed Sage Sanaka. 

Text 16 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
putra hiraJJyagarbhasya manas;i/1 sanakadayab 

papracchub pitaram sOk$mam yogasyaikantiki gatim 
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Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, Sanaka and other sages are born from 
Lord Brahma's mind. On one occasion when they reached their father 
they inquired about the subtle subject matter of the ultimate goal of 
yoga. 

Purport 

It is the duty of all intelligent men to not accept nor follow any 
statement regarding spirituality unless they are accurately substantiated 
by the ancient scriptures . Speculation of any kind is not allowed on the 
spiritual path. To reinforce the authenticity and necessity of this rule, 
Lord Kr�Q.a Himself acts as an example by substantiating His words 
citing a scriptural history that took place long ago. Lord Sri Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhii told Srila Sanatana Goswami that every statement should 
be substantiated by Vedic evidence at every step and Gauc;liya Vai�I.J.avas 
follow this tradition. 

Text 17 
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sanakadaya tlcufl 
gu1Je$v avisate ceto guTJas cetasi ca prabho 

katham anyonya-sariJtyago mumuk$or atititir$ob 

Translation 

The sages headed by Sanaka said, the mind always dwells on 
sense objects and sense objects enter the mind, and thus it produces 
incessant desires and the mind becomes intertwined with them. In this 
situation how can any person desiring to obtain liberation from this 
world separate the bond their mind has with the sense objects? 
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Purport 

Since time immemorial living entities have been using the sense 
objects to satisfy the desires of the mind and senses, hence the living 
entity's attraction to the sense objects has become a natural inclination. 
Just as an infant is naturally attracted to musical toys and likes to play 
with them, similarly the mind is attracted to engaging the senses with 
material sense objects. This attraction must be broken if a person desires 
liberation from this world. This is the question that Sanaka and his 
brothers had asked their father, Lord Brahma. 

Text 18 

sri bhagav;in uvaca 
evam p!$fO mahadevaiJ svayambhilr bhiita-bhavana}J 
dhyayamanaiJ prasna-bijam nabhyapadyata karma-dhilJ 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, having been asked this question by the 
sages headed by Sanaka, Lord Brahma, the head of all the demigods and 
the creator of all the living entities in this universe contemplated it 
greatly, but could not find a definitive answer because bis intelligence 
was affected by bis own activities of creation. 

Purport 

When trying to become expert in any field a person must focus 
on that one thing, because if their intelligence is divided the best result 
they can hope for is a level of complacency. As Lord Kf�J)a states in the 
Bhagavad Gita, aneka citta vibhranta moha-jala samav_rt;i}J, "If one's 
intelligence is bewildered by many categories of fancies, they become 
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caught in the network of illusion." He further states, bahu-siikha hy 
anantas ca buddhayao 'vyavasayinlim, "The intelligence of those not 
solemnly dedicated to Kr�"Qa consciousness is indeed many-branched." It 
was the beginning of creation, hence Lord Brahma was busily engaged in 
the material activities of filling the universe, thus his intelligence was 
divided into many material activities and therefore was not resolute in 
purpose so he had trouble finding the root of the answer to this question. 
However, if Lord Brahma had been only engaged in devotional service 
to directly please the Lord he would have immediately spoken the 
answer, because the Lord in his heart would have answered through him. 

Texts 19-20 
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sa mlim acintayad deva}J prasna-paratitiT$aya 
tasytiham hamsa-rllpeIJa sakasam agamam tada 

d.T$fVli maliJ ta upa vrajya Jqtv;i padabhivandanam 
brahmlil}am agratab krtva papracchu}J ko bhavan iti 

Translation 

Because the great demigod Brahma could not discern the 
answer to this question, he fixed his mind in devotion and meditated on 
Me to obtain the answer to this puzzling question. I then appeared 
before him in the form of Hatilsa, a swan. After seeing Me, the sages, 
with Lord Brahma ahead of them, approached and after worshipping 
and praying to Me emphatically asked, "Who are You?" 

Purport 

The word plirab (to accomplish) used by Lord Brahma is very 
significant to understand. The Nirukti Dictionary defines plirab thus, 
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param para-late kllbam uttarasayayor dvayo/J, "The word paralJ has two 
meanings that are both of neuter gender; one, the other side of a river
bank; and two, to derive an essential answer to a question." Thus, the 
Lord's descent to meet Lord Brahma was to accomplish giving him the 
answer to the sages question. The Lord appeared before Lord Brahma 
because he meditated on the Lord in full concentration, indicating that if 
a person is completely dedicated to the Lord with single-pointed intel
ligence the Lord appears before them, either in person or through 
realizations given to the person from within, and not otherwise. The 
Lord appeared there taking the form of a swan, of whose nature it is to 
be able to separate milk from water mixed with milk, hence the Lord 
helped Lord Brahma separate his spiritual consciousness from the 
distraction of his attending to creation. When the Lord appeared He was 
very effulgent, but because he took the form of a swan, and Lord 
Brahma's carrier is also a swan, the sages kept Lord Brahma ahead of 
them while approaching the Lord, so Lord Brahma could discern if the 
swan was his carrier or not. It was not and therefore they asked the Swan 
who He was. 

Text 21 

ity aham munibhi/.1 pr$fas tattva-jijnasubhis tada 
yad a vocam aham tebhyas tad uddha va nibodha me 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, the sages were eager to understand the ultimate 
truth of spiritual life. Therefore, having been inquired from by them, 
what I had told them at that time, please hear from Me now. 

Purport 

The sages only asked the Lord 'who are You' and nothing more. 
But the Lord said 'inquired by from them,' indicating the Lord knew the 
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question they had asked Lord Brahma because He was in Lord 
Brahma's heart and heard the sages question as Supersoul. Many 
monists cannot understand how the Lord can be seated in the hearts of 
all living entities at the same time, or how or why He communicates with 
a pure soul, but here the Lord proves His omnipresence by this example 
of knowing the sages question by being present as Supersoul. The Lord 
only responds to pure souls who are earnestly eager to know the ultimate 
truth. 

Text 22 
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vastuno yadyananatvam ;itmanal; prasna ld.l"Sal; 
katham ghafeta vo vipra vaktur va me ka asrayao 

Translation 

0 Brahmar;ias, if spiritual reality is without variety how could 
your question be reasonable or befitting? H I answer your question what 
would be the basis of My speaking the answer? 

Purport 

The all-cognizant Lord present before the sages in the form of a 
swan first refutes their question knowing the motive behind it. He did 
this to highlight the point that a person should be realized before asking 
emphatic challenging questions to a spiritual authority, and also indicates 
the questioner should be humble, submissive and respectful to get a 
suitable answer. The Lord indicates to the sages that their question 'who 
are You' could be referring to either the soul or the body or both, but 
His case is different still because there is no difference between His soul 
and body. Therefore one should be submissive before a spiritual autho
rity if they want to be granted an answer able to clear their spiritual 
doubts. The Lord did th is to help illustrate the essential reality that 
Supersoul dwells in the hearts of all living entities and that matter is inert. 
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Even though a living entity develops many kinds of relationships with 
the Lord, it is still an eternal fragmental spiritual spark of the Lord. As 
stated in the Vedanta Sfltra, amso niinii-vyapadesad anyatha capi, "A 
living entity may establish many types of relationships with the Lord, but 
it remains an eternal spiritual spark of the Lord." The Sub'ala Upani�ad 
states, udbhava/1 sambhavo divyo deva eko naraya!Jo miita pita bhriita 
nivasa/1 5ara1Jari1 suhrt gatir nliriiyaJJab, "The Lord is the origin of 
everything; everything rests in Him; He is transcendental to everything; 
He is the Supreme Lord; He is one without a second; He is the mother, 
father, brother, friend, Supersoul, the dearest and He is the shelter of all. 
And even though the living entities relate to Him in many ways, they 
remain a fragmental particle of Him." 

One must develop a senior-junior relationship to have positive 
interaction with a spiritual superior. Unless a Spiritual Master-disciple 
relationship is developed questions will not be asked in the right mood, 
indicating the person is not sincere, thus the answer may be half-hearted 
as well and unsatisfactory. Spiritual authorities usually answer questions 
based on the understanding capacity of the questioner, so for a suitable 
answer the questioner should be respectful, thereby showing the autho
rity they are a suitable person to receive spiritual knowledge. The 
Spiritual Master is not beholden to anyone other than his Guru and Lord 
K�JJa, thus if they are not asked a question with the proper respect, they 
will not be inclined to answer in such a way to impart full understanding. 
A person on the spiritual platform will develop many relationships 
where they will be either the spiritual superior or the inquirer, and 
should show the proper etiquette in either case. 

Text 23 
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pascatmake$U bhiife$U samfi.rie$U ca vastuta/1 
ko bhanin iti vab prasno vacarambho hy anarthaka/.1 
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Translation 

All the bodies of all the living entities are made of five elements, 
therefore they are non-different from one another; and as all souls are 
eternal spiritual sparks, spiritually they are non-different as well. Hence, 
you did not put much thought in the question you asked "Who are You." 
It is presented thoughtlessly therefore it is meaningless. 

Purport 

The Lord is rejecting their question as though they had presen
ted it in the mood of material elements and the bodily conception of life. 
B ut if the sages had been in the bodily conception, instead of asking 
'who are You,' they would have asked 'who are you five,' since the 
material body consists of five material elements namely; earth, water, 
fire, air and ether. The Lord also rejected the monistic theory, because if 
these five e lements when combined constitute one unique thing, all 
bodies would have the same value i.e .  there would be no difference 
between man, animal and demigods. 

The Chandogya Upanii;;ad compares this idea with clay and 
utensils made of clay thus: yatha saumya ekena mrt-pi(u;lena vijiiatena 
sarvaril mromayaril v.(jiiataril bha vati, v;Jcarambha1.1ari1 vikaro mima
dheyaril mrttika ity eva satyam, "Things formed from clay into different 
sizes and shapes are called by different names but are always clay. 
Before the clay was formed into vessels it was clay and after they are 
destroyed they are again identified as clay; thus clay is the base of things 
made from clay and therefore things made from clay are non-different 
from clay. "  Similarly this creation was inside the Lord and after 
annihilation it will enter back inside the Lord. Therefore the Lord is the 
base of this creation .  As stated in the Vedanta Sutra, tad ananyatvam 
arambhaQa sabdadibhya}J, "By learning the base of a subject that all 
cause and effect come from, the connection between the base and its 
cause and effect is realized. " Sometimes thoughtful learned people may 
present a question incorrectly, as the sages done when questioning the 
Lord. So to correct this attitude and for people in the future to learn 
from this incident, the Lord sarcastically addressed the sages when He 
said, "0 BrahmaQas," meaning "0 learned ones," indicating they should 
be ashamed for asking a question in a condescending manner to a 
superior person. 
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Text 24 
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manasa vacasa dT$fya grhyate 'nyair apindriyai/;J 
aham eJ.-a na matto 'nyad iti budhyadhvam aifjasa 

Translation 

131 

Whatever is accepted by the mind, words, vision and other 
senses is because of Me alone, and there is nothing separate from Me. 
This should be carefully understood by you, in truth. 

Purport 

Here the Lord is alerting monists who think that after He 
created this world He retired and has no tangible connection with it are 
wrong. Monists say this creation is God and cite the following statement 
from the Katha Upan�ad, sarvaril khalv idaril brahman, "Every-thing 
that is seen in this world is God Himself." It is true that from the Lord 
only the Lord comes, just as from a human being a human being is born, 
but the Lord is the source of all activity and thus chose to, and willingly 
produced inert matter as His emanation. In another place in the 
Cbandogya Upani�ad it is stated, taj fa/an iti upiisita, "Because every
thing came from the Lord, rests on Him , and lastly enters inside Him, 
one should worship Him with a peaceful mind." Lord Sri Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhii clears this confusion by saying, 'since all the Vedic scrip
tures are absolute, therefore their statements are absolute as well.' 
Nothing can exist separate from the Lord, therefore one should seriously 
consider becoming the Lord's devotee and worship Him. 

Text 25 
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gul)e$V livisate ceto gul)as cetasi ca pra}a.ti 
jivasya deharil ubhayaril guQas ceto madatmana.ti 

Translation 

1 1 .13.26 

0 sons, by constantly contemplating the sense objects the mind 
enters the sense objects, and similarly the sense objects enter into the 
mind. Both the sense objects and mind are external designations of My 
part and parcel, the living soul. 

Purport 

Since everything emanated from the Lord an unintelligent 
person may conclude that everything is the Lord and thus the senses, 
sense objects and mind are also the Lord. But this is not a fact, just as a 
watchmaker is not the watch. Just as a watchmaker makes a watch and 
later goes on to other tasks and the watch runs without anymore direct 
involvement from the watchmaker, similarly this creation came from the 
Lord but He is separate from it, and after creating it, it functions without 
any more direct involvement from Him. The mind and sense objects are 
deeply connected to each other, but when a person becomes a devotee of 
the Lord the mind becomes indifferent to sense objects and therefore 
they no longer create problems for the soul. This illustrates that the soul 
is different from the mind and sense objects and has no true connection 
with them. 

Text 26 
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gul)e$U caviJac cittam abhik$IJ8ril gul)a-sevaya 
gul)a.<i ca citta-prabha va mad-riipa ubhayaril tyajet 

Translation 

From continuously enjoying sense objects the mind has become 
attached to them, and they have entered the mind as its prominent fac-
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tors. But by realizing Me, the Supreme Lord, who is qwlitatively one 
with the soul, one should give up both of these things. 

Purport 

As long as a person is ignorant of the Lord they will engage in 
material enjoyment. In other words, a person engaged in naterial sense 
gratification is understood to be ignorant to spiritual truth. One may 
pose themself to know spiritual science, but their level of Lnderstanding 
can be ascertained by seeing their level of detachment from material 
sense gratification. The degree of attachment a person ha$ for material 
sense gratification is the meter used to gauge the severity of material 
fever they are suffering from. Until one is free from the ma:erial fever of 
enjoying sense gratification their spiritual health and advancement are 
considered to be in jeopardy. Therefore the scriptures advise everyone 
to take to spiritual life and give up frivolous sense gratification so the 
miseries of life cease to exist for the soul. As stated in the Mahabharat, 
dharmo nityalJ sukha-dulJkhe tv anitye jivo nityo hetur asyapy anitya, 
"The soul's spiritual duty is eternal, but the happiness and distresses it 
experiences are not permanent. The soul is eternal, but the reason it is 
entangled in this world is not permanent." Therefore an intelligent 
person should sincerely and seriously adopt spiritual life, thus killing the 
taste for enjoying material sense gratification so love of God awakens in 
the heart. 

Text 27 
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jagrata svapnalJ Sll$Uptam ca gui;iato buddhi- vrttaya/J 
tasam vi/ak$a(lo jivalJ slik$1tvena viniscita.b 

Translation 

Wakefulness, dreaming, and deep sleep are three functions of 
the intellect and are caused by the three modes of material nature. The 
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living entity is different from these three characteristics and is a witness 
to things happening during these three stages. This is ascertained by the 
scriptures. 

Purport 

This text indicates that in all stages of existence a living entity is 
controlled by the three modes of material nature. It does not mean a 
living entity is controlled by goodness in the day time and ignorance at 
night, but that it is controlled by all the modes in all three stages of exis
tence, because in all stages the intellect is active. For example, while 
daydreaming the person is awake but ignorant to their surroundings; and 
while dreaming they may experience a pious occurrence, hence the soul 
passes through goodness, passion and ignorance during day time and 
also at night. Only a person in knowledge of, and dedicated to serving 
the Lord, and not interested in material enjoyment is said to be awake, 
because only such a person is aware of, and acting for the benefit of their 
real self, the eternal soul. A person that is under the control of maya 
identifies with the temporary body and its possessions and therefore is 
said to be under the influence of the mode of passion; and a person 
completely engrossed in materialism is under the influence of the mode 
of ignorance. One should come out from under maya's clutches by using 
their intelligence and seriously take to spiritual life. 

Text 28 
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yarhi samsrti-bandho 'yam litmano gUJJa-vrttidafJ 
mayi tiirye sthito jahylit tyligas tad gu1,1a-cetasiim 

Translation 

These three functions of intellect compel the soul to function 
under the modes of material nature, which trap the soul. Therefore one 
should go beyond these three stages and situate themself on being con-
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scious of Me, and give up the bondage of the intellect. Then one reaches 
the stage of renouncing both the sense objects and the material mind. 

Purport 

Even though spirit soul has no relationship with material sense 
objects, because it identifies with the material body, the material modes 
that govern material nature compel the soul to engage in material things; 
but when it is awakened to its constitutional position as servant of God, 
it strives to forgo the distractions of maya. But the living entity is not 
powerful enough to relinquish material engagements all together by 
itself, so the Lord sends His pure devotee to that sincere soul to guide 
them towards liberation. This stage is called turiya, or the fourth stage of 
intellect, where the person is ready to engage in the process for 
liberation. 

Text 29 
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ahankarackrtam bandham atmano 'rtha-viparyayam 
vidvan nirvidya samsara-cintam tlirye sthitas tyajet 

Translation 

The false ego is the cause of bondage for the soul because it 
bides the real identity of the soul and after learning of this one should 
become detached from material attachments and give up the three stages 
of intelligence; and remain situated on the pure spiritual platform with 
the Lord, thus giving up the anxieties of this world. 

Purport 

The real constitutional position of the soul is to be the servant of 
the Supreme Lord. To be a servant means to be truly humble and unless 
one is honestly humble they cannot claim to be a servant. When a soul is 
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overwhelmed by the three modes of material nature and thus develops a 
'false ego,' thereby believing they are the body and the cause of their 
material accomplishments etc. ,  their real identity is covered. Being 
falsely proud causes the soul to falsely identify as master of their body, 
family, possessions and so on, when in reality they are in no way 
connected to these things. This is the 'false ego.'  But if by some good 
fortune the living entity discovers and honestly takes up spiritual life 
they gradually relinquish material attachments, material affairs and 
other unwanted qualities and identify themselves as 'proud to be a 
servant of God,' thus acting on their 'real ego,' which is who they really 
are. On this stage one's connection to this world begins to disconnect. 

Text 30 
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yavan nanartha-dhifJ pumso na nivarteta yuktibhilJ 
jiigarty api svapnajiia'1 svapne jiigaraJJaiil yathii 

Translation 

For as long as a person is not freed from the conception of the 
values of material life they remain ignorant to their real identity. In this 
situation, although the person is awake during the day they act like a 
dreaming person, just like a person dreaming at night thinks they are 
awake. 

Purport 

People under the mode of ignorance think material things are 
real and thus identify with their body; and think they are the owner of 
material things they legally possess. As long as they identify with these 
things any attempt to realize spiritual knowledge, or make any tangible 
spiritual progress, or follow scriptural injunctions will ultimately be futile. 
It is hard for such people to realize that they should not identify with the 
body even though they know they were born into this world with nothing 
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and cannot take anything with them after death. Thus they are like a 
sleeping person who thinks they are the principle chara::ter in a dream. 
And even though they may be expert in their field of material know
ledge, there are just like the person in the dream who thinks they are 
awake, because they identify 'with that which is not '  And without 
waking from this dream they will never truly understwd spiritual life 
and thus remain imprisoned in the material world. Transcendental 
knowledge is 'light' and a person with it is considered tc; be living in the 
'daytime;' whereas a person ignorant of transcendentll knowledge is 
considered to be living in darkness or 'nighttime , '  on the spiritual 
platform. Hence people ignorant to spiritual life are d<>ydreaming; and 
people expert in material life are like night dreamers who think they are 
wide awake. Materialists think they are perfectly sitmted and do not 
need to make any adjustment in their life.  Such is the wcrk of maya, who 
keeps the living entities deep in ignorance. But the lucky engage in 

spiritual life to get out of this prisonlike material world. 

Text 31 
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asatvad atmano 'nye$8IiJ bhavanam tat-krta bhida 
gatayo hetavas casya m[$8 svapna-d.rio yatha 

Translation 

There is no permanent existence for the material bodies that 
cover the soul, even though they have forms and names. Therefore 
everything done by the bodies, like following religious duties and other 
various activities meant for going to heaven are as useless for the soul, as 
are the things a person sees in a dream. 

Purport 

Everything other than the Supreme Lord and the spirit soul in 

this world is temporary; even the ritualistic activities prescribed in the 
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Vedas for reaching heaven are fruitless for the soul. The soul is a 
spiritual entity and the material creation is filled with souls from the 
topmost planet to the bottommost planet in creation, but because the 
soul is spiritual and the creation is material, everything in the creation is 
incapable of satisfying the spirit soul. People covered with different 
layers of ignorance all want material happiness, some even desire to go 
to heaven to enjoy heavenly pleasures and therefore perform rituals that 
are recommended in the Vedas for reaching there. But it is essential to 
remember that nothing in this universe is permanent and because heaven 
is in the universe it is also temporary, and therefore it is fruitless for the 
soul to go there. Heaven is simply an annex of the prisonlike material 
world, but with better facilities. 

In this text the Lord uses the plural for 'body' and the singular 
for 'soul' because He is referring to the two types of bodies covering one 
soul; the gross and subtle bodies. Everything a living entity sees in the 
material world are like things seen in a dream for the soul. Just as a 
person wakes from sleep and disregards the things they see in dreams 
understanding them to be imaginary, similarly a devotee with transcend
dental knowledge realizes that everything of this world is useless for the 
soul, including heavenly existence, the greatest material reward men
tioned in all scriptures, and disregards them as well. Hence, except for 
the necessities to keep body and soul together, real devotees do not use 
anything of this world for their own enjoyment, but dovetail everything 
material in service to the Lord for spiritual advancement. For example, 
the Padma Purar:ia states, striJJaril tat-sanginam sange tyajed durato 
atmavan, "Those who desire to uplift their soul should distance them
selves from women, and women hunters." But in spiritual life a devotee 
engages both in the service of Lord Kr�r:ia to uplift their soul. In other 
words, a real devotee understands all aspects of the Vedic statements 
and uses them properly to go back to Godhead. As stated in the 
Bhagavad Gita, traigw;ya-vi$aya veda nistraiguJJyo bhavarjuna, "0 
Arjuna, the Vedas deal mainly with the three modes of material nature. 
Situate yourself above the three modes." Therefore everyone should 
adopt spiritual life because it is the only thing that exists in this world 
above the three modes. It is spiritual and it is the only thing that can 
please the soul and that pleasure is eternal. 
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Text 32 

yo jagare bahir anuk$ana-dharmino 'rthan 
bhulikte samasta-karanair hrdi tat sadrk$an 
svapne SU$Upta upasamharate sa eka.fi 
smrty-anvayat tri-guna-vrtti-drg indriyesa.fi 

Translation 

139 

While awake a living entity uses its senses to enjoy the tempo
rary material things it sees; and while dreaming they enjoy material 
things in their mind similarly to when they are awake; whereas when in 
the state of deep sleep they totally merge into an ignorant state, but this 
very soul is one without a second in all the stages of existence. The living 
entity is the master of its senses while awake, master of their mind while 
in the dream state, and the master of their intellect when in deep sleep, 
and is the witness of events occurring in all three stages. Thus, by 
remembering all stages of existence, the soul is realized. 

Purport 

We have previously discussed that the soul is covered with two 
different bodies, the gross and subtle bodies and that the soul enjoys 
material things using these two different bodies. The soul uses the gross 
body to enjoy while awake and the subtle body when asleep. While 
awake the soul uses the senses to acquire material sense objects to enjoy; 
and while asleep it enjoys using the subtle body, which consists of mind, 
intelligence and false ego. The soul experiences equal pleasure while 
awake and while dreaming, but when in deep sleep the soul forgets 
everything because it enters in total ignorance and thus is unaware of all 
external objects and speculations. In deep sleep only the intellect is 
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master, because the intellect puts the person into deep sleep for 
rejuvenating rest. 

In all stages of existence in the body the soul is a witness and 
concludes, "Oh I am awake; I had a dream; 1 fell into a very deep sleep 
and was oblivious to everything." These are memories of one soul in 
different stages of awareness, thus the soul can be realized in every stage 
of existence. For example, the Mohamudgara Stotra states, balas tavat 
kri(lasakta}J tarUJ;as tavat tarw;isaktah vrddhas tavat cintasakta/J, "In 
childhood a person becomes attracted to playing; in youth they become 
attracted to the opposite gender; and in old age they begin to worry." 
Again, it is only one soul that passes through these three stages of 
existence. The Bhagavad Gita also states, dehino 'smin yathii dehe 
kaumiiram yauvanam jarii, "The embodied soul continuously changes its 
gross body from a child's body, to a youth's body, to an old body."  In 
these three stages of existence the soul remains the same and witnesses 
the occurrences in all of them. 

Text 33 

lF-r MiJ:t::ti � 'i"i\f ��� 
'i.+11'4'41 1'P:r � � �al�: I 
4f�o t5ic:1'li'fl4\t�fdi�le�o1-
#tl"flf\H1 � 'llR4(.Ji49'141fui{ 1 1 aa1 1 

evaril vimrsya gw;ato manasas try-a vastha 
man-mayaya mayi krta iti niscitartha/J 

samcchidya hardam anumana sad-ukti-tik$IJ8-
jiianasina bhajata miikhila samsayiidhim 

Translation 

Thinking about what I have said, consider that these three stages 
of existence are caused by the three modes of material nature tempo
rarily imposed by Me, through the illusory potency upon My eternal 
fragmental particle, the spirit soul. And ascertaining this truth you 
should use the sharpened sword of knowledge obtained through logic 
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and reasoning, and from following the instructions given by the sages 
and the Vedic scriptures sever yourself from false ego, which is the base 
of doubts and engage in worshiping Me, who is seated in your heart. 

Purport 

Any logic and reasoning that coincides with scriptural evidence 
should be accepted, and not only dry arguments used to justify one's 
futile material whims. Vedic statements in goodness should be accepted 
as decisive; as well as statements made by the ancient sages who realized 
the Lord in their hearts and/or seen Him face to face; and when these 
three sources of knowledge match, one should conclude that spiritual life 
is the best life and follow it as a way of life. In due course while following 
this path, the intellect of a resolute person will become sharpened, from 
which they will be able to cut through all material distractions and 
wholeheartedly worship the Lord. From this stage of devotional life the 
person does not fall down to enjoy maya's allurements again, because 
Lord Kf$1.la seated in the heart as Supersoul helps such sincere souls 
from within. As stated in the Bhagavad Gita, dadami buddhi-yogam tam 
yena mam upayanti te, "I give the understanding by which they can 
come to Me." But to get such personal help from the Lord they must be 
serious, sincere and only interested in reaching the Lord. 

Text 34 

� � � M�I� 
� M:ttel'f fdc>i't�+t�ldifi'l'( I 
M#t1'1'4i:fi1(l� � 1'Tm 
\4C1M"m T'IM\'i•fjldt Mi:f\�: I I ��" 

ik$eta vibhramam idam manaso vilasari1 
d.1'$fam vi11a$f am ati-lolam alata-cakram 
vijfliinam ekam urudheva vibhati maya 

svapnas tridha gw;a-visarga-krto vikalpal) 
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Translation 

This material world is only an enjoyment of the mind, which is 
seen today and gone tomorrow. The mind has a flick:ering nature that 
can be likened to the red trail created by whirling a stick with fire on an 
end. The pure soul is full of consciousness and is one, but it appears to 
have many stages and forms. The three stages of awareness are created 
by the interactions of the three modes and is the wort of maya, and the 
various perceptions one experiences are different stages of ignorance, 
which is like a dream for the soul. 

Purport 

This material world is like a sporting arena for the mind, 
because in it there are a variety of things that the material mind chooses · 
either to accept and engages in, or rejects. It does not matter if one is a 
demigod or an insignificant ant, everyone in the creation is sporting in 
the arena of the material world. The limit of the pleasure obtained in the 
material world is likened to the duration of time and the degree of 
brilliance the fire on the end of a stick has while being whirled in a circle. 
In the beginning the flame is large, but as it is whirled the flame lessens 
to an amber and ultimately goes out. Thus pleasure in the material world 
is an illusion, as much as the trail a flame on the end of a stick makes 
when it is quickly whirled in a circle is an illusion. The soul is one, but 
when it occupies a material body it appears differently, sometimes as a 
demigod, sometimes as a human being and even as a lower species. Just 
as gold is one thing, but can be transformed into many shapes and sizes 
according to the jewelers intention, similarly the soul is one, but because 
of the influence of the modes of material nature the soul accepts many 
different forms of existence. This is the work of maya, and a person with 
transcendental knowledge understands this phenomena. Just as things 
that happen in dreams are discovered to be imaginary upon waking, 
similarly when the soul awakens to its true nature and discovers the 
different existences it endured on the material platform was all due to 
ignorance, the soul understands it was all like a bad dream. Maya is an 
amazing power. For example, a magician produces many items apparent
ly out of thin air, but he already had those things hidden and chooses 
when to reveal them. Hence, his seeming creation was just to put others 
in illusion, but he was always aware of the truth; he was never mystified 
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by his own trick. Similarly the Supreme Lord created this material world 
using His illusory potency, miiyii, to put the ignorant living entities in the 
illusion that they are the body, but the Lord is never mystified by maya's 
play. As stated in the Svetiisvatara Upan�ad, mayam tu prakrtim vidyan 
mayinam tu mahefraram, "This material world should be understood to 
be illusory; and the one who dominates all by controlling it should be 
understood to be the Supreme Lord." 

Text 35 

� O'(f: gfdf.it1Fd R�fdijWI
� liilfSriit�<llit{tjl �: I 
qg5'.J04d � � J:icfl�qtl�i'ii'i!I 
� lJlmf ';I' � �Rt<1f.iq1a11 1 1 �"' 1 1  

dr$fim tata/J pratinivartya nivrtta-ff$1J8S 
til$JJili1 bhaven nija-sukhanubhavo nirihab 

samd.r5yate kva ca yadidam a vastu-buddhya 
tyaktam bhramaya na bha vet smrtir-anipatat 

Translation 

Then one should steer their vision away from illusory material 
things and become free from material hankering. In this way the soul 
will be able to exist without having to experience material activities for 
happiness. And even though one may see material things while seeking 
necessary items to maintain body and soul, they will not be bewildered 
because the desire for those things had already been relinquished after 
determining they are temporary. But one will have to experience the 
consequences of their past karma until the material body expires. 

Purport 

After a person obtains the knowledge that material things are 
temporary and realizes that they are meant to degrade the soul they give 
them up, and they can no longer bewilder them. Just as in the dark a 
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person may mistake a length of rope to be a snake, but upon discovery 
that it is only a piece of rope they are no longer afraid. Similarly when a 
devotee realizes that the body is only a temporary vessel for the soul 
maya no longer disturbs them. Until a realized soul relinquishes their 
body they have to contact material things to acquire the necessities of 
life, but nothing is used for material enjoyment. Such a soul thinks that 
their particular body was awarded to them by the Lord because of their 
past kanna and therefore must take care of it, otherwise the soul incurs 
the offense of not caring for the Lord's property. 

Text 36 

� � � �  
� ';{' � 'l«itS"t'A '1*1<{ �\l\q'{ I 

ai:t 1G<M1<1 aiN !{l 15q a 
ft' �� 4K$d itf�\11tctl;:ltl: 1 1 �� 1 1  

deharil ca na§varam a vasthitam utthitariJ va 
siddho na pasyati yato 'dhy-agamat svariipam 

daivad apetam uta daiva-vasad upetariJ 
vaso yatha parikrtariJ madira-madandhafl 

Translation 

Just as a drunkard does not know if they are wearing clothes or 
not, similarly a perfected being does not notice if their body is in a 
standing position, sitting, moving about or returning from whence it 
came, even though they used that very body to achieve perfection. They 
do not heed such things because they are related to the temporary body; 
and knows they are in this situation due to destiny. 

Purport 

A self-realized person does not consider their surroundings 
because they are always situated in trance. They see Kr�Qa everywhere, 
therefore although they have a material body that consists of bile, air 
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and mucus and had used it to achieve self-realization, they are no longer 
attached to it and do not care how long it will exist. And although they 
utilized material things to maintain the body , for them supplying these 
needs means no more to them than fueling a vehicle, which was awarded 
due to destiny. Such a liberated soul does not become implicated with 
any reaction to their actions regardless of the situation. 

Text 37 

�sft �c:tc:t'!lM= � � � 
� gfdqifl+lid lFl �: I 
<l' qgq?iiii.4+tfu�q+t1fum"rr: 

� ¢ m �Fdi:t=tt�= 1 1 ��1 1 

deho 'pi daiva-vasagafJ khalu karma yavat 
svarambhakam prati-samik$ala eva sasulJ 

tam sa-prapaiicam adhiru(lha-samadhi-yoga/J 
svapnam punarna bhajate pratibuddha-vastu/.1 

Translation 

The life air, senses and body are under the Supreme Lord's 
control, which is why a self-realized soul waits until their previously 
acquired karma, which resulted in their existence in their present 
material body is exhausted before reaching samadhi. Because of their 
elevated state of spiritual consciousness a self-realized soul does not 
accept another material body or any extensions of the body; just as a 
person when awakened does not accept a body that they saw in a dream 
to be real. 

Purport 

One difference between a person with spiritual knowledge and 
others is indicated here. A spiritually advanced person realizes that they 
have to wait for the material body to naturally expire to avoid any future 
problem from occurring for them in the material world. Although they 
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realize that their body, mind, and senses are all ire!levant to their true 
self and they cause suffering, they do not take any drastic action to leave 
the body, but wait for it to expire naturally to become free from its 
miseries. The scriptures state that anyone who commits suicide is forced 
to accept the unfortunate existence of a ghost , therefore it is unthinkable 
for a spiritually elevated person to act against th;! Vedic statements. 
Spiritually elevated people know that the material body and its relations 
are temporary like the characters in a dream, therefore they are not 
accepted as real relatives; as much as a person realizes what they saw in a 
dream to be imaginary after waking. 

Text 38 

it�asJ; � � � � \l'\«:Q4\114\: I 

� 'it'TSSTf<f � :g�44Mc:f�'lll l l �c l l  

mayaitad uktaliJ vo viprii guhyaliJ yat slirikhya-yogayofJ 
Janita ma "gatam yajiiam yusmad-dharma vivak$aytl 

Translation 

0 dear Brahmal)as, what I have explained to you is the 
confidential knowledge of the sankhya and the yoga philosophies. Please 
know that I am the Supreme Lord and have appeared here to deliver the 
true knowledge of the Absolute Truth. 

Purport 

Sankhya philosophy is well known to people who have research
ed Vedic knowledge. It explains the difference between matter and spirit; 
how matter is inert, and that spirit manipulates matter and either de
grades or elevates one's self according to how it manipulates matter. The 
main principal of yogic philosophy is concentrating on the Supreme Lord 
through meditation, endeavoring to see the Lord (Supersoul) in their 
heart. The yoga process has eight steps: yama (controlling the senses to 
become purified and thus eligible to practice yoga); niyama (following 
the rules and regulations enabling the yogi to be able to control bodily 
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demands); asana (sitting in a lotus posture to be ready to focus on the 
Lord); praJJayama (a regulated breathing practice that helps control the 
mind to become steady);  pratyahara (restraining the bodily organs from 
becoming attracted to the sense objects); dhara1,1a (trying to restrain the 
mind and keep it focused) ; dhylina (meditating on Supersoul in the 
heart); and lastly the stage of samadhi (complete absorption in thoughts 
of the Lord, usually called trance). 

One may wonder why the Lord did not mention chanting His 
holy names and practicing devotional service, but rather spoke about the 
yoga process. It is because in this instance the Lord appeared in Satya
yuga to the Kumaras, and in that age the process for emancipation was 
the yoga process. As stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam, krte yad
dhyayato vi$1JU'1, "In Satyayuga the process of liberation is meditating on 
the form of the Lord." That is the main reason the Haritsa (Swan) 
incarnation spoke about the sai:ikhya and Yoga philosophies. 

Text 39 

aharil yogasya saiJkhyasya satyasyartasya tejasab 
parayaJ;ariJ dvija-sre$fha'1 sr�va/1 kirter-damasya ca 

Translation 

0 best of the Brahm�as, please know that I am the source and 
the ultimate shelter of the yoga system; analytical studies; regular 
spiritual duty that is in practice; the authoritative spiritual process; vigor; 
wealth; fame and self-control 

Purport 

The Supreme Lord is all-cognizant; and as Supersoul seated 
inside everyone's heart, He knows everything going on in everyone's 
mind and heart. Hence, the Lord knowing the Brahmai:ia Kumaras were 
astonished from hearing such wonderful knowledge, He spoke this text 
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revealing His position which calmed and pacified tllem. If He had not 
stated that He is the source and shelter of the qualities stated in this text, 
the Kumaras would have been mystified to have heard such enlightening 
knowledge from a swan. The Lord emphatically p1esented Himself as 
the Supreme Lord here. In other words, the Lord will do whatever it 
takes to keep His devotees pacified and satisfied. 

Text 40 

1fr � �: � f.rTir f.t<:if'lNi'{ I 
� Rlt1tt1c:+il4 �H+4i\1•ii({<fiS�: l l�O l l  

m;iJiJ. bhajanti gwJalJ sarve nirgUJJariJ nirapek$akam 
suhrdariJ priyam atmanariJ siimyasa.rigadayo 'gUIJtif1 

Translation 

I am free from all material qualities and do not expect anything 
from anyone, which is why equanimity and detachment take shelter of 
Me and reside in Me. I am the well-wisher of all, the dearest friend, the 
loving object and Supersoul, and these qualities of Mine are free from 
the material modes. 

Purport 

Anything able to be affected by the material modes of nature is 
temporary and everything spiritual is permanent, and this axiom stands 
for all time. Everyone of standing, including all the great demigods, 
worship the Supreme Lord K�i:ia because He is above the three modes 
of material nature and is the best personality in the whole creation. 
Upon discovering this, who in their right mind would worship anyone 
else? In other words, to leave �i:ia aside to worship someone else is 
like ignoring real gold to accept brass in its place. It is a fact that the 
Supreme Lord does not need anyone's worship because He is self
satisfied, but everyone worships Him because they desire something 
from Him. The Supreme Lord always remains as He is whether anyone 
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worships Him or not, but anyone that does not worship Him degrades 
themselves in one way or another. 

When we state that the Lord has good qualities, we mean His 
qualities are solemnly for the benefit of others. When we state that He 
does not have material qualities, we mean He does not possess any 
quality that would harm anyone. When we state that the Lord is indif
ferent to everything and detached from everything, we mean He does 
not need anyone's worship and that He removes everyone's miseries. 
Therefore the Supreme Lord is complete in every way, which is why 
even great demigods worship Him. As stated in the Padaratnavali: 

apliTJJa gUJJa rlipas tu sampuma gu1,1a rlipakam 
bhajanti paramariJ brahma devas tri-gUJJa varjitam 

"Demigods are not endowed with complete transcendental 
qualities and they have limited opulence, which is why they worship the 
Supreme Lord. The Supreme Lord is free from material qualities and 
filled with all transcendental qualities. He is the Absolute Truth as well." 

The Lord is said to be the dear most friend, loving object and 
everyone's best well-wisher, indicating that even if someone is lacking in 
their worship He still blesses them. Beginning from the highest living 
entity, Lord Brahma, to the lowly ant, everyone loves Lord Krsl)a in 
their own way and worships Him in their own way. All moving and 
nonmoving entities are interested in obtaining the Lord's blessings in 
one way or other and He selflessly helps everyone, which is why He is 
the well-wisher of everyone. 

Text 41 

� i{ f�jq�t(I �: q•tf<hl��: I 
'\tliHilN?'li � lt*41�01a �: 1 1¥, 1 1  

iti me china-sandeha mun6yajJ sanakadaya}J 
sabhajayitva paraya bhaktyagTJJata sarilstavai}J 
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Translation 

(The Supreme Lord continued) 0 Uddhava, in this way I 
cleared all the doubts of all the sages headed by Sanaka, and they 
worshipped Me with great love and devotion and sung spiritual hymns 
glorifying Me to please Me. 

Purport 

The Lord cleared two kinds of doubts for the sages; one was His 
proving He was not an ordinary swan by indicating He is the Supreme 
Lord; and He cleared spiritual doubts by preaching confidential know
ledge presented in this chapter. The devotee sages worshipped the Lord 
with great devotion and chanted spiritual hymns for His pleasure, which 
is a duty of a sincere devotee. 

Text 42 

� �: � �: Qvif'fN: I 
Sk�414 m � �: q(+ifte"1: 1 11.s'� l l 

lair aham piijital;J samyak samstuta!J paramaT$ibhi!J 
pratyeyaya svakam dhama pasyata/.1 parame$/hina!J 

Translation 

When all the worships and prayers were systematically comp
leted by the greatest of all the sages headed by Sanaka, while Lord 
Brahma watched, I returned to My abode. 

Purport 

The word pratyeyaya (I returned) indicates that the Lord's swan 
form is eternal and was returning to His own abode in the spiritual world. 
The Lord has unlimited forms and each form looks different and has 
their own abode. The spiritual creation is three times bigger. than the 
material creation. In other words, the material creation is one fourth the 
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size of  the spiritual creation and beyond and within the spiritual and 
material creations, is Kpma. The material creation has innumerable 
universes; each universe has fourteen planetary systems; and we live on 
the earth planet in this universe. We have discussed this topic in detail in 
previous volumes. The universe we live in is the smallest of all the 
universes and each universe is ruled by a Lord B rahma. This universe is 
ruled by a four-headed Lord Brahma, who is the smallest of all the 
Brahmas. The more powerful Lord Brahmas are larger and have more 
heads, depending on their degree of power. The statement 'while Lord 
Brahma watched' is significant because there were sages present who 
also saw the Lord depart for His abode. But Lord Km1a told Uddhava 
that Lord Brahma watched Lord Hamsa depart because Lord Brahma is 
the greatest entity in this universe, and therefore his watching is more 
significant than the sages watching. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Thirteen of the Srimad Bhagavatam, in the matter of, Swan Incarnation 
of the Lord. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
= = = = = = = = = = = = =  





All glories to Sri Guru and Gauriinga 

Chapter Fourteen 

Superiority of Devotional Service 

Text 1 

� �  
� � � � ')l��•ufct"i: I 
� Ml4'l{"qsu�1�1a1t?t Ql4'11\a:ta1 m 1 1  

uddhava uvaca 
vadanti kf$1Ja sreyamsi bahl1ni brahma-vadinalJ 

te$iiri1 vikalpa-priidhiinyam utiiho eka-mukhyata 

Translation 

Uddhava said, 0 Lord �l)a, learned sages describe many 
processes for the development of the soul. According to the viewpoint of 
a person following a particular process, are all the different processes 
equally good, or is one of them supreme? 

Purport 

We had stated that there are innumerable spiritual planets and 
on each planet an incarnation, or a manifestation of the Lord presides as 
the worshippable Lord there; and a person can reach any one of them by 
following the particular spiritual path for that planet. Each spiritual path 
is prescribed by a self-realized sage who directly or indirectly saw or 
experienced Lord Knir:ia. Lord Knma also described different spiritual 
paths in the Bhagavad Gita. All of them are perfect and sufficient to 
reach a planet in the spiritual world. But here Uddhava is asking if there 
is one spiritual path superior to all the others. Mayavadi spiritualists 
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follow the impersonal process of the Supreme Lord, but there is not any 
place in the spiritual world for them because the spiritual world is 
presided over by the personal feature of Lord KN1.1a, an incarnation, or a 
manifestation of Him. Mayavadis (impersonalists) do not qualify nor 
have any access to the spiritual world, they merge into the Brahmajyoti, 
the effulgence of the Lord. Buddhists are inferior to mayavadis because 
they strive to reach nirvana, the secession of the self, which is inferior to 
the mayavadi process. 

Uddhava already heard about the superiority of devotional 
service and also knew that Lord Krima resides in the capital city of the 
spiritual world, generally called Goloka Vrindiiban, but to further instill 
the superior effectiveness of devotional service he would like to hear it 
from the Lord again. 

Text 2 

lt�dl�1""a: '41fi1f l1fm4l•i'ts;:cqf�d: 1 
� �: WI' ir.:r ?l'UOM�;+j"f: IRl l  

bhavatodahrta]J svamin bhakti-yogo 'napek$itab. 
nirasya sarvata}J saligariJ yena tvayy avisen mana(l 

Translation 

0 Lord, You have just explained the process of devotional 
service saying it is fully independent and detaches the follower from all 
material connections to this world, and that it enables them to totally fix 
their mind on You. 

Purport 

Of all the spiritual processes, only devotional service to the Lord 
is not dependent on other spiritual processes to reach the ultimate goal. 
The process of action (Karmayoga); the process of knowledge (Jfiana
yoga); the process of yoga meditation (Dhyanayoga); and the process of 
renunciation of mayavadis all depend on devotional service for success, 
because unless they are coated with devotional service they do not 
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please the Lord nor reward liberation to the performer. In other words 
the performers of each yogic process have to perfect their process and 
then practice devotional service to reach the Lord. A devotee directly 
practices devotional service and therefore does not need to follow the 
rules of any other spiritual process, which is why a devotee is a fully 
independent yogi. Although Uddhava was aware of the unlimited 
potency of devotional service, he wanted to hear from the Lord if it can 
reward liberation to its performer on its own. Occasionally a devotee will 
ask the Lord a question that they already know the answer to so that the 
Lord reiterates it,  because hearing directly from the Lord always better 
emphasizes the value of performing devotional service directly to Him 
above all other processes. 

Text 3 

� 
� � � � �G4f�dl l 
innss<U � � � � q�kWfi= 1 1�1 1 

srl bhaganin uvaca 
kalena na$ffi pralaye va1Jlyari1 veda-samjiiita 

maya "dau brahma1Je prokta dhanno yasyam madatmakaiJ 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, at the time of the annihilation of this 
universe the transcendental sound of Vedic knowledge was lost by the 
influence of time. When the time for subsequent creation came I spoke 
this very Vedic knowledge, which is identical to Me, to Lord Brahma 
again. 

Purport 

We have spoken about the different categories of annihilation of 
this universe in the commentary to our Bhagavad Gita in chapter eight. 
When Lord Brahma's day ends (after 4, 320, 000, 000 solar years) the 
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annihilation of all the heavenly planets, earth and the lower planets takes 
place . Only Lord Brahma and his abode , Satyaloka, remain. This refers 
to a partial annihilation and each time it occurs it happens by either 
excessive drought or excessive rain and the universe stays dormant for 
the duration of Lord Brahma's night (4, 320, 000, 000 solar years), there
after Lord Brahma creates again. When the annihilation takes place all 
the scriptures and knowledge is gone from earth, and when the time for 
the next creation arrives Lord Kr$1)a again speaks Vedic knowledge to 
Lord Brahma, because he is the only entity that remains after a partial 
annihilation. 

Text 4 

� � T.1' � � '(4a114 'q'f I 
� �HU�41S� � "l!;l'1t5ff4: 1 1� 1 1 

tena prokta ca putriiya mana ve piirvajaya sa 
tato bhrgvadayo 'grl11Jan sapta brahma-mahacyaya(l 

Translation 

Thereafter, Lord Brahm.ii instructed Vedic knowledge to his 
eldest son, Svayambhuva Manu, and from him the seven great sages 
headed by Bbrgu Muni received this Vedic knowledge . 

Purport 

J usl after Lord Brahma created this universe he wanted to fill it 
with living entities with gross bodies. First he thought to have a son to 
fulfill this need and Narada was born, but he took the renounced order 
of life and thus became detached from worldly matters. Then he thought 
to have four more sons to perform this task namely; Sanaka, Sanadana, 
Sanatana and Sanat Kumar, generally known as kumaras, but they also 
did not want anything to do with worldly matters. Lord Brahma became 
angry at his sons for not following his orders. Then Lord Siva took birth 
who said he would take charge of annihilating the creation, but would 
not help in creation . Then Lord Brahma thought to create seven more 
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sons to perform this task namely; Bhrgu, Atri, Marici, Angira, Pulaha, 
Pulastya and Kratu, and they agreed to help in creation, but Lord 
Brahma needed help to incorporate this plan so he consulted the Lord 
for help, who advised him to simultaneously create male and female 
entities. He did so and as soon as the male and female saw one another 
they were attracted to each other. This male was Svavambhuva Manu 
and the female was Satarflpa, who became Svayambh�va Manu's wife 
and from this point creation began. Svayambhuva Manu is called the first 
man on earth and Satarflpa is called the first woman on earth. Lord 
Brahma was pleased that Svayambhuva Manu agreed to help him 
populate the earth and therefore instructed the Vedic scriptures to him. 
Svayambhuva Manu then instructed this knowledge to the seven sages 
who spread it on earth and it is still available today. 

Texts 5-6 

� � �tj<;i"1tj1W411: I 
�: �: qf4�l't:l(�l(Oll: 1 1 '1 1 1 
f��tjl: � ';fflIT �: f(fi'1Ml<fQ: I 
ii1M4't•(1 !llgld<ft �:q'?"tdifi�: 1 1� 1 1 

tebhya pitrbhyas tat-putra deva-danava-guhyakab 
manu$ytib siddha-gandharvab sa vidyadhara-carapab 

kindev;i/J kinnara naga rak$a/J kimpuru$8dayalJ 
bahvyas le$8ril prak_rtayo rajab sattva-tamo-bhuval; 

Translation 

Thereafter, the children of these sages appeared as demigods, 
demons, human beings, Guhyakas, Siddhas, Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, 
CiiraJ.Ias, Kiildevas, Kinnaras, Nagas, the demoniac, Kimpuru�as and 
others and they received Vedic knowledge from their forefathers. The 
nature and desires of these people was different because they were all 
influenced differently by the three modes of material nature, which is 
why there is difference in their intelligence and works. 
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Purport 

Even though everyone listed above are children of elevated 
sages, they all developed different natures, attitudes and desires, thus 
each of their works differed from the others because they were all 
influenced differently by the three modes of material nature to different 
degrees. Those dominated by the mode of goodness were peaceful, clear 
minded, frank and learned in spiritual science; and are called Brahmal)as. 
As stated in the Bhagavad Gita, satvat saiijayate jfianam, "From the 
mode of goodness knowledge arises ."  Those dominated by the mode of 
passion were called K�atriyas and became rulers. Those dominated by a 
mix of the material modes were called Vaisyas; and those dominated by 
ignorance were called Sudras. Those with a divine nature are called 
'demigods' and were given heavenly planets; those who acted like 
' demons'  were given subterranean planets; and those that thought mali
ciously were allowed to live on earth; and everyone else was given either 
a different level of heavenly planet, or a different section of one of the 
islands on earth to reside. These people got Vedic knowledge from their 
forefathers, the seven sages, hence they were able to correctly use 
material things from the material world to live peacefully together at the 
same time. 

Text 7 

yabhir-bhiitani bhidyante bhiitanam matayas tatha 
yatha-prakrti sarve$aliJ citra vacalJ sravanti hi 

Translation 

Due to the various natures and characteristics of all these people, 
they accepted the same Vedic knowledge in different ways with different 
meanings. Vedic knowledge is so special that various meanings can be 
gotten from the same thing. 
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Purport 

A person's nature is developed according to the degree of 
dominance each of the three modes has over them , and according to 
their nature they develop particular characteristics and a degree of 
understanding which forms their desires and the type of work they will 
be comfortable doing. For example , when a person dominated by good
ness sees RadhakuQc;la lake they think of how grateful they should be to 
God for creating a lake that by dipping in, they can obtain love of 
Godhead and ultimately reach the spiritual world. Whereas someone 
else considers the same water impure and if they were to take a dip in it 
they could get sick; and another thinks it just ordinary water; and yet 
another simply thinks of how big the turtles are that are in it. Although 
RadhakuQc;la lake is one, it is seen differently according to how the 
person is influenced by the modes of nature; and thus only the person 
that is grateful to the Lord can obtain His mercy . Similarly the sages ' 

children were affected differently according to how they took the Vedic 
knowledge they received from their forefathers. Depending on a 
person's nature they will interpret Vedic knowledge accordingly. 

Taking pilgrimages to Vrindaban or holy places like Badrinath 
etc. and/or bathing in the Ganges etc., are only purifying if the pilgrim 
properly observes the holy place in the right mood and is sincerely 
grateful to the Lord for allowing them to visit such places . 

Text 8 

� �$M4N�tc:t � � � I 
q1<:�ifo1 %q1f*c� ql(.40\Sfld41S� l lc l l  

evam prakrti-vaicitryad bhidyante matayo nrf1am 
paramparyel}a ke$liiicit pakhal}(ia-matayo 'pare 

Translation 

In this way, due to the various tendencies and nature of human 
beings, Vedic faith is followed in two different ways; some people follow 
it through the custom of having it handed down through an unbroken 
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tradition of disciplic succession; whereas others are hypocritical and 
follow speculative processes. 

Purport 

The illusory energy of the Lord called maya is very difficult to 
overcome, thus many people are influenced by her and fall as prey in her 
grip. They either follow speculated religions or hypocritically follow the 
Vedic faith. The word 'ke$aficit ' (some people ) refers to unfortunate 
people who misunderstand the Vedic tradition and create their own 
speculative process. The word 'pakhal}<;la ' (hypocritical) refers to rascals 
who twist Vedic philosophy to their whims and make a show of following 
it, but by doing so they are actually incurring sin. One may wonder, if the 
Vedic process is so pure and has emanated from the Lord coming to us 
through an unbroken chain of sages, how could anyone become a hypo
crite? In answer the logic of the Nyaya Sastra suffices thus, garigaya late 
amba nimba kapittha vjsa vrk$a sama}J, "Mango trees, bitter fruit trees, 
astringent tasting fruit trees and poison plants all grow on the banks of 
the Ganges and drink her sweet water through their roots, but each 
produces fruits with different tastes," similarly by hearing and reading 
different interpretations of Vedic knowledge people with different 
karma follow the Vedic process differently. But those who follow the 
Vedic process via an unbroken chain of discipl ic succession reap the 
right quality result. 

Text 9 

q;iu'Q14tfaalmr: � �ll I 
� QG'+ll4tfii"*t lf� lf� 1 1� 1 1 

man-maya mohita-dhiya}J puru$<i puru$ar$abha 
sreyo vadanty anekantam yatha-kam1a yatha-rucu 

Translation 

\ 
0 best among men, according to the karma and personal tast� of 

people whose intelligence is stolen by My illusory potency, they openly 
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declare that there is not only one, but many spiritual paths that reward 
benedictions. 

Purport 

There are many intellectuals who have very intelligently and 
thoughtfully manufactured their speculation as religion, which is averse 
to the Lord's process of spirituality. They propagate their message using 
grand advertisements thus misleading innocent people, and because of 
their previous karma, without knowing better they end up following it. 
There are some people that know in their core of their heart they are 
mortal, but claim to be God and allow people to worship them as such; 
and there are mystical magicians who claim to be an incarnation of the 
Lord and allow innocent people to worship them as God. Some people 
say that all the demigods and goddesses are all God and hire pundits to 
orchestrate gorgeous worships that also mislead innocent people. Some 
hypocrites claim to be authentic gurus and initiate many innocent people 
into spirituality, thus using their hold over them as guru to accept their 
donations and their worship. And there are many iniquitous people who 
say there is no God and become agnostics, atheists or Buddhists. In this 
way there are many unfortunate people who are bewildered by maya 
due to their previous karma, and thus stray from the path to God 
described in the Vedic scriptures. Here the Lord means those who think 
there is more than one path to reach God possess illusioned intelligence. 

Text 10 

� <ni'\fl� � � � � I 
� � � � � � I  
� 4�acilc;:14 � f.i4q1{ � mtil l 

dharmam eke yasas clinye klimaril satyaril damaril samam 
anye vadanti svlirthariJ vii aiivaryaril tyaga-bhojanam 
kecid yajfia-tapo-danaril vratlini niyaman yaman 
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Translation 

Some people say religiosity is the best; some say fame is best; 
some say sense pleasure is best; some say truthfulness is best; some say 
self-control and peacefulness is best; some propose that pursuing self
interest is best; some say being rich and opulent is best; some propagate 
detachment as best; some say nourishment is the best; some say perform
ing fire sacrifices is best; some say performing austerities is best; some 
say giving charity is best; some say taking a vow of fasting is best; some 
say performing their prescribed duty on a regular basis is best; whereas 
some others say following regulative principles is the best way to become 
happy. 

Purport 

The above list of the best way to be happy refers to people who 
do not understand devotional life. They are either atheists, agnostics, 
monists or polytheistic people who do not believe in knowledge about 
God, or in liberation from birth and death, or the possibility of returning 
to the eternal abode of the Lord. They say that no one has seen God, 
that no one can prove that everyone came from God, and that no one 
can return to the Lord's abode. Most people will claim to believe in the 
possibility of going to heaven by performing some rituals. Some people 
like Cbarvak Muni propagate it is best to maintain the body. As he states 
in the Charvak Sarilhita, yavaj jivet sukharil jivet rJJaril krtva ghrtam 
pi vet, "As long as you live, you should live a healthy and happy life by 
eating food cooked with lots of melted butter. If you cannot afford it, 
take out a loan to get it." Such class of people even believe their body 
will be resurrected after death and therefore have their body buried. 
Many say if you work hard God is obligated to reward your hard labor. 
While even others say a person should work in a way that after their 
demise they will be spontaneously glorified because they believe if they 
are glorified they will reach heaven. Such classes of people remain bereft 
of real spiritual life. 

Text 1 1  

311o::aq::a m �: ¥:ti4Nf.lfihu: I 
�:\4'14¥:tii\d+f1f.1�1: $1'1"&1: U'4tf'f<11: m, 1 1  
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adyantavanta CV81$8m Jokli/J karma-vinirmitaQ 
du1Jkhodarkas tamo-ni$fhaQ k$Udranandli/J sucarpitliQ 

Translation 

163 

Performing such deeds only rewards temporary results that have 
a beginning and an end; and all these paths are filled with miseries and 
the destination their followers reach also has a beginning and end. These 
destinations are filled with dense darkness, and any happiness expe
rienceed there is minimal and is filled with lamentation. 

Purport 

The truly intelligent are not interested in deeds that reap 
temporary results, but seek out a suitable process that is easy to perform; 
guarantees permanent happiness, and does not present any problems 
and thus they engage in that process wholeheartedly. Kr�Qa conscious
ness is such a process and no process other than this can guarantee per
manent happiness to the performer. As Lord Kr�l)a states: 

mad-bhakti varjitam sreyo ye manyante dura$aya/.1 
te$8m ante tamo-ghoram anantam prapyete dhruvam 

"Those who think there is another process other than devotional 
service to Me that can reward a tangible good result and therefore 
engages in that process are misguided, because the end result of that 
process is unlimitedly coated with dense darkness." 

Such is the situation of those who perform ritualistic deeds 
following the regulative injunctions of the Vedas, which takes them to 
heaven where they enjoy happiness for some time, who then have to 
return to earth to experience miseries again. Therefore going to heaven 
is also coated with dense darkness; and those who ignore the Vedic 
injunctions fall into grievous hell. Therefore it is always wise to become 
Knma conscious, which rewards eternal bliss. 
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Text 12 

q'tQf<idl<+l"i: � f.t<<t�� m: I 
�SS'(iRf � � �: � M'Hti(+i"ii'{ l lHJI  

mayy arpitiitmanafJ sabhya nirapek$asya sarvatafJ 
mayii "tmanii sukham yat tat kuta/1 syiid vi$ayiitmanlim 

Translation 

0 civilized Uddhava, know that anyone who is completely 
indifferent to material life in every way becomes fully fixed in My 
devotional service. By completely devoting their heart to Me without 
any material desires, I manifest in their heart and make them experience 
such happiness that cannot be experienced by sophisticated people who 
enjoy sense gratification in this world. 

Purport 

The word sabhya (civilized) used for Uddhava is important to 
understand here. This word is defined in the Amarako�a Dictionary as, 
samiihe sadasi sabhii/1, "Any intelligent person in an assembly who has 
perfect etiquette is called sabhya or civilized." It means that Uddhava 
had all the necessary qualifications to understand the art of devotional 
service that the Lord is going to reveal to him. Only a dedicated devotee 
of Lord Kr�IJ.a is called civilized because he/she purchases Lord K�l)a 
with their devotional service to Him, and He lives in their heart in His 
manifested form. 

Text 13 

31f4i51it:t� �l"'d� !{11;<(1� ·qq�d\t: I 
� \t"'ft-eq'i\t: �; �<_t,fq41 �: 1 1 1 � 1 1 

akiiicanasya diintasya siintasya sama-citasal,1 
mayii sanlU$fa-manasa/1 sarval,1 sukha-mayii diS81,1 
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Translation 

One who does not accumulate anything of this world for them 
self, is peaceful, has equal vision and while controlling their senses finds 
complete satisfaction under My shelter experiences happiness wherever 
they go. 

Purport 

A devotee that constantly engages in service to Lord Kr.ma with 
single-pointed intellect, who does not collect or save anything material 
for their enjoyment is always peaceful and happy. As stated in the 
Bhakti Sarasangraha, kf$l}a-bhakta niskama ata eva sanatab, "Because 
Lord Kr�1,1a's devotee remains unmotivated and free from accumulating 
anything for their own pleasure is why they are said to be able to remain 
peaceful." That is why the happiness derived by a devotee from perform
ing their service to the Lord is perfect and complete and why a devotee 
does not even desire the highest possible happiness in the creation that is 
had by Lord Brahma; nor does a devotee want to experience the happi
ness derived by merging in the Lord's effulgence. A devotee does not 
even care if they have to experience the miseries of hell, as long as there 
is devotional service to Lord Kr�oa for them to do there. As stated in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam, svargapavarga narake$v 'pi tulyartha dar$ina/;1, 
"Lord Kr�1,1a's devotee sees the happiness of this world, the happiness of 
heaven, and the miseries of hell to be equal as long as there is devotional 
service for them to perform there." One may then wonder if devotees 
experience miseries. The answer is stated in the Sarartha Darsini, maya 
dhyana prapte-sanfU$f8.ni manab prabhrti sarvendriyEil}i yasya, "It is 
because My devotee's senses are always engaged in service to Me and 
their mind is always meditating on Me that they are always satisfied and 
experience peace." Lord Kr�1,1a adopts His real devotees and that is why 
there is no question of them experiencing any unhappiness. 

Text 14 

� q1<il'dfl � � 
� � � � I  
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� 4'1•1�41(90 .. afcl 'QT 
qw1ftla1<ii�fd � F1 .. 1�(( m�1 1 

na parame$/hyari1 na mahedra-dh1$1Jyam 
na sarva-bhaumariJ na rasadhipatyam 

na yoga-siddhir apunar-bhavam va 
mayy arpitatmecchati mad vinanyat 

Translation 

1 1 .14.14 

One who is completely dedicated to Me and thus neither desires 
the abode of, nor the desire to occupy the post of Lord Brahma; nor the 
post of Indra; nor rule an empire spanning the whole earth; nor sove
reignty over the subterranean planets; nor wishes to obtain perfection 
from yogic practice; nor wants liberation from rebirth and death; only 
wants Me, alone. 

Purport 

When a person discovers the value of real diamonds their taste 
for less valuable things lessen. Similarly when a person discovers that 
Lord Kr�Qa is the source of everything, the culmination of all spiritual 
paths, and the ultimate remover of miseries; everything else becomes of 
lesser importance to them and therefore they . dedicate themselves to 
Him. Such a devotee only thinks about Lord Kr�I)a, serves Him and uses 
everything they have to please Him only; hence Lord Kr�I)a, being an 
honest Master returns His love to such a devotee by taking care of them. 
As He states in the Bhagavad Gita, ye yatha mam prapadyante tams 
tathaiva bhajamy aham, "As one surrenders unto Me I reward them 
accordingly." He also states in the Srimad Bhagavatam, mad-bhakt;i/J 
anyat na jananti naham tebhyo manag api, "My devotees do not know 
anyone else except Me and that is why I don't know anyone else except 
them." When a person develops the taste for performing loving devo
tional service for Lord Kr�I)a the taste for other things is reduced. As 
stated in the Nyaya Sastra, na hi nirantara amrta rasasvadine mrttika 
rocata/J, "When one becomes habituated to drinking sweet nectar they 
do not care for the taste of mud pies anymore." 
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Text 15 

;r (ltfT � Rl4d'1 lf 1(+(41f4;f �: I 
;r Tf (!tq;�ofl ;r Jjj�qj(+f j Tf �� � m'11 1  

na tatha me pn"yatama atma-yonir na sarikarab 
na ca sarikar$ano na srir naivatma ca yatha bhavan 

Translation 

167 

0 dear Uddhava, actually neither Lord Brahma who was born 
out of Me; nor Lord Siva, My own brother Balarim, My wife the 
Goddess of Fortune, or even My own very self is as dear to Me as 
devotees like you. 

Purport 

Just as by seeing her newly born calf a cow becomes jubilant, 
similarly by seeing His real devotees Lord Krim.a becomes jubilant. He 
becomes so happy that He does not care about His own son Lord 
Brahma, or His grandson Lord Siva, or His own plenary portion and 
brother, Lord Balaram, or His own dear wife Lak�midevi. It means He 
becomes mad with love for His true devotees. But one has to become 
such a dedicated devotee that Lord Kr�Qa comes down to see him/her, 
and Uddhava was such a quality devotee. One may wonder why Lord 
Kr�Qa loves His devotees more than His relatives like His brother Lord 
Balaram, His wife Lak�midevi, His son Lord Brahma, and His grandson 
Lord Siva. The answer is found in the Nyaya Sastra, pradhanyena 
vyapade$8 bhavant1: "A superior thing takes the prominent position." 
Meaning unalloyed devotion takes prominence over relatives. The 
closeness of relationships between relatives is not as familiar as that of a 
dedicated servant. Even though a servant is often taken for granted in 
the physical world, most of the time the person will confide in them over 
their relatives because sometimes relatives compete with one another. 
Sometimes relatives cheat, become envious, hope for a greater return in 
their endeavors, or even be careless while doing their relative a favor; 
whereas a dedicated servant is true to their master and thus serves them 
better than any relative would. Similarly a real devotee is dedicated to 
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Lord Kf�l)a and has a more intimate relationship with Him than the 
Lord has with His own relatives. Hence, Lord Kni:1a loves His true 
devotees unconditionally. 

Text 16 

f.t.,q+jt � � � �'1�9'i:t'l I 
31jsPlll�� � 'l���'(fif<VJf&f: 1 1 , � l l  

nirapek$ali1 muniril santam nirvairam sama-dadanam 
anuvrajamy aharil nityaril prlyeyety a.righri-rel}ubhi]J 

Translation 

I always follow behind the great devotees who are free from 
personal desires and who always think of Me; who are peaceful; not 
inimical towards anyone; and see everyone's pains and pleasures as their 
own; with the hope that a little dust from their lotus feet may fall on My 
head, so I may become purified. 

Purport 

Here Lord Kr�l)a indicates that without the association and 
mercy of a pure devotee the devotional attitude needed to properly 
perform service to please Him does not develop; and without performing 
pure devotional service He cannot be obtained. Lord Kr�i:ia is all pure 
and does not need anything to be purified, but He is teaching by example 
that if He seeks the dust from His devotees'  feet for purification, every
one should follow His example because He is showing us it is the easiest 
way to become purified. The mercy of a pure devotee comes from three 
different places namely; from the dust of his feet; from water that had 
washed his feet; and from remnants of his food and drink. Of these three, 
the dust from the feet of a pure devotee and the water that washed his 
feet are superior to his remnants for purification. An example from 
Narada Muni's previous life is famous in this regard. Narada Muni was a 
maid servant's son in his previous life, in the prior creation. When great 
devotees visited the area where Narada and his mother lived, she would 
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serve those great sages. Narada, as a small boy would eat the remnants 
left by those great sages and thus received the purity from doing so to 
become the celestial sage, Narada Muni in this creation. Such is the 
power inside a pure devotee by Lord Kr�JJ.a, but one must be sincere for 
this potency to manifest in them. An insincere artificial show of devotion 
is not nearly powerful enough to make the power inside a pure devotee 
they associate with to manifest in them. A hypocrite can only become a 
rascal cheater. 

Text 17 

R�*-'""' •rU1jGt1�aq: � +i�1;:alsf\.t:t(_J;;;t'F•Ffrq(_J;1: 1 
� � � a?l(qf:tll � Ns= � lf'f m�1 1 

ni$kiiicana mayy anurakta-cetasa}J 
santa mahanto 'khila-jiva-vatsala}J 
kamair-analabadha-dhiyo ju$anti yat 
tan-nairapek$yam na vidu}J sukham mama 

Translation 

Those that do not desire anything material for their own 
enjoyment and whose minds are completely attached to Me, who are 
peaceful, whose hearts are purified, who are well-wishers of all living 
beings and are unaffected by opportunities for sense gratification, enjoy 
the transcendental happiness of Me, which is not known to those not yet 
completely detached from material affairs. 

Purport 

Real devotees do not have any desire to enjoy material sense 
gratification, which is why they are said to possess only good qualities. 
Because they have their senses perfectly situated no material sense 
object can disturb them. They are always situated in the transcendental 
pleasure of meditating on the transcendental loving pastimes of the 
Supreme Lord, and therefore have no time to think about material sense 
enjoyment. A real devotee experiences such a high quality of transcend-
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dental enjoyment at every second and that it is impossible for those 
immersed in the illusion of material enjoyment to fathom . 

Text 18 

�SN � Fi11?i<f"'dkll: I 
VRr: �  � � 11ic1 1 

badhyamano 'pi mad-bhakto n$ayair ajitendriya}J 
prayalJ pragalbhaya bhaktya vi$ayair nabhibhiJyate 

Translation 

Even though a devotee of Mine may not have yet become self
controlled and is harassed by material desires, because of the influence 
of faithful continuous engagement in devotional service to Me they are 
not overcome by urges for sense gratification. 

Purport 

After explaining the qualities of an advanced devotee, Lord 
Kr�i:ia talks about the value of ordinary devotees and that He even 
blesses them . If an ordinary devotee is bothered by maya, but instead of 
giving in to her advances, perseveres in their devotional service to the 
Lord they will overcome the urge to engage in material sense enjoyment. 
Their being tempted by maya is like a courageous soldier who continues 
fighting even after being hit by the enemy, because they are dedicated to 
their principles. With this mindset, fighting the minds demands, the 
devotee develops spiritual strength and forges ahead until he tastes 
victory. The needed perseverance to defeat maya can also be likened to 
a person with jaundice, who simply needs to keep taking the prescribed 
medicine to be cured. Similarly the remedy to stave off maya's affects is 
continuous engagement in devotional service to the Lord. In the 
Bhagavad Gita Lord Km1a spoke about how a devotee instantly 
becomes rightly situated if there is a small disturbance in their 
devotional life thus: 
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api cet suduraciirab bhajate mam ananya -bhiik 
sadhur eva sa mantavya1J samyak vya vasito hi sa}J 

1 71 

"Even if a devotee commits the most abominable acts, if he is 
exclusively engaged in devotional service to Me he should be considered 
saintly because he is properly situated." 

The purports in our Bhagavad Gita (9.30) and (9. 3 1 )  can be 
consulted for greater detail in this regard . But one should not take 
advantage of this statement and think it a license for repeated misbeha

vior, it is only meant for accidental misbehavior, hence the verse refers 
only to 'devotees exclusively engaged in devotional service to Me.' In 
regards to an accidental fall down the Nrsimha Purar:ia states: 

bhaga vati ca harava ananya ceta 
bhr$a malino 'pi virajate manu$ya}J 
na hi sasa .kalu$;ic cha viiJ .kadacit 

timira parabhavam upaiti candra}J 

" If a person is fixed exclusively in service to Lord Kr�i:ia, the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, but for some reason acts abominably, 
they should be accepted as rightly situated. Just as even though there is a 
black spot in the heart of the moon, the moon continues to overcome the 
darkness and is not overcome by it." 

Text 19 

<f�: �q�41fif: � ll�\41({ I 
'a'� +if�"�' 11fm�<i:t�•:t'1f\t 9'\A:"i'l:I: mC<l l 

yathagnib susamrddharciiJ karoty edhamsi bhasmasat 
tatha mad-vi$aya bhaktir uddhavainamsi krtsnasaiJ 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, just as a blazing fire turns a heap of firewood to ash, 
similarly performing devotional service to Me completely bums and 
turns to ash all the sins committed by My sincere devotees. 
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Purport 

Lord Kr�Qa tells Uddhava the result of performing devotional 
service to Him in great surprise, to amaze him. The logic of the Nyaya 
Sastra, ghafayonmilitam cak$ul;l patam kim na pasyati, "When one's eyes 
are open and they see the beauty of a peculiar temple how can the eyes 
not see the temple door? " Meaning when fire is burning something one 
should understand that only ash will remain and how one cannot know 
that . Similarly when the fire of devotional service continually bums the 
devotee's sins, the sins will be eliminated and they will not be punished 
for the committed sin. Just as a blazing fire burns all of all kinds of fuel 
supplied to it, similarly by stoking the fire of devotional service by 
keeping the mind fixed on Lord Kr�Qa 's devotional service burns any 
kind of accidental fall down at any stage of devotional life.  But an 
accident is an accident, and therefore not planned and does not occur 
often; which indicates to an accidental incident and not a habitual 
occurrence . 

Text 20 

';l' � lfr � ';l' � � � I 
';I' �l!Hi'N�PO �� lffdi44\f�(11 l l �<:il l 

na sadhayati mam yogo na salikhyam dharma uddhava 
na svadhyayas tapas tyago yatha bhaktir mamorjita 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, the performance of mystic yoga meditation, 
practicing the path of knowledge, performing ritualistic pious works, 
studying the Vedas, performing austerities or taking the renounced 
order of life are not as capable of a way to obtain Me as the potent 
performance of unalloyed devotional service to Me, which by regular 
practice develops love for Me. 
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Purport 

No one is a better authority of anything than Lord Kr�na and 
here He emphatically speaks that no other pious process , including 
performing mystic yoga, performing fire sacrifices , fasting, performing 
austerities, going to holy places, giving charity for philanthropic works 
and/or studying the Vedas to acquire knowledge is equal to devotional 
service executed to Him without expecting anything in return. By per
forming unmotivated uninterrupted devotional service this pleases Lord 
Kr�na and this art is taught by a Vai�nava Spiritual Master . To perform 
pious deeds just for the sake of performing them or performing them to 
become famous to satisfy the false ego is not beneficial , j ust like chewing 
gum has no nutritional benefit. Therefore it is intelligent to engage in 
devotional service to the Lord because it is spiritually beneficial in 
whichever sincere way it is performed, just like a person feels satisfaction 
by eating a juicy Rasagulla (a curd ball boiled in sugar syrup) and 
obtains peace of mind as well. This is the unfailing result of performing 
devotional service to the Lord . 

Text 21 

lt4"41�Jt(fi�I lIDU: �SS� �: � I 
lt'f%: � � kfQl(fil::tfq � I R� l l  

bhaktyaham ekaya grahya}J sraddhaya "tma priya}J satam 
bhakti}J punati man-ni$fha frapakan api sambhaviit 

Translation 

I am naturally the very dear Lord of My devotees, and they only 
obtain Me by their practice of unalloyed devotional service to Me with 
staunch faith, and nothing else. The process to obtain Me can possibly 
even purify dog-eaters who have a contaminated low birth. 

Purport 

The word ekaya (only through devotional service) is very signi
ficant. It indicates that no other spiritual process such as yoga or other 
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spiritual processes can make one eligible to obtain Lord Kf�l)a. Other 
spiritual processes can purify one from sin, but they fall short in obtain
ing Lord Krsi:ia, whereas uninterrupted devotional service executed 
without motivation purifies one from acquired sins and helps the devotee 
obtain Lord K�i:ia . The word sambhavat (possibly) indicates that a 
sincere devotee who is continuously engaged in devotional service 
becomes purified from the sins performed in their present life, thereby 
clearing the path for them to perform unalloyed devotional service. As 
stated by Srila Sridhara Swami, sambhavaj jati-do$8d apy iti arthafJ, "The 
meaning of sambhavat (possibly) indicates the execution of devotional 
service can possibly even purify the contamination of the present low 
birth of a dog-eater or Chal)<;lala's birth. "  Srila Visvanatha Cakravarti 
Thakur states, sambhavat prarabdha papa nasakata bhakter budhyate, 
"The word sambhavat (possibly) indicates that one's present life of 
taking a low birth which is the result of previous sins can possibly be 
removed." This means that one can become purified so that they can 
come to the platform of a pure devotee and thus execute unalloyed 
devotional service to obtain Lord Krsi:ia, but they do not qualify to take 
change of others' spiritual life as does an initiating Guru. In other words 
such a person can swim across the ocean of material existence by their 
self, but cannot take others with them . We h ave discussed this topic in 
our book entitled, the Guru NirQaya Dipika. 

Text 22 

�: �k4�4iqai f4tn � aqq1f.4a1 I 
itiP•tf41qaq1(1114 � � 'l'.fi•Ri � 1 1��1 1 

dharmai) satya dayopeto vidya va tapasanvita 
mad-bhaktyapetam atmanam na samyak prapunati hi 

Translation 

But those bereft of devotional service, but who execute religious 
activities powered and coated with honesty and mercy, and even know
ledge acquired while performing penance, cannot completely purify their 
consciousness. 
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Purport 

Many pious people are determined to be truthful in whatever 
they say and honest in their dealings, and perform rituals to become 
purified; and others perform rigorous penance and austerities, learn 
Vedic knowledge and do philanthropic works, yet all of them fall short in 
sufficiently purifying their mind and consciousness enough to understand 
or obtain Lord Kpma. As stated in the Katha Upani�ad, nayam alma 
pravacanena Jabhya na medhaya na bahuna srutena, "One cannot obtain 
the Supreme Lord by expertly describing Him; by dint of their vast 
intelligence; or even by studying the Vedas or many other scriptures . "  

Thus, even after performing many purifying functions, a person has to 
practice devotional service to the Lord under the strict guidance of an 
authentic Vai�r:iava Spiritual Master to properly understand Lord Kr�i:ia. 

Text 23 

�� fq;n � � � Fm l  
fq;nss� � � fq;nss�: 1 1��1 1 

katham vina romah8F$ali1 dravata cetasa vina 
vina "nandasrukalaya sudhyed bhaktya vina "sayab 

Translation 

For as long as a person is not thrilled to the point that their 
bodily hairs stand on end, and as long as their heart does not melt when 
greatly delighted, and as long as their eyes do not flow with tears of love, 
and as long as their mind is not drown in the ocean of spiritual bliss 
derived by devotional service, how can they think that their conscious
ness is pure? It is just not possible to purify one's consciousness without 
executing devotional service. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�r:ia here indicates the symptoms by which a pure 
devotee executing devotional service can be recognized. These external 
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symptoms appear due to an overflow of internal spiritual feelings and 
should not be imitated or rehearsed for fame or followers. Devotional 
service is not a theatrical act performed on a stage where the characters 
in the play rehearse their lines and actions. The spiritual symptoms 
mentioned happen spontaneously, sprouted internally from the purified 
spiritually surcharged heart of a devotee; and these symptoms naturally 
manifest in a devotee when their heart is completely purified from 
continuously executing devotional service. When the Kr�1.1a-like sun rises 
in the heart of a devotee and shines its strong rays on an ice cold attitude, 
the ice melts turning into cold water. This cold water excites the body 
causing shivering and making the bodily hairs stand on end, causing the 
throat to become choked up and causing cold tears to flow from the eyes. 
One has to sincerely endeavor in their devotional service rightly to have 
such spiiitual symptoms occur in them naturally. 

Text 24 

� � � � m � � €14f"'4iii4 I 
� \3�1�fa � T.I' if4f'f>$€1 � � 1 1�a- 1 1  

vag gadgada dravate yasya cittam rudaty abhik$JJam hasati kvacic ca 
vilajja udgayati nrtyate ca mad-bhakti-yukto bhuvanam punati 

Translation 

A devotee who is firmly fixed in love and devotion to Me, whose 
voice chokes up, whose heart melts, who continuously cries and some
times ends up laughing, who leaves shame aside and sometimes starts 
singing loudly and sometimes starts dancing, can purify the whole world. 

Purport 

The Lord here states the symptoms of a devotee in whose heart 
He is manifested in and is communicating with. When Lord Km1a 
communicates with a devotee he/she develops such symptoms. As stated 
in the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu , priyotthe pulakafl santvam caapalabhy 
udgamadaya(l, "When a devotee directly feels the Lord in their heart 
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they get so overwhelmed with pleasure that their hairs stand on end and 
they develop an unsteady nature causing them to cry, to suddenly stand 
up as if welcoming the Lord etc." The Haribhakti Suddhodaya states, 
citta-dravas tatha adhairyam prasado bhakti lak$BJJam, "The natural 
symptom of pure devotion is that a devotee develops melting of heart for 
Kn;r:ia, impatience in feelings for Him, heartfelt joy and similar other 
natural favorable qualities of devotional service." One should not hurry 
these symptoms or practice acting them out because they will be 
implicated with offense. These symptoms are natural responses from 
performing continuous devotional service with firm faith and sincerity 
and they will manifest one day. 

Text 25 

��-Uf1"1"11 � � � utra �: � m lf � I  
3miIT lf tti'1lj:tl� � � �� � 1 1�'1 1 1  

yathagnina hema malamjahati ghmatam puna/;J svam bhajate ca rfipam 
atma ca karmanusayaiil vidhiiya mad-bhakti-yogena bhajaty atho mam 

Translation 

Just as when gold is melted in fire impurities are purged from it 
thus returning it to its original bright state, similarly when a living entity 
becomes absorbed in fire-like devotional service it becomes purified 
from the contamination of its karma and thus returns to its pure state of 
worshipping Me. 

Purport 

Just as gold in the earth is mixed with other metals and 
impurities and it cannot be separated from them by scrubbing with soap 
and water, but can be separated by a metallurgic process of melting it to 
separate the gold from impurities to bring it to its lustrous state. Simi
larly the living entity is originally pure, but it becomes contaminated with 
sin from connecting with material nature and can only separate itself 
from sin by the purifying process of devotional service. When the soul 
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becomes pure it is worthy to reach the spiritual world and directly serve 
the Lord. Just as the purifying process for gold removes impurities and 
thus only increases the quality of the metal, similarly after becoming 
purified by performing devotional service the living entity separates 
itself from matter and attains its natural state of serving the Lord. In 
other words devotional service purifies the soul so that it can execute 
devotional service purely. Just as a typewriter or keyboard makes a 
particular sound wherever it is used; similarly just as the pure soul serves 
the Lord on earth, the soul serves the Lord in the spiritual world. The 
nature of the soul is to serve; and that does not change wherever the soul 
is. 

Text 26 

<P-tT <f�SS(l{T 4K'J'*ldS"" �: I 
(I'� (I'� 4:t'llfa � � ��"Us:iit:f�P.141�'{ 1 1�� 1 1  

yatha yatha "tma parimrjyate 'sau 
mat-pu1.1ya-gatha srava1.1abhidhanai/1 
tatha tatha pasyati vastu siik$maril 
cak$ur yathaivanjana samprayuktam 

Translation 

The more one listens to My purifying glories and sings them, the 
quicker their heart becomes purified from accumulated contaminations 
and thus becomes eligible to visualize My subtle form as the Personality 
of Godhead. Similarly applying medicated ointment to the eyes removes 
problems in them, thus the person becomes able to see smaller things. 

Purport 

The spirit soul is called siik$mB (subtle) in the Bhagavad Gita 
because it is a spiritual spark of the Lord and is present in the body in 
the form of consciousness. The Supreme Lord is also called sii.k$ma 
(subtle} because He is situated within the spirit soul as its guide. To 
visualize the Lord the spirit soul has to take up spiritual life, which 
begins with hearing and chanting the glories of the Supreme Lord. 
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Chanting includes studying, singing and reading about the Supreme Lord. 
By studying the scriptures one becomes aware about the greatness of the 
Lord. As stated in the Chandogya Upani$ad, jflinid eva bi kaivalyam, 
"It is a fact that only by studying Vedic scriptures can one acquire 
knowledge of the Supreme Lord; and by that knowledge the Lord is 
understood properly and by that liberation is attained." The Taittiriya 
Upani$ad states, yasmin vijilite sarvam eva vijiiitariJ bbavati, "By 
knowing the Supreme Lord everything automatically becomes known." 
The BrhadaraQyaka Upani$ad states, tam eva viditvi 'ti mrt}'U111eti, 
"One can only overcome the cycle of rebirth and death by knowing the 
Supreme Lord from study of the Vedic scriptures." The knowledge a 
real devotee acquires from the Vedic scriptures does not remain as 
knowledge, because they put it in action thus turning it into devotional 
service to the Supreme Lord. In this way all misgiving from the heart 
runs away from the devotee and they become eligible to see the subtle 
form of the Lord in their heart, like a person with clear vision. 

Text 27 

N 't :q 11' 'ilQ I :q a f.iirf '11 f4 't '41 fit 't 'id I 

q1q1�<a�:a � gfil�:qa 1 1��1 1 

vi.sayan dbyayatas cittariJ vi$8YC$U vi$ajjate 
mam anusmaratai cittariJ mayy eva pravillyate 

Translation 

The mind of a person who constantly thinks about enjoying the 
sense objects becomes entangled with them; and anyone who constantly 
thinks about Me their mind becomes immersed in Me. 

Purport 

Many people cannot believe that a person can become attracted 
and attached to a thing just by thinking of it. The Lord bas made it clear 
that the mind has been associated with material sense objects since time 
immemorial and thus it developed the nature to remain attracted and 
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attached to sense objects. That is why even if a sense object is not 
advertized and the person has not enjoyed it before in this life, as soon as 
they hear about it, it does not take much contemplation for them to 
decide they want that thing and become entangled. But if a person 
somehow connects to an authentic Guru, by his spiritual blessings and 
help, the materialistic mind can be trained to focus on Lord Kr�Qa, by 
which in due course of time it becomes attracted and attached to Him, 
thus forgoing material entanglements. Once the mind becomes attracted 
and attached to Kr�i:i.a the taste for material sense objects lessens. After 
reaching this stage it is necessary to study the Vedic scriptures to 
maintain this mood, otherwise the mind can relapse. 

Text 28 

� � (4gq;f1<:ttir ' 
� iITTf � � �  l l�C l l  

tasmad asad abhidhyanam yatha svapna-manoratham 
hitva mayi samadhatsva mano mad-bhava-bhavitam 

Translation 

Therefore, just as one gives up hopes from dreams, similarly you 
should give up thinking about all extra processes of devation and just 
absorb your mind in thinking of Me, and in this way you will become 
purified. 

Purport 

We previously discussed four categories of Vedic scriptures. in 
which many processes for human perfection are mentioned. All of them 
prescribe processes for self elevation, but all of them do not guarantee 
liberation from rebirth and death. Most of these processes are written for 
people influenced by the different material modes, which . is why all of 
them do not include liberation from the material world. Here Lord 
�·�a tells Uddhava not to get involved in such processes and to engage 
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his mind in devotional service to Him, which includes constant thinking 
of Him. 

Text 29 

striJJam slri-satiginam saJigariJ tyaktva diirata atmavan 
k$eme vivikta asinas cintayen mam atandritafJ 

Translation 

Those who are self-controlled and conscious of self improve
ment should give up associating with women and connections with 
licentious people who are intimately attached to women. They should go 
to a lonely place where there is nothing to fear and concentrate on Me 
with full attention. 

Purport 

There are two different connections that should be given up by 
anyone seriously interested to reach the spiritual world-one is the 
different self-elevating paths; and the other is association with the oppo
site gender and those very attached to the opposite gender. The reason 
to sever these connections is because their association will break one's 
confidence and diligence needed to keep their spirituality intact. By 
associating with either of these two kinds of worldly people one's 
spiritual mindedness could reverse and it will surely stifle one's perse
verance to stay pure. Therefore to make spiritual progress it is essential 
to give up degrading association, live alone at a safe place and meditate 
on the Lord as His servant. As stated in the Padaratnavali, kesave tv 
anyatha buddhi}J saiva strisan-prakirtitafJ, "Thinking adverse to 
devotional service or anything that takes one away from Lord K�i:ia is 
equal to illicitly associating with the opposite gender." 
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Text 30 

� � � � �:t41;:QSl4•td: I 
tilfti�•nC( � � � aR%f114m1: 1 1�0 1 1  

na tathasya bhavet kleio bandhas canya-prasarigata/J 
yo$it-sarigad yatha puiilso yatha tat-sarigi-sarigatlJQ 

Translation 

1 1.14.30 

The amount of trouble and the bondage a person experiences by 
associating with women and from connections with licentious wanton 
men is not experienced from any others' association. 

Purport 

The scriptures state that worse than associating with women is 
wanton men lustfully attached to women, because women are shy by 
nature and thus reserved and reluctant to discuss with or seduce a man. 
A reserved man may also act shy, being concerned with what people 
might think or say by seeing him with a woman. In this way both of these 
types of people are less likely to develop an illicit connection. But licen
tious men freely talk about women and their intimate connections with 
them, whereas a reserved man does not put their reputation at risk. That 
is why lusty men are more dangerous on the spiritual path. As stated in 
the Chfu;lakya Niti: 

tak$8kasya vi$ari1 dante mak$ikasya tu mastake 
V{Scikasya vi$8ril pucche sarvarige du1jane Yi$am 

"Poison is stored in the fangs of a snake, poison is stored in the 
head of a bee, and poison is stored in a scorpion's tail, but poison is in 
the whole body of a lusty wanton man, which is why being connected to 
such a person is the worst thing for a self-controlled person." 
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Text 31 

� �  
� ?Oli•Hf4�1'Etl � 'qf 4Gl(¥4€f\1{_ I 
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uddhava uvaca 
yatha tvam aravindi.k$a yad.riam va yadatmakam 
dhyayen mumuk$UT etan me dhyanam tvariJ vaktum arhasi 

Translation 

183 

Uddhava said, 0 lotus eyed Lord, please tell me in which form, 
and in what way, and in what mood, should a person interested in 
liberation from this world meditate on You? 

Purport 

Uddhava is a pure devotee in knowledge and is with Lord K�r:ia, 
therefore he is not inquiring about anything for himself, but is inquiring 
on behalf of people in general who will be born in Kaliyuga, and there
fore will be prone to be spiritually misled. In the age of Kaliyuga people 
will worship mortal .men as God and follow their speculations about the 
absolute truth. Lord K�r:ia told Uddhava that without performing loving 
devotional service to Him in the association of devotees no one can 
reach the stage of self-realization, regardless whether or not the person 
performed other pious elevating processes. Upon hearing this from Lord 
K�i,a, Uddhava wants Him to clarify what form, in what way and what 
mood one should worship Him in to obtain liberation from this mortal 
world. Every action that a genuine devotee does is to help conditioned 
souls escape this miserable world where birth, death, old age and disease 
torment them. 

Text 32 

� 
-qir � 3ITT.fR: �iiQ\ltO �tH�4'{ I 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
sama asana asina.{1 sama-kayo yatha-sukham 
hastav utsanga adhiiya svaniisagrakrtek$aJJa'1 

Translation 

1 1. 14.32 

The Supreme Lord said, one should sit comfortably seat that is 
neither too high nor too low, with back straight, and while placing both 
hands together on the lap, one should focus the eyes on the tip of the 
nose. 

Purport 

Lord Kf�J)a had already told Arjuna this process of meditation 
in the Bhagavad Gita stating. naty ucchritam nati-nicam cailajinam, "The 
seat used for sitting to meditate should neither be too high nor too low, 
made of soft cloth, above which deer skin should be placed." After 
sitting, the process of meditation one should follow is also stated in the 
Bhagavad Gita thus, samariJ kaya-iiro-grivariJ dhiirayann acalariJ sthira}J 
sariJprek$a nasikagrariJ svam, "One should hold the body, neck, and head 
erect and stare at the tip of his nose." The Patafijali Yogasastra states, 
antar lak$o bahir $.fi.{1 sthira-cittab susamyata/J, "A meditating yogi 
should concentrate on the self inside the heart and sit steady with his 
body erect, and with controlled senses, stare at the tip of his nose." 
When the Lord states one should place their hands on their lap, He is 
referring to sitting erect with palms up with fingers interlaced. Here Lord 
K�J)a indicates that chanting purifying ritualistic mantras for bene
diction is not necessary. 

Text 33 

priiJJasya sodhayen miirgam pilra-kumbhaka-recakaib 
viparyayeJJlipi sanair abhyasen nirjitendriyab 
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Translation 

One should purify the arteries by prSr;Jayama to control their 
breathing while practicing piiraka, .kumbbaka and recakas and then 
perform the procedure in reverse. While increasing the priJ;JAyAma 
process, one should gradually control their senses until they are under 
complete control. 

Purport 

We previously discussed in detail how after sitting properly on a 
seat one should practice prliJJayama, an exercise to control one's brea
thing to purify and control the mind.  Although it is a mechanical process 
to control the mind, it helps beginners learn how to bring the mind under 
control. The performance of puraka means inhaling air through the left 
nostril; kumbhaka means keeping the inhaled air inside; and rechaka 
means exhaling the air held inside through the right nostril, and then 
reversing the process. As stated in the Patafijali Y ogaslitra: 

i(iaya ptlrayed vayum tyajetpingalaya tatafJ 
pirigalaya ptJritaril vayum i(iaya ca parityajet 

"While holding the left nostril closed with the middle finger the 
person should breathe in as much air as they can and then close the 
nostril using their right thumb; this is called the puraka process. While 
holding both nostrils closed with the middle finger and the right thumb 
one should hold the air in as long as they can without discomfort; this is 
called kumbhaka. Then releasing the air through the left nostril while 
holding the right nostril closed with the right thumb; is called rechaka. 
And this process should be performed in reverse-taking the air in 
through the left nostril, holding it and then exhaling through the right 
nostril. This is one complete praJJayii.ma cycle ."  

Text 34 
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hrdy avicchinnam omkaram ghaJJti-nadam bisol1)avat 
pnil)enodlrya tatratha puna}J samvesayet svaram 

Translation 

1 1. 14.35 

One should then meditate on Oritkara, which is located inside 
the hollow of the thin lotus stem, and with help from the life air, Olilkara 
should be moved upward to the heart by making a continuous resonating 
bell sound in unison with it. 

Purport 

Vedic scriptures mention two methods of praJ;ayanur, one is 
without making any sound while meditating on the Lord; and the other is 
to establish Omkara in the heart by meditating on it while continuously 
making the 'OM' sound in unison with a resounding bell-like sound. The 
lotus stem the Lord is referring to is in the heart where Omkara sound is; 
this stem is underneath the seat in the heart where Paramatma resides. 
Dedicated devotees do nut fulluw the Omkara priiJJiiyama process; it is 
meant for yogis who are not yet aware that the goal of human life is to 
please Lord Km1a. Devotees of Lord K�i:ia forgo this complicated 
system and chant the Hare Kr�i:ia Mahamantra on Tulasi beads instead. 

Text 35 

� �"1���'1, gjOjffq � I 
�:O$(tlf�qqo'1 '11\ill�"fi 3( f�a1f.i{'J: 1 1�'1 I I 

evam pral}ava sarilyuktarh praJ}am eva samabhyaset 
dasa-krtvas-tri-savaJJaJiJ masad arvag jitanilalJ 
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Translation 

In this way one should carefully practice priQayiima and 
pronounce Oiilk.ira ten times; three times daily; at sunrise, noon and at 
sunset. If one follows this rule on a regular basis their life air will come 
under control in about one month. 

Purport 

Even though we as Vai�r;i.ava devotees call the pniJJayama 
system a temporary and mechanical process, Lord Kr�r:i.a states that if 
one practices this complicated procedure three times daily , going 
through ten cycles of the process each time, they will be able to control 
the life air in about a month. Even though it only controls the mind 
temporarily, it works, which is why many yogis practice it. 

Texts 36-37 

tt(1ozs(lif\q�:� I 
- \tthfUfth'( l l �� l l  

thfUfif\Fiil � ��4iq•;ftfd(Ht<'( I 
tlffiq� � � � 'Qti�IM{'i'( l l ��l l 

hrt-pu!Jifarikam anta}J-stham urdhva-naJam adho-mukham 
dhyiitvordhva-mukham unnidram 8$fa-patrali1 sakan:1ikam 

karJJikayiilil nyaset siirya-somam-agnin uttarottaram 
vahni-madhye smared nlpam mamaitad dhyiina-maligalam 

Translation 

Then one should meditate, thinking that the heart is a lotus 
situated upside down with its stem above the flower and the flower 
facing downward. Then one should meditate on the flower until it is 
turned right side up with eight petals on the bloom. In the whirl of this 
lotus there is a soft cushion upon which one after another, the sun, moon 
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and fire should be invited to sit. Then placing Me inside the fire one 
should meditate on Me as an auspicious form to meditate on. 

Purport 

In the yoga system the heart is compared to a blossomed lotus 
flower, on which the Lord is seated in the center of it and is the focus of 
meditating yogis. The Lord's devotees also meditate on the Lord within 
the heart while chanting the gayatri mantras three times a day. When 
devotee's chant japa on beads they meditate on the Lord 's pastimes like 
Lord Kp�i,a playing the flute with His consort, Srimati Radharaoi , 
whereas yogis meditate on the four-armed form of the Lord seated on 
the lotus in the heart. Before a yogi is properly focused on the Lord they 
find the lotus upside down, but upon further meditation the lotus turns 
right side up, upon which the sun-god, moon-god, and fire-god are 
invited to sit; and inside the fire the Lord is seen by the yogi as a bright 
auspicious personality. 

Texts 38-40 

� � � � I 
�ilt��<414 �4i<fH.Ji �NMd'f l l �c l l 

�+tl"i<:fiOfN��\lji(.+l<:fi(g\O\S&;'{ I 
�'likf\ €1"i!\t'!:U4 �'ilf.14\d"i'{ l l �<{ t l  

il\4�51'- I 
"G,(fq&;�(tll� � � I 
qii f <4\-0 C!4iC! 4i4ift! \{-;i'131 c%:t'qd'{ I I �o I I 

samariI prasantariI sumukhariI dirgha-caru-caturbhujam 
sucaru-sundara-grivam sukapolam sucismitam 
samana-kan;ia vinyasta-sphuran makara-kwxla/am 
hemambarariI ghanasyamariI srivatsa-sriniketanam 

salikha-cakra-gada--padma-vanam;i/a-vibht1$itam 
ntlpurair vi1asat-padam kaustubha-prabhaya yutam 

dyumat kirita kataka kati-stltraligadayutam 
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Translation 

My form for meditation is very gentle, cheerful and perfectly 
constructed. It has four beautiful long arms, a very beautiful neck, 
beautifully raised cheeks, a beautiful sweet smile, both ears are level 
from which bright glowing shark-shaped earrings nicely hang, the 
physical complexion is the color of rain filled clouds and this form wears 
yellowish-gold silk garments. On the left of His chest is the Srivatsa 
mark and on the right side is the mark of Lak$midevi and He holds a 
conch, disc, club and lotus in His hands, and a garland of forest flowers 
hangs from His neck. His two lotus feet are decorated with ankle bells 
and the glittering Kastubha gem hangs from His neck. He is adorned 
with an effulgent crown, bracelets, a belt and armlets decorate His body, 
everything worn in its proper place. 

Purport 

Lord Kpma in His two-armed form is called jnana-mudra, 
meaning bent in three places; with the Lord's head tilted and thus His 
ears are not level, whereas in His four-armed Narayai:ia form He stands 
erect with His head straight and thus His ears are level. Here Lord Kr�i:ia, 
the topmost authority describes the decorations on His four armed form, 
which yogis meditate on in their heart. The Lord is the object of medi
tation and He is fully decorated and standing in a cheerful mood. 

Text 41 

qqf•ii"'G\ � gq1&i1'-4�tu1'{ I 
� qQ\it1 ir.it � 1 1�, l l  

sarvaliga-sundaram hrdyam prasada-sumukhek$aJJam 
sukumaram abhidhyayet sarvalige$U mano dadhat 

Translation 

The beauty of this whole body is very captivating to the heart 
and the sweet smiling beautiful face showers unlimited mercy. One 
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should meditate on this youthful delicate form of Mine and focus the 
mind on each and every limb of it. 

Purport 

Man is made in the image of God, thus many people think the 
Lord is very old and maybe needs a cane to walk, but such people do not 
understand that the Lord never gets old, even though He created the 
first living being in the creation. He is ever fresh. As stated in the 
Brahma Sarhhita, nava yauvanam ca, The Lord is ever fresh and always 
looks to be about sixteen years of age." In every picture of the Lord He 
is depicted having a delicate youthful form, with no sign of facial hair. 
Lord Kp;i:ta told Uddhava to meditate on each and every limb of this 
delicate form of His. 

Texts 42-43 

�f�tuoftf�41?.fl<fr �SS� (pR: I 
� � 'dti:: go1r.9+t� �: l l'ls'�l l 

� \Fi�N4' N*i'11$'214i'if � I 
.. 1�1f.t N'it�Cl 1fl': 41f�a l11'l�"4j\t:t'( l l 'ls'�l l 

indriyaJJindriyarthebhyo manasa "kr$ya tan manab 
buddhya sarathina dhiralJ praJJayen mayi sarvatafJ 

tat sarva-vyapakam cittam akryaikatra dharayet 
nanyani cintayed bhiiya/1 susmitam bhavayen-mukham 

Translation 

A sober person should retract their mind from the sense objects 
and using their charioteer-like intellect should fix their mind on all the 
limbs of My transcendental form. Then withdraw the mind back from 
the limbs of My transcendental body and focus it only on meditating on 
My beautiful smiling face. 
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Purport 

Mind is the cause of bondage and liberation. As stated in the 
Bhagavad Gita , atmaiva by ;:itmano bandhur atmaiva ripur atmana/1, 
"The mind is a friend of a conditioned soul and an enemy as well." The 
Katha Upani�ad states, mana/1 eva manU$Y81Jam karaIJar:iJ bandha 
mok$ayo/1, "Mind is the cause of bondage for a person and the cause of 
their liberation as well." In other words, if the mind is engaged in sense 
objects it causes the bondage of rebirth and death; whereas if the mind is 
detached from sense objects and engaged in serving the Lord it is the 
cause of liberation. The Lord here advises yogis to reach Samadhi 
(trance) they should first meditate on His limbs and afterward retract 
their concentration from them, and focus the mind solemnly on His 
smiling face. 

Text 44 

(pf � f-C4'dqlifl"4 � � I 
4HHR N""1�q �: �f\iid l4M�"'j\�'{ 1 1��1 1 

tatra labdha-padar:iJ cittam 8kf$ya vyomni dharayet 
nanyani cintayed bhuya/1 susmitam bhavayen mukham 

Translation 

After the mind becomes fixed on the face it should be 
withdrawn and fixed on the sky. By relinquishing focus one should 
become established in Me and think of nothing besides Me. 

Purport 

The Lord is here teaching how to sever the last catch of maya by 
relinquishing the idea of · I  am a yogi and my goal is meditation.' When 
this notion is given up a spontaneous relationship with the Lord develops 
in the heart and the long forgotten relationship with Him is revived. At 
that point a devotee is advised to begin focusing on the sky, meaning to 
focus on the subtle transcendental form of the Lord. As stated in the 
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Siddhiinta Pradipa, citta.tiJ vyomni vyoma vat silk$ma-riipe dharayet, 
"When the Lord states that one should focus on the sky, He means to fix 
one's mind on the sky-like subtle form of the Lord." 

Text 45 

� �q1f�aqfdqlit<:f1(+11'1'11(+1f..t I 
� � �€11(+11' �RtWlRtfil 4ya'( l l)t'1 l l  

eva.tiJ samahita-matir mameviitmiinam iitmani 
vica$fe mayi sarviitmanjyotir-jyoti$i samyutam 

Translation 

In this way, when the mind becomes totally fixed on Me, the 
yogi is like a light connected to the source of light and thus unites with 
Me and experiences Me within him.self, and experiences his own self 
within Me, the Supreme Soul of all souls. 

Purport 

Just as sunrays are always connected to the sun, similarly a 
person that becomes totally fixed on the Lord becomes united with the 
Supreme Lord. The Krama Sandarbha states, samyutam nityasritam iti 
anvaya}J, "When the statement 'unites with Me,' is used it indicates 
remaining eternally dependent on the mercy of, and under the shelter of 
the Lord." 

Text 46 

dhyiinenettha.tiJ sutivrel}a yufijato yogino manal; 
samyasyaty asu nirval}am dravya-jfiiina-kriya bhramal; 
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Translation 

Any yogi who meditates in this way with extreme concentration 
and engages the controlled mind on Me, bewilderment caused by varie
gated worldly things, knowledge about material things, and the urge to 
obtain them quickly vanish. 

Purport 

Lord Kr::;i:ia states in the Bhagavad Gita, abhyasena tu kaunteya 
vauraj'iiena ca grhyate, "It is very difficult to control the restless mind 
but, 0 Kaunteya , it is possible by constant practice and detachment." 
The Niti Sastra states, abhyasa sariIJi vidya, "By repeatedly practicing 
one becomes perfect in that field, and when any work in that field is 
undertaken it is successfully done." When a yogi performs meditation , in 
due course he becomes perfect and is able to strictly concentrate on the 
Lord in his meditation; in this way he reaches Samadhi or trance. Lord 
Kr::;Qa here speaks about the stage of Samadhi where a yogi becomes 
completely free from craving material things and thus stops all material 
activities. In this stage the yogi does not care about troubles that arise 
from the body like fever or other illnesses; problems arising from the 
mind like anxieties or mental sickness; problems arising from other living 
entities like mosquitoes, snake bites etc.; problems arising from the 
demigods like hurricanes, tidal waves, earth quakes etc. ; thus he remains 
free from bewilderment and becomes eligible to obtain liberation. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Fourteen of the Srimad Bhagavatam, in the matter of, Superiority of 
Devotional Service. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
============ 





All glories to Sri Guru and Gauriitiga 

Chapter Fifteen 

Description of Mystic Yoga Perfections 

Text 1 

� 
f�(if;c;�� ¥� Pita<41q� �: I 
� �� \3qrafdf� �: m 1 1  

sri bhagavan uvaca 
jitendn'yasya yuktasya jitasvasasya yoginafl 
mayi dhlirayatas ceta upati$fhanti siddhayalJ 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, after a yogi conquers his 
senses, mind and the breathing processes and becomes steadily fixed on 
Me, many kinds of mystic powers come to him. 

Purport 

This chapter picks up where the last one left off, with Lord 
Kr�r:ia telling Uddhava when a yogi is fixed in meditation on Him they 
reach a state of trance where they first receive eight supernatural 
external perfections namely; a(1ima (the ability to become as small as an 
atom); laghima (the power to become extremely light at will); prapti (the 
power to obtain anything they desire); prakamya; (an irresistible will that 
no one in this world can resist); mahima (ability to increase in size at 
will); isita (power to produce things out of thin airy); vasita (the power of 
having fascinating control over his self and others); and kamavasayita 
(power to fulfill their desire and to control their desire as well) .  A yogi in 
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trance obtains these eight perfections, but these are stumbling blocks on 
the path to perfection because these external powers cause a yogi to 
become proud and thus lose sight of the Lord in their heart. But if the 
yogi is careful in their meditation they avoid using these perfections and 
stay in meditation until they meet the Lord. 

Text 2 

� �  
� 'tll\Olill €filf\4(( q\� f�f4\i;g<1 I 
m � � � mfl1;(1 f\trt� � 1 1� 1 1 

uddhava uvaca 
kaya dharal)aya kasvit katham-svit siddhir acyuta 
kati va siddhayo briihi yoginam siddhido bhavan 

Translation 

Uddhava said, 0 infallible Lord KtlQa, which process of medi
tation should be followed to achieve the various mystic perfections. 
Because You are the Personality who bestows all perfections to yogis, 
please narrate these things to me. 

Purport 

A Spiritual Master authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures is 
the human manifestation of the Supreme Lord. Just as the Supreme 
Lord is full of all knowledge, similarly an authentic Spiritual Master is 
very well versed in the spiritual knowledge needed to reach the spiritual 
world; therefore just as a person would be meek and humble if he/she 
saw God. they should behave similarly before an authentic Spiritual 
Master. Just as Uddhava is humbly asking questions to his Spiritual 
Master, a disciple should humbly inquire from their Spiritual Master; and 
just as Uddhava is glorifying the Lord while inquiring, a disciple should 
glorify and serve the Spiritual Master with full faith so he imparts full 
knowledge. If the disciple has the right attitude while asking the Guru 
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questions, Supersoul will reveal the answers through the mouth of an 
authentic Spiritual Master. Thus, because Uddhava is such a disciple, 
Lord �J)a will reveal everything about yoga to him. 

Text 3 

� 
f\4J;4iS� Vra;t' 'tAl(Oi14!•1q1(�: I 
a1q1qtJI � � T'l�d�: 1 1� 1 1  

sri bhagavan uvaca 
siddhayo '$tadasa prokta dhiraJJi yoga-paragai}J 
tasam a$fau mat-prad.hana dasaiva guoa-hetava}J 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, the great masters of mystic yoga 
proclaimed that there are eighteen kinds of mystic perfections, and of 
them eight mainly focus on Me and thus are considered primary per
fections. The remaining ten are secondary because they are obtained by 
the development of the material mode of goodness. 

Purport 

The masters of mystic yoga like Lord Siva, the four Kumaras, 
Narada Muni and many others who are accepted as authorities on yoga 
have described the eighteen categories of yoga. Because Lord Kr�t:ia is 
all-perfect and is the Master of all the masters of mysticism, the eight 
perfections of the eighteen that reside in Him are perfect and considered 
the primary perfections. The Lord is fully transcendental, therefore these 
eight yogic systems are also transcendental. The other ten yogic systems 
are secondary perfections because they involve the material mode of 
goodness. 
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Texts 4-5 

3TfUTin' � 'ld�N•U !llftaR:f.c;�: I 
!At€fit� �asti!! !tlnhli\Ot41n:ta1 mm 

!!Oi�qafl � tl?flt'i\a�€4�fd I 
� if �= � 3itet�(qfuq:;1 1«rr: 1 1 '1 1 1  

al)ima mahima miirter laghima praptir indriyai}J 
prakamyariJ sruta-d.T$fC$U sakti-preral)am Isita 
gu!JC$V asaligo vasita yat-kamas tad avasyati 
eta me siddhaya}J saumya 8$favautpattika mataJ; 

Translation 

11 .15.5 

The first three of the eight mystic perfections; aQima, mabima 
and lagbima, belong to the body. The mystic perfection prapti siddbi 
belongs to the senses; prikamya belongs to the mind and by its power 
one can acquire anything they want. By the power of iiita siddbi one can 
manipulate the activities of maya. By the power of vasita siddbi one is 
unimpeded by sense objects even though they are surrounded by many 
of them and by the power of kamavaiayita siddbi one can reach the 
highest level of all kinds of desired happiness. 0 gentle Uddhava, these 
eight kinds of mystical perfections reside in Me naturally and I award 
them to the qualified yogi. 

Purport 

The powers of these eight mystical perfections are incredible 
and a yogi who has received them can perform wondrous feats. For 
example, a yogi who has received the mystic perfection of 'al)ima' can 
become so small that they can pass through a stone wall; hence if they 
are locked inside a stone chamber they can get out without using the 
door. By the mystic perfection of 'mahima' a yogi can become so huge 
and heavy that no one could lift them. In the historical scripture called 
the Ramayal)a, a servant of Lord Rama named Ailgada, who had the 
face of a monkey, was insulted by Raval)a when he delivered him a 
message from Lord Rama. Jn response to the insult, in the name of Lord 
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Rama, Ail.gada declared that no one could move his foot and challenged 
anyone to move it. King Raval)a had his warriors accept the challenge 
and one-by-one they all failed. By the mystic perfection '/aghim;l a yogi 
can become very light and travel on the wind or ride on sunrays to reach 
their destination; as Hanuman did when he crossed the Indian Ocean to 
Sri Lanka, as described in the RamayaJJa. He could go anywhere at the 
speed of mind and did so, doing everything and anything to serve Lord 
Rama. This is the ideal attitude for a disciple to have, to joyfully do 
anything the Guru asks, as do great devotees like Hanuman. By the 
power of 'praptl the yogi can acquire anything from anywhere while 
sitting at one place. They do not have to fly to the sun or moon to 
experience them, but could be sitting on the ground and be able to touch 
them. By the power of 'prakamy;l a yogi can retrieve things from 
anywhere and enjoy them. By the power of 'isitS a yogi can manipulate 
maya. For example, such a yogi can effect maya is such a way he can 
make clouds form to produce rain. By the power of ' vasita' a yogi can 
control others' thus having them do things; and even though they are 
near sense objects etc. they do not disturb them. The ultimate mystic 
perfection is 'kamavasayita,' which is the power to do all these things. 
All these mystic powers reside in Lord Kr�JJa and whomever He feels fit 
to have them, He rewards them with any number of, or all of these 
mystical powers. 

Texts 6-7 

�if'(qw ttsf�i4.<'Atto1�:tf4'l I 
q;flJ;ttt: tf\l"I� 4Wil�\44:tl"1'( l l� l l  

\4��43�q14'1 \t@hl�l\Sli�:tf4'( I 
�1qq;<_:qqf\lf4;<1*11Slkc�dlilkc: 1 1� 1 1 

antlrmimattva.riJ dehe 'smin dtl.ra-sravaJJa-dadanam 
manoja vafJ kama-rtlpa.riJ para-kaya-pra vesanam 
svacchanda-mrtyur devanam saha-kri(lanudadanam 
yatha-salikalpa-sa.riJsiddhir ajiiapratihata gatil; 
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Translation 

There are ten secondary mystic powers a yogi can obtain that 
are influenced by goodness. They are becoming free from the urges of 
hunger and thirst; the ability to see things far away; the ability to hear 
things far away; the ability to physically reach wherever the mind goes; 
the ability to assume any form as needed or desired; the ability to enter 
another's body; the ability to die per their will; the ability to see the 
celestial goings-on of the demigods and celestial ladies; the ability to 
successfully fulfill vows; and the ability to make everyone everywhere 
follow his orders without hesitation. 

Purport 

Lord Rama's army of devotees who had monkey faces that 
helped Him find and rescue Mother Sita from Raval)a and fight 
Raval)a's army had these mystic powers. Until and unless a person is 
directly or indirectly rewarded any or all of these mystic powers by the 
Lord, there is no chance of anyone ever obtaining any of them. Sanka
racharya, an incarnation of Lord Siva, the master of all mystics, used a 
yogic power to obtain information not too long ago. Satikaracharya 
appeared as a Brahmai:ia 's son and at the age of eleven took the 
renounced order of life, Sanyasa. Once, after he grew up and was out 
preaching a man approached him and asked him what it felt like for a 
man to reach orgasm while copulating with a woman. Sankaracharya had 
not experienced so he asked the man to return in two weeks so the man 
left. Using his mystic power Sankaracharya entered the body of a dead 
donkey and used it to experience copulation with a female donkey, and 
had to endure many kicks from the female before completing the task. 
Thus he learned the outcome of associating with females and returned to 
his own body. After two weeks the man returned and Salikaracharya 
told him of his undesirable experience and advised against it. 

Text s 

RNii{')��+it;� � I 
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trikala-jiiatvam advandvaril para-cittady-abhijiiata 
agny-arkambu-vi.sadinaril prati$fambho 'parajaya}J 

Translation 

201 

The power to know everything from the past, present and future 
and the ability to tolerate dualities like heat-cold; the power to know 
everything going on in the minds of others; the ability to inhibit the 
function of fire, water and poison; the power to inhibit the sun's move
ment; and the power to be undefeatable by others. These five mystic 
powers are also achieved by yogis. 

Purport 

These five kinds of mystical perfections are inferior to the others 
but can be obtained by a normal person who performs austerity follow
ing yogic rules. Thus Lord K�r.ia has described three degrees of yogic 
powers; the five primary mystic perfections that are under Lord K�Qa 's 
jurisdiction; the ten secondary mystic perfections that are under the 
jurisdiction of material mode of goodness; and the five mystical powers 
for a person who performs yoga. The last five perfections are under the 
jurisdiction of demigoddesses and the spirits and are not as extraordinary 
and are generally called 'magic incantations' colloquially because they 
can be obtained without performing rigorous yoga meditation, but can 
be gotten by worshipping and meditating on demigods, demigoddesses 
or spirits. 

Text 9 

Qa1'\i1c�1a: 9 �= I 

� 'CJj(Oi'li � � � � �if514hJ lr l lQ.1 1 

etas coddesata}J prokta yoga-dharal}a-siddhayal) 
yaya dharal)aya ya syad yatha va syan nibodha me 
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Translation 

I have named the various perfections that can be achieved by 
performing the process of yoga meditation. I shall now explain to you 
what yoga meditation rewards what kind of perfection and how that 
perfection is received. Please listen. 

Purport 

To perform any kind of action the mind and body must work 
together. Without the mind's help nothing could be done physically. 
When a person meditates to obtain a yogic perfection, the mind is used 
to help the soul concentrate on the Lord, and the Lord is about to 
describe what process results in a particular perfection and how one can 
use the mind to obtain it. 

Text 10 

l(<1Ci(�l(+4f.f � � 'tAl<f4;:q"1: I 

31f01q1"1•Micfifa (1;:qlifN1qil 1A' 1 1 10 1 1 

bhtlta-sl1k$mlitmani mayi tanmatram dharayen manalJ 
al)imanam avapnoti tan-matropasako mama 

Translation 

A person who meditates on My subtle form that pervades in all 
subtle elements and fixes his mind on that very subtle form obtains the 
perfection called anima. 

Purport 

The form of the Lord that is smaller than the smallest is 
paramiitmii (Supersoul), which has four arms and is even seated inside 
the minutest of things, the atom. The Lord rewards a yogi who meditates 
on this form with the perfection called 'al)ima siddhi,' which empowers 
them to become smaller than an atom by using this power. Thus, a yogi 
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who possesses a(1ima siddhi can travel through stone or even through a 
mountain. 

Text 11 

'1'1<"'<m'"l;:qp"' lit �� ir.:il' � I  
'lf�'ll"'1'1""11'41fd l@Rl" 'if �� �� l l n l l  

mahaty-atman-mayi pare yatha sarilstham mano dadhat 
mahimanam a vapnoti bhlltanam ca prthak prthak 

Translation 

A person who meditates on Me, thinking that total material 
energy 'mabat-tattva' exists inside Me in a particular supernatural way, 
obtains the mystic perfection called 'mabima.' And by contemplating 
each individual material element with the mind they will know their 
greatness, which is also a perfection of 'mahima.' 

Purport 

It is stated in Vedic literature that the mahat-tattva is larger than 
the universe and is an external form of the Lord. A yogi who meditates 
on this gigantic universal form of the Lord receives the mystic power of 
'mahima. ' But devotees of Lord Krsna whose sole goal is to please Him 
have little interest in such features of the Lord, which is why devotees 
are said to be transcendental to yogis' perfections. As stated in the 
Nyaya Sastra, jagad vyapara varjanam, "Devotees of the Lord relinquish 
all material activities that relate to the body and mind and engage in 
devotional service to please the Lord, which is why their position is 
described as transcendental to this world." 

Text 12 

q <'II '1fl ii m 1@r.fr � (:>:!ii 41_ I 
411 (Ji c::t. �I ¢fr m-ift' (Jiffoi 'I 1"1 'I ""11941 (f I I  H.  I I  
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paramiil)u-maye citta.riJ bhiltanam mayi raiijayan 
kala-sllk$m8rthata.riJ yogi Jaghimanam avapnuyat 

Translation 

11.15.13 

A yogi meditating on Me with the conviction that all atoms in all 
the material elements are My subtle forms, thus fixes his mind on Me 
realizes the minute atomic substance 'time,' and receives the mystic 
perfection called 'laghima.' 

Purport 

All the five material elements, earth, water, fire and air consist 
of atoms. Atoms are very minute and individually considered practically 
weightless. A knowledgeable yogi knows that all the universes are under 
Lord Kr�i:ia's domain, that they are made of atoms, and that nothing 
exists without Lord Kr�r.ia. Therefore they meditate on atoms, with the 
conviction that they are Kr�i:ia and thus receive the mystic perfection 
called 'Jaghima,' that empowers them to become very light; and this 
siddhi also allows them to exist beyond their predetermined lifespan. 

Text 13 

� 'i��<1#1 ir.i'r 4'l'llMS� I 
qqf.;;:a101t+ii(+i8l � \llcflfd i:r;q;rr: l lHll 

dharayan mayy aha.riJ tattve mano vaikarike 'khilam 
sarvendriya1pim atmatva.riJ prapti.riJ prapnoti manman;i/J 

Translation 

A person who thinks 'ego in the mode of goodness' is My form 
and completely fixes their mind in meditation on that form becomes the 
ruler of all his senses; and thus attains the mystic power called 'prapti.' 
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Purport 

The Supreme Lord possesses unlimited potencies and has 
unlimited powers; and the Lord rewards anyone that fixes their mind on 
Him with single-pointed intellect the mystic s1ddhi called 'prapti,' which 
is the ability to rule the senses, thereby empowering the person to obtain 
anything from anywhere without having to go there to get it. Not only 
this, but a yogi who possesses 'prapti can even control other living 
entities senses, thereby making them act as he wants. 

Text 14 

+:f@("»•m:qf.t <f: � �t<t."'lf4 '41'1\1'{ I 
!lllffll� q1(q®J it �St:Q'd'>-;t"'l"i: 11 1� 1 1  

mahaty atmani yalJ sutre dharayen mayi manasam 
prakamyam paramethyam me vindate 'vyakta-janmanalJ 

Translation 

A person who fixes his mind on My unperceivable Supersoul 
form that presides over mabat-tattva, from whom the thread-like cease
less life-air is born, obtains the mystic perfection called 'prikimya,' by 
which he can obtain any enjoyable thing he wishes. 

Purport 

The mystic perfection 'prakamy;i' is influenced by the Lord's 
working potency, which is why a yogi with this siddhi can obtain even the 
most enjoyable material things he wants to satisfy his senses. One may 
wonder how a yogi can obtain the highest material thing. In answer the 
Bhavartha Dipika states, avyaktaj janma yasya tasya sutrasya, "He 
obtains everything, including the best thing in this creation by the help of 
the Lord's unperceivable manifestation, who extends His thread-like 
connection of life-air to a yogi so he can grasp fruitive activities." Just as 
thread connects all the jewels of a necklace, similarly a yogi is able to 
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obtain desirable things by controlling the senses of others through his 
thread-like life-air connection to them. 

Text15 

� � m � 4'1(';�EI� I 
� �f.tl('<:l•'Mit4'tfd tfl'it*1tfl'itif1�41'{ 111�11 

vi$1J8U try-adhifrare cittalil dharayet kala-vigrahe 
sa isitvam avapnoti k$efrajiia-k$etra codanam 

Translation 

A person who thinks of Me as the Master of the external energy 
that consists of the three modes and meditates on My V�1;1u form, who 
acts as all devouring time, obtains the power of 'iiitva,' by which he can 
control and direct other living entities as he likes. 

Purport 

The yogic ability to control other living entities stated here does 
not indicate occupying the post of Lord Brahma, the creator of this 
universe, because Lord Brahma controls the whole creation, in which 
control of the living entities in the universe is included. But a yogi with 
isita siddhiis able to control the bodily actions and desires of other living 
entities. Here the name Vi�i:iu refers to Supersoul with four arms; who 
functions as the prime mover, and controller of atoms in every way; and 
as time, and as everything in the past, present, and future, in this creation. 

Text16 

-11\t�� rt{h�R� lf �lit�<IG!ll�d I 
l1-fr � � qitt qf.t1a1fii�t(( 111�11 

narayal}e turiyakhye bhagavac chabda-sabdite 
mano mayy adadhad yogi mad-dharma vasitiim iyat 
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Translation 

A yogi who engages his mind in meditating on My Narayal)a 
form, who is situated beyond the three modes of material nature and is 
famous as the Supreme Lord, develops My natural qualities and thus 
obtains the mystic perfection called 'vasita.' 

Purport 

A yogi is a person who can control his senses properly in all 
circumstances from all material objects. As stated in the Patafijali 
YogasOtra, dr$fiinusravikii vi$aya vitmJasya vasikiir san/fiii vairiigyam, 
"One who controls the hankering desire for the sense objects that are 
directly seen with their eyes, heard about from someone else, or thought 
about within the mind and controls his senses, reaches the platform of a 
detached person." The Lord is situated beyond the stages of wakefulness, 
dreaming and deep sleep, which is why He is called turiya, meaning He is 
situated on the fourth stage of spiritual existence because He is the 
supreme consciousness. He is also called NarayaQa, because as Maha
vi�JJU He rests on the water He created. Lord Narayal,la and Lord 
Mabavi�J.lU are one and the same and He is also addressed as Bhagavan. 
According to the Vyakaral,la Sastra the segment 'bhaga' from the word 
Bhagavan stands for opulence, and the segment 'van' stands for one who 
possesses it; therefore the Lord is addressed as Bhagavan because He 
possesses unlimited opulence. As stated in the Parasara Smruti: 

ai5varyasya samagrasya viryasya yasasal) sriyal) 
/iiana vairagyayos caiva $8JJJJiiri1 bhaga itira!Jii 

"The Lord possesses all wealth, all beauty, all fame, all 
knowledge, all strength and all renunciation, which is why He is 
addressed as Bhagavan, or the Supreme Lord." 

Text 17 

f.rTTt' � � � � ir.:1': I 
q(+:t1:t"Gq11•:ftfd <:pf �S<4�t'"ld m�ll 
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nirgw;ie brahmaJJi mayi dharayan visadaril manalJ 
paramiinandam iipnoti yatra kamo 'vasiyate 

Translation 

11.15.18 

Anyone who has purified their mind and fixes it on the Brahman 
form, which is My impersonal manifestation, obtains the mystic perfe
ction called 'kamavasayita,' which is the greatest kind of happiness. All 
desires of a yogi are completely fulfilled by obtaining this stage of siddhi. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�i:ia's physical effulgence is called Brahman; and a 
person following this path is called a 'miiyiiviidi' or a 'brahmaviidi' or an 
impersonalist. This class of people engage in the worship of the Lord's 
impersonal effulgence and if they become perfect in their way of worship 
then, at death, merge in the Brahman effulgence which is called Brahma
leen. One may wonder what is the situation of yogis who engage their 
purified mind meditating on the impersonal feature of the Lord? In 
answer the Kr�na Sandarbha states, brahma sayujyam api siddhi ma dhye 
gal}itam, "Merging in the Brahman effulgence is counted as one of the 
mystic perfections listed by Lord Kr�i:ia." Therefore 'kamavasayit§ and 
merging in the effulgence of the Lord are said to be equal and all the 
desires are fulfilled for a yogi who attains this siddhi. Thus they have no 
more desires to fulfill. 

Text 18 

4asflqqJ'1 m � wtirit � 1 
'fll<"'!!>ij(�&t'i � c:r:�<f�al �: l l�cl l 

sveta-dvipa-patau cittaril suddhe dharma-maye mayi 
dhiirayan-chvetataril yliti $8diinni-rahito naralJ 

Translation 

The Lord of Svetadvipa is the personification of all purity and is 
the upholder of religious principles. One who meditates on this form 
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becomes free from the six waves of material disturbance and obtains the 
stage of pure existence. 

Purport 

Svetadvipa is the island where Lord Mahavi�QU resides and is 
located on the northern side of the Milk Ocean. It is thirty two thousand 
miles above Mount Sumera, which is made of gold and is inaccessible to 
sinners and it supports heaven, keeping it in place. The inhabitants of 
Svetadvipa are sinless, do not possess material senses, do not eat food 
and are rich with transcendental knowledge. They have a white 
complexion, have four arms and their bodies give off a constant 
fragrance. 

After mentioning the eight kinds of perfections, Lord Kr�Qa 
speaks about the Lord of Svetadvipa, who is a portion of the plenary 
portion of Lord Kr�Qa. A person who meditates on this Lord becomes 
free from all miseries and becomes situated above the three modes of 
material nature. The six waves of material disturbance that disturb the 
living entities in this world are hunger, thirst, birth, death, lamentation 
and illusion. 

Text 19 

qw1€4\1�11<+tf.t � � f]tq���"l I 
d "ifN<!ilW l@r.1T m CfRf: 'j on ('Q \TI II,� I I 

ma yy iikiisiitmani priiJJe manasii gho$am udvahan 
tatropalabdhii bhtltiinfim hamso vacal} smoty asau 

Translation 

I am the collective soul of all, known as the personification of 
life in the sky. Anyone who meditates on Me in this form, which emits an 
extraordinary sound vibration obtains a purified stage of perfection 
whereby he can hear and understand the sounds of entities in the sky. 
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Purport 

The allegory of the sky for the Lord indicates that the Lord is all 
pure and perfect. As the sky covers everything, similarly the Lord, as 
Supersoul, collectively lives in every moving and nonmoving entity. An 
individual soul knows about his own body, but the Lord, as Supersoul,  
knows about everyone's bodies. As stated in the Bhagavad Gita, 
k$Ctrajiiaril capi mam viddhi sarva k$etre$U, "Also understand Me to be 
the knower of all bodies." With this quality the Lord is called all
pervading. By focusing on this Lord, meditating on His transcendental 
vibration, the yogi receives a mystical perfection that gives them the 
ability to hear and understand the speech of those who inhabit the sky. 

Text20 

ifEd�tef\ 4!f\:;:Q ?OIECIVIN � I 
lfl' <l'=iJ 1f.fqT � � � �"tMEqj II� Oii 

cak$US-tVa$fari sarilyojya tva$faram api cak$U$i 
mam tatra manasa dhyayan visvam pasyati silk$madrk 

Translation 

Anyone who unites his eyes with the shining sun, and unites the 
shining sun with his eyes and meditates on Me with their mind fixed on 
Me, achieves powerful subtle vision, by which they are able to see the 
whole world from far away. 

Purport 

The two eyes of a human being represent the sun and moon. 
The right eye is called Jyoti (brilliance of the sun) and the left eye is 
called /yotsna (reflection of the sun on the moon). According to the 
Ayurveda one should neither look directly at the sun or the moon with 
the naked eye; but should use a protective shield of some kind to do so. 
But powerful yogis that are on the spiritual platform directly look at the 
bright sun and in due course they are able to stare at the sun without 
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blinking their eyes. In this state they meditate on the Lord and in due 
course they receive a subtle visual power that enables them to see the 
whole world without traveling anywhere. 

Text21 

lRl 1'fu 4j4<fl«t ���I 
� d"ifl(+ll � � lf.{: 11�i11 

mano mayi susarhyojya dehariJ tad anu vayuna 
mad-dhara(Janubhavena tatratmfi yatra vai manafJ 

Translation 

A yogi should unite his body, mind and his life air in Me and 
then meditate on Me. If he does this he obtains a special power of being 
able to instantly reach anyplace he decides to go. 

Purport 

Uniting with the Supreme Lord rewards inconceivable super
natural powers. Not very long ago this power was experienced by many 
spiritualists in Vrindaban, India. Wherever they needed to go they did 
not need to take a vehicle to reach there, they simply reached there, 
because they had received the mystical perfection called 'manojavafJ.' 

Text22 

�lR' \3q1�14 ����I 
� lf�""141(�q "ftfllliif(Ji'il�: 11��11 

yadfi mana upfidfiya yad yad nipariJ bubhii$ati 
tat tad bhaven-mano-riipariJ mad-yoga-balam fisrayalJ 
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Translation 

When a yogi decides to take a form of a particular demigod he 
contemplates that very form within his mind and transforms himself into 
that form. He could do this because he absorbed his mind on Me and 
thus communicated with Me to obtain this power. 

Purport 

The power and potency of the Supreme Lord is unlimited and 
when He sees a yogi that is pure and dedicated in their meditation on 
Him. He extends a little power to that yogi by which he develops such 
supernatural power that he can assume the feature of a demigod per his 
wish. 

Text 23 

�\<f\I� fur-{ � � � � I 
fqtj fi';?.lT f.rtr<t 11fOil' �: 'f \Sl(RM(! II� �II 

parak:iyam visan s1ddha atmanariJ tatra bhavayet 
pindariI hitni viset pra110 vayu-bhuta/;J ,<ta(ialighrivat 

Translation 

If a perfected yogi desires to enter another's body he should 
contemplate that he is in that body. By doing so, his soul will adopt the 
qualities of air and enter into that body; like a bumblebee who easily 
goes from one flower to another. 

Purport 

This text refers to a yogi who has already received mystical 
power. For some reason if such a yogi wanted to bring a dead body back 
to life he could transfer his own soul into that body and live as that 
person lived prior to dying. Yogis do not ordinarily enter inside a living 
body because the body is already occupied by a soul, hence the collo-
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quial saying 'two swords cannot be placed inside one sheath.' But if two 
souls somehow occupy the same body the host soul acts like a ghostly 
haunted person, which is why people acting adverse to their nature are 
referred to as ghostly haunted. In the mortal world if a ghost (a soul 
occupying only a subtle body) occupies a living gross body, that living 
body acts abnormal. A dead body does not breathe, but a yogi can 

transfer his soul into that body by first meditating that he is entering that 
body and then do so via air; like a bumblebee flying to a different flower, 
leaving the other behind. The yogi's body resembles a dead body until he 
returns back to that body. 

Text24 

�sslfR5J � m-oT �:� 1 
� � � ;fl��;.*11'{ IR){ll 

par,'IJJya "pi(fya gudam praJ}am hrd-ura/1 kaJJfha-mOrdhasu 
aropya brahma-randhreJ}a brahma nitvotsrjet tanum 

Translation 

If a yogi decides to relinquish this world he should block his 
rectum by pressing the heel of his right foot against it; then gradually 
raise his life air from his heart to his chest, then to his throat and finally 
to his forehead. After situating the life air at the tip of his skull, called 
the brahmarandhra, a yogi should leave his body for the spiritual world 
through a crack that naturally opens at the tip of the skull. 

Purport 

Most people say a departed person has gone to heaven, but as 
spiritualists we know that only the departed person knows where he/she 
has gone; and only using Vedic knowledge can one predict the desti
nation of a departed person, based on their actions while alive. The 
Garuc,ia Purai:ia states, "If a person departs this world through their 
rectum by evacuating or from the genital by urinating they reach hell. If 
a person departs this world with an opened mouth; or departs through 
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the eyes identified by opened eyes; or through the nose identified by 
bleeding from the nostrils; or departs through the ears identified by 
bleeding through the ears they reach heaven. But at the time of death if 
a person's skull cracks open he departed through the skull and is called a 
yogi." A yogi who departs through the skull reaches the spiritual world 
or wherever he desired to go. The destination of a devotee of the Lord is 
not determined by which hole they departed the body from because they 
are not bound by any of these rules. A pure devotee stays under the care 
of the Supreme Lord Sri Kr�Qa, therefore their method of departure 
from this world does not affect their destination-reaching the abode of 
Lord Km1a. 

Text25 

N��1' \j<l�<g ���I 
� ;(iqfdfdf.d �'?"i�Rl: \j(fWtt: 1 1�'1 1 1  

vihari$yan surakriife matstham sattvam vibhavayet 
vimane nopati$fhanti sattva-v,rtti/.1 surastriya/.1 

Translation 

If a yogi desires to enjoy in the pleasure gardens of the demi
gods he should meditate on My form as the personification of pure 
goodness. If he does so he will be approached by heavenly maidens born 
with the nature of goodness, coming by aircraft. 

Purport 

One can only fulfill the desire to enjoy with females in the 
heavenly planets if they obtain a form like a demigods' from; hence, 
birds of a feather flock together. Demigods enjoy in a celestial garden 
with heavenly females headed by Indra, the king of heaven, called 
Nandana Kanana. There are two kinds of females in heaven; the 
demigods' wives called demigoddesses; and entertaining damsels. The 
demigoddesses do not mingle with any other male other than their 
husband; but the heavenly damsels entertain anyone there with the 
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merits desirous to enjoy their company. These damsels are of three 
different natures; goodness, passion and ignorance, with each type 
having distinct natures and behavioral qualities. To achieve any of the 
various positions and facilities a yogi must meditate on a specific form of 
the Lord in order to be rewarded the mystic perfection they desire. 

Text26 

�til Yth� ii ct � lfGT <1l �: T"f.{ I 
� � 1f.tT ��� � \t'j415'it 1 1��11 

yatha-sarikalpayed budhya yada va matpara}J puman 
mayi satye mano yuiijams tatha tat samupasnute 

Translation 

Any person fully dedicated to Me with full faith that meditates 
on Me with fixed mind, knowing My purpose, is always fulfilled, 
whatever he resolves to be fulfilled, is fulfilled at that very moment. 

Purport 

This material world is not meant for a gentleman or a gentle
woman to live in. Therefore it is the duty of every gentleman and 
gentlewomen to mold their lives in a way that they become determined 
to go back to godhead, making the firm resolution to get there by 
practicing spiritual life. Unless one resolves to make it their life's mission 
to end their problem of rebirth and death by performing devotional 
service to the Lord, the material problems of life and becoming eligible 
to go back to the spiritual world will never be solved. Therefore one 
should fix their mind on the Supreme Lord under the guidance of an 
authentic Vai�l).ava Spiritual Master, so that the ultimate desire can be 
achieved. Lord Kr�Qa here states that for a person to get their desires 
fulfilled they must resolutely decide to become a sincere devotee and 
execute devotional service to Him. 
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Text27 

'lit � iuw.t'11qi �Ru<j4G11= � 1 
¢'� P:i��<1 � � <im 1l'1' 11��11 

yo vai mc'ld-bhiivam apanna isitur vasitu(l puman 
kuta.<icin na vihanyeta tasya cajiiii yathii mama 

Translation 

11.15.27 

One who focuses on Me meditating that I am the supremely 
independent supreme controller and remains absorbed in thinking of Me 
in this way, their orders cannot be counteracted, just as My orders can 
never be disobeyed by anyone. 

Purport 

The Supreme Lord never gives any orders, instructions or 
suggestions that are not written in the ancient scriptures, similarly real 
spiritualists do not speak anything which is not supported by the ancient 
scriptures. All of the Lord 's statements are called scriptures , hence all 
scriptural advice, suggestions and instructions are guidelines or pathways 
for people to use to reach the spiritual world. The scriptures were direct
ly written by Srila Yyasadeva and in them He describes the symptoms. 
behaviors, attitudes and feelings of a real devotee. Therefore one need 
not speculate about who is a pure devotee, but simply need study the 
ancient scriptures to find out how to detect a pure devotee. A pure 
devotee or an authentic Guru cannot be selected or elected by votes of 
hypocrites because a qualification of Guru is to be able to communicate 
with God. hence God chooses who He communicates with. And the 
Lord reveals who He communicates with in the ancient scriptures. Just 
as the master chooses his representative, in God's absence His represent
tative is only chosen according to His established laws written in the 
scriptures. If a devotee is recognized as authorized to function as Guru, 
his instructions will be as potent as the Lord's and thus should be fol
lowed to reach God. 
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Text 28 

41iit�I 9J4q'?"f W 4tfiHl �1<011P:f�: I 

d'Br �<:tilf�<t'T iUJ<il"'14j('(j)q�f%a1 IRcll 

mad-bfwktya .fodd/Ja-sattvasya yogino dluira1,1a-v1dab 
tasya traikaliki huddhir-janma-mrwupabrrilhitii 

Translation 

217 

By continuous meditation a yogi's intellect becomes purified 
and by the influence of his devotion to Me he becomes aware of unseen 
things, like taking birth and dying. He also becomes aware of the three 
phases of time-past, present and future. 

Purport 

A yogi who hecomes perfected by meditation obtains mystical 
powers and usually becomes aware of situations of the past, present and 
future. And if after receiving mystic power he develops devotion lo the 
Lord, his powers become like an excellent covering over something 
already very nice. His intellect becomes very keen and thus becomes 
aware of seemingly unknowable things. like aspects of his next birth; 
when, where and how he will be born; how he will die: and at what 
station or position he will be born. be it a king, a warrior etc. He will also 
know about the annihilation of the universe and when it will occur. In 
other words he becomes endowed with the power of farsightedness. 

Text 29 

� � 41:.ma111il �= 1 
imrrr� I ;;:f fird � 'lUaq 14j�4\ �m 1 1  � Q..1 1  

agny adibhir na hanyeta muner yoga-mayaril vapub 
mad-yoga-saanta-cittasya yadasam udakaril yatha 
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Translation 

Just as water does not harm aquatics in water; similarly fire, 
water and other harmful things do not harm a yogi who has subdued his 
mind by intensely absorbing it in Me, by meditating on Me. 

Purport 

By the regular practice of yoga, in due course a yogi becomes a 
perfected yogi, who thereafter concentrates on the Lord and thus their 
mind becomes completely absorbed in Him, thus negating all other 
thoughts. Such a yogi's situation in this world becomes like an aquatic in 
water. Just as an aquatic swims and dives in water with great joy and is 
not bothered by water in any way, similarly a yogi living in and enjoying 
material nature is not harmed by material nature in any way. In other 
words material nature does not harm a yogi or a devotee, but torments 
non-devotees in every way. The statement from the Nyaya Sastra, vkj8la
sisu mt1$aka nyliya, helps illustrate this point. "A cat holds her kittens so 
delicately in her mouth that they feel so much pleasure in it that they fall 
asleep; but when a cat grasps a rat in that same mouth the rat experi
ences the misery of death." Similarly, material nature deals very 
delicately and cares for real yogis and devotees, whereas she deals very 
harshly with those not yet serious on the devotional path. Anyone not 
yet a devotee should try to change himself/herself so that material nature 
takes care of them nieely. 

Everyone in this world is born helpless to the hazards of 
material nature (maya) and they are all subjected to her perils in every 
way. But material nature is afraid of a person that becomes a sincere 
devotee of the Supreme Lord, because they become His property and 
therefore she treats her master's property very nicely. There is an 
example that occurred about five hundred years ago that illustrates how 
maya protects the Lord's devotee regardless of what they may have to 
endure. At that time, a devotee of Lord Chaitanya named Haridasa 
Thakur was publicly whipped in twenty-two different market places and 
then securely bound and thrown in the Ganges to die, but the Ganges 
carried him at a distant shore where he was cared for by devotees. And 
upon their examining him they found no sign of any harm. This is a 
summary to the episode, the complete history is found in the Chaitanya 
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Charitamrta. This is  how material nature ares for the Lord's pure 
devotee, who is an advanced yogi in every way. 

Text 30 

��:I 
91:;:;uaq;io:J:faf�: 'q' tt�Gq\lPita: ll�oll 

mad-vibhiltir abhidhyayan srivatsastra-vibhl1$itab 
dh vajatapatra-vyajanail} sa bhaved aparajitab 

Translation 

A yogi who meditates on My various opulent incarnations that 
are decorated with the Srivatsa mark, that hold various weapons in their 
hands, are endowed with imperial items like flags, gorgeously orna
mented umbrellas and fans, is unconquerable in this world. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�1.1a stated in the Bhagavad Gita, te kathayisyami divya 
hy atma-vibhiltayal}, "I will tell you about My transcendental opu
lences." Of all of the Lord's opulences, His manifestations as Vasudeva 
and Lord Rama are the Lord Kr�1.1a's direct manifestations. Although 
Lord Kr�1.1a Himself stated, rama/J sastra-bhrtam aham, "Among weapon 
wielders I am Rama," and Vf$1Jfnam vasudevo'smi, "Among all the 
Vr�JJiS I am Vasudeva." Lord �JJa who appeared as the son of 
Vasudeva and Lord Rama are considered to be Lord Kr�1.1a's direct 
opulences by great spiritual teachers. Of all of the Lord's opulences, 
these two are decorated with Srivatsa marks on their chests and are 
endowed with royal flags, umbrellas, whisks and fans, which is why they 
are considered as direct manifestations and not opulences. There are 
many other opulent incarnations of the Lord who appeared in the 
material world decorated with Srivatsa marks who hold weapons in their 
hands and there are unlimited manifestations in the spiritual world as 
well, some of whom are described in the scriptures. A yogi who medi-
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tates on these opulences with fixed mind obtains the power of heing 
unconquered by any human being. 

Text 31 

",j'-ll�"h� � �f\1JTm �: I 

�: �� \34fate•;4:HTI�<1: ll�rn 

upasakasya mam eva yoga-dhara(1aya muneh 
siddhaya/J pfirva-kathita upatfsfhanty asesata/J 

Translation 

A thoughtful yogi who worships Me and concentrates on Me 
with fixed mind through yoga meditation certainly fully receives all the 
mystic perfections that I have described. 

Purport 

Here the context of the word upasaka (worshiper) is important 
to understand. Yogis usually meditate by focusing their mind on the 
Lord, whereas direct worship of the Lord is physically performed by the 
Lord's devotees in a favorable mood to please Him. The Padaratnavali 
states, upiisakasya upasanay;i prthak prthak aparok5ikr1:1 dbiiranayabhi/J, 
"There are many different categories of meditating with full concen
tration on the different forms of the Lord, which are indirect ways of 
worshipping the Lord." That is why the Lord states He certainly rewards 
yogis that meditate on Him full mystic powers. 

Text 32 

f,,;iaf;;;�� �I�� f:it<'l�l�l(+t;il �: I 

ifJ;l(U{I 'Jrn«J: � W �: � llH.11 

;itendriyasya dantasya jita-svasatmano munelJ 
mad-dharanam dharay:Ua/J ka sa siddbi(J sudurlab/Ja 
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Translation 

For anyone who has conquered all their senses, mind, and life 
air, remains self-controlled and always meditates on My personal form, 
what mystic power can remain difficult for them to obtain? 

Purport 

Here Lord Kr�r:ia indicates that a yogi need not observe all the 
yogic processes described to obtain the desired results of all of them, but 
they can be gotten by observing one of them. With the condition that all 
of the yogi's senses, mind , and life air must be under his control and he 
must remain self-controlled, because this is the only way to truly 
meditate . The statement mad-dharal}am (meditating on My personal 
form) indicates to the answer of a question a person may ask, 'please tell 
one concrete process to follow by which all mystic perfections can be 
received.' In answer the Siddhanta Pradipa explains, sarva}J siddhay,1 
sulabhiifJ syur mama sarvesv,uasya yadukule 'vatir(lasya dhara�uiriJ mad
dharaJJiim, "All categories of mystic perfections become easily obtaina
ble by one that meditates on Lord Kr�na's personal form, who appeared 
in the Yadava Dynasty, because He is the source of all incarnations and 
manifestations. This is the actual meaning of the Lord's saying ·medi
tates on My personal form .... 

Text33 

3t•'<Hl\!<U1 ���di :gs;iJ1 4Pl'j*1tf"l 
� �iqo"''""� '"ht(?lmqo1�dq= m�11 

a11tarayan vadanty eta yuiijato yogam uttamam 
ma ya sampadyamiinasya ka/a-k$apaIJa hetava(I 

Translation 

Greatly learned sages that perform expert devotional service, 
which is the true supreme yoga, state that the yogic process described 
here by Me are actually impediments on the path of devotional service, 
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because by following such yogic processes their valuable time would be 
wasted. 

Purport 

All the yogic processes spoken by Lord Krsna listed in this 
chapter are all perfect because they were spoken by Lord K�i:ia to His 
pure devotee, Uddhava. Lord Kf$Q.a's words are never futile, but 
different statements are meant for different people. Hence there are 
statements and processes meant for those not yet qualified to perform 
pure devotional service directly to the Lord. Yoga has become well 
known in the world, and those who hear about it naturally becomes 
attracted to it because it originated from Lord Kr$i:ta, and He is God and 
everyone are His children. People not yet matured on the devotional 
path criticize yoga processes and think lowly about demigods, whereas a 
knowledgeable person advanced in devotional service knows that yogic 
processes and demigod worship are meant for spiritually immature 
people who don not have sufficient merits to perform direct devotional 
service to the Lord. As Lord Kr$i:ta states: 

kife$U kofi-janma$U manusatvam 
tatrapi kofi-janma$U brJihmaJJatvam 
tatrapi kofi-janma$U va1$1Jvatvam 
tatrapi kofi-janma$U matparatvam 

"After passing millions of births in lower species like insects one 
obtains a human birth. After passing millions of normal human births 
one is rewarded a Brahmar:ia's birth. After passing millions of births in a 
Brahmai:ia dynasty one becomes a Vai$i:tava. After passing millions of 
Vai$Qava births one comes to know Me in truth and becomes completely 
absorbed in Me." 

Indicating a devotee should not take Lord Knma's words lightly 
because a devotee must pass through millions of births as a devotee to 
know Lord Kr$r:ta in truth. Lord Kf$r:ta states in the Bhagavad Gita, "Out 
of many thousands of men one may strive for perfection, and of those 
who have achieved perfection, hardly one knows Me in truth." This 
statement also indicates that only a devotee who knows Lord Kf$Qa in 
truth can function as Spiritual Master and direct other souls to liberation 
by giving them spiritual initiation. The position of Spiritual Master is 
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different from the mood of a regular devotee seriously practicing 
spiritual life and who is sincerely interested in going back to Godhead. 
Therefore one should be very careful whom one follows because 
Kaliyuga agents are everywhere; so do your best to save yourself from 
being misled. 

Text 34 

'5t....ftttfu<14"'iit�;qfq(ijf<:� �: I 
�ti ... 1cflra <rr= � ... ,�41,,,,ra � 1 1 �)!1 1 

j'anmau$adhi-tapo-mantrair yavatir iha siddhayafJ 
yogenapnoti tafJ sarva nanyair yoga -gatim vrajet 

Translation 

Whatever kind of perfections one receives in this world by 
having a good birth, taking powerful herbal medicines, performing 
austerities, or by chanting mantras can all be received by following the 
process of yoga meditation. But the ultimate liberation, reaching My 
abode, cannot be achieved without performing devotional service to Me, 
with full concentration on Me. 

Purport 

Here Lord Kpma indicates that performing unmotivated 
uninterrupted devotional service should be the goal of every human 
being. Even though following the yoga process can reward the 
practitioner the surprising ability to disappear from one place and 
appear where they desire to go, such rewards are not the ultimate goal of 
the human birth. The Patai'ljali Yogasiitra states the rewards for 
performing yoga thus , janma au$adhi tapo mantra yogaj'ti./.1 siddhayaJ;, 
"Whatever perfections are received by good birth, taking perfect herbs, 
performing austerities and/or chanting mantras can be received by 
performing yoga."  For example, because of their having earned birth in 
heaven, demigods can change the appearance of their bodies as they like, 
go anywhere they wish and get anything they want. The great sage 
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M a[ldavya M uni received perfection by continuously taking herbal 
medicine : Ravana received perfect ion by chanting mantras; and 
Visvamitra received perfection by performing austerities, but by 
performing yoga while meditating on the Lord the yogi can receive . all 
perfections like Kardama Muni did : although no yoga process can 
reward the practitioner liberation from this world or award the 
opportunity to meet Lord KrsI1a face-to-face. That is why Lord Kr�i:ia 
indicates that real yoga is that yoga which enables one to reach the 
spiritual abode where they can sport with Him face-to-face. 

Text 35 

\Mi\'11'1N f�lt14'1 �: � lJll: I 
rt �Pl\'4 \'1°R<::ll\'4 � C)lltl�lf�=tl'{ 1 1 �'1 1 1  

sarvasiim api siddhiniln1 hetub patir aharil prabbub 
aharil yogasy<l sfJiikhyasya dharmasya brahma- viidinam 

Translation 

Those learned in spiritual science have described many pro
cesses of spirituality, such as yoga meditation, philosophical study, 
religious activities and many others processes. Know that I am the only 
one who is the cause of all perfections received from performing them, 
am the protector of them, and am the Lord of them. 

Purport 

It is a fact that a person that performs yoga is freed from many 
miseries and the me thods to perform yoga are learnt from studying 
Vedic scriptures; and that religiously inclined people study Vedic 
scriptures where religious duties are expounded that are taught by 
learned sages; and that the Lord is the Master, caretaker and worship
pable persona lity of a yogi, therefore yogis indirectly serve the Lord. But 
the Lord is not only the Lord of yoga perfections, He is the Lord of 
liberation from this world as well. In other words H e  is the Lord of 
everything because everything came from Him. As He stated in the 
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Bhagavad Gita, ahariI sai-·asya prabha vao matta/.1 sanwi1 pra vartate, I 
am the source of all material and spiritual worlds. Everything emanates 
from Me.· ·  The Lord is the cause and the effect as well. As stated in the 
Brahma Samhita, govinda sarva karaJJo karwiam, " Lord Kr�i:ia, as 
Govinda, is the cause of all causes and the effect as well. " 

Text 3 6  

3i6'11?ilSS� ms�: �4&fa"11'1 I 
�m 1@TR w i!M<"'d= � (Tm m�ll 

aham atma ' i1faro b/ihyo ilavrtal; sarva-dehinam 
yatha bhutani bh0te$U bahir antal; svayariI tatha 

Translation 

Just as material elements constitute a physical body and the 
same elements also exist separately outside of the material body, 
similarly I exist within all the bodies as Supersoul and also exist outside 
of their bodies as the all-pervading Lord. I cannot be covered by any 
means. 

Purport 

Every material body , including all the lower creatures are made 
of earth , water, fire , air and ether. Maya constructs all the physical 
bodies; using earth to make flesh and skin; water to make blood ; fire to 
make bile . the fire of d igestion and the heat in the body; air to make all 
movements within the body: and by using ether she created voice and 
sounds in the body . Although all these material elements exist inside the 
body, they also exist separately outside of the body . Similarly the 
Supreme Lord, as Supersou l , exists inside all material bodies and the 
Supreme Lord also exists outside of all of them as the Supreme Lord, the 
worshippable object of everyone. As stated in the Vedanta Siitra, ariiso 
nana vyapadesad anyatba cap1; "The living entity is an infinitesimal 
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spiritual spark of the Lord and also has other relationships with Him." A 
spirit soul acts as the Lord's servant, but the soul can develop other types 
of relationships with the Lord as well, such as a friend, parent, wife etc., 
but the Lord is never affected in any situation. As stated in the 
Mahanarayai:ia Upani�ad, antar-bahis ca tat sarvariJ vyapya narayal}a]J 
sthita}J, "Lord NarayaQa pervades inside and outside of everything, and 
is also unaffected by everything." 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Fifteen of the Srimad Bhiigavatam, in the matter of, Description of 
Mystic Yoga Perfections. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
============ 



All glories to Sri Guru and Gaurailga 

Chapter Sixteen 

, 

Opulences of Lord Sri Kp�l)a 

Text 1 

� �  
� � � \tl'�114'"'iltt"ft'tql�d'l I 
\tiltt1i:tfi't lfF1r.{r �= m n  

uddha va uvaca 
tvatil brahma paramatil siik$iid anady-antam apavrtam 
sarve$8m api bhavonom trlil}a-sthity apyayodbhavab 

Translation 

Uddhava said , 0 Lord , You are the source of the Absolute 
Truth, You have no beginning or end, You are limitlessly independent, 
You are the creator, the sustainer and the destroyer of everything that 
exists. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�JJa is the source of Brahman, the effulgence of the Lord . 
At stated in the Tattva Sandarbha, jyoty abhyantare rilparh dvibhujam 
syamasundaram, "Within the Brahman effulgence the two-handed beau
tyful form of Lord Kp;t:ia that goes by name Syamasundara is found." 
Lord Kr�i:ia is the source of everything and everyone. As stated in the 
Sarartha Darsini, manusa akaratve 'pi sarva kala desa- vyapakarh ya(l 
srsty adi-karta vi$(1U/J so 'pi tvtid arhsatvat tv,1m eva, "Even though the 
Lord adopted a human-looking form, He remains the all pervading Lord 
and is, for all, at all times. He is the source of Lord Vi�i:iu, who acts as 
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the original creator of material creation, because Lord Vi�r;iu is the 
portion of His plenary portion. Sometimes Lord Kr�r:ia is also addressed 
as Lord Vi�i:iu because Lord Vi�i:iu had appeared from Him." We have 
vividly discussed what is Brahman, who is Lord Kr�r;ia, how He has no 
beginning and no end in several of our volumes in the previous Canto of 
this work. 

Text 2 

\3i£U<l�l � @�41$dl<41N: I 
\34i�d � lf1Ftr.{ � i!ltQOjj: 1 1�1 1 

uccavace$u bhl1te$U durjfleyam akrtatmabhi}J 
upasate tvam bhaga van yathatathyena br;ihma(Ja}J 

Translation 

0 Supreme Lord, You are seated within the hearts of all the 
lower and higher categories of creatures. Those people that do not 
control their mind and senses cannot understand You. Actual worship of 
You is performed by those who truly know the Vedas. 

Purport 

All the creatures including humans and demigods are born out 
of the Lord and the Lord equally resides in them as Supersoul. Wherever 
there is a soul, certainly Supersoul resides with it. Therefore those who 
say animals and birds have no soul need to refonn their ideals. Killing a 
living entity's body thus forcing the soul to untimely leave its body is a 

crime in the eyes of the supreme Lord and He deals with such criminals 
after they leave this world. The statement from the Bible, 'thou shall not 
kill' applies to all creatures, otherwise the word 'murder' would have 
been used in the original Bible instead of the word 'kill.' Anyone claim
ing to be civilized should reform their lifestyle in accordance with Vedic 
guidelines. 
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Text 3 

� � Tf � � � 4\¥1�4: I 
\34141�1: gqQ;:d 4fuf4 � � ir 1 1� 1 1  

ye$U ye$U ca bhiive$u bhaktya tvam paramars. aya}J 
upiisinafJ prapadyante salilsiddhim tad vadasva me 

Translation 

229 

Please tell me what forms and opulences great sages and saintly 
people had worshiped You, with great devotion and dedication to 
achieve perfection. I would like to hear about them. 

Purport 

Uddhava is a great devotee of the Lord and knows that without 
worshipping Him no one can achieve any benedictions. There are 
various categories of forms and worships of the Lord in this world, which 
is why Uddhava is inquiring to clear his doubts. U ddhava wants to know 
what forms the Lord adopts to prevail in this world to accept worship 
from His devotees. 

Text 4 

1@�"4<f� � � � I 
:r � 11� � � +1if%a1f4 � 1 11f l l 

gtl(iha.� carasi hhiltiitma bhiitiinarft bhilta-hhavana 
na tvam pasyanti bhiitiini pasyantam mohitani te 

Translation 

0 caretaker of all living entities, You are Supersoul of all living 
entities. You keep Yourself concaled, although You perform pastimes. 
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Although You see everyone, they cannot see You because everyone is 
bewildered by Your illusory energy. 

Purport 

Sometimes Lord Kr�i:ia directly appears taking a particular form 
for a particular situation; sometimes He appears hidden in a human
looking form; and sometimes He adopts the form of a pure devotee to 
preach His message. Hence, it is impossible to know or recognize Him 
without His blessings or the grace of the ancient Vedic scriptures. Once 
when the Lord directly appeared He took the unthinkable form of Lord 
Nrsirilhadeva, His half lion and half man form; and when He appeared as 
Lord Balaram people did not know if He was Lord Kn;i:ia 's incarnation 
in this world or not. When He appeared in the human-looking form of 
Vyasadeva, a pure devotee and Spiritual Master, people could not recog
nize him as an incarnation of Lord Kr$i:ia. And Lord Kr$i:ia Himself and 
Lord Chaitanya, both directly God, appeared at different times, were 
also concealed in human-looking forms to perform their specific 
pastimes. One must have a great amount of pious merits to recognize the 
Lord i.e. one has to perform devotional service to obtain the Lord's 
mercy and blessings to recognize Him. A scripturally authentic Spiritual 
Master is also a human manifestation of Supersoul, living as a human 
being in this world, behaving like an ordinary person and represents God 
in the form of His preacher. Uddhava is interested to know everything 
about the Lord's presence in this world from the Lord Himself. 

Text 5 

�= � � AA � � �  � � I 
-ar 'HtJ"IRt4lto:t111fia1� � -a �qc;1�q<1'f 1 1 '1 1 1  

ya/1 kasca bhiimau divi vi rasayariJ 
nbhiitayo dik$U mahavibhiite 

ta mahyam akhyahy anubhavitas te 
nanami te tirtha-padanghri padmam 
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Translation 

0 inconceivably opulent Lord, please narrate all Your opulent 
forms to me that You took when coming to earth, heaven, the subter
ranean planets, and in the directions. I pay my humble obeisance at 
Your lotus feet because they even purify holy places. 

Purport 

We have previously discusse d  that there are innumerable uni
verses in the material creation and each universe has fourteen planetary 
systems that are divided into three categories-upper, middle and lower. 
In each and every planetary system the Lord appears taking a particular 
form to perform His pastimes there. Uddhava is showing his eagerness to 
hear all about the Lord from the Lord Himself, because no one is a 
better authority to explain supernatural things unknown to mankind 
than Lord Krsi:ia. The Lord 's lotus feet are the shelter and origin of all 
the chains of disciplic succession; they are the source of all holy places on 
earth and purify them and keep them pure for everyone's benefit. The 
lotus feet of the Lord are like the ocean in whom all river-like spiritual 
traditions t ake shelter in. 

Text 6 

sri bhagaviin uvaca 
evam etad aham P!$fa!J prasnam prasna-vidam vara 
yuyutsunii vinasane sapatnair arjunena vai 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, you are the best among 
those who understand the inner meaning of questions; and this very 
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same question was asked to me by Arjuna on the battlefield of 
Kuruk�tra when he was ready to fight his rivals. 

Purport 

While speaking one should authenticate his statements by 
quoting the unbroken legacy of spiritual traditions and scriptural 
evidences. Unless this is done that speech remains inauthentic therefore 
is unacceptable for a gentleman. Arjuna is a human expansion of Lord 
Knm.a and this was known to Uddhava. Therefore quoting Arjuna in His 
discussion brings more trust in the heart of Uddhava that the knowledge 
he will hear now was accepted by all the sages and saintly people, 
because at that time Arjuna was already very well known to everyone in 
the world. 

Texts 7-8 

� #ofa�.a- � <:r�@�it 1 
ITTf1" � � �s� Jifchq;; 1 1�1 1 

� � 9;(1ttao!i�"'1 � it �: I 
� � �� � � llcl l 

jiiatva jfiati-vadhatiJ garhyam adharmatiJ rajya-hetukam 
tato nivrtto hantaham hato 'yam iti laukikaJi 
sa tada puru$a-vyaghro yuktya me pratibodhita/; 
abhyabha$ala mamevam yatha tvam raJJa-mtlrdhani 

Translation 

Arjuna, thinking like an ordinary person thought, 'I am the 
killer of those present on the battlefield and they are there to be killed 
by me,' but he knew that killing his kinsmen to obtain a kingdom is a 
greatly condemnable and irreligious act, thus he became disinterested in 
fighting. Then I enlightened that tiger among men by using logical 
arguments that favored fighting. At that very time he asked Me the same 
questions you are asking Me now. 
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Purport 

The reason Lord Kf�l.)a is referencing a conversation that took 
place between Himself and Arjuna was to establish a basis for what He is 
about to say, based on the logic 'a basis should be presented before every 
speech' and 'a stage needs to be built for every act,' thinking Uddhava is 
knowledgeable and may be wondering why He is talking about Arjuna, 
when he had asked about Lord Kr�I)a's various opulent incarnations. 
Lord Km1a here indicates that Arjuna was aware of the proper religious 
principles but considered them in the worldly manner. Mundane people 
identify with their surroundings and think they are the doer, when in fact 
the living entity is helpless to act against material nature on their own. 
Lord Kr�na is establishing a basis of His statements by using the tradi
tional history of His discussion with Arjuna, indicating He had answered 
Arjuna's questions on a battlefield and will answer Uddhava's questions 
in a similar way. 

Text 9 

aham atmodbhavami$aril bhutanam suhrdisvaralJ 
ahariJ sarvliJJi bhiltani te$8Ii1 sthity-udbhavapyaya/1 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, I am Supersoul in all of the living entities, their 
benefactor and the supreme controller. I am the living entities; I am their 
creator, maintainer and destroyer as well. 

Purport 

Lord Km1a is the Supreme Lord, God of gods and from whom 
all living entities have come, therefore He is a living entity as well. As 
stated in the Brhadaranyaka Upani�ad, yathagne}J k$udra vjsphuliilga 
vyuccanty evam evasmad atmana/1 sarve praJJa/1 sarve loka]J sarve deva]J 
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sarvaJJi bhiitani vyuccaranti, "Just as sparks come out of fire, similarly all 
the living entities, all the planets, all the demigods and all the material 
elements have emanated from the Supreme Lord." The Chandogya 
Upani�ad states, sarvam khalv idam brahman taj jalani santam upasita, 
"Because everything of this world and the living entities have come out 
of the Supreme Lord , are maintained by Him and destroyed by Him, is 
why everyone should properly worship Him with a peaceful mind." 
When the Lord says He is the living entities He means He is the indi
vidual soul, because the soul is smaller than the smallest and He is that 
small as well . The Etareya Upani�ad states, eko 'ham bahusyam1; 
"Originally only the Lord existed, but He decided to become many, thus 
He manifested Himself into unlimited living entities. "  He is the best 
well-wisher, the best friend and caretaker of all entities as well. 

Text 10 

m 'lkf'likt•h(i �: f:h�4dl+i�'l I 
� � � !lfOio:tJt(q �<hi "T1f: 1 1 1 0 1 1 

aham gatir gatimatam kala]J kalayatam aham 
gul}anam capy aham samyam gw;inyautpattiko gUJJalJ 

Translation 

I am the goal of those marching towards progress. Of controlling 
things I am time. I am the equilibrium of the three modes, and I am the 
pious quality that is naturally born in those who are pious. 

Text 11 

!{f0141'1QI� � � � +1�14�'{ I 
��1011+fQI� m- s44141+1� ir::r: m 1 1 1  

guJJinam apy aham siitram mahatam ca mahan aham 
siik$m8nam apy ahamjivo durjayanam aham mana}J 
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Translation 

Of everything that possesses qualities, I am their first and 
primary function. Among great things I am the total material aggregate, 
mabat-tattva. Among subtle forms I am the spirit soul, and of those that 
are difficult to control I am the mind. 

Purport 

Everything that is created in this world has some natural quality, 
for example, the natural quality of sugar is sweetness, but Lord K m1a 
says He is the primary quality of everything in this world. Thus, the 
greatest thing in this creation is mahat-tattva, which is a representation 
of Lord Krsi:ia. Of the smallest thing, Lord Km1a is represented by the 
soul . As stated in the Paramatma Sandarbha, sl1k$mata parakli$fha apto 
jivalJ, "When the Supreme Lord transforms into the supreme smallest 
He is called the living entity. "  In the Bhagavad Gita Arjuna said to Lord 
Krsx:ia that it would be easier for him to control the wind then for him to 

control his mind. That is because the mind represents Lord Krsi:1a. 

Text 12 

M(O!f 114t � +1 P>1 1 u1
'
1 �oiqff'il�M I 

��(IOll'lif\IQS� q�lf���\ll"l�"( l l H , l l  

hiraJJyagarbho vedanam mantniJJaiiI praJJa vas trivrt 
ak$aral}am a-karo 'smi padani cchandasam aham 

Translation 

Among the expounders of the Vedas I am Lord Brahma. In the 
mantras I am the three lettered OJilkara ('a' 'u' 'ma'). Among characters 
in alphabets I am the first letter 'a', and among sacred meters I am the 
three staged Gayatri Mantra. 
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Purport 

There are four different Vedas namely; the Rgveda, Samaveda, 
Yajurveda and Atharvaveda-and the first personality that taught them 
in this creation was Lord Brahma, who represents Lord Kr�JJa. The 
character 'Om' prefixes all mantras, and without 'Om' a mantra is inef
fective; hence Lord Kf�I)a states I am that 'Om.'  Among all metered 
mantras the Gayatri Mantra is the only one that has three stages (seeds) 
and it is taught by an authentic Vai�I)ava Spiritual Master. Chanting the 
Gayatri Mantra without receiving it from an authentic Guru is 
considered an offense. 

Text 13 

�st \i4a.,•1141 "l'fit'if� �<::Qt:11{ 1 
311R('Ql"11'1t Mwj(ii;ioi'1 •fk>;�)ITT: l lnl l  

indro 'ham sarva-devanam vasiinam asmi havya-vaf 
adityanam aham vi.sJJu rudraJJam nila-lohita}J 

Translation 

Of all the demigods in heaven I am Lord Indra, the king of 
heaven. Of the eight Vasus I am Agni, the god of fire. Of the twelve 
Adityas I am Lord Vi�i;iu, and among the eleven Rudras I am Lord Siva, 
whose name is Nilalohita. 

Purport 

Lord Indra is the ruler of heaven and represents Lord Kr�JJ.a; 
and one who performs one hundred horse sacrifices becomes King Indra. 
The eight Vasus are Marichi's sons and Lord Kr!!JJa is represented by fire 
(Agni) . The twelve Adityas are the sons of Aditi and her husband 
Kasyapa, and of them Lord Kr�JJ.a is represented by Lord Vi�JJ.U. And 
there are eleven Rudras, among which Lord Siva represents Lord Kr�JJ.a, 
who also has a 'dark-blue colored complexion' (Ni:lalohita). 
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Text 14 

brahmaf'$fJJiim bhrgur aham riifal'$iJJiim aham manu}J 
devaI$iJJiim niirado 'ham havirdhany asmi dhenU$U 

Translation 
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Of saintly Brahmw;ias I am Bbrgu Muni, of saintly kings I am 
Manu, of celestial sages I am Narada Muni, and among cows I am 
Kamadhenu. 

Purport 

Traditional Brahmanas who live purely represent the mouth of 
Lord Vi$1)U . As stated in the Yajurveda, brahmal}osya mukham asit, 
"Briihmar:ias are born from Lord Vi�nu's mouth and thus represent Lord 
Vi$nu's mouth on earth." In the Paryayavaci, or synonym, traditional 
Brahmanas are called BhOsura, 'demigods on earth,' because without 
their help pious deeds cannot be correctly performed. Among all pure 
Brahmanas Bhrgu Muni represents Lord Kr$na. Kiimadhenu is a celes
tial cow and the originator of all the cows on earth . Her eternal place is 
Goloka (the capital city of the spiritual world) where Lord Km1a perso
nally resides. When the cow Surabhi came to earth she was born as one 
of the Dak$a's daughters and was given to Kasyapa. She performed 
austerities in the Himalayas and received the benediction from Lord 
Brahma to possess all mystical powers. 

Text 15 

f�44t<1oi'1 �: �st qaf:;io11' 1 
�r'it1q<fl•:t'1 �st fttgo11q(;•Pi•11 1 ! 1 '1 1 1  

s1ddheivaral)am kapila/1 suparJJo 'ham patatriJJam 
prajapatinam dak$o 'ham pitrl)am aham aryama 
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Translation 

Among all the chiefs of all perfected beings I am Kapila, among 
all birds I am Garu9a, among the progenitors I am Dak�a and among 
forefathers I am Aryama. 

Purport 

Many Kapilas are mentioned in Vedic scriptures and of them 
two Kapilas are well known for their preaching. One of these Kapilas 
was born in Satyayuga from Kardama Muni and his wife Devahuti, and 
he represents Lord Kpma. He is an incarnation of Lord Kn•t:ta and he 
expounded the Vai$1).ava category of Sankhya philosophy that is men
tioned in Srimad Bbagavatam. The other Kapila is mentioned in the 
Vanaparva section of the Mababharat. He was born to Agni (the god of 
fire) and expounded the impersonal category of Sankhya philosophy and 
he does not represent Lord Kr�I).a. Garu\la is the largest bird and was 
born from Kasyapa Muni and his wife Vinita. He became Lord Vi$t:tU's 
carrier. 

Text 16  

mam viddhy uddha va daityanam prahladam asure5varam 
somam 11ak$atrau$adhinam dhaneiam yak$a-rak$asam 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, of Diti's sons I am Prahlada; of stars I am Chandra, 
the god of the moon; among all herbs I am soma juice; and know that 
among yak�as and ra�asas I am Kuvera, the treasurer of heaven. 

Purport 

All of Kasyapa and his wife Diti 's sons acted wickedly and 
therefore were called Daityas. Yak$aS and Riik$asas are demoniac, but 
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among them Prahlada Maharaja was very saintly and therefore the Lord 
says that Prahlada is His representative for the whole rak�asa dynasty. In 
the beginning of creation everyone was healthy and there was no disease 
or illnesses. But later, when the Milk Ocean was churned poison was 
produced from which people became ill, therefore Lord Brahma prayed 
to Lord Kr�l).a to create medicinal herbs to cure them. Thus the Lord 
created herbs and appeared as the herbal doctor, Dhanavantari, who 
taught how to use herbs as medicine to treat and cure the afflicted. 
There are many powerful herbs developed into Arii.;tas (medicated juices) 
and Asavas (medicated herbal extracts),  and of all of them the medicinal 
juice Asava, derived from the Soma creeper, is the herbal medication 
that represents Lord Kr�Qa. The Soma creeper is used in fire sacrifices as 
well. One should not misunderstand what Soma juice is and thus believe 
it to be wine, whisky or any other intoxicating drink. Such unwanted 
hard drinks are not allowed for anyone, in any way, at any time, in any 
manner or for any reason in Vedic civilization. 

Texts 17-18 

� •r��1ot'1 � � � I  
mr � � 11jQtiUj'j � � l t i�l l 
�:�i:U�(a11oi'1 ·�•U(l4111M �1�"4'{ I 
�= 4ii'kt'i � �qfo1111f� "lt�f•.fl: mcl l  

eriivatam gajendriiIJam yadasam varuIJalil prabhum 
tapatam dyumatam suryam manu$yiiJJam ca bhupatim 
uccaiiJ sra viis turaiigaIJam dhiitilnam asmi kiiiicanam 

yamaiJ samyamatam caham sarpa(Jiim asmi vasukiiJ 

Translation 

Know that among leading elephants I am Airavata; of the lords 
of aquatics I am VaruQa; of all things that produce heat and illumination 
I am the sun; and among men I am the king. Of horses I am Uccaisrava; 
of metals I am gold; of punishing forces I am Yamaraja; and among 
serpents I am Vasuki. 
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Purport 

There is a statement in the Atharvaveda describing the value of 
gold thus, "Gold is a representation of the Lord that appeared through 
His consort, Lak�midevi. It is wanted by demigods, humans beings, 
demons and goblins and even though everyone wants it, it is only easily 
available to those who are meritorious in this life or a past life."  

Texts 19-20 

<0t1il�1011+:t<:t�"'1st �= �n1�N;:o11'{ I 
� � � 11�S� l l i� l l 

� � 1frrr �: \il\\ill+:t�'{ I 
� � G191vA1 ¥Jj&1di'{ l l �o l l  

nagendra(lam ananto 'ham mrgendral) S(flgi-dari1${IiIJam 
asrama(lam aham trJ.ryo VaTTJ§nam prathamo 'nagha 
tirthanam srotasam gariga samudrab sarasam aham 
ayudhanam dhanur aham tripuraghno dhanu$matam 

Translation 

0 sinless Uddhava, among king-cobras I am Ananta, and among 
animals that have horns and teeth I am the lion. Of spiritual orders I 
represent the fourth order, Sanyasa; and among social orders I represent 
the first order, Briihma�a. Among all holy places and holy rivers I am 
the Ganges; and among steady bodies of water I am the ocean. Among 
the weapons I am the bow; and among bow-wielders I am Lord Siva. 

Purport 

Black snakes (cobras) with hoods that have two whitish foot-like 
prints on their hood are called the kings of all snakes and the effect of 
their venom is very difficult to overcome. Among all cobras, Lord 
Ananta, who supports this universe on one of his hoods represents Lord 
Kf�Qa. There are four spiritual orders in human society and of them, the 
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last order, Sanyasa, represents Lord Kr�t.ta because a Sanyasi's main goal 
is to please the Lord and bring people to Him by preaching about Him. 
The Brahmana order is the first order of social life; and their duty is to 
learn the Vedas, perform spiritual and religious rites, and preach and 
teach scriptures to the eligible, which is why they represent the Lord. 
Here the Lord means He is represented by traditional Srotiya Bra
hmai:ias; one should not think that Brahmal)as that forgo their duty as 
Brahmaryas or people who converted to Brahmana represent the Lord. 
Just as a jeweler is careful when distinguishing gold from something 
golden, one should be very careful when determining aspects about the 
Lord. 

Texts 21-22 

fuw�l"'il+i\Q:t� q�1f�•11;i'1 fi;q1{J;�: I 
q;i�Jt;i1qJr<1""� � �: 1 1 �, l l  

� qf�td1st 'il�te1;i'1 ���f<1: I 
�St �F.f�;/fl�l+iflU�'I lf'l"'41"'l""I: 1 1 �� 1 1 

dhi$IJyiinam asmy ahariJ merur gahananariJ himaJaya/1 
vanaspatinam asvattha O$adhinam ahariJ ya va}J 

purodhasam vasi$fho 'ham brahmi$fhanam brhaspatilJ 
skando 'ham sarva-senanyam agra$y8m bhaga van ajafJ 

Translation 

Of places of residence I am Sumerfi; of inaccessible places I am 
the Himalayas; of trees I am the holy pippala tree; and among all grains I 
am barley. Among priests I am Vasi�tha Muni, of speakers of the Vedas 
I am Vrhaspati; among military commander-in-chiefs I am Kartikeya; 
and among those who direct one to the right path I am Brahma. 

Purport 

According to the scriptures barley is considered the purest grain, 
which is why it is used to offer oblations in fire sacrifices. In Ayurveda 
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(science of herbal medicine) barley is said to be an easily digestible grain 
and it recommends it as food for chronically ill patients who are 
undergoing herbal treatment. On Dasahara day, the day Lord Rama 
killed Raval)a, barley grass is placed on the right ear as a religious 
symbol honoring the occasion. Spiritually barley is used with holy waters 
and other worshipping ingredients while worshipping the Lord. 

Texts 23-24 

� iit(M:;ffist 51dHli1Nij\l;i'f 
�i&:l"O<:f€hl�l'll('l11 �l"'ii"f�llt �: 1 1�� 1 1  

;ql'll"'ili11('114(1'fif ir.;ilsM fqf;pft'fdl'f I 
�14lfulq{l �9Jc>i1""t'1 N€h("q: *'�•ura�1R""t1'{ 1 1��1 1 

yajiianariJ brahma-yajfio 'ham vratanam a vihirhsanam 
vayv-agny-arkambu- vagatmii sucinam apy ahariJ suci}J 

yoganam atma sarilrodho mantra 'smi vijigi$atam 
anvik$iki kausalanaril vikalpaiJ khyativadinam 

Translation 

Of sacrifices I am the study of the Vedas; of vows of purity I am 
nonviolence; of purifying things I am wind, fire, sun, water, spiritual 
sound and also the soul. Of the eightfold yogic progress I am Samadhi, 
where there is total self-control. Of those who desire to be victorious I 
am the power of mantras; of experts I am discriminative power; and of 
speculative philosophers I am antithesis. 

Purport 

Usually nonviolence means to avoid killing of any kind, but 
avoiding or preventing the soul from taking to spiritual life is also 
considered violence . It is the soul's nature to be Kr�r:ia conscious , so if a 
person avoids adopting spiritual life he/she becomes a criminal in the 
eyes of God. The power obtained by chanting mantras is great. When a 
task is accomplished by chanting mantras no one gets harmed in any way 
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and the work is successful and fruitful, which is because Lord Kr�1'a is 
the power of mantras. Those with discriminative power who know the 
difference between good and bad, right and wrong, and therefore get 
things done correctly, is because Lord Krima is the discriminating power 
in them. 

Texts 25-26 

� g \lld("'q1� � � 1B= I 
41(1�on � � � i1€tli41KOll'{ l l :(_"l l l  

�itfOll+f f� ��l'-1: i.ft"llOll"l<ilf�4fd: I 
� � ifr.l f4!:{41"'1i+Hit\?•H�'l l l�� l l  

striTJliriJ tu satarupahariJ puriJsariJ svayambhuvo manul; 
naraya�10 muninariJ ca kumaro brahmacariIJam 
dharmaT}lim asmi sariJnyasal; k,5emal)am abahirmati]J 
guhyiinam sunrtad1 maunariJ mithunanam ajas tv aham 

Translation 

Among females I am Satarflpa and among males I am Svaya
mbhuva Manu. Among sages I am Sage Narayal)a and among celibates I 
am Sanat Kumar. Among religious duties I am renunciation, and among 
definitive duties I am the search for consciousness within. Among secrets 
I am silence and diplomacy, and among male and female couples I am 
the progenitor, Brahma. 

Purport 

There are many kinds of religious duties, but the best re ligious 
duty is to give charity to a worthy person to be used for a spiritual cause. 
It is usually very difficult to recognize or find a worthy person to receive 
charity, but if such a person is found and arc given charity, that donation 
is called renunciation and that represents Lord Kr�:Q.a. Nothing can be 
discovered about a person that remains totally silent. As the Niti Sa:;tra 
states,  na /Ji pr�va-bhli$a!Je maune puru�asya abhiprayo jiiayate, •· If a 
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person acts diplomatic keeping his lips shut no one can know his 
intentions, feelings or motivations." This type of silence represents Lord 
Krsi:ia. Manu and Satarfipa were born from the right and left side of 
Lord Brahma's body respectively, who were later married to help Lord 
Brahma populate the creation, which is why Lord Brahma is considered 
a representation of Lord Krsi:ia. In Vedic civilization only male-female 
married couples are accepted as virtuous. 

Texts 27-28 

4""kq<ts�Plfi:t111431:1'1 � 
ioq1;i'1 1111\:tf\'lls� -=ttt1'il1oi'1 ({� 1 1 ��1 1  

31t � :q- � � �Sm: I 
aqp:t;ftsft:i{ a:uq1"'1°i � � :$ll�+Ni1' l l�c l l  

samvatsaro 'smy animfsam rtilniim madhu-madhavau 
masanam miirgasir$o 'ham nak$atra!Jam tathiibhijit 
aham yuganam ca krtam dhiraIJaril devalo 'sitafJ 
dvaipayano 'smi vyasanam kavinam kiivya atmavan 

Translation 

Of the constant vigilant cycles of time I am Samvatsara; of 
seasons I am spring; of months I am Miirgasirsa; among stars I am 
Abhijit; and of yugas I am Satyayuga. Of sober sages I am Asita and 
Devala; among Vedic authors I am Vyasadeva; and among the learned 
spiritual thinkers I am Sukracharya. 

Purport 

ln the science of astrology there are twenty-seven stars that, 
one-by-one, accompany the moon each night, whereas each midday 
mainly belongs to the Abhijit star and it is special, which is why it 
represents Lord Krst:ia. Anyone who abides by the Abhijit Muhfuta 
(auspicious moments of Abhij it) does not need to seek or follow any 
other astrological calculations to determine an auspicious time to do 
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work. The auspicious moments of the Abhijit Muhurta occur daily from 
twenty-four minutes before and twenty-four minutes after midday and 
midnight. The Visi:iu PuriiQ.a states: 

muhurte 'bhijite prapte sardharatre vibhrlsite 
de vakyljanayad vi$IJUiil yasoda tam tu kanyakiim 

"When the midnight auspicious moments of the Abhijit star 
arrived Lord Visi:iu appeared from Devaki; and Mother Y afoda gave 
birth to Kf$f)a and a baby girl. "  

Texts 29-30 

vasudevo bhaga vataril tvaril tu bhagavato$V aham 
kirilpuru$81Jiiril hanumiin vidyadhrfiIJtiriJ sudarsanalJ 
ratniinam padmarago 'smi padmakosalJ supesasiim 

kuso 'smi darbhajiitlnaril ga vyabhfijyaril havi$vaham 

Translation 

Of those called Bhagaviin I am Vasudeva; among pure devotees 
I am you, Uddhava; among Kimpuru$as I am Hanuman; and among 
Vidyadharas I am Sudariana. Of jewels I am the ruby; of beautiful things 
I am the ovule; of all types of grass I am Kusa grass; and among all 
ingredients used for oblations in a fire sacrifice I am gbee. 

Purport 

Lord Krsi:ia has ten primary incarnations of His innumerable 
incarnations and they are all addressed as Bhagaviin. Lord Siva is also 
addressed as Bhagaviin because he is the Guru of the demigods. Sri 
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Sukadeva Goswami and prominent pure devotees are sometimes also 
addressed as Bhagavan because they are as pure as the Lord. But above 
all of these personalities addressed as Bhagavan, Viisudeva is also called 
Bhagaviin and He represents Lord Knn:ia. A person that has all the 
features of a human being except their face being that of an animal is 
called a Kimpuru$a, and they live in the celestial sphere . Of all such 
celestial beings Lord Hanumiin is the most powerful and possesses all 
the mystical perfections. He is the best servant of Lord Rama and Rama 
loved him more than He loved His own brother, Lak$mai;ia, because of 
his dedication and service to Him. Thus Hanumiin . represents Lord 
Kf$1)a in this world . Vidyiidharas are semi divine beings who work under 
Varm:ia, the god of water. They work as his agents to guard the water 
and punish those who misuse water or use it wrongly. These agents live 
under water, and of all these semi demigods Sudarsana is the most 
powerful and skillful. Once, Sudarfana caught Nanda Mahiiriija  when he 
dipped in the Yamunii's water at a wrong time at night and took him to a 

subterranean planet to face judgment in Varur:ia's court . During the 
proceedings Varur:ia discovered that Nanda Mahiiriij a  was Lord Kmta's 
father and thus Nanda was immediately pardoned and offered nice gifts. 
Because of this incident Varui:ia was blessed by the touch of Lord Kf$1)a. 
We have explained this episode in our Tenth Canto. 

Several ingredients are offered as oblations in fire sacrifices 
while mantras are chanted; and among all those ingredients ghee 
(clarified butter) is the most important . Without ghee a fire sacrifice 
cannot be performed, thus ghee represents Lord Kn;i:ia. Of all products 
that cows produce namely milk, yogurt, ghee, urine and dung, ghee is the 
most valuable and important product as well. 

Texts 31-32 

�Q�lf�"'ll'1@ �: MldQl"'l'i �(>;'lt5: I 
rara�f\¥1 rafd=t;Iof1 � q"?<IQdl"li5if 1 1 �, 1 1  

�; � q(_>;Qd'i � � �1"?<1<11'l I 
�1�a·1 4Q'!_d"1011it1fc:p1fd<� w 1 1 �� 1 1 

vyavasayiniim aharil Jak$mf/J kitavanaril chala-graha]J 
titik$osmi titi/q;uJJEiril sattvariJ sattvavatadJ aham 
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ojab saho bala vatam karmaharil viddhi sattvatam 
sattvatiiril na va-milrtiniim adi-mfirtir aharii para 

Translation 

247 

I am the money used in all business transactions, and of methods 
of cheating and bluffing I am gambling. Of those in goodness I am the 
quality of their peaceful nature. I am the enthusiasm and prowess of the 
powerful. I am devotional service that is honestly performed and of the 
nine different deities that devotees worship I am the first deity, because 
that deity is spiritually the best and thus represents Me. 

Purport 

According to Vedic scriptures, of all types of wealth, cash is 
called Lak$mi and therefore represents Lord Kf$l)a. When foodstuffs are 
given in charity to a Brah mana or if one feeds a Brahmai:ia prepared 
food they should be given cash as remuneration in order to receive merit 
for feeding them. When devotional service is performed according to the 
rules stated in the Narada Paiicaratra it is always beneficial, but if 
devotional service is sincerely performed after accepting spiritual 
initiation from a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master it represents 
Lord Kf$l)a. 

There are nine different bona fide spiritual deities for devotees 
to worship namely; Vasudeva, Saitkar�ai:ia, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, 
Narayai:ia, Hayagriva, Varaha, Nrsimha and Rama, and of them the 
worsh ip of Vasudeva is best because He is the first expansion of the 
Supreme Lord Kf$l)a. Sometimes Lord Rama is called Brahma because 
He acted as the best of all human beings . According to the Vedic 
scriptures no category of Vai$l)ava ever worshipped the four-headed 
Lord Brahma as the Supreme Lord, although he is honored in every way 
by all traditional Vai$Qavas. 

Texts 33-34 

NJ4:4 I��: qjN � •i·�·:Nl L\'t Htl" �'{ I 
1{:d<f01ii1� m � �= 1 1 �� 1 1  
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visvavasul; piirvacittir gandharvapsarasamaham 
bhudharaIJam aham sthairyam gandhamatram aham bhuvab 
apiiliJ rasas ca paramas te;1$fhanam vibhavasuJ; 

prabha siiryendu-taraJJam sabdo 'ham nabhasalJ para/1 

Translation 

Of the Gandharvas I am ViSvavasu; among the Apsaras of heaven I 
am Pfirvachitti. I am the steadiness of the mountains, and I am the 
fragrance of the earth. I am the sweet taste in water; the burning power 
in fire; the lustrous radiance of the sun, the moon and the stars; and I am 
the celestial sound of the sky. 

Purport 

Visvavasu was born from Kasyapa and his wife Pradha and is a 
singer in Lord Indra's court in heaven. When King Prthu milked Mother 
Earth, who had transformed herself into a cow, Visvavasu acted as a calf 
to help him milk her. And Visvavasu was present at Drupadi's marriage 
ceremony, was very close to the Pai:i<;lavas and he represents Lord Kr�ma. 

There are six main Apsaras (celestial maidens) in heaven 
namely; Purvachittti, Urvasi, Menaka, Ghrtachi, Visvachi and Sahajanya, 
of which Pflrvachitti is chief and she represents Lord Kr�i:ia. When 
Arjuna went to heaven to learn the military science she helped him there. 

Many kinds of sounds come from the sky, especially in the 
modern days , but the natural sound of thunder that comes from the sky 
represents Lord Kr�i:ia.  

Texts 35-36 
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a1�� aifqtGH'IH"G:\lt�i�'tttOI+( I 
:$tl�IG'a<"Q€1iji01'1� \itif.<;�f.<;�+( na� 

brahmaIJyanaril balir aharil vira1pim aham arjuna}J 
bhiitanaril sthitir utpattir aharil vai pratisalikrama}J 

gaty ukty utsargopadanam ananda-sparia-lak$aIJam 
asvada sruty avaghrar.iam aharil sarvendriyendriyam 

Translation 

249 

Of all those who are devoted to pleasing Brihma1;1as I am Bali; 
and among heroes I am Arjuna. I am the actual creation, maintenance 
and annihilation of all living beings. I am the power of all the working 
senses; the ability in the legs to walk; the power of the mouth to speak; 
the evacuating power of the rectum; the ability of the hands to function 
and accept things; and the enjoying power of the generating organ. I am 

the experiencing power of the knowledge acquiring senses namely; touch, 
sight, taste, hearing and smell, which also represent Me. Only due to My 
potency do all the senses function. 

Purport 

The Supreme Lord is the cause of everything and thus He is the 
doer of everything. For example, the BrhadaraQyaka Upani�ad states, 
cak$USBS cak$UlJ, "The Supreme Lord is the eyes of the physical eyes." 
Meaning He is the seeing power of the physical eyes. Without Him 
nothing can work, which is why He is telling Uddhava how to recognize 
His presence in this creation. 

Text 37 

�� €11Y>(l4ll!tl m :WIR14 � I  
�: �S� v;f:� (f1{: � I  
:$t�Jtd61\t\Q•U4 � d��f.f'\:f�: 1 1��1 1 
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prthivi vayur akasa apo jyotir aham mahan 
VIkara/.1 puru$o 'vyaktarh raja/.1 sattvarh tama/.1 param 

aham etat prasalikhyanarh jiianariJ tattva- viniscaya/1 

Translation 

1 1 . 16.38 

I am the earth, water, fire, air, sky, ego, mahat-tattva, the five 
sense objects along with the eleven senses, the un-manifested elements, 
material nature, the three modes of goodness, passion and ignorance; 
and above all I am the transcendental Brahman. The counting of all 
these things and the knowledge to identify them by their symptoms and 
the result of using them to attain self-realization are representation of 
Me. 

Purport 

According to Srila Sridhara Swami the five sense objects, sight, 
smell, taste, sound and touch; and the six impulses, lust, anger, greed, 
illusion, pride and jealousy; the three modes of material nature, good
ness, passion and ignorance; and three subtle elements, mind, intelli
gence and false ego, are called un-manifested and represent Lord Krs!J.a. 

Text 38 

.. �·"•f(Oi � � 1f01;i1 f.r.u I 
�Nf<"t"'llM � '"'I' m � ¥lN({ 1 1  �e l l  

mayesvarel}a jivena gul}ena guIJina vinii 
sarvatmanapi sarveJJa na bhavo vidyate kvacit 

Translation 

I am the Supreme Lord and am the basis of the soul; the modes 
of material nature; and the material aggregate. I am Supersoul of all, and 
everything pertaining to them as well. Nothing whatsoever exists without 
Me. 
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Purport 

The spirit soul is a spiritual spark and could not sustain itself 
with only help from material nature, which is a product of mahat- tattva, 
the total material aggregate. Only after the soul inhabits a material body 
in material nature can the soul's presence be visually perceived. Material 
elements do not have power to move on their own, they only appear 
active if a spiritual entity comes in contact with it, and none of this is 
possible without help from the Supreme Lord. Supersoul is everyone's 
guide at all times, which is why the Lord says He is everything and 
nothing exists without Him .  Just as vegetation could not exist without 
the earth; and a spider web could not exist without a spider; similarly 
without the Lord's involvement nothing of this creation could work. 

Text 39 

�'�'� q\1110(-1°1 � � � I 
� (J� it �  �s� ;;wZ1ra�1: 1 1 �� 1 1  

sarikhyanarh paramaJJtinaril kalena kriyate maya 
na tatha me vibhtitinaril srfato iJ(iani kofisa}J 

Translation 

If I begin to count all the atoms, in due course I could 
accomplish the task; but I would not be able to reach the total of all My 
opulent manifestations. If the innumerable universes I have created 
could not be totaled, it is beyond the hope of all to be able to reach the 
total of all My opulences. 

Purport 

The Supreme Lord is inconceivably powerful, and there is 
practically nothing He cannot do, but here He is stating that there are 
some things which simply cannot be done by anyone. Lord Kr�t:la is 
seated in every atom. As stated in the Brahma Saril.hita, al}<f;intarastham, 
"The Lord is seated in every atom in every universe. " Hence, He could 
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total ail the atoms in no time, but the Lord's using the statement 'in due 
course' here should not be misunderstood to mean He is incapable . As 
stated in the Krama Sandarbha, sarvajnatvady avyabhicarad iti bhava]J, 
"The Lord is omniscient,  therefore He is all-capable of knowing 
everything, but He is showing this adverse quality to illustrate that no 
one else could ever complete this task." The essence of this verse is, 'if it 
is impossible to total the universes in creation , how could anyone 
possibly finish counting His opulences . 

Text 40 

�: 'it: �� !f1€lll'I= � lfTf: I 
� fdfd�I � � 'lf-if "q ifs�: l l �<J l l 

teja}J sri]J kirtir aifraryam hris tyaga}J saubhagam bhagal; 
virya tit11<$8 vijnanam yatra yatra sa me msakal; 

Translation 

Understand that anything that has special qualities like, special 
powers, beauty, fame, opulence, modesty, renunciation, magnificence, 
good fortune, prowess, tolerance or realized knowledge is an expansion 
of My opulence. 

Purport 

Lord Kpma summarily concludes His opulence to Uddhava 
saying that anything seen with any extraordinary qualities or potencies in 
this world should be understood to be His representation. Anything that 
is splendorous, either from the past, presently existing or will come to 
exist in the future represents Him only. 

Text 41 

� <tlfddl: w:ri": ���qo1 �: I 
it;ftM�l(I � �m � 1 1�1 1 1  
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etas te kirtitil;J sarvalJ sarik$epe!Ja vibhutayal) 
manovikara evaite yatha vacabhidhiyate 

Translation 

253 

I have briefly explained My opulence to you. Understand that 
these opulences are not spiritual, but only a transformation of mind. 
Anything that is contemplated in the mind or spoken about in words 
cannot be totally spiritual. 

Purport 

One should not heed things that are mere speculations because 
they are spoken about eloquently. For example, if someone very 
convincingly says that flowers grow down from the sky rather then up 
from the earth, one knows they are mere words, but philosophy is much 
more difficult to discern. Therefore one should only accept the autho
rized statements of the scriptures and follow the great sages who practice 
that knowledge, because only they can help the soul obtain liberation 
from this world. Engaging in complicated endeavors that are not neces
sary for liberation, that in essence cause the person to lose sight of the 
ultimate goal of life is not encouraged in the scriptures. For example, if a 
person thinks, 'this fellow is my brother, whereas someone else thinks 
him his cousin, another thinks him her husband, and others see him as 
their son, nephew, father, friend or foe,' is ignorant to the fact that the 
fellow is a part and parcel of the Supreme Lord and therefore the person 
is said to have lost the main point of the fellow's existence. Lord Kr�i:i.a is 
explaining His opulence to Uddhava so everyone will know about His 
presence in the universe and that nothing exists or takes place without 
His potency behind it. The Lord does not mean to misguide any soul 
here, but is portraying that everything depends on His mercy; and that 
He helps anyone that becomes His sincere devotee and seriously 
executes devotional service to go back to Godhead. 

Text 42 

m- � � � � ��Rt11f01 � I  
311(+11"1"11(+1"11 � ;r �: �s� 1 1��1 1 
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vacariJ yaccha mano yaccha priiIJiin yachendriyiil)i ca 
iitmii.nam atmana yaccha na bhuya}J kalpase 'dhvane 

Translation 

1 1.1 6.43 

Therefore control your urge to speak, subdue your mind, 
control your life air, control your senses and through your purified 
intellect control your rational faculties, then you will not fall into the 
cycle of rebirth and death again. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�1'a indicates here that all His opulences should be 
honored in every way. One should use pure intellect and physically, 
mentally and verbally respect His opuelnces and not in any way 
disrespect them. And in so doing only follow a path that was followed by 
self-realized sages whose example is a guide for everyone's liberation. 

Text 43 

� � �1�+1"141 \3"'li:i144�"'l fu<rr <ffif: I 
� � � GR' \Fk4i'iEldl'j€f('{ 1 1)!�1 1 

yo vai v8.Jimanasi samyag asariJyacchan dhiyii yati}J 
tasya vratariJ tapo danaril sra vaty iima-ghafambuvat 

Translation 

Any spiritualist that does not properly control bis power of 
speech and mind using their purified intelligence, the result of their 
spiritual vows, austerities and charities, goes to waste, like water kept in 
an unbaked earthen pot. 
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Purport 

Vedic scriptures describe two ways to bring a person to the 
spiritual platform. One, by using positive tactics like encouraging words 
to enthuse the person to accept spiritual life; and the other is to speak 
negatively about temporary material life thereby convincing the person 
to not follow a degrading path. Here Lord Kr�i:ia says if a person is 
unable to control what they say and how they say it, meaning to speak 
only spiritual topics in the right way, they may commit offense and thus 
degrade their self. And if mind is not brought under control and thus the 
person thinks of enjoying material association and material things, and 
within thinks negatively about spiritual topics they remain degraded. If a 
person does not control these things, any merits earned from performing 
pious deeds or from spiritual activities are as useless as water put in an 
unbaked clay pot. A clay pot that was hardened by being baked can hold 
water nicely, but if it is not baked the water will become contaminated 
with clay and the clay will soften to the point of creating a hole, allowing 
the water to leak out. One should very carefully try their best to main
tain spiritual life properly, because it is the best thing, but it is a very 
delicate process. 

Text 44 

d �I .... ;:fltf +.MITOTT::r f.:t ll� .... ('q <Ill Of: I " 

iu�ftt1;gmt11 � (ra: qf(�it1Q:ld 1 1'6'?! 1 1  

tasmiin mano- vacal; priiIJiin niyacchen mat-pariiyaIJaiJ 
mad-bhakti-yuktaya buddhya tatab parisamapyate 

Translation 

Therefore, My devotee fully dedicated to My devotional service 
should control their words, mind and life air with the help of devotional 
intelligence. If one follows this path nothing more remains for them to 
do to achieve liberation. 
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Purport 

Sincere devotional service to Lord Kr�1.1a includes everything 
momentous for the performer. A devotee need not endeavor in any 
other process to please the Lord. As stated in the Niti Sastra, aradhita 
yadi hari tapasa tatab kim • .  "If one has pleased Lord Krst:ta then there is 
no need for performing any other austerity for their emancipation." But 
one should not misunderstand this point and criticize or discard other 
rules using this point to justify their attitude, because if a pious activity 
can help a devotee's spiritual advancement on the devotional path it is 
wanted. For clarification, a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master well 
versed on this matter should be consulted, and by following his advice 
the person will surely be saved from committing degrading offenses. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Sixteen of the Srimad Bhagavatam, in the matter of, Opulences of Lord 
Krsna. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -



All glories to Sri Guru and Gauriiliga 

Chapter Seventeen 

Varl)asrama Dharma Explained 

Texts 1-2 

� �  
�: � <tA4��d-it;(?):qtOI: I 
�"A"lliitlVHt'i -mr faq�1qfi:t 1 1 1 1 1  

��ij;tJ\'€1'114'1 � llf%4oi'1 lffi{_ I 
�qo11�:;:::r� � �'1Rt:41ft'1�� 1 1� 1 1 

uddhava uvaca 
yas tvayabhihita}J pilrvam dharmas tvad-bhakti-lak$aQa}J 
van;asramacaravatam sarve$8Ii1 dvipadam api 
yathBnU$fhiyam§nena tvayi bhaktir fl(JJam bhavet 
sva-dharmel}aravind8k$a tat samakhyatum arhasi 

Translation 

Uddhava said, 0 dear Lord, You have previously explained a 
spiritual process for people who follow the path of Van}.asrama Dharma 
which is also for the general populace, by practicing which they obtain 
Your devotional service. 0 lotus eyes Lord, now please explain how 
human beings should practice that prescribed duty so they can obtain 
loving devotional service to You. 

Purport 

Lord K�g.a explained the divisions of the Varl).asrama system in 
the Bhagavad Gita thus, catur-vail}yam maya S£$fari1 gUJJa-karma 
vibhagasa/;J, "The four divisions of human society were created by Me 
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according to the quality of the person and their work." Here the word 
'gUJJa' (quality) refers to the natural instinct born with the person, which 
is a reflection of the result of their previously performed karma 
(activities) . Hence, the person will have a natural propensity for a certain 
type of work, which comes from a natural inclination from experiences 
from their previously performed karma. They will feel comfortable 
doing a certain type of work and be good at it; and feel out of place 
doing other types of work. No one can ignore this natural inclination for 
a certain type of work unless they become a pure devotee of the Lord. If 
a person is appointed or selected to a position that they are not right for 
they will not feel comfortable and thus will not put their heart into the 
work. The history of a nila-srgala (blue jackal) found in the Pafichatantra 
helps illustrate this point. At night while scavenging, a jackal mistakenly 
fell into a vat filled with liquid blue dye for dying clothes, hence he 
turned blue. While returning to the jungle the j ackal thought to take 
advantage of this situation, so when he reached the jungle he told 
everyone that he was selected as Vanadevatii (the presiding deity of the 
forest) and has been turned blue to proof it to others. And since he has 
been declared ruler he is to be followed and respected as king of the 
forest, thus all the animals, including the lion who was king of forest, 
accepted the jackal to be the new king. But in a short time the jackal 
could not keep up the fasade as king and his true nature as a scavenger 
was exposed, thus he was discovered as an imposter and was killed by 
the lion. The essence of this episode is that a person should not try to 
adapt to an occupation that is not in their nature, but should work in 
society at a job they have a natural inclination to perform. Lord Kr�.r,a 
created four social val1)as (social orders) namely; Briihmai;ia (intelle
ctuals), K�atriya (administrators), Vaisya (business class) and Siidra 
(workers). If people accept and work in their social order following the 
rules prescribed for it and associate with like minded people, they will 
not feel out of place and there will be peace and harmony in the world. 
Lord Kr�.r,a told Arjuna in the Bhagavad Gita, sva-dharme nidhanam 
sreyal;J para-dharmo bhayavahal}, "It is better to die while performing 
one's own duty, because it is more dangerous to adopt another's duty . "  

The four asramas (spiritual orders) were created by Lord Kr�.r,a, 
and a person can assume their spiritual order according to their 
propensity and works they are comfortable doing. A Brahmachiiri 
(celibate student) can be recognized by his selfless work for spiritual 
advancement und�r the guidance of a scripturally authentic Spiritual 
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Master. A Grhastha (householder) should work according to the 
propensity of his nature, following rules for that work, and maintain his 
family and teach them to be spiritually inclined. He should give fifty 
percent or whatever he can afford to a worthy person for a worthy cause 
and remain spiritually disposed. A Vanaprasthi (retired from family life) 
lives contrary to bodily comforts to develop the propensity to adopt 
Sanyasa (the renounced order). A Sanyasi (renounced person) works 
solely for self-realization and is less concerned about his personal needs. 
An authentic Spiritual Master after observing a disciple determines the 
disciple's inclination and engages them in service to the Lord in their 
capacity; and the disciple should follow his instructions without 
conditions. 

After Lord Kr�Qa spoke to the Kumaras in His Hari:J.sa (Swan) 
form about Jflanayoga, Bhaktiyoga and �tangayoga, Uddhava wanted 
to hear in detail how a person can obtain self-realization. Uddhava 
wanted to know of a perfect concrete process for people that follow the 
rules of the Van:iasrama system, as well as ordinary human beings, to 
achieve emancipation. 

Texts 3-4 

� � '1@;1"11� � � vlfr I 
m- �q<;:qo1 �Sl<ll""� � l l �ll 

� � 4i!'1@;dl tfii(_);"iiPNtfi:tf"i I 
....- � � q�Ji� !ll1i1�p11Rta: 1 1� 1 1 

pura Jdla mahabtiho dharmaril paramakaril prabho 
yat tena hamsa-rilpe]Ja brahma]Je 'bhyattha madhava 

sa idanim sumahata ktilenamitra-kariana 
na prayo bhavita martya-loke prag anusasital;J 

Translation 

0 mighty-armed Lord, 0 Lord Madhava, in Your Harilsa form 
You had instructed Lord Brahma the spiritual process that rewards 
liberation to the practitioner, but 0 destroyer of enemies, since You 
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spoke that knowledge to Lord Brahma a long span of time has elapsed 
and that spiritual knowledge seems to have almost disappeared from the 
earth. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�oa here is addressed as Miidhava, defined in the 
Amarako�a Dictionary thus, maya-naSaka madhava/;J, "The Supreme 
Lord is named Madhava because He destroys the illusion of His 
dedicated devotees." Lord Km1a's instructing Lord Brahma in His 
Harilsa form is also mentioned in the Vi�ou Dharmottara. Uddhava 
called Lord Kr�oa the destroyer of enemies, indicating to Him to please 
destroy his enemy-like doubts that are influencing him. 

Texts 5-6 

� q\dfNdi � �4B11:gga � � I 
� �RSQl'1 � �= �= 1 1'1 1 1  
q\'ilfPNt � � � � I 
� '1�d� � � �: �q�fd 1 1� 1 1 

vakta kartavita nanyo dharmasyacyuta te bhuvi 
sabhayam api vairiiicyam yatra miirti-dharafJ kalal; 

kartravitra pravaktra ca bhavata madhusiidana 
tyakte mahitale deva vina$fam ka/;J pravak$yati 

Translation 

0 infallible Lord, there is no one either on earth or in Lord 
Brahma's abode where the Vedas reside as personified forms, who can 
speak, create or protect the supreme quality of Your spiritual process. 
You are the only one who is the speaker, protector and instructor of this 
spiritual process. 0 killer of the Madhu demon, who will reiterate this 
knowledge when You abandon earth? 
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Purport 

The Vedas are in book form on earth, but in Lord Brahma's 
abode the Vedas have a personal form and live as personifications of the 
Vedas always ready to propagate spiritual knowledge. There are 
eighteen different spiritual lore and we have discussed them in the 
introduction to our Bhagavad Gita. Here Uddhava indicates that except 
for Lord �Qa, no one is able to speak the true knowledge that can lead 
one back to Godhead, to His abode. 

Text 7 

� ;r: � <tJ4�nd?h�o1: 1 
<l'� � � � � i{ �  1 1�1 1 

tattvaril na/1 sarva-dharmajiia dharmas tvad-bhakti-lak$aJJa/1 
yatha yasya vidhiyeta tatha var1Jaya me prabho 

Translation 

0 Lord, since You are the knower of the symptoms and the 
inner meaning of spiritual science, please tell me the process of how to 
execute devotional service to please You. 

Text 8 

� �  
� � �: � � m: I 
m: � q("Qf::t'i 't:fq\4115 \141d"'tl"{ l lc l l  

sri suka uvaca 
ittharil sva-bhrtya-mukhyena p"fal; sa bhagavan haril;l 

pritafl k$emaya martyanam dharman aha sanatanan 
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Translation 

Sri Sukadeva Goswami said, when the best of all servants, 
Uddhava, asked this question to the Supreme Lord Sri �Qa, He was 
greatly pleased and spoke the eternal religious principles that are 
beneficial to all of mankind. 

Purport 

Here Uddhava addresses Lord Kn;Qa as the Supreme Lord. 
Some thinkers misunderstand and think that the Supreme Lord is 
someone different than Lord Kr�i:ia. But Lord Kf�Qa is the Master of the 
personification of religion; therefore He knows the inner meaning of all 
religious and spiritual principles. No one in any creation knows as much 
as or more than Lord Kr�Qa. 

Text 9 

� 
� 'l!\t � m �:�4\t41-0 � I 
�'>l•O::etiV•frfl � � 'if  1 1« 1 1 

iri bhagaviin uvaca 
dharmya e$a ta va prasno nai{lsreyasa-karo nroam 
varl)asramacaravatam tam uddhava nibodha me 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, your question is endued 
with pure spirituality and thus will reward the most beneficial bene
diction, liberation, to both ordinary people and to those who follow the 
path of the V ar:Qasrama system. 

Purport 

Devotional service is beneficial for both those who have become 
purified as well as those not yet purified. It acts as medicine ( bhava
usadh1) for ordinary people and acts as vitamin (amrta-drava) for the 
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self-realized. A person does not stop following devotional rules after 
becoming self-realized, but pure devotional service actually begins only 
after reaching the stage of self-realization. As stated in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam, atmtiramas ca munayal; . . .  kurvanty ahaitukiiil bhaktim, 
"The self-realized person actually performs unalloyed devotional 
service." If devotional service is performed correctly it .rewards the 
highest benefit to whoever follows it, including those outside of the 
V arr)asrama system. 

Texts 10-11 

� $d1;ll � � � � �: I 
$d$('QI: �: � � !fid�J/1 �: mol l 

ftG: VoFt � 'CPitst � I 
\341\ta acflf.i-e1 tt 1'r 1:a;�R4'lt: 1 1 1 1 1 1  

adau krtayuge varJJO nroliiil halilsa iti smrta.IJ 
krtakrtylib prajafJ jatya tasmat k.rtayugam vidufJ 
vedafJ praJJava evagre dharmo 'halil VT$ariipa-dhrk 

upasate taponi$fha hamsam mam mukta-kilvi$;ifl 

Translation 

In Satyayuga at the beginning of the millennium, only one caste 
existed for human beings and it was named Harilsa. Everyone was 
perfect from birth and followed religious principles perfectly, which is 
why that age was also known as Kftayuga. In that age of Satyayuga the 
syllable Om was the Veda, and I appeared in the form of religion 
personified, as a bull. All the people of that time were very austere and 
sinless and worshipped Me in My Harilsa form. 

Purport 

This 'Harilsa class' mentioned here refers to a class of people 
that existed just after Lord Brahma took birth upon a lotus. These are 
the first people that Lord Brahma created. Srila Jiva Goswami, the 
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backbone of Gau(.iiya Vai$Qavism, states in his Krama Sandarbha, dvi
parardhadau brahma-kalpe ya tu S!$fyadita eva catur-va11Jyadi prav_rttir 
V811Jita, "When Lord Brahma created for the first time there was only 
one caste, but just afterward four social and four spiritual orders came to 
exist." The Sukapak$iyam states, catur-yuga sahasrarambha krta-yuge 
harilsa iti brahmar;ia-va11Ja sariljfia na tu k$atriyadayal;J, "In the very first 
Krtayuga, of the one thousand cycles of the four yugas, there was one 
class of people and they were called Harilsa and they were BrahmaQa 
class. No other class existed at that time."  Sripada Viraraghavacharya 
says the same thing thus, adau sahasrarambha k.rtayuge nro;iril va11Jo 
harilsa iti brahmal}a V811Ja sariljiia sa eka eva, "In the very beginning of 
the first yuga, of the first thousand cycles of the four yugas, was named 
Krtayuga. At that time there was only one caste for all human beings and 
it was named Harilsa and they were addressed as BrahmaQas." Just 
thereafter other castes began forming. Lord K_r$Qa stated in the 
Bhagavad Gita spoken to Vivasvan (the god of sun) many millions of 
years ago; and He reiterated that same knowledge to Arjuna about five 
thousand years ago; that the four social and spiritual orders were created 
by Him. 

Text 12 

�dl!{\.Q � !AIOll;:ii ii�'llihl41 I 
m � � N�f'·R�= m�1 1 

treta-mukhe mahabhaga pr8Qan me hrdayat trayi 
Yidya pradur abhllt tasya ahamasam trivrn makhal;J 

Translation 

0 greatly fortunate Uddhava, at the beginning of Tretayuga 
threefold Vedic knowledge emanated from My heart through My 
breathing process, and from that Vedic knowledge I appeared in three 
categories of fire sacrifices. 
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Purport 

Everyone born in Krtayuga was pious because religion 
personified, in the form of a bull, was present and stood on all four legs 
of righteousness; namely tapasya (austerity); suchi (cleanliness); daya 
(mercy); and satya (truthfulness). At that time there was no need for any 
scripture to guide anyone to perform purifying rituals, which is why the 
entire human race was called Hamsa. But after the age of Krtayuga 
passed and Tretiiyuga began religion personified in the form of a bull 
lost the leg of austerity and thus scriptural guidelines were needed to 
guide the public. Then Vedic knowledge appeared from the Lord's 
breathing, which had three limbs. As stated in the Anvitiirtha Prakasika, 
trayi rk-yajul;l sama nlpas trayo 'vayava yasyal} sa vidya pradurbhavat, 
"The knowledge that appeared from the Lord's breathing had three 
limbs namely the �g, Yajur and Sama which were named as trayi, 
meaning threefold-knowledge." From this knowledge three sacrificial 
functions were born, which are presided over by three priests in the 
sacrifice; one, a priest who chants the �gveda mantra; two, a priest that 
arranges the sacrificial alter while chanting mantras from the Yajurveda; 
and three, a priest who lights the fire in the sacrificial arena while chant
ing mantras from the Samaveda. In the beginning there was only one 
Veda and it had three meters; hymns in codes; hymns in poems; and 
hymns in prose form. In this way this process of knowledge continued for 
millions of millenniums until Srila Vyasadeva appeared in Dvaparayuga 
in this cycle of the four yugas and he divided that one Veda into four 
separated parts known today as the �gveda, Samaveda, Yajurveda and 
Atharvaveda. 

Text 13 

f°4!1h�tRl'4fi{$l_c;:I !{<..tii<ill{�ql(fiitl: I 
4<:i:::111(( �(i''U;J11a1 � :$il(&1t"ii41<�011: m�1 1  

vipra-k$atriya-vit-siidra mukha-bahfiru-pada-jal} 
vairajat puru$aj-jata ya atmacara lak$a.JJiilJ 
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Translation 

The BrahmaJ;tas came forth from the mouth of My universal 
form; K$atriyas came from the arms; Va.iSyas came from the thighs and 
Stldras were born from the feet. They are recognized by their state of 
mind and personal nature. 

Purport 

Although all parts of the Lord's body are equally important, the 
mouth is used for the valued functions of speaking and eating and thus 
because Brahmal)as represent the Lord's mouth they are given more 
importance then the other social orders. Therefore no one should be 
envious of the Brahmal)a class because they represent the mouth of the 
Lord. The Yajurveda states, brahmaJJO 'sya mukham asit, "The 
BrahmaQ.as represent the Lord's mouth in this world." A person carries 
the particular qualities and nature they developed in their past life to 
their next birth. Thus a person born in a traditional BrahmaQa family is 
how the Lord indicates that that person performed devotional service to 
Him in their last life. Therefore no one should be envious of BrahmaQas, 
but favorable to them because of their deep rooted inclination to serve 
the Lord. Due to a person's karma they are attracted to certain works 
and thereby Lord Brahma has that person born into a family with the 
corresponding social order. This text indicates only to traditional 
BrahmaQas living by brahminical rules. 

Texts 14 
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grhasramo jaghanato brahmacaryaril hrdo mama 
vak$a.1Jsthanad vane vaso nyasa'1 siT$BJJi sarilsthita.iJ 
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Translation 

I am the universal form. From My thighs Grhasthis were born; 
from My heart Brahmachans were born; from My chest Vanaprasthis 
were born; and from My head Sanyasis were born. 

Purport 

The Vedic scriptures advocating the Varl)asrama structure 
should not be misunderstood as promoting the caste system as seen 
today, but it is a divine system to manage society so people will be happy 
and society will prosper. It is not meant to indicate people can be stereo
typed depending on their birth, because everyone is an individual, 
different to various degrees and everyone experiences their own karma. 
God does not limit anyone. The Varl)iisrama system is but a vehicle to 
help people position themselves to spiritually progress. God does not 
appreciate anyone criticizing His Varl)asrama societal structure. The 
spiritual and social divisions of society were created by the Lord to keep 
peace and harmony in human society. For example, in Vedic life it is 
recommended that an ideal G:rhastha (householder) donate fifty percent 
of their earnings to a worthy person to be used for a worthy cause; 
Brahmachiiris (celibate students) accept charity and give it to their Guru 
to be used in the Lord's service; Viinaprasthis (people retired from 
household life) should live very austere; and a Sanyasi's (renounced 
order) duty is to guide everyone spiritually. There is not any material 
motivation in the giving or receiving of donations in the Varl)asrama 
system because all the money is honestly and systematically used in the 
Lord's service. When the four divisions of society work in this way for 
the Supreme cause there is no tension, envy, hatred or competition, 
hence peace prevails in Vedic society. But nowadays many unscrupulous 
people solicit donations in the name of God and use it for their personal 
pleasure and lavish lifestyle, thus crippling the integrity of the Varl)ii
srama system. This is a very big offense in the eyes of God. Moreover, 
with the decay of true Vedic knowledge in the world many good people 
are duped into donating to people not authorized by the ancient 
scriptures to accept donations. We have discussed this point in detail in 
our prior volumes of the previous Canto. 
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Text 15 
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Vlll7Janiim asramanam cajanmabhiimy anusariJJi 
asan pralqtayo nroam nicair-nicottamottamaf.i 

Translation 

11 .17.15 

According to a person's nature and habits they are designated 
into these social and spiritual orders, placed at higher or lower status 
accordingly. Those born from a higher limb of My Universal Form 
become higher class, whereas those born from My lower limbs become 
lower class. 

Purport 

Here Lord Krima speaks about the status of the social and 
spiritual orders. One should not assume that after the Lord created the 
Harilsa caste He created the other social classes and spiritual orders; 
because in the first creation, just after the first beings were created on 
earth, the Lord accepted His universal form and all the social and 
spiritual classes of people came from the different parts of His universal 
form. After the entities emanated from the Lord each entity developed a 
particular nature and attitude and was inclined to perform a certain type 
of work, which is why they were designated to a particular caste. Thus, as 
all the entities were pure when they emanated from the Lord's Universal 
Form, none of them is better than another, even though they were 
designated to different castes. Just as the attributes of a certain kind of 
produce depends on the quality of earth it was planted in, the atmo
sphere and climate grown in and the water supplied it; similarly the 
propensities of those living entities depended on the part of the Lord's 
body it emanated from. Just as Basmati rice is produced in a part of 
northwestern India and cannot be produced anywhere else with those 
qualities, similarly entities that came from a lower part of the Lord's 
body do not have the same qualities as those that came from a higher 
part of His body� thus they act differently. A Brahmal)a born person 
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should not think lowly of other castes because the scriptures state 
Brahmal)as came from the head of the Lord's universal form. To think 
this way is not worthy of proper Briihmal)a mentality. Envy and criticism 
have no place on the spiritual path. 

Text 16 
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Samo damas tapa}J saucam sanfO$aQ k$8ntir arjavam 
mad-bhaktis ca daya satyam brahma-prakrtayas tv imal;J 

Translation 

Peacefulness, self-control, performing austerities, cleanliness, 
satisfaction, forgiveness, straightforwardness, staunch devotion to Me, 
mercifulness and truthfulness are the natural qualities of the BriihmaQas. 

Purport 

The Briihmal)as whose lineage is connected to the Lord through 
Lord Brahma through an unbroken chain of birth dynasty and live by 
their merit possess all the above listed qualities. Peacefulness signifies to 
inner control. Self-control signifies external control of the senses. The 
performance of austerities signifies learning spiritual knowledge and 
contemplating how to satisfy the Supreme Lord. Cleanliness indicates 
living externally and internally pure. Satisfaction indicates remaining 
satisfied with whatever comes by providence for one's maintenance. The 
quality of forgiveness signifies not acting or thinking maliciously towards 
one who had offended them. The quality of straightforwardness refers to 
remaining simple, honest and speaking direct and not in a disingenuous 
or roundabout way. In this way Brahmal)as always remain heart of heart 
dedicated to the Lord. Mercifulness indicates the earnest desire to 
remove others' miseries. Truthfulness indicates speaking and accepting 
only those statements which are written in the ancient Vedic scriptures, 
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and not worldly truths. All these qualities, instinct and habit are 
naturally possessed in total by a real Brahmal).a. 

Text 17 
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tejo baJariJ dhrti/1 sauryaril titik$8Ud8.ryam udyamai) 
sthairyaril brahm81Jyatai5varyaril k$atra-pra.k.rtayas tv imiilJ 

Translation 

Majestic, physical strength, determination, heroism, forbearance, 
generosity, industrious, steadiness, devoted to pleasing the Brihma.J)as, 
leadership and riches are the natural qualities of K$atriyas. 

Purport 

Just as it is rare to find a real Brahmal).a in Kaliyuga, it is even 
more difficult to find a real K$atriya because Lord Parasurama killed 
almost all of them. Vigor can be seen in a real Ki:;atriya 's face. He is very 
majestic and does not like defeat. He is able to tolerate physical pains 
and problems if and when they occur and always remains unafraid. If a 

humble person commits an offense against him he tolerates it. He is very 
charitable, strenuously endeavors, remains fixed on his vow and loves 
real Brahmal).as and naturally likes to lead everyone. 

Texts 18-19 
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astikya.riJ dana-ni$fh8 ca adambho brahma-sevanam 
atu$tir arthopacayair vaisya-prakrtayas tv ima 
susrt1$aIJa.riJ dvija-gavam devanam capy amayaya 
tatra labdhena sant0$8/J stldra-pralqtayas tv imii/J 

Translation 

271 

Being very religious, very charitable, not arrogant, having a 
service attitude towards Brahm.IU,las, always dissatisfied in making 
money and always craving to make more are the natural qualities of a 
VaiSya. Serving Brahm.IU,las, cows, demigods and other respectable 
people without duplicity and remainine satisfied with whatever income is 
obtained are the natural qualities of a Sudra. 

Purport 

A person born in a quality Vaisya household has full faith in 
their Guru's words and the scriptures and thus remains very religious. 
He regularly gives a certain percentage of his earning in charity; remains 
free from arrogance, i.e. he does not torment, create trouble or tortures 
others as a show of his position or prosperity. He always craves to make 
more money and is never satisfied with the amount earned. 

A quality Sudra honestly and faithfully serves the upper three 
classes of people. He loves taking care of cows, worships demigods and 
does not demand anything in return for his service, but is satisfied with 
whatever is given for his service. The upper classes give them enough 
compensation to maintain their family, otherwise they would reap bad 
karma for taking advantage of the Sudras class. 

Text 20 
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asaucam anrta.riJ steya.riJ nastikya.riJ SU$ka-vigrahafJ 
kamafJ krodhas ca t8I$85 ca svabhavo 'ntyavasayinam 
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Translation 

Impurity, untruthfulness, thievery, faithlessness, quarreling for 
no apparent reason, incessant lust, uncontrollable anger and craving for 
material enjoyments are the natural qualities of those born as outcastes. 

Purport 

People born out of wedlock; those born from the union of an 
upper class woman and a low class man; progeny from prostitution; those 
born from a mother who does not know who the father is; those who 
have abortions; and those discarded by all social and spiritual order are 
called outcastes. Nowadays outcastes dominate the planet in both 
capitalistic and communistic countries. Many do not know what it means 
to be pure or to become pure at heart; or what should be done and what 
should not be done, to obtain the goal of human life. Impure desires like 
craving for illicit sex, intoxication, meat eating, gambling, envy, quarrel, 
fighting, schadenfreude, uncleanliness, bigotry, atheism, whimsy, robbery 
and bluffing are more prominent in outcaste societies. Homosexuality 
and divorce is the new fashion for such people. Even so, they claim 
themselves good people, but they do not know where to or how to be 
rightly pious. For example, they care for lower animals like cats and dogs, 
but kill and eat the sacred cow; they will give charity to a person without 
knowing if they are worthy to receive their charity or not; and if they 
adopt spiritual life they consider themselves spiritually advanced and 
think that they are the most pious person in this world; and too pompous 
to recognize their bad qualities. Such is the natural instinct of those born 
as outcastes. 

Text 21 

ahililsa satyam asteyam akama-krodha-lobhata 
bhuta-priya-hiteha ca dharmo 'yam sarva-viin}ikal;l 
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Translation 

Nonviolence; truthfulness; honesty; remaining free from lust, 
anger and greed; working for the benefit of others; and endeavoring for 
the happiness of all the living entities is the duty of everyone in human 
society. 

Purport 

Lord �I.la spoke this text for everyone, regardless of social or 
spiritual order, or outcaste. Everyone should have all of the above 
qualities. Some people follow a sect that propagates nonviolence, but are 
seen eating meat. This is pseudo nonviolence and is not accepted in 
Vedic society. One may wonder, what is real nonviolence. In answer the 
Manu Smruti states: 

kamiBJJli manasa vaca sarva-bhiife$U sarvada 
aklesa jananam prokta hy ahimsa yoga vittamai/; 

"Wise sages expert in spiritual life have concluded that refrain
ing from creating any discomfort for any living entity, at all time, both 
physical and mentally, and through speech is called nonviolence." 

The Brhadaraoyaka Upani�ad states, sarve bhavantu sukhina/; 
sarve santu niramayii, "Those who wish to allow all living entities to live 
happily and do not create any discomfort for any creature are called 
nonviolent people." Lord Buddha appeared just to preach real non
violence, but almost all Buddhists are non-vegetarians. 

Text 22 
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dvitiyaril prapyanupiirvyiij janmopanayanaril dvija/; 
vasan gurukule diinto brahmiidhiyita ctihuta}J 
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Translation 

In due course those from twice-born families in society should 
go through the purificatory ceremony for second birth by accepting the 
sacred thread and chant the Gayatri mantra. They should reside in the 
Ashram of the preceptor and remain self-controlled and when the 
preceptor convenes to teach class on the Vedas, he should attend and 
study. 

Purport 

The three upper classes, Brahmar.ia, K�atriya and VaiSya are 
called twice-born people in Vedic civilization. Sometime after a male 
child is born in these families he goes through the purificatory ceremony 
called 'the sacred thread ceremony. ' The ages of this ceremony differs 
for these three classes of boys. A son of a Brahmar.ia goes through this 
ceremony at the age of nine; a son of a K�atriya goes through the 
ceremony at the age of eleven; and a son of a Vaisya goes through this 
ceremony at the age of fifteen. Vedic mantras are chanted by the presid
ing priest at this fire sacrifice ceremony and after the long procedure a 
sacred thread is placed on the left shoulder of the boy. This is the way 
these classes of boys take second birth to become eligible candidates to 
study the Vedas. Females do not go through this process. In Bhagavat 
Dh&rma Samaja  we follow all these procedures very meticulously. Most 
of our students , live in the Ashram go through this process for second 
birth to study the Vedas. When they become learned and qualified then 
they are blessed with spiritual initiation. People not born in these class 
families directly receive spiritual initiation when they are qualified. 

Texts 23-24 
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mekhalajina d8.1}(18k$a-brahma-siltra-kamaJJifalun 
jatilo 'dhauta-dadvaso 'rakta-pitha kusan dadhat 
snana-bhojana homC$U japoccare ca vagyatal) 
na cchindyan nakha-romapi kak$opasth'a-gatany api 

Translation 

275 

He should wear a belt and a ring made from Kusa grass; a 
deerskin; a necklace made of holy beads; a sacred thread; and carry a 
water-pot, and have a bamboo stick as a staff. He should grow matted 
hair; should not wear fancily washed clothes nor have special dental care. 
He should sit on a simple seat and remain silent while bathing, eating, 
performing sacrifice, chanting mantras on beads, evacuating and urinat
ing. He should not cut any hair from his body including armpit hair and 
pubic hair, nor cut his nails. 

Purport 

The above listed items are given by the preceptor, because 
unless the candidate follows the orders of the preceptor with the right 
attitude and lives simply they will not learn the science of spirituality 
correctly. In Bhagavat Dharma Samaj, because of time, place, and 
circumstance we have replaced deerskin with saffron or silk cloth; and 
replaced the water pot with a bead bag. As Gau<;liya Vaiimavas we shave 
the head instead of keeping matted hairs, and we wear Tilak marks on 
the body, cut nails and clean teeth . We follow the rest of the rules as 
stated in the text. 

Texts 25-26 
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reto navakirejjatu brahma-vrata-dhara}J svayam 
avakin;e 'vagahyapsu yatasus tripaditiJ japet 
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agny-arkacarya-go-vipra guru-vrddha surail chucil; 
samahita upasita sandhye ca yataviig japan 

Translation 

1 1.17.28 

He should observe a vow of celibacy and not waste semen, but if 
semen discharges by itself while asleep he should immediately bathe, 
perform Pril;layama, and chant the Gayatri Mantra. Such a purified 
celibate student, with single pointed intelligence, should worship fire, the 
sun, the preceptor, cows, Briihmlll)as, the Spiritual Master, the elderly 
learned, and the demigods. At dawn and dusk he should perform 
sandhya. 

Purport 

These are guidelines for celibate students learning the Vedas 
under the care of a preceptor. In this system the student must preserve 
semen for increasing the power of memory and to keep purity intact. If a 
nocturnal emission is experienced, bathing, performing Pra1,1ayama, and 
chanting the Gayatri Mantra one hundred and eight times ia necessary 
for re-obtaining purity. 

Texts 27-28 
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acarya mam vijaniyan navamanyeta karhicit 
na martya-buddhyasiiyeta sarva-devamayo guruji 

sayariJ pratar upaniya bhaik$aril tasmai nivedayet 
yac canyad apy anujilatam upayuiljita sarilyatal,J 
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Translation 

He should realize that the Spiritual Master is My actual form 
and thus never disrespect him in any way, nor envy nor think him to be 
an ordinary man because all the demigods are embodied in Guru. 
Everything that is gained in the morning and evening, not only foods, 
but everything should be offered to one's Guru. Then, very carefully, 
while following his directions, things necessary to live should be 
accepted from him. 

Purport 

A Guru authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures to accept 
disciples is called a bona fide and authentic Guru. Such a Gurii should be 
served as stated in the above text. An unmarried disciple, with no 
material obligation, should give everything they possess and everything 
they will acquire in the future to their authentic Gurii as an offering. 
This is a eternal Vedic rule. Disciples with material obligations and/or 
family should offer half of what they have, or the maximum they can 
afford, to their authentic Guru. An authentic Gurii is not greedy for 
himself, but uses everything given him in the service of the Supreme 
Lord; and does not use anything for his own enjoyment. A bona fide 
Gurii should never be envied because all the demigods live in his body. 
As stated in the Adi PuraQ.na: 

kaminam kr$Qa-nlpariJ hi guriiril manyeta manav;i/J 
satya-bratariJ ramacandrariJ nrsi.rilhariJ krodhinariJ tathii 
kapatariJ vamanam vidyiid do$aiS tam na narariJ smaret 

"Any person who considers their scripturally authentic Guru, 
who is equal to Lord Kr�IJ.a Himself in a human form, to be an ordinary 
human being; or anyone who thinks that Lord Rama just adhered to His 
marriage vows; or anyone who thinks that Lord Nrsirilhadeva is very 
angry Lord; or that Lord Vamanadeva is a cheater should be understood 
to be totally materialistic, filled with offenses, and therefore they should 
be discarded and not recollected in memory again." 
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Text 29 
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suin1$amiiQa acaryam sadopasita nica vat 
yanasayyasana sthanair natidiire Jc.rt;jjjjafi]J 

Translation 

11 .17.29 

While serving the Spiritual Master a disciple should be very 
careful. When the Spiritual Master walks he should walk behind him; 
when the Spiritual Master goes to sleep he should go to sleep nearby and 
not at a distant place. When the Spiritual Master is tired the disciple 
should massage his feet; and when be is sitting the disciple should stand 
nearby with a humble attitude and with folded hands to show respect. In 
this way a disciple should serve his Spiritual Master in a humble mood 
like a menial servant. 

Purport 

A person is considered very lucky if he or she obtained a 
scripturally authentic Spiritual Master. Such a Spiritual Master is called 
authentic and bona fide and a disciple should always be ready to serve 
such a Spiritual Master. But while serving such a Spiritual Master one 
should be very careful, otherwise they will be implicated with 
unforgivable offenses. As the Niti Siistra states: 

nikafe 'ti vinasiiya hy ati-diire ca ni$pha/a}J 
sevyii hi madhya-bhiigena riija vahni gurii striya/J 

"A king (or a politician), fire, Guru, and a woman should 
neither be kept too close so they become too familiar to become 
offensive which can create problems; nor should they be kept too distant 
because no benefit can be gotten from them. Therefore these four things 
should be dealt with in a neutral way-neither keeping too close a 
relationship with them, nor avoiding to communicate with them or 
communicating after long intervals." 
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Text 30 
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evaril vrto gurukule vased bhoga-vjvarjjtajJ 
vidya samapyate yavad bibhrad vratam akha$(1ifam 

Translation 

279 

In this way until the Vedic education is completed a student 
s)lould refrain from all material sense objects and, without breaking his 
vow of celibacy, he should live under the residential care of his Gurii. 

Text .31 
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yad asau chandasaril lokam arok$yan brahma-vi$fapam 
gurave vinyased deharil svadhyayartharil brhad-vratajJ 

Translation 

If he desires to ascend to the abode of Lord Brahma where the 
personified Vedas reside he should reS<>lve to live as a celibate student 
his whole life, remaining a surrendered soul at the feet of his preceptor 
for further studies. 

Text .32 
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agnau gurav atmani ca sarva-bhilfe$U mam param 
aprthag dhir upasita brahma-varcasvy akalma$alJ 

Translation 

1 1 .17.33 

Such a celibate student possesses true enlightenment through 
Vedic knowledge and thus becomes free from sins. He should worship 
Me in fire, in Guru, in his own self and in all living entities and should 
understand that within his own self and in everyone 's heart the same one 
Supersoul resides. 

Purport 

One who becomes sound in Vedic knowledge considers 
everyone to be equal to their own self because they begin seeing 
Supersoul seated in their own heart and everyone's heart as well. In 
another words, such person begins to see the pains and pleasures of 
others to be equal to their own pains and pleasures. 

Text 33 
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striQariJ nirfk$aIJa-sparsa-samliipa-k$velanadikam 
praQino mithuni-bhiltan agrhastho 'gratas tyajet 

Translation 

Those not married should not look lustfully at women, nor 
lustfully touch them, nor lustfully converse, nor joke in arousing ways, 
nor sport with them and so on. One should not even look towards living 
entities that maybe engaged in copulating and should immediately leave 
that area. 

Purport 

All the scriptures were written by, spoken by, and contemplated 
by males, which is why their opposite gender, woman, is spoken about in 
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this way. One should not misunderstand Vedic civilization thinking it is 
against women, because it is not. The scriptural rules apply equally to 
men and women alike, and when a candidate becomes a pure devotee, 
male or female, the Supreme Lord blesses them equally. Man is consi
dered maya for a woman; and woman is considered maya for a man; this 
is Vedic truth. Therefore, both men and women on the spiritual path 
should be careful not to mingle unrestrictedly with the opposite gender. 
Unmarried people consist of brahmachi:iris, renounced Sanyasis and 
Vanaprasthis (those retired from family life) and all of them should live 
celibate lives. These people should not meditate on the opposite gender 
intimately or otherwise. The word adi, or so on, in this text indicates that 
one should not even think about the opposite gender. Prohibitions for 
celibates are stated in the Niti Sastra thus: 

smaraJJ8li1 kirtanam keiiJJ prek$81;1a.dl guhya-bh�al}am 
saiikalpo 'dhyavasayas ca kriya nispattir eva ca 

"A celibate that desires spiritual elevation should avoid the 
following eight things because they are considered equal to having sexual 
intercourse: thinking about the opposite gender; conversing with them; 
lasciviously playing with them; lustfully glancing at them; speaking 
secretly and/or seductively to them; fixing a date/time to meet; meeting 
to enjoy with them; and engaging physically in intercourse." 

Text 34-35 

�nifitlit'14 � �q1f�4111if�'l I 
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saucam acamanam snanaiil sandhyopastir mamarcanam 
tirtha-seva japo 'sp,Syabhak$8sari1bh�ya varjanam 
sarvasrama prayukto 'yam niyama/.1 kula-nandana 
mad-bhaval;i sarva-bhtite$U mano-vak-kaya samyamal;i 
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Translation 

0 Uddhava, cleanliness; sipping water for purification; bathing; 
chanting the Gayatri mantra thrice daily; worshipping Me; observing 
holy places; chanting japa on beads; seeing the Lord in all living entities; 
controlling the mind, words and senses; refraining from touching un
touchables; avoiding uneatable things; and not speaking with those 
whom should not be spoken to are rules applied to all spiritual orders in 
human society. 

Purport 

According to Vedic scriptures the Gurl1, the cow and holy places 
are considered pure and serving/observing them rewards equal merits. 
Because of circumstance if a person is unable to reach holy places like 
the Ganges etc. they can serve cows and/or a scripturally authentic Gurti 
with the right attitude and this will reward benedictions. Untouchables 
are people who do not follow Vedic rules and/or break rules of purity 
and/or perform works considered unclean or impure. Uneatable items 
are things that take away one's purity such as meat, fish, eggs, onion, 
garlic, mushrooms, turnips, carrots and beets. People should refrain from 
speaking to peole who kill or have killed a cow, a traditional Briihmana, 
or a true V�nava devotee of the Lord. 

Text 36 

� � "'�onsft .. fo"I � 1 
'44'd'i4'Sldq\ll �S�: 1 1 �� 1 1  

evarb brhad-vratadharo brahm81)o 'gnir ivajvalan 
madbhaktas tivra-tapasa dagdha-karmasayo 'malaji 

Translation 

By following these rules a celibate BrahmaJ)a becomes as 
radiant as fire and from the potency of performing austerities all his 
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acquired contaminations are eliminated. Thus being purified in heart he 
becomes My real devotee. 

Purport 

Every human being someway or other should perform aus
terities with controlled senses, because by performing austerities one 
becomes purified from sins they have committed. A luminous vigor from 
the inner purity of an austere person shows on their face that shines like 
fire. This purity makes one resolve to become a fixed up devotee of Lord 
Kr�i:ia. 

Text 37 

�·tU"1"'d\'11Q'itQ'{ � f;t:.:tt1fqaii1'1: I 
� ��0(1 � Ql�IC( 14:t+flf4a: 1 1 ��1 1 

athanantaram avek$yan yatha jijiiasitagama(l 
gurave dak$.iJJlirll dattva snayad gurv-anumodita(l 

Translation 

After completing his celibate life, if the student desires to enter 
householder life, after giving remuneration to his teacher and taking his 
permission, he should cut his hair, bathe and have the ceremony for his 
'farewell from the Ashram to return home' performed. 

Purport 

The age we are living in is called Kaliyuga and in this age almost 
everyone enters householder life. Regardless if a person remains single 
or marries, it is best for everyone to begin life as a celibate student to 
first learn Vedic science, so afterward they can remain immune to 
problems faced from miiyii in householder life. When Vedic study is 
completed a Brahmachiiri should offer dak$iJJa (monetary donation) to 
the preceptor for his studies and after getting his permission he should 
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go through the farewell ceremony of 'departure from the Ashram to 
home.' 

Text 38 

1]t Cf.l" 41qf49J (l � � ftr;;fl*'q = I 
� '1'�511;(4� '1(tf\<\fu( l l�cl l  

grham vanam vopaviset pravrajed va dvijottama/;J 
asramad-asramam gacchen nii.nyatha matparas caret 

Translation 

After a good quality Brabma.t;ta dedicated to Me completes his 
celibate life be should enter householder life or go to the forest after 
accepting the renounced order of life. Or he can go through the system 
one after another order, but not act per his wish by going reverse in the 
sequence of the spiritual orders. 

Purport 

It is clearly stated here that only a purified high quality 
Brabmru;ia is allowed fo enter into the renounced order of life (Sanyasa) .  
The Devala Smruti states, mukhaj-janamayam dharmo yad vi$J)Or li.Jiga
dharaJJam, "Those born from the mouth of the Lord are easily purified 
because the process of purity is in their blood, thus they are able to 
adopt the attributes of Lord Vi$JJU called 'adopting Sanyasa. '" But at 
times for preaching purposes a Vai$Qava Spiritual Master offers the 
status of Sanyasa to others who are not born into traditional Brahmal).a 
families. One may wonder, if adopting the Sanyasa order is prohibited in 
the age of Kaliyuga, why take the risk of accepting or rewarding the 
Sanyasa order to anyone in this age? The answer is found in the Yajfia
valkya Smruti thus: 

yavad VarJJB vibhago 'sti yavad gariga mahitale 
agnihotram ca sanyii.sam tavat kuryat kalauyuge 
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"As long as divisions of social orders exist and as long as the 
Ganges flows on earth, till that long the performance of fire sacrifices 
and accepting the Sanyasa should be carried on in Kaliyuga." 

The age of Kaliyuga will last four hundred thirty-two thousand 
years, of which approximately five thousand one hundred years have 
passed. Not long ago Lord Kr�Q.a appeared in His devotee form as Lord 
Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhii, indicating we are passing through the golden 
moments of Kaliyuga. As long as the Ganges exists on earth spiritual life, 
some way or other, will exist on earth as well. The Bhavi�ya Puriil).a 
states: 

kalau da5a-sahasr;i/Ji vzyi;w tyajati medini 
tad-ardhalil jahnavi-toyalil tad-ardhalil grama-devatal; 

"After Kaliyuga passes ten thousand years temples of Lord 
Vi�Q.U will cease to exist on earth. After Kaliyuga passes fifteen thousand 
years the Ganges will dry up from the earth; and after twenty thousand 
years of Kaliyuga passes no one will worship the Supreme Lord in any 
way." · 

The Vedic scriptures recommend after the period of celibate life 
one should enter household life, and after household life one should 
enter retired life, and after retired life one should adopt the renounced 
order. One should live spiritual life following this system and not jump 
hazardously from one life-order to another, thus breaking established 
spiritual rules. It does not matter what status of life-order one follows 
spiritual life in, one should live in that life-order and faithfully and 
honestly serve Lord �Q.a. Nowhere is it written that only persons in the 
renounced order of life obtain liberation from this . world, or that only 
males reach the spiritual world; but it is written everywhere that anyone, 
either male or female, provided they become fully purified by rigidly 
following devotional rules reaches the spiritual world. The most 
important thing in life is to accept spiritual initiation from a Vai�Q.ava 
Spiritual Master authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures and honestly 
follow his directions. Thus, the key to the spiritual world is at hand 
regardless of caste, color, creed, gender, social or spiritual order of a 
devotee of the Lord. After accepting the Sanyasa order one should in no 
circumstance get married; if one does so he is said to be going reverse, as 
stated in this text. 
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Text 39 

�tft" � ltl"lf�@(f'!!l�di'{ l 
'Q"o4i'Q�1 � � (fr  \1""4otf+t9)6'11(( 1 1 ��1 1 

grbiirthi sadfSitiJ bbaryam udvabed ajugupsitam 
yaViyasitiJ tu vayasa tam savarJJ.am anµkramat 

Translation 

11 .17.39 

H the celibate has decided to enter householder life he should 
marry a good quality virgin girl born into a noble and decent dynasty. 
She should be younger than him and from the same caste as him. H due 
to excessive lust he desires to have another wife, he should marry 
another wife from a lower caste than him, in sequence. 

Purport 

One gender is considered miiyii for the other gender, therefore it 
is best to remain a celibate devotee in good faith to be free to serve Lord 
�Qa. Lust is born from passion and 1s never satisfied. Similar to when a 
centipede attaches to a person with its many legs that causes an itchy 
sensation making the person want to remove it, but it is difficult to 
remove the entity. The only way to remove the entity is to apply a 
quantity of salt to it, which causes it to flip over and flee. Similarly, 
centipede-like lusty desires catch hold of a person's mind with its many 
incessant leg-like desires that cannot ,be satisfied in anyway other than 
constant engagement in pacifying salt-like austerities. As soon as ·one 
becomes determined to perform austerities following the direction of an 
authentic Spiritual Master miiya flees and does not think of returning to 
that person again. 

Text 40 

�t'W"l::tc:{Fttf.t � � (#"it"'t::ti'{ l 
gfd�«ls� � 'il1�01�""4 "ll'iit::t'{ l l�ol l 
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ijyadyayana diinani sarve$am ca dvi-janmaniinl 
pratigraho 'dhyapanaril ca brahmaJ}asyaiva yajanam 

Translation 

287 

All twice-born men are authorized to perform fire sacrifices, 
study the Vedas and give charity, however accepting charity, teaching 
the Vedas to others, and performing sacrifices on behalf of someone else 
can only be done by a spiritually qualified person born in a traditional 
Brahmat)a dynasty. 

Purport 

According to Vedic tradition twice-born people are considered 
civilized in the eyes of God. There are six activities prescribed in the 
Vedic literatures for such civilized people; studying the Vedas, teaching 
the Vedas to authorized people, performing fire sacrifices, performing 
sacrifices on behalf of others, giving charity to worthy people, and 
accepting the charity from others. Of these six, three qualities are meant 
only for qualified authentic traditional Brahmal)as. As stated in the Niti 
Sastra: 

$8JJJJlili1 tu karmaIJlim asya triJJi karm8J)i jivika 
yajana 'dhyapane caiva visuddhac ca pratigraha'1 

"Of the six kinds of activities-studying, teaching, performing 
sacrifices on his own behalf, performing sacrifice on another's behalf, 
giving charity to worthy people, and accepting charity from others
three are used as a means of livelihood by traditional Brahmat)as; 
performing sacrifices for others, teaching the Vedas to authorized people, 
and accepting legally earned money/wealth as charity." 

Here Lord Kf�l)a gives precedence to traditionally born fully 
qualified Brahmal)as who have taken shelter of a Vai�i:iava Spiritual 
Master authorized by the ancient scriptures. Although such Brahmal)as 
are rare and hard to find in the age of Kaliyuga, they are not yet extinct. 
They can be found by very fortunate and meritorious people, but for an 
envious person to detect one is next to impossible. 
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Text 41 

gRBI@ ""�'11 .. �q4t:iif\:ln:n1G"l I 
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pratigraharil manyamanas tapas tejo-yaio-nudam 
anyabhyam eva jlveta silair vii do$11-drk tayol; 

Translation 

1 1. 17.41 

Knowing that accepting charity reduces the purity one obtained 
by performing austerities thus causing the Brahamru;ia to lose spiritual 
potency and fame, he should instead teach the Vedas to people autho
rized to · learn them as well as perform sacrifices for others for his 
livelyhood. But if this occupation also seems faulty, indeed he should 
live by gathering grains that fell in the field while the ripened crops were 
harvested. 

Purport 

It is in the nature of civilized people to give charity, which is why 
people are seen giving charity. In ancient times it was very difficult to 
find someone who would accept charity, whereas in modem days many 
people accept charity without knowing that doing so causes them to lose 
their purity. They do not know that the sins of the charity giver sit upon 
the charity and go to the charity receiver; and the merits of the charity 
receiver walk to the charity giver as soon as he accepts the charity in his 
hands. As stated in the Niti Sastra, piil}au dagdha pratihrahe, "The 
person's merits walkout though their hands when they accept charity." 
That is why knowledgeable people give charity, because they know that 
their sins leave them as well as their being able to acquire merits without 
performing austerity. But the donor must be sure that the charity 
receiver is pure and meritorious, otherwise the charity receiver's sins 
walk to the donor, which is why the scriptures state that charity should 
be given to a worthy person and not just anyone . The Padma Pural)a 
states, danaril grhJJiiti ya{l $iidro . . . .  yas ca tasmai sampradadyat tau ubhau 
narakau dhruvam, "If the charity receiver was born in a lower class 
family he goes to hell for accepting charity and the donor follows him: 
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there for giving charity without due diligence." This signifies that giving 
charity is a very delicate thing. A qualified BrahmaQa avoids accepting 
charity for himself, but performs sacrifices and teaches the Vedas to 
qualified people to earn his livelihood. If he finds that this occupation 
makes him greedy he should live on collecting the leftover grains on 
agricultural fields. In one of the suitable ways indicated above he is free 
to peacefully perform his devotional service. 

Text 42 

,.,�u1 �  � �sir f£1i;Efit"lt4 � 1 
jiil{l4 � � g�:U::t"*l§\"114 'if' 1 1��1 1 

brahmal)asya hi deho 'yam k$udra-kamliya ne$yate 
krcchrliya tapase ceha pretylinanta sukhaya ca 

Translation 

A Brabmai;ia body is very rare and not meant for enjoying 
insignificant pleasures like material sense gratification. But rather it is 
meant for performing rigorous austerities in life in order to enjoy 
unlimited pleasures after his demise. 

Purport 

This verse was spoken to convince people that performing 
austerities brings lasting pleasures after death. Life is eternal and the 
body is perishable, thus enjoying material sense gratification is tempo
rary pleasure that creates frustration and unhappiness in its wake and is 
ill advised. Material pleasures are like an irritating fungus that is pacified 
when scratched, but fungus is a disease that worsens when scratched, 
which should be cured with prescription medicine. Similarly austerities 
are the prescription for the soul to become healthy and thus not be 
affected by itch-like material pleasures. Thus the soul becomes strong to 
work for eternal pleasures only found in the spiritual world. 
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Text 43 

���9('41 qRf.re�:dl � � � �: I 
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iiloiichav_rtya paritu$fa-citto 
dharmam mahantam virajam f u$8.IJ.alJ 
mayy arpitatma grha eva ti$than 
nati-prasakta/;J samupaiti iantim 

Translation 

Any Brahmru;ia living at home following his decided noble 
spiritual path with his mind fully absorbed in Me, who is satisfied by 
maintaining himself picking grains left in fields by farmers and/or by 
collecting grains spilled in the marketplace achieves peace and liberation 
from this world even without accepting the renounced order of life. 
Living this way he does not feel too attached to anything material, but 
remains attracted to Me. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�i;ia is here stating that if a person is an honest devotee 
they do not need to leave householder life and adopt the renounced 
order of Sanyasa to obtain liberation. They can live at home and practice 
spiritual life there to please the Lord. As stated in the Nyaya Sastra, 
attecen madhu vindeta Jdmartharil parvatam vrajet, "If a person can 
remain pure and obtain the sweetest liberation while at home, why do 
they have to leave for the forest or . hills to perform austerities?" 
Meaning there is no need for a person to leave home or adopt the 
renounced order if one can maintain a pure spiritual lifestyle at home. 
Such devotees never become too attached to their family, children or 
anything material. 

Text 44 

q14(f.:a it fi:N �"1&41 &t(Q(1'£1U1¥{ I 
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samuddharanti ye vipram sidantam mat-parayapam 
tan-uddhari$ye na cirad apadbhyo naurivarpa vat 

Translation 

291 

People that take care of learned Bralumu;1a devotees who are 
truly surrendered souls to Me, are quickly rescued from all miseries, like 
people drowning in the ocean are rescued by a boat. 

Purport 

Real devotees normally do not ask for anything from others for 
their self. They remain satisfied with whatever is obtained by providence, 
but to better serve Lord Kr!.il.la they will ask help from others.  And any
one who extends help to a sincere devotee without him asking receives 
swift help from the Supreme Lord because Lord Kr!.i1.1a loves His dedi
cated devotee. People that are very pious and fortunate cannot tolerate 
seeing a real devotee facing trouble, thus they come forward by their 
own accord and extend help without being asked. This is their great 
fortune . 

Text 45 

�: ���\c;_ \r3fT � <::Q\t:fi<{ �= I 
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sarvaji samuddhared riija piteva vyasanat prajli{J 
iitmanam atmana dhiro yathii gajapatir gajan 

Translation 

Just as a ruling king protects his citizens from problems as 
though they were his own children; and just as a male elephant protects 
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other elephants in his herd; similarly a sober person should protect his 
soul by his endeavors. 

Text 46 

� :t<qfdf4q14•ucf:itjilfq1 I 
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evaril vidho narapatir vimiinenarka varcasa 
vidhtlyehasubharil k[tsnam indrel}a saha modate 

Translation 

If a king protects his subjects this way he becomes free from sin 
and reaches heaven upon an aircraft as bright as the sun and enjoys in 
heaven, as Lord Indra does there. 

Text 47 

·� m tjfOl•��I qo�\€4N� � I  
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sidan vipro val}ig-v.rtya pal}yair evapadari1 taret 
kharigena va ''padakranto na §vavrttya kathaficana 

Translation 

If a learned Brilhmal)a cannot maintain himself by the 
Brabmat;ta profession, then to remove his misery he can adopt the 
profession of a merchant and buy and sell goods till his needs are met. If 
he still cannot earn enough in that profession he can work as a soldier 
with weapon in hand till his needs are met. But in no circumstance 
should he ever accept an occupation serving an ordinary master, like a 
dog. 
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Purport 

In Vedic civilization there are restrictions for a learned 
Brahma1,1a. If a learned Briihma1,1a cannot take care of himself and his 
family following his prescribed duties he can adopt the occupation of a 
merchant, but he cannot do any business that breaks the rules of purity. 
Businesses that involve meat, fish, eggs, onions, garlic and other rejected 
products; operating a brothel; working in a gambling casino; or dealing 
with intoxicants like liquor products remove purity and thus are 
forbidden. If he cannot earn enough to meet his needs in the mercantile 
professions he can join the military or other type of governing occu
pation where unjustified violence is not involved. The Nyaya Sastra 
states, papiyasim ma li$fhet, "A wise man should not adopt any occu
pation or act that implicates one with sin." A Briihma1,1a that adopted 
another's profession because of need should return to a Briihmal)a 
profession after the dire situation has passed. 

Text 48 

��tt9iltl g (I�"""" �·Wt••�pittttlSS� I 
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vaisya-vrttya tu rajanyo jiven-mrgayayii "padi 
cared va viprarlipeJJa na sva-v.rttyii kathancana 

Translation 

Similarly if a �atriya faces problems for his maintenance he can 
work as a merchant. If he cannot not earn enough as a merchant then he 
can work as a bunter or can even adopt the Brabmal,la occupation of 
teaching. But in no circumstance should he ever accept an occupation 
serving an ordinary master, like a dog. 

Text 49 

�9M � �: �= �·��aRhtti'( I 
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siidra-vrttim bhajed vaisya}J s{Jdra}J karukafa-kriyam 
krcchran mukto na garhyeJJa vrttim lipseta karmal)a 

Translation 

1 1 .17.50 

In time of financial difficulty a VaiSya may accept the occu
pation of a Sudra; and in difficult times a Sudra can perform the work of 
a tribal craftsman and make baskets, sieves, and mats. But when the 
difficult time passes anyone that adopted a lesser occupation in society 
because of emergency must relinquish that work and should not become 
attached to their temporary occupations. 

Purport 

Temporary substitute engagement is prescribed only to r�medy 
troubles at difficult times and not otherwise. As stated in the Niti Sastra, 
udara-nimitte bahu-bhe$a krtyam, "One is allowed to change their 
occupation to a lower status only to earn their livelihood in times of 
trouble. "  One may then ask, what about criticism for adopting a lower 
grade of activities? In answer the Nyaya Sastra states, apatti-kale 
maryada nasti, "At the time of difficulties one should not worry about 
their dignity, but should do the required work to help in an emergency." 
But one should not become attached to a lower profession because of 
good earnings and adopt it permanently as a way of life due to greed. 
One should relinquish the lower profession as soon as possible to avoid 
spiritual fall down. This is the Vedic rule and is supported here by Lord 
Kr�lJ.a. 

Text SO 

�14�'tll�ll<l'4�'1Q4� I 
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vedadhyaya-svadha-svaha-baly-annadyair yathodayam 
devaT$ir pitr-bhiitani mad-rupaJJy aovaham yajet 
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Translation 

A householder should daily worship sages by studying Vedic 
scriptures; he should worship the demigods by performing fire sacrifices; 
be should honor the forefathers by offering them water while chanting 
mantras; he should respect other living entities by offering shares of bis 
own· meal to crows; and be should respect human beings by feeding 
guests. He should daily do all of this according to his means while think
ing that the sages, the demigods, the forefathers, the living entities and 
human beings to be My potencies. 

Purport 

This text applies to traivargikii (people interested in reaching 
the heavenly planets). But those who have made it their sole goal of life 
to reach the spiritual world should only engage in the service of Lord 
Kp;I).a twenty-four hours a day . Such devotees do not need to perform 
the five kinds of rituals stated in this text. No obligation remains for a 
completely dedicated devotee of Lord Kr�i:ia, including having no 
obligation to sages, demigods, forefathers or any other living entity. 
Once a person wholeheartedly surrenders to Lord Kr�1.1a, making Him 
the goal of their life, everyone else the person is indebted to is 
automatically satisfied with that devotee. 

Text 51 

�•h��<flqq�"1 �;(iq1fisfa"1 -qr I 
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yadrcchayopapannena sulkenopiirjitena vii 
dhaneniipi(iayan bhrtyan nyiiyenaiviiharet kratiln 

Translation 

A householder should use money that has come by its own 
accord or money he has earned through honest means to care for his 
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dependents. And without creating any discomfort for them, he should 
perform sacrifices following their rules. 

Purport 

After telling Uddhava of the necessary pious activities house
holders should perform, Lord Kr�l)a now speaks about how house
holders should act according to their means. In this text Lord Kr�i:ia 
means that if performing sacrifices creates financial problems for the 
maintenance of his dependents the sacrificial performance bears no 
result. One may wonder who are considered the dependents of a 
householder. In answer the Hayasir�a Paficharatra states: 

ma ta pita guru bharya praja-hina/J samasrita/J 
abhyagato 'tithis cagni]J po$yavarga ud;ihrta]J 

"One's own mother, father, Guru, wife, children, those who are 
childless but reside as his dependent, beggars, an uninvited guest, and 
fire are considered a householder's dependents and they should neither 
be put into any discomfort nor left experiencing discomfort." 

Text 52 

i¥4l � � � g+11il({ i�N I 
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kufumbe$U na sa1jeta na pramadyet kufumbyapi 
vipascin nasvaram pasyed ad.T$fam api d.T$favat 

Translation 

A householder should not become attached to his family, and 
even though he feels be has a huge overhead he should not neglect his 
prescribed spiritual duties. Wise householders should understand that 
everything of this world is temporary; similarly everything in heaven is 
also temporary. 
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Purport 

There is a notion among most people in the world today that 
they are very busy and therefore have no time for spiritual activities. 
Such people stay busy in their day-to-day material activities so they can 
afford the burden of family responsibilities, like a washerman 's donkey. 
Here the Lord states that even though a householder faces a large 
overhead, they should in no way neglect, avoid or be unenthusiastic in 
the performance of their daily spiritual duties. Who can be a better 
authority then the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Kr�1,1a? Who 
here Himself tells how to manage one's life while entangled in worldly 
affairs. 

Text 53 

putra-darapta-bandhunaril sarigama/1 pantha-sarigama/1 
anudeharil viyanty ete svapno nidranugo yatha 

Translation 

The unity of children, spouse, relatives and friends is likened to 
travelers on a short trip who come together at a station, each having a 
different destination. Just like a dream is reality until the person wakes 
up, similarly the cordial unity of family remains only while one is alive, 
because after death, according to one's karma, everyone has their own 
particular destination. 

Purport 

Here an aspect of the law of karma is given. Everyone is an 
individual and according to their performed karma one's destination is 
decided by the supreme all powerful Lord. For example, even though 
members of a family are united and attached to one another they are 
separated at death, forced to go to the destination decided by the Lord 
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according to their performed karma. That is why the scriptures state that 
the head of the household should teach everyone in the house to become 
a devotee of the Lord, thereby enabling everyone to reach the spiritual 
world and meet their entire spiritual family there. 

Text 54 

ittharil parimr§an mukto grhe$V atithivad vasan 
na grhair anubadhyeta nirmamo niraharikrta/.1 

Translation 

Thinking in this way a householder should not become 
entangled in householder life, but should remain free from its attach
ments and should live in the home like a guest with no sense of 
proprietorship or ego. With this attitude be will not be bound by 
domestic affairs. 

Purport 

A guest is only a visitor, which is why guests for the most part 
are indifferent to any losses or . gains of the family they are visiting. 
Similarly everyone's existence in this world is temporary, therefore it is 
the duty of the head of the household to realize their temporary status 
and thus relinquish any ego of proprietorship, and care for his family as 

guests, without becoming attached to them. 

Text SS 

� � "ttf%q1;i: I 
�· � €ftqf4!{1({ �fiilMli � qf<si�(l 1 1 '1'1 1 1  
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karmabhir gmilmedhiyair i$fVa mameva bhaktiman 
t1$fhed vanam vopa viset prajavan va parivrajet 

Translation 

299 

A devotee householder who worships Me through executing his 
household duties can indeed remain home. But if he is blessed with good 
children he may enter Vanaprastha life or take Sanyasa. 

Purport 

Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakur wrote a wonderful song about how a 
devotee who is honestly dedicated to pleasing Lord Kr�i:ia can remain a 
householder or adopt Sanyasa (renounced order) . For him both statuses 
are equal because in either one he will faithfully serve Lord Kr�i:ia. But if 
one was blessed with a responsible son that can take charge of the home, 
the householder should understand that Lord Kr�i:ia has given him the 
facility and opportunity to resign from household affairs and adopt forest 
life-Vanapratha or Sanyasa. Therefore he should not dwell at home 
any longer like a discarded old bull, because staying with family makes 
one act spiritually weaker. A childless householder, one that has only 
female children, or one whose children are still very young are allowed 
to stay at home. 

Text 56 

4�1�:mi:tfdil� g"ilwif"o11ft<:= 1 
�: � '1'11t:;F'1fd � 1 1 11� 1 1  

yastv asakta-matir gehe putra-vittai$aQatura}J 
straiQa/1 krpaQadhir mO(lho mamaham iti badhyate 

Translation 

But householders that become attached to family and home 
develop an incessant hankering to enjoy their wealth and children. Being 
covered with ignorance they become lusty for women and develop a 
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greedy mentality. Thus, caught by the rope of 'me and mine' they 
certainly become bound by the rope of illusion. 

Purport 

Lord Kpma here explains the faults of a householder that 
becomes attached to his family, home and wealth. Such a householder 
loses his reasoning faculty and becomes covered by the mode of 
ignorance and thinks that his sole duty is to take care of his family. As 
stated in the Nyaya Sastra, eka sambandhi jiianam apara sambandhi 
smarakam, "A person that is only connected to one-the Supreme 
Lord-and no other develops transcendental knowledge, but anyone 
with another connection besides the Supreme Lord becomes covered 
with lusty desires and worldly affairs that entangle them in a network of 
illusion, thus spiritual death becomes certain for him." 

Text 57 

ml � furo � � 'll�l('i"iflSS�: I 
3Rl� � cfT;rr: �q �"MAI s=�= 1 1'1\!Jl l 

aho me pitarau vrddhau bharya balatmaja "tmaja}J 
anatha miim rte dina}J katham jivanti du}Jkhita}J 

Translation 

Such householders think, "Oh, my parents have become very 
old and my wife's children are still young. If I do not live with them the 
children will become orphaned and miserable. Without me how will they 
develop properly so that they are able to live a comfortable life? 

Purport 

Here Lord Kr�1.1a theatrically explains the mentality of a house
holder attached to his family and material affairs. The attached house
holder thinks that if it were not for him his family would not be cared for 
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and therefore he is duty bound to stay with and care for them. He thinks 
he is their sole caretaker and thus either directly or indirectly accuses his 
destiny for his experiencing troubles . He uses his children, elderly 
parents and other responsibilities as excuses to justify not taking to 
spiritual life. Such a householder is harshly punished by material nature 
while alive and after death is punished by a superior authority . 

Text 58 

� 4C1�\1��1f�NtaG� � I 
� �S� Fnra' (fl{: l l'1C l l  

e vam grhasaylik$ipta hrdayo mu<;Jha-dhir ayam 
atrptas tan anudhyayan mrto 'ndhariJ visate tama}J 

Translation 

The heart of such a foolish householder is covered by incessant 
family attachments and is never satisfied with material sense gratification. 
In this way, remaining constantly entangled in family affairs he dies and 
enters a dark ferocious hell filled with ignorance . 

Purport 

One may not have directly seen or met the superior authority 
(Yamaraja) who decides one's destiny after death , hut he actually exists 
and pardons no one who disobeyed the laws of the Supreme Lord. Just 
as a person has not seen their mind but accepts its exists within; and just 
as one has not seen their intelligence but accepts its existence through its 
works; and just as one may not have seen the island Madagascar but 
accept its existence by referencing a world map,  similarly through 
realized sages, devotees, and ancient scriptures the existence of the 
divine authority should be accepted. The ancient scriptures are the maps 
of the unseen Lord and His world. There is a saying, 'authorized maps 
do not lie,' similarly authorized scriptures do not make up things about 
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the spiritual authority. One will pay for disobeying the Lord's esta
blished rules. As stated in the Vi�i:iu Purlit:ta, anapak_rtya mok$ari1 tu 
sevamano vrajaty adha, "One that does not fulfill the goal of human life 
by obtaining liberation from this material world but rather unrestrictedly 
enjoys material things he/she glides down into a lower birth. "Therefore 
to avoid such situations one should adopt spiritual life wholeheartedly. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Seventeen of the Srimad Bhligavatam, in the matter of, Va�asrama 
Dharma Explained. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
= = = = = ======= 



All glories to Sri Guru and Gauraitga 

Chapter Eighteen 

Details of Van:iasrama Dharma 

Text 1 

� 
� MM'Cd= � � � � -qy I 
� � q��·;:a�dlil 111•1q1:q�: 1 1 1 1 1  

sri bhagavan uvaca 
vanariJ vivik$U/1 patre$U bharyam nyasya sahaiva va 

vana eva vasec-ch:intas trtiyaril bh:igam :iyu$a/1 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord Said, 0 Uddhava, a householder desirous to 
adopt the va11)asrama ashram should leave his wife with his grown sons 
or take her along with him and spend the third part of his life peacefully 
living in the forest. 

Purport 

Lord Brahma decided the lifespan for a human being in the 
present age of Kaliyuga to be one hundred years. There are four spiritual 
orders on the spiritual path namely; Brahmachan (celibate students), 
Grhastha (householders), Vanaprastha (retired from family) and 
Sanyiisa (renounced order), and dividing the human lifespan by four, 
each order spans for twenty-five years. These four stages of life is not 
meant for females, but only meant only for males. We have discussed 
Brahmachiiris and Grhasthas in the purports of the previous chapter, 
now we will discuss the other two orders. A true Grhastha should take 
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up van;asrama life and spend the third part of his life in the forest or at a 
holy place in preparation for the fourth order, Sanyasa. lf there is no one 
at home to care for his wife, he can take her with him to perform auste
rities , but he is not to touch her in any seductive way. Nowadays hardly 
anyone lives for one hundred years therefore an intelligent householder 
should determine how to divide his life proportionately in order to have 
enough time to spend at a holy place to prepare for liberation. 

Text 2 

- Sl4l{"'.1�(1_ I 
� � €4l\'1�01qo1ff�'1IR ':Cl' 1 1� 1 1 

kanda-milla-phalair vanyair medhyair v.rttim prakalpayet 
vasita valkalarh vasas troa-pan;a-jinani ca 

Translation 

While in the forest he should accept uncontaminating bulbs, 
edible roots and fruits to maintain his body and soul. In place of wearing 
traditional clothes he should wear tree-bark, grass, leaves or deerskin. 

Purport 

There are many kinds of bulbs that grow underground, but all of 
them are not to be eaten by those who desire liberation . Certain bulbs 
like onion, garlic, beat root, carrots, turnips and tubers are contaminat
ing bulbs. There are also items considered contaminating that grow 
above ground that should be avoided like pefha gourd (white inside),  
lentils and mushrooms. In modern days it  is very difficult to live as 
indicated in this text, but one must at least avoid consuming the conta
minating things listed in this purport. The person performing austerity 
for purification should live their life very simple and wear as simple 
clothing as possible and live adverse to the climate . 
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Text 3 

4l�<l'1"f\��'a'1(.J;IR � �= I 
� �1�41li � fitq:;1� ��<s#f �<4: 1 1 � 1 1 

kesa-roma-nakha-smasru-malani bibhryad datab 
na dhaved apsu majjeta tri-kalam stha1.u;lile-sayab 

Translation 
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He should neither groom nor cut the hair on his head, his beard 
or hair on any other part of his body. He should not cut his nails nor 
bath with a cleanser like soap to remove dirt from the body. He should 
not make extra endeavor when cleaning his teeth. He should bathe 
thrice daily, but only by entering water and dipping in it three times, and 
he should always sit and sleep on the floor. 

Purport 

There is a lot of pollution in the environment and practically 
everything is grown using chemicals and fertilizers, therefore one should 
be extra careful when following the spiritual rules of detached life. There 
is countless bacteria growing everywhere and there are many incurable 
diseases, therefore before taking to the rigors of Viinaprastha life, one 
should consult a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master or a qualified 
herbal physician. Taking drastic measures are not wanted in spiritual life 
in modern times. 

Text 4 

1frit � qsrq1\ll{ ttt:tf\41\ill\'11'( � I 
Jf lq:\Od'f 'J: roM Q4�*1 �q<\((q 1 1� 1 1 

grf.sme tapyeta paiicagnin vacyiisv iisara-$iid jale 
aka1Jfha-magnab fisire e vam vrttas tapas caret 
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Translation 

In the summer he should sit under the hot sun and perform 
penance surrounded by five heaps of sacred fire burning around him, 
and chant mantras. In the rainy season he should live outside tolerating 
the torrents of rain, and in the winter he should submerge in a pond till 
the neck and chant mantras. In this way he should perform austerities, 
living against the climate. 

Purport 

In Vedic civilization there are six seasons; namely Madhu or 
Vasant (spring), Grisma (summer), Saisava or Var�a (rainy), Patrapata 
(autumn or fall) , Sisir (cold), and Hemant (bitter winter) . If a body of 
water is frozen over one cannot enter in it up till the neck to chant 
mantras. One should be practical while following the rules of going 
against the environment to perform austerities. 

Text 5 

3ifuqq4 �'11141(( €flk>>q¥1'1� "qT I 
\k!�<l{J;l!fifi'it "qT G4i��e; � "qT 1 1 '1 1 1  

agni-pakvam samasniyat kiila-pakvam athapi va 
ulilkhalasma-kuf(o va dantolilkhala eva va 

Translation 

Bulbs and roots can be placed in the fire to soften or roast them. 
They can be chewed, but if they are still bard they can be ground up 
using a mortar or stone and then eaten. Ripened fruit may be eaten 
directly. 

· 

Purport 

One of the rules of penance for Vanaprastha is that cooking 
cannot be done in pots or on a stove; and spices are not allowed to soften 
edibles; and a large leaf should be used for a plate to eat off of. 
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Text 6 

m- q�iiU(( ('f4+tl(+1;{1 9R:f€fil<Oi'{ I 
��1€f\l<'i'l<'ilf� 911Gcf\dl9"l:IGl€ld'l 1 1 � 1 1  

svayam samcinuyat sarvam atmano vrtti-karaIJam 
desa-kaia-balabhifiio nadaditanyadahrtam 

Translation 
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He should carefully collect all required items for bis sustenance 
himself. He should know when to, where from, and what items to gather. 
He should know which items are favorable and good for him and which 
items are forbidden for him to eat in Vanaprastha life. He should not 
accept any items that are collected, gathered or brought by others. 

Purport 

Items used by a person following Vanaprastha rules should be 
collected by them self from fields and not accepted from anyone else, 
nor purchased from the market because items from cold storage is not 
allowed. Stored items may have been picked long before thus out of 
season, and things out of season are not allowed in the Vanaprastha 
order. But in an emergency, in difficult places or for health reasons this 
rule can be compromised . 

Text ? 

'"l���'.J(Fslmf.f4qq: €fii{>)iflRdl1' I 
� g � � -ql � � 1 1�1 1 

vanyais caru-puro(lasair nirvapet kala-coditan 
na tu srotena pasuna mam ya/eta vaniisrami 
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Translation 

He should prepare charu and purO(lasa foods to offer in 
oblations from wild rice, and using them he should perform seasonal 
sacrifices like agrayana and others. A Viinaprasthi should never perform 
any animal sacrifices for worshipping Me, even though the Vedas recom
mend some animals for sacrifices. 

Text 8 

�fo�:it � � '{?i111q'-" � I  
i11giti�IR � ��<:i4ildlf� � �: l lc l l 

agnihotram ca darsas ca pOrQamasas ca purvavat 
caturmasyani ca muner amnatani ca naigamaib 

Translation 

Expert knowers of the Vedas recommend that a Vanaprasthi 
follow the vows of Agnihotra, Darsa, Paun.iamasa and Chaturmasa. 
They are enjoined in the Vedas the very same way they were followed 
while living householder life. 

Purport 

According to Vedic evidence 'Agnihotra' is a consecrated fire 
that is maintained, starting from the first day of Vanaprastha life till the 
last day of Viinaprastha life. In this fire daily oblations are placed while 
chanting Vedic mantras. Dada is a sacrifice where the Agnihotra fire is 
used, and while chanting Vedic mantras ' charu' is placed in it. Paun:ia
masa is a vow of sacrifice performed only on the full moon day, where 
Agnihotra is also used, and in that sacrifice puro(fasa (rice cake made 
from wild rice) is placed in the sacrificial fire. The Chaturmasa ceremony 
lasts for the four months of rainy season. All these ceremonies and their 
rules are performed exactly the same as was done while living in 
householder life. 
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Text 9 

� � � �: I 
ifr d 41"I'Q"I14J"'f ii M *' q\j s� ra lffl[_ I I  ((I I 

evam ciroena tapasa munir dhamani-santata/:1 
maril tapomayam aradhya f$i-lokad upaiti mam 

Translation 
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From performing rigorous austerities for a long period of time a 
Vanaprasthi becomes so lean and thin that the veins in his body become 
visible. In this way, worshipping Me by performing austerities he reaches 
Maharloka, the abode of great sages, and from there he comes to My 
abode, because I am the personification of austerities. 

Purport 

Some people have such karma that they become very adamant 
and unyielding in their resolutions and thus follow certain Vedic rules, 
although their resolutions may not directly reward the spiritual world. 
This is because they have not earned sufficient merits in their previous 
life that would allow them to chant the Mahamantra, Hare Kr�i:ia Hare 
Kr�i:ia, Kr�i:ia Kr�i:ia Hare Hare I Hare Rama Hare Rama, Rama Rama 
Hare Hare, which is the concrete process to directly reach the spiritual 
world. Of course chanting the Mahamantra must be done properly and 
off enselessly to achieve the guarantee that they reach the spiritual world. 

Text 10 

4�<11' $�d<\flot � R:� � I 
4\l'il'QR•<f1:q� g»QIC{ "111'(>;'3]: �sq\�d: l l �O l l 

yastv etat krcchratas cirJJaril tapo ni/lsreyasariJ mahat 
kamayalpiyase yunjyad balisa/:1 ko 'paras tata/:1 
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Translation 

If a person painstakingly performs this great endeavor, although 
it is an exalted austerity for a long period of time, which rewards libera
tion, simply to achieve the insignificant result to fulfill desires for sense 
gratification, who could be a bigger fool than him? 

Purport 

Anything concerning spiritual life should be performed without 
having any material desires; and if spiritual life is followed in that way 
one is said to be following the indication that is here given by Lord 
Kp�Qa. Spiritual practices have much greater rewards than a person can 
desire, therefore it is always best to perform spiritual activities without 
desiring anything in return for the performance. 

Text 1 1  

� �S� � .  "'ild4q!I= I 
311(+f�._..._,1' �"''Q� qRif�lsffr �"l1N�<1: m i 1 1  

yadasau niyame 'kalpo jaraya jata vepathufl 
atmany agnin samaropya maccitto 'gnim samaviset 

Translation 

If a person becomes unable to follow and execute all the 
required rules for Vanaprastha life due to old age and/or body tremors 
he should envision placing the sacrificial fire within his heart through 
meditation, and while his mind is completely fixed on Me he should 
enter into that fire for purification. 

Purport 

It is very difficult to understand what Lord Kr�i:ia is saying 
without following a pure guide. Here Lord Kr�i:ia does not mean to 
physically enter into a burning fire thus committing suicide, but means if 
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a person can no  longer perform Vanaprashta austerities he  can stop 
externally performing austerities, but perform them in meditation. Lord 
K�r:ia tells that after the person establishes the fire within the heart, they 
should absorb their mind on Him and then subtly enter that fire. At no 
stage, at no time and in no circumstance do the Vedic scriptures condone 
suicide for anyone. One should be careful not to misunderstand what 
Lord Kr�r:ia says before saying anything in His name, or in the name of 
His representative, a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master. 

Text 12 

� il\Jtf4q1%i1 � f.1<:41(4141 I 
� � \IRI\( ��IPJ: �stJi"dd: 1 1 1 �1 1  

yada karma-vipake$U loke$U nirayatmasu 
virago jayate samyali nyastagni}J pravrajet tata)J 

Translation 

When he realizes that promotion to higher planets, which is a 
result of fruitive activities, are as miserable as hell and thus relinquishes 
all desire to reach the heavenly planets, while following scriptural rules 
he should stop performing fire sacrifices and adopt Sanyasa. 

Purport 

When a Vanaprasthi becomes purified he understands that all 
heavenly planets, including the highest abode where Lord Brahma 
resides are plagued with the miseries of birth, death old age and diseases, 
he should give up the desire to reach heaven. As stated in the Mok�a 
Dharma: 

akrida vividha rajan ! padminyas camalodak;i/J 
ete vai nirayas tata ! sthanasya paramatmana)J 

"Only when one understands that all places of enjoyment in 
heaven, including the abode of Lord Brahma are as miserable as hell, 
does one become fixed on reaching the abode of the Supreme Lord." 
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At this point of understanding a Vanaprasthi can give up his 
meditation on the fire established within his heart and adopt the 
renounced order of Sanyasa to become qualified to reach the spiritual 
world. 

Text 13 

� <i� 1fr �1q4�43f�:r@t I 
-3fT.ft:r ��101 � f.t(q"*1= qf<:siJt<t m �1 1  

/sfva yathopadesam maiiJ dattva sarvasvam rtvije 
agnin svapraJJa avesya nirapek$alJ parivrajet 

Translation 

After worshipping Me according to the rules of the Vedic 
scriptures a Vanaprasthi desiring the Sanyasa order should give every
thing he possesses to the presiding sacrificial priest, and with the sacri
ficial fire within his heart be should move freely everywhere without 
restriction. 

Purport 

Before resolving to take Sanyasa one should resolve to avoid the 
following eight things because they are considered to be transgressing 
the purity of the Sanyasa order: thinking about the opposite gender; 
conversing secretly with them; lasciviously playing with them; lustfully 
glancing at them; speaking seductively to them; fixing a date/time to 
meet; meeting to enjoy with them; and engaging physically in intercourse. 
When one is fully determined and able to follow these eight things he 
can adopt the Sanyasa order. 

Text 14 

� � \t�qd) � Gl(IRmOI: I 
Rlerti1. 1\4�� iifl\+tl:tlflfl� qfit'lll({ 1f'(i{ m'6'1 1 
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viprasya vai samnyasato deva daradirupiJJalJ 
vighnan kurvanty ayam hy asman akramya samiyat param 

Translation 

313 

At or around the time of accepting Sanyasa the demigods come 
to the candidate in the form of his wife, other family members and 
relatives to interfere in the process. Thinking, 'Oh, he is ignoring and 
surpassing us and marching forward to the spiritual world.' But the 
learned Brahma�a should not heed them and should accept the Sanyasa 
order. 

Purport 

Here the word vipra or learned BrabmaIJ,a, indicates that only a 
learned Brahmai:ta can ignore the demigods who come in the form of 
family members to create disturbance. Whereas other Brahmai:tas not 
very learned may have to consider the hindrance of the demigods while 
taking Sanyasa and may need to postpone the process. This text is also 
useful for any devotee that encounters disturbances from their relatives. 

Text 15 

�<u�91f.1€il\t: �41'11TJJ(51�4 � I 
� ;r �ozs1q1'SflWll+i""'l<f fq\fs;iq�'11qf� m'1 1 1  

bibhryac cen-munir-vasafJ kaupinacchadanam param 
tyaktam na daJJ<!a-patrabhyam anyat kiiicid anapadi 

Translation 

A Sanyasi should wear only a kaupina, but if he desires to wear 
something more he may wrap a piece of cloth around bis waist to cover 
the kaupina. Except in emergency he should not have anything with him 
except for a staff and a water-pot. 
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Purport 

The ancient scriptures state of only one kind of Sanyasi that 
holds a tridaIJ<;la (three bamboo sticks tied together as one),  which 
indicates that his mind, body and words are dedicated to Lord Kr�i:ia. 
Another stick is added to the tridal}t;la indicating that his soul is also 
surrendered to the Lord. The reason Sanyasis wear the kaupina 
(loincloth) is defined in the Vyakarai:ia Sastra thus , ki ipa patanariJ arhati 
iti kaupinaril tat sadhanatvad purl1$a-filigam api kaupinariJ tad acchadam 
api kaupinam antariyaril bahirvasa/1, "The action of the male generating 
organ leads one to hell, which is why it is named kaupina. And the piece 
of cloth used to tightly cover a man's generating organ is also called 
kaupina because it helps the man control his organ. A cloth worn over 
the kaupina to hide it is called ' bahirvasa' or external cloth." In modem 
days there are two kinds of Sanyasis-one is called the tridaJJ<;ll Sanyasi 
(he is a Vai�i:iava Sanyasi and worships the personal form of the 
Supreme Lord) and the other is called the ekad8J)t;liSanyasi or Mayavadi 
Sanyasi (such a Sanyasi does not worship the Lord but follows im
personal path of the Absolute Truth and thinks himself to be God). The 
Mayavadi Sanyasa order reinitiated in the seventh century by Sripada 
Sarikarachiirya, whereas the process of trid8J)t;la Sanyasa has existed 
since the time of the creation of this universe. In a statement in an 
ancient conversation between Dak�a and Brhaspati, found in the 
Dak�ayana Smruti, trid8J)t;lena yatis ceti /ak$8J)<ini, "Of the symptoms of 
a Sanyasi, one symptom is that he carries a staff containing three 
bamboo sticks tied together as one." Nanda Mahiiraja's family priest, 
Sai:ic,iilya Muni, wrote a scripture named the Sai:ic,iilya Smruti, where it 
states: 

daIJ<;lani triJJi sarilbhrtya dharayed vidhi-piirvakam 
li.rigariJ ca vai$JJa variJ teIJaril tridaJJ<JariJ sapa vitrakam 

"A Sanyasi should get three bamboo sticks and tie them 
together; and following all the procedures of Sanyasa he should carry 
them everywhere because it is the symbol of purity of a Vai�i:iava 
Sanyasi." 

Seven sages were born out of Lord Brahma's mind, one is 
named Atri Muni, who stated, tridaIJ<Jena yatisceti /ak$aJJari1 vai srutariJ 
srutau, "It is found in all the Vedic scriptures that the identifying symbol 
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of a Sanyiisi is that he carries trida1xla, a staff consisting of three sticks 
united as one."  The Lord stated in His incarnation as Dattiitreya, 
trida1xJI-riipa dhrk vipral;t s8k$8n narayaJJab smrta/1, "The learned 
BriihmaQa who accepts the three stick staff of Sanyiisi becomes a direct 
representative of Lord Niiriiyai:ia." One may wonder, did anyone 
claiming to be a Sanyiisi ever carry a staff consisting of only one stick? In 
answer the Bodhayana Smruti states, ekam tu vafsQa valiJ dai:u;Jam 
palasam vailvam eva va, "In emergency a Vai$Qava is allowed to have 
one stick staff made from either pal§sa plant or from a vilva tree."  B ut 
this staff is not permanent. If a Sanyiisi's bamboo staff is lost or 
destroyed, until he gets another tridal}t;la staff made, a Vai$Qava Sanyiisi 
may carry a stick from a palasa tree (a plant that grows to about four feet 
high) or from a vilva tree (a tree considered to be Lord Siva's tree). A 
Sanyiisi should have a sikha (a bunch of hair kept at the back of the top 
of the head), a sacred thread on his shoulder, a string of neck beads 
made from holy Tulasi wood wrapped around his neck three times, and 
holy tilak marks going upwards on his forehead and other designated 
places on the body. As stated in the Amniiya Smruti: 

trid8J}t;laril upavitaril ca vasa]J kaupina ve$fanam 
sikharil ka vacaril iti etad vibhryad yavad ayU$8m 

"Until a Vai$Qava Sanyiisi departs this world he should have the 
following: a staff made with three sticks tied together; a sacred thread; a 
kaupinll', a cloth called bahirvasa that covers the kaupina; a bunch of 
hairs on top of his head called a sikhii:. and a necklace made of holy 
Tulasi beads worn around his neck, which all together is a shield for 
him." 

In Dviiparayuga, Saunaka R$i stated what color cloth a Sanyiisi 
should wear thus, kasaya vasa/1 sakha me gopayate tridal}t;lam, "A 
Sanyiisi should only wear saffron colored cloth and should cover his staff 
with same color cloth." The same is also stated in the Saunaka Smruti 
thus: 

mok$8Srame smrtaril vastraliJ raktam yad-dhatu raiijitam 
karyaril yajiiopa vitam tu sitaril na va-gul}anvitam 

"One who has adopted Sanyiisa order should color his cloth by 
dipping it in water mixed with red ochre. Everything he wears should be 
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saffron color, except for his sacred thread that consists of nine 
intertwined stands of string, which should remain white." 

In the Atreya Smruti it is stated, yajiiopavitaril na visrjet, "While 
accepting Sanyasa one should change his sacred thread to a new sacred 
thread but not relinquish it," because upavita parityage pratyavayaril 
smaranti ca, "If sacred thread is gives up he becomes implicated with 
unforgivable sin ."  This is the same opinion of Ailgira Muni as well, and 
both of these Munis are direct sons of Lord Brahma. Gautama Muni also 
stated, paurIJamasyaril sikha-varjam muIJ<;iayeta siro yall: "A Sanyasi 
should shave his head on every full moon day, leaving his sikha on his 
head unshaved." Medhatithi (a direct son of Lord Brahma) said, "There 
are two ways a Sanyasi can keep his hair following the Sanyasa order
regularly shaving his head, or keeping all his hair and beard." It is stated 
in the Galava Sarilhita, ruIJ<;iam muIJ<;ialiJ jafajlifam, "A Sanyasi should 
either shave his head or keep all his hair and beard." The statement, 
ruIJ<;/am muIJ<;iam (completely shaven) should be understood to mean 
shaving the head, except for the sikha. The measurements of the sikha, 
kaupina, bahirvasa. uttariya, bamboo sticks, and the sacred thread are 
told by a Vai�Qava Spiritual Master at the time of Sanyasa initiation. 

Text 16 

tfie'(d � � q�'ld ��;j{Ji'{ I 
��'l<"t'i � � 1f.l:l:@" �·wif((( 1 1 1 � 1 1 

d.I$!i-plitari1 nyaset padam vastra-plitariJ pibej-jalam 
satya-plitam vaded vacam mana]J-plitam samacaret 

Translation 

A Sanyasi should visually survey the earth before stepping on it; 
he should drink water that bas been filtered through a cloth; he should 
only speak those words that have pass the scriptural scrutiny; and he 
should only use his body to do things that are carefully thought over so 
as to prevent breaking the unbroken tradition of spiritualism. 
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Purport 

This text is stated as an order by the Lord to establish a rule for 
all time. A Sanyasi has to look on the ground before placing his foot on 
the ground so as he does not to kill any ants or any other small creatures. 
Spiritual life is a very careful thing, which is why one should always be 
cautious in every aspect on the spiritual path . Just as water should be 
filtered before drinking, similarly a Spiritual Master should properly 
examine his statements through the filter of the ancient scriptures before 
speaking. Just as unfiltered water can cause health problems, similarly 
following a guru not scripturally authorized will have a detrimental effect 
on one's spiritual health. 

Text 17 

+?t:>i1•?rn1f.i�141+u � �w��itd\11'{ t 
� � � \t��I � � �: m�ll 

maunanihani/ayama daJJ<;/li vagdeha cetasam 
na hy etc yasya santyanga vcl)ubhir na bha vcd yati}J 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, the discipline of voice is to avoid speaking on 
worldly subjects; the discipline of body is to avoid performing worldly 
activities; and the discipline of mind is to perform pr8.Qayama. If a 
Sanyasi does not abide by these three disciplines he is not called a swami, 

even though he carries a bamboo staff. 

Purport 

One should practice controlling his/her senses because doing so 
purifies the person's thinking faculty thus allowing them to understand 
God, which will bring them closer to knowing God, but if one fails to do 
so all their spiritual practice was but a useless waste of time . As stated in 
the Mahabharat: 
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agni/JotrariJ VBDC- Vlisafl sarfra pan-S0$8J)am 
sarvliI,ly etlini mithya syur yadi bhavo na nirmalafl 

1 1 .18.18 

"The endeavors of performing fire sacrifices, living in the forest 
as a Sanyasi, and performing austerities to dry up the body, are all futile 
if the feeling inside their heart is not yet pure."  

Text 18 

� � � M •1'°f"l ttJit<!rf<<t I 
qca1•11<1'1 4%ca'1��� � 11,c l l 

bhik$ari1 catu£$u varJJC$U vigarhyan va1jayams caret 
saptagaran samk/rptams tusyel-labdhena tlivata 

Translation 

Except from the impure or condemned, a Sanyasi should collect 
alms from all four stages of Briihm�as. He should approach only seven 
houses that he had not predetermined to reach to collect alms, and he 
should be satisfied with whatever amount of food he obtains from these 
seven randomly selected houses. 

Purport 

A Sanyasi should be careful from whom he accepts things from 
for maintaining his body and soul. A Sa�yasi is forbidden to accept 
edibles from a lowborn Siidra unless that Siidra is a serious devotee of 
the Lord. As stated in the Niti Sastra: 

sfidniJ)JJ8ri1 sudra samparkariJ sfidra-stri maithunariJ yatha 
iha-janma ni}JsfidratvariJ CciJJ<;/liJa S8(8 janmani 

"A Brahmal)a or Sanyasi that eats food accepted from a Siidra;, 
keeps a close connection with a Siidra; or enjoys copulation with the wife 
of a Siidra, certainly becomes a Siidra in this very life and later takes 
birth as a Chiil)c;lala (dog eater) for his next one hundred lives." 
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One may wonder what Lord K�i:ia meant when He said a 
Sanyasi can accept alms from all four stages of Brahmai:ias. In answer the 
Manu Smruti states the following four verses: 

veda-siistrartha tatvajfia/1 santu$fo 'dhyiipako vasi 
vidyii-vrttir japa-paro dayalur nirahamkrti/1 

pasu-viihana tattvajfio ral}e ciipy apalliyavlin 
iirambhe nitimiin sura/1 sa vipra/J k$atnya1J smrtafJ 
vaisya karmaoy abhirata/1 pasu-palana tatpara}J 

viioijya k!$i-kartii ca sa vaisyo-vipra ucyate 
sneha lak$aniliin nilim k$1iram ghrtam madhu paya/1 
mahim vikrayate caiva sa vipra/1 §udra ucyate 

"Any learned Brahma1:ia well versed in the Vedic scriptures that 
is satisfied with what he obtains by teaching the Vedas, who keeps his 
senses under control, who enjoys Vedic discussions, chants japa, is 
merciful and very humble is a Brahma-Brahmai:ia. Any learned 
BrahmaQa who is expert in the art of chariots, expert in fighting and does 
not run from the battlefield, is expert in diplomacy and very brave is 
called a K�atra-Brahmai:ia. Any learned Brahmai:ia who does the 
business of a merchant, or possesses animals, or exchanges goods or 
farms is called a Vaisya-Brahmai:ia. Any Brahmar:ia, who makes oil; deals 
in sesame seeds; is in the salt business; in acid business; or milk, ghee, or 
honey business or accepts a job from another is considered a Sfldra
Brahmal).a." 

The Vi�i:iu Purai:ia elaborates: 

uttamii.IJ bhik$ukii.IJ vipriilJ madhyamii/J kr$ikiirikii.IJ 
viiJJifya patitli viprii.IJ sudrliJJam para-sevakalJ 

"A Brahmar:ia learned in the Vedic scriptures who lives by 
accepting alms and does not work for anyone for his livelihood is called 
the best quality of Brahmar:ia among all Brahmar:ias. Any Brahmai:ia 
whose livelihood depends on agriculture, either by working himself or 
having others work the fields for him is considered a middle quality 
Brahmar:ia. Any Brahmai:ia who is in business, or opens a shop to sell 
goods is called a fallen BrahmaQa; and any Brahmal)a who finds a job 
and works under a master for a fixed salary is considered equal to a 
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Siidra. " A Sanyasi accepts alms from these four categories of Brahmal)as 
and not from the other social orders. 

Text 19 

qfi;'3i(.J)i!tiit � a�iq�!t4 �: I 

� � m- �la1:{iqqntai{ 1 1 ,((. 1 1 

bahir-jalasayam gatva tatropasprsya vagyata/J. 
vibhajya pavitam 5e$ari1 bhuiijitase$am ahrtam 

Translation 

After collecting alms a Sanyasi should go to an unpopulated 
area near a pond, lake or body of water. Then, after purifying himself by 
washing his hands and feet and purifying his food by sprinkling a few 
drops of water on it, he should give some of the food to the needy who 
may be present, then sit down and while keeping silent eat the remaining 
food without leaving any for the future . 

Purport 

A Sanyasi should live on Madhukari, meaning the alms he 
collected should be in the form of cooked food, taking only a small 
amount from any one place, like a honeybee collecting pollen. In stated 
in the Yajnavalkya Smruti: 

madhukaram asarilk/rptam prtik-praJJitam ayacitam 
tiitkiilikam copapannaril bhaik$yam paiica vidham smrtam 

"Madhukari means; edibles that are not collected from one 
place but collected in small amounts, as does a honeybee; edibles 
received from houses that have not been predetermined; edibles gotten 
from the houses of people who had not previously invited him; not 
accepting edibles from people who may have previously requested him 
to accept alms from them; and edibles that are given quickly after being 
requested. Edibles that fall within these five criterion are called Madhu-
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kari. Obtaining food in this way keeps one pure, which helps one to 
better absorb the mind on the Lord." 

Madhukari is food accepted that has already been offered to the 
Lord and thus cannot be offered to Him again. But in the Madhukari 
process a little water is first sprinkled on the edibles while mantras are 
chanted for purification, before eating. 

Text 20 

ekas caren mahlm etam ni}Jsaliga/;I samyatendriya/;I 
atma-krlt;la atmarata atmavan sama-dariana/;I 

Translation 

Keeping all his senses under control, with no material attach
ments, being satisfied within the self, always absorbed in thoughts of Me 
the Supreme Lord, having equal vision towards all living entities and 
undisturbed in unfavorable situations, a Sanyasi should move around 
everywhere on earth, alone. 

Purport 

A devotee dedicated to the Lord always enjoys meditating on 
the Lord's transcendental pastimes, discussing them with others, and 
playing a part in His preaching mission by bringing new comers closer to 
Him. A devotee becomes so attached to the Lord that he cannot live 
even for a fraction of a moment without meditating on Him. Such a 
devotee is so sober that even Lord Brahma could not successfully bribe 
him even by offering him his abode in the place of the devotee's 
devotional service. Such a devotee will not relinquish his devotion to 
Lord Kpma at anytime or in any circumstance. 
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Text 21 

NNm'Eit"fitl(Ott &f#MN"l{J)litl4: I 
� R1-=atiaq;11i$f irm lJf.r: 1 1 �, 1 1  

vivikta-k$ema-sara(1o mad-bhava- vimalasaya.{J 
atmanam cintayed ekam abhedena maya muni.{J 

Translation 

1 1 .18.22 

A Sanyasi should live in a solitary place where there is no kind 
of disturbance. His heart should remain completely purified by thinking 
of Me and he should feel that he is not different from Me. 

Purport 

A Sanyasi should live in a peaceful suitable place where there 
are no disturbances from other living entities so he can perform his daily 
duties without interference. His constant engagement in devotional 
service completely purifies his heart, and his attachment to the Lord is 
inconceivably deep. His thinking is that he is part of the Lord and the 
Lord is the whole, and his duty is to serve Him unconditionally. As 
stated in the Bhagavad Gita, mamevamso jiva-Joke, "All the living 
entities are part and parcels of Me." Thus A Sanyasi thinks he is quail
tatively one with the Lord and quantitatively different from the Lord. 
And, k$etrajiiam capi mam viddhi, "Know Me to be the knower of all 
the bodies," in this way a devotee remains always absorbed in the 
thoughts of the Supreme Lord. 

Text 22 

3i ;c:fl'Eif d I (it ;fl � � -:q *1I4 f.:t 'e'Q I I 
� �f�4N'eitcfl � l!'fi' � �: 1 1 �  �I I 

an vik$efatmano bandham mok$ali1 ca jiiana-ni$fhaya 
bandha indriya-vik$epo mok$a e$ali1 ca samyama.{J 
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Translation 

Using steady knowledge a Sanyasi should contemplate the 
bondage and liberation of the mind by determine that allowing the 
senses to deviate to sense gratification is the cause of bondage, and 
keeping the senses under control is liberating. 

Purport 

The Lord has given minute independence to the living entities, 
but if they misuse that independence by identifying with material nature 
they create havoc for themselves. They become like a silkworm that 
entangles itself in a cocoon and dies in it. But an intelligent lucky soul 
will use this independence to please the Lord and become liberated. As 
stated in Sri:mad Bhagavatam, animitta bhaga vati bhaktifl siddher 
gariyasi, "Unmotivated and uninterrupted devotional service executed to 
please the Lord culminates in supreme perfection."  

Text 23 

d�IRitti:Q � '1#1�4 "4\9!(R: I 
mm: i:ijW"hiil� �SS� � �  1 1�� 1 1  

tasman niyamya $8</- vargam mad-bhiivena caren muni]J 
virakta]J k$ulla-kamebhyo Jabdh vii "tmani sukham mahat 

Translation 

Therefore a Sanyasi should completely control his mind and five 
knowledge-acquiring senses to remain detached from and indisposed to 
insignificant material sense gratifying objects to experience spiritual bliss 
within himself. Being in thoughts of Me he should move around 
everywhere on earth. 

Purport 

The mind is the leader of both kinds of senses-the working 
senses and the knowledge-acquiring senses. This mind is very quickly 
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attracted to sense objects by the knowledge-acquiring senses. But the 
soul is the leader of the mind and is a spiritual spark of the Lord, which 
is why it cannot be satisfied with material sense objects. Thus the sense 
objects are said to be an insignificant attraction for the soul . The essence 
of this text is that one should become attracted towards the real goal and 
source of bliss, Lord Kr�i:ia, to become eternally happy . 

Text 24 

9;(4'ti•HFitl� �� �� � I 
9'°'�a!lf(<IK.{Ji€i•U� � I R'ls'l l  

pura-grama-vrajan sarthan bhik$iirtham pravisariJs caret 
puJJya-desa-saric-chaila- vanairama-vatiriJ mahim 

Translation 

A Sanyasi should only go to towns, villages and pasturing areas 
where people that earn their livelihood reside to obtain alms. Otherwise 
he should avoid populated areas but move around whole earth freely, 
including going to holy places, holy rivers, the mountains, forests and 
Ashrams. 

Purport 

A traveling mendicant and flowing water are said to remain pure . 
Therefore a Sanyiisi should move around everywhere going to holy 
places like Kuruk�etra , Prayiig, Jaganniitha Puri and Miiyiipur; and to 
holy rivers l ike the Ganges, Yamunii, Narmada, Kaven, Knn:ia and 
Gomatl; and to the hills like Govardhana and the Himalayas; and to 
forests like Vrindaban and its twelve forest areas; to holy Ashrams like 
Vasi�tha Muni's Ashram and to Naimisara1;1ya and so on. 

Text 25 

� �ij'ij'ilif°'<:({ I 
�: �(<1¥'4: � 1 1 �'1 1 1  
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vanaprathasrama-pade$V abhik$IJari1 bhaik$am acaret 
samsidhyaty a5va-sammoha}J suddha-sattva}J silandhasa 

Translation 

325 

A Sanyasi should mainly accept alms from the places of 
Vanaprastbis because their food is prepared from their gleaning grains 
from harvested fields. Such food quickly purifies the heart and mind, as 
well as destroys by removing any remaining illusion. Thus pedection 
easily comes to hand. 

Purport 

As we have previously discussed a Viinaprasthi should mainly 
live on food cooked by grains gleaned from farmlands from crops just 
harvested. While harvesting a crop some grains fall to the ground that 
farmers do not collect. Such grains are usually collected by Vanaprasthis 
for their maintenance. Food prepared using such grains purify the heart 
and mind very quickly. A Sanyasi should collect his food, if possible, 
from such Viinaprasthis so th11t the purity to receive the perfection of life 
is quickly obtained. In the modern days such pure activities are mis
understood and thought to be an activity of lowly or poverty-stricken 
people, but in this case it is not so. In the world today gleaming grains 
from fields or collecting alms is impractical, therefore rather than follow
ing this rule of recommendation it is advised to live as simple as possible 
and only eat food that is first offered to the Lord and be Kr�i:ia conscious.  
Many great kings and emperors had done this before taking the Sanyasa 
order of life. It is the duty of all ideal householders to retire from 
householder life after enjoying it for twenty-five years, thereafter they 
should gradually take to renounced life and strive to receive perfection. 

Text 26 

� i1�d�I � i!��'ii:!t M"i��Rt I 
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naitad vastutaya pasyed drsyamanam vinasyati 
asakta-citto viramed ihamutra cikiT$ifat 

Translation 

1 1 .1 8.27 

A Sanyasi should never think that things in this world that are 
obviously perishable to be real because their deteriorating nature can be 
directly perceived. Therefore he should never become attracted to any
thing of this world. If one desires to receive perfection in this world to 
reach the next they must become averse to this world. 

Purport 

Lord Kr!,>Qa here answers the question of those who wonder how 
anyone could leave family pleasure, eating sumptuous food with nice 
sweets, to take the renounced order of life living on meager foodstuffs. 
Everything in this world is perishable and its destruction is perceived 
with the naked eye. Even wonderful food that is eaten quickly becomes 
stinking excrement, therefore it should be taken for granted that 
everything of this world is prone to perish. Today we may be happy but 
later the situation may change to unbearable misery, therefore a wise 
m an should not be attached to anything of this world or even to going to 
heaven after death. He should only become attached to Kf!,>Qa to reach 
to the spiritual world where everything is permanent and blissful. 

Text 27 

yad etad atmani jagan-mano- vak-pra(Ja-samhatam 
sarvaril mayeti tarkeJJa svasthas tyaktva na tat smaret 

Translation 

A Sanyasi should consider that the world that is conceived 
within is only a combination of mind, words and life airs; and is a 
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product of illusion for the soul. With this logical mentality he should kill 
all faith to this world and stay fixed in the self and never let material 
thoughts become an object of meditation again. 

Purport 

The way a swami should act after reaching perfection is stated 
here. A person with the proper spiritual education, by seeing the 
symptoms of a person should be able to recognize where that person is 
on the spiritual platform. People without the proper spiritual knowledge 
to recognize a pure soul should not elect or appoint anyone as a saint or 
Guru. One should be recognized to have achieved such a high position 
depending only on the Vedic symptoms of purity seen in the person. 

Text 28 

':iil:tf.t� � � � '4Htt+�N\: I 

�AAill:tl'>ftl't�€f#ll �= I Rcll 

jnana-ni$fho virakto va.mad-bhakto vanapek$8ka/;J 
saliilgan asrayams tyaktva cared avidhi-gocara/;J 

Translation 

My devotee Sanyasi who is completely detached from worldly 
affairs, is dedicated to cultivating transcendental knowledge and who 
does not aspire liberation from this world, is not bound by the rules of 
any spiritual order. Being beyond the reign of rules and regulations he 
can relinquish the symbols of his spiritual order and wander freely 
everywhere. 

Purport 

There are four stages of the Sanyasa order-Kuticaka (can 
accept needs from his family), Bahudaka (lives on Madhukari alms) ,  
Parivraj aka (travels freely everywhere),  and Paramaharilsa (not bound 
by any religious rules )-are mentioned in the ancient scriptures. In all 
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stages the Sanyiisi keeps a sikha (bunch of hair at the rear-top of the 
head); ti/aka (holy marks that go vertically upwards); kaofhi (Tulasi neck 
beads); yajiiopavita (sacred thread); and kaupina (loin cloth) . But in the 
Paramaharilsa stage of Sanyiisa he is not bound by devotional marks, but 
keeps them. Here the symbols of Sanyiisa to which a devotee Sanyiisi is 
not oblized to keep are the water-pot and his stick-stuff. At every stage 
of life a devotee Sanyiisi remains fixed in devotion to Lord Kpma. At no 
time, for no reason, in no circumstance and at no point is a Sanyiisi not 
absorbed in Lord Kr�i:ia. One has to be very fortunate to reach the stage 
of being totally absorbed in thinking of Lord Kr�Qa. As stated in the 
Siddhiinta Pradipa, aneka-janma saiicitair jataya bhaktir avc5ena kl$oa -
graha grasta, "To become totally absorbed in thoughts of Lord Kr�i:ia, as 
if seized by Lord Km1a, one must be blessed with countless merits from 
previous births." This is confirmed in the Vi�J.lU Purii1.ia thus: 

janmantara sahasre$U tapo dana samadhibhi}J 
narliJJliril k$iJJa papanam kl$oe-bhakti}J prajayate 

"When one has performed lots of austerities, given very much 
charity and gone through the purificatory system of spiritual life for 
thousands of previous births, thus burning all their sins, does one 
develop real devotion to Lord Kr�i:ia." 

Text 29 

� iiilE'iQiq(( � � �zsq:af((( I 
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budho balakavat kn(iet kusa/o jaf/avac caret 
vaded unmattavad vidvan gocaryam naigamas caret 

Translation 

Even though such a swami is very wise, he may behave like a 
child; although he is an expert, he may seem to behave like a naiive 
person; although he is very learned, he may speak like a retarded person; 
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and even though he knows all the instructions of the Vedas, he may live 
as unconventional as an animal. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�r:ia indicates here that a Paramaharilsa swami cannot be 
identified by his external symptoms. The Lord stating a swami behaving 
like a child means he is indifferent to honor and dishonor. Such a self
realized soul acts like an incompetent, insane or unregulated person so 
as not to let anyone know what is going on in his heart . That is why Lord 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu stated, "One cannot completely know about a 
pure devotee by his external actions and behavior." Just as it takes a 
doctor to know if another doctor made the proper diagnosis for an 
illness, similarly it takes a pure devotee to know a pure devotee. A lot of 
notes (riches) and votes (followers) does not make one a pure devotee 
nor a saint. 

Text 30 

€tcNIG<Jt � � ql(40\Sl � �: I 
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veda- nida-rato na syan na plikha1Jr;/i na haitukafJ 
su$ka- vada vivade na kascit pak$aril samasrayet 

Translation 

He should not be attached to explaining the ritualistic cere
monies of the karmak8Qfla sections of Vedas. He should not be a 
hypocrite. He should guard himself from needless arguments and he 
should not take sides in arguments on meaningless topics. 

Purport 

A real swami is very learned and can defeat all other philoso
phies with his grasp of the Vedic scriptures, but does not get involved in 
argumentative discussions because they do not have spiritual dignity. As 
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stated in the Mahabharat, tarko 'prati$fhab. "Arguments carry no 
spiritual respect or dignity," therefore involvement in meaningless topics 
i,s just a waste of a pure devotee's valuable time. For example, the Nyaya 
Sastra states, kaka sya kati dantas ca kati roma(Ji gardabhe, "How many 
teeth does a crow have and how many bodily hairs does a donkey have?" 
People know that crows do not have teeth, therefore an argument based 
on the point that crows could not chew unless they had teeth and 
therefore must have teeth is a useless discussion for any intelligent 
person to engage in. And why would anyone want to count the hairs on a 
donkey? No benefit can be gotten from such an endeavor, and after 
touching a donkey one must bathe to purify themselves. Hence this is a 
useless argument and a waste of time and a real devotee does not waste 
his time in such nonsensical talks. Srila Visvanatha Chakravarti who is a 
Spiritual Master in our chain of disciplic succession signed a letter of 
defeat to a learned pundit from Kasmir state who had come to argue on 
scriptural topics. Although he could have easily defeated the pundit, the 
Acharya signed the letter of his defeat because arguing on spiritual 
topics is disrespectful and demeaning. Living as a heretic is very 
dangerous on the spiritual platform because it leads to hell. Many 
innocent people who come to spiritual life are misled by heretics, thus 
their desire to become spiritually conscious is cut off, like animals 
butchered in slaughterhouses. The word pakhaJJ<) a is defines in the 
following way in the Gautamiya Tantra: 

palanac ca trayi-dharma pa sabdeniha kathyate 
tam kha1,1(fayanti ye mu(fhab pakha(J(ias te prakirtitab 

"In the word pakha (J<)a (hypocrites or heretics), the syllable 'pa' 
stands for Vedic principles, and the segment 'kha(J<)a' stands for one who 
misrepresents them. Those who misrepresent Vedic religious principles 
and establish their own concoctions are called heretics." 

Text31 
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nodvije ta janad dhiro janarfJ codvejayen na tu 
ati-vadams ti tik$e ta navamanyeta kaiicana 

deham uddisya pasuvad vairarfJ kuryan na kenaci t 

Translation 

331 

A sober swami should never feel disturbed by other people nor 
agitate others in anyway. If someone insults him he should simply 
tolerate it and not insult them back. A Sanyiisi should not develop 
hostility with anyone for the sake of bodily inconvenience, because 
animosity is animalistic. 

Purport 

A real pure devotee has only pure thoughts, and as such if he is 
verbally insulted he does not harbor any malicious thoughts in his heart 
because of the insult, nor does he hold grudges against others. Revenge 
is not one of his attributes and he always remains humble. As Lord 
Cbaitanya Mahaprabhu stated in His Sik�iil;ltakam, troad api sunicena 
taror iva sahi$IJUna amaninam manadena, "A devotee should be more 
humble than the straw in the street; more tolerant than a tree; and ready 
to respect others, even those who had disrespected him." But if he finds 
that the Vedic scriptures have been compromised he will quickly object 
to the compromise, and will object if he is directed to compromise Vedic 
standards. But if a real devotee finds the Vedic Standard compromised 
he will respectfully disagree and present the proper interpretation of the 
scripture. A real devotee's demeanor is always smooth and does not 
appear aggressive in any way. As stated in the Bhagavad Gita, yasman 
nodvijate Joko lokan nodvija te ca yalJ, "He by whom no one is put into 
trouble, who is also not troubled by others," is a sober devotee. 

Text32 
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eka eva paro hy a tma bhu te$v a tmany avas thitaiJ 
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Translation 

Just as the one moon reflecting in many pots filled with water 
appears as though there are many moons, similarly the Supreme Lord 
although indeed only one, is seated inside all the living entities making it 
seem as though He is many. Thus, all living entities are, 'one and the 
same in quality.' And the souls that occupy the physical bodies are all 
the same, and the physical bodies all consist of the five gross elements. 
Therefore all bodies are equal in that way also. 

Purport 

Vedic civilization is based on one Supreme God. All other 
superhuman forms are either His incarnations; or demigods who act as 
department heads in His creation. Vedic civilization is in no way 
polytheistic, but misinformed people often misconstrue Vedic civilization 
as polytheistic. Vedic civilization is vast, thus scrutiny of the scripture is 
needed to understand that there is only one god in charge of everyone 
and everything. All other superhuman entities are either expansions of 
the Supreme God or entities given super powers from Him to manage 
the various universal affairs. A layman that studies Vedic philosophy 
without the right teacher may conclude that it is a polytheistic philo
sophy, but Vedic philosophy is monotheistic, based on real love for the 
one Supreme God who reciprocates with those who love Him. Here 
Lord Kr�i:ia states that all souls are part of Him and He is seated equally 
in all living entities and therefore they are all equal. The bodies of all 
living entities may externally look different, having different shapes, 
abilities and sizes, but all categories of bodies are constructed of earth, 
water, fire, air and ether and therefore all bodies are of equal value. If all 
living entities are of equal value, why would one consider itself superior 
to another and therefore treat another cruelly? In this state of con
sciousness there is no reason to disturb anyone else, or for that matter 
any other creature on earth. Killing any innocent entity is a crime in the 
eyes of God. 

Text33 
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alabdhva na VJ$ideta kale kale 'Sana.riJ kvacit 
Jabdhva na hr$yed dhrtiman ubhayaril daiva-tantritam 

Translation 

333 

On occasion if a Sanyasi does not receive his required food he 
should not become morose, and when he receives his required food 
timely he should not become jolly. But he should remain fixed, sober 
and determined in his devotional service, because both situations are 
under the arrangement of the divine authority. 

Purport 

At this stage of devotional life a Sanyasi devotee is totally 
dependent on the mercy of Lord Kpma. As stated in the Haribhakti 
Vilasa, rak$ayisyati iti viivasa(J, "A soul surrendered to the Lord has 
unflinching faith that He will surely protect them in every way." 
Meaning Lord Kmia will surely respond to one with such quality of 
surrender. As stated in the Nrsirilha Pura]Ja: 

tvaril prapanno 'smi saraJJa.riJ devadeva ! janardana ! 
iti yalJ saraJJaril prliptas tam klesad uddharamy aham 

"'0 God of all the gods, 0 Supreme Lord, 0 caretaker of 
everyone, I am a soul surrendered unto You, please protect me,' 
whoever surrenders to Me using such genuine pleading words I 
personally remove all their problems." 

Text 34 
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Translation 

It is fair and reasonable for a Sanyasi to endeavor for obtaining 
alms, because by asking for food his life is sustained. Once life is sustain
ed one can contemplate spiritual truth and through such contemplation 
one obtains self-realization and thus obtains liberation. 

Purport 

The stomach was created so the soul can properly live in a body 
and perform karma, but it was devised in such a way that it is like an 
ocean, because regardless of how much is supplied to it, it will always 
accept more. Hence, here the Lord indicates that one must eat to 
perform devotional service to obtain their goal-liberation. As stated in 
the Nyaya Sastra, naharariJ cintayet prajiial;, "With a hungry stomach 
not even a wise man can think properly." Therefore food is needed for 
everyone until one achieves liberation. One should not live to eat but eat 
to live to perform devotional service to please the Supreme Lord. 

Text35 
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yad.rcchrayopapannannam adyac chre$fham utaparam 
tatha vasas tatha sayyariJ praptariJ praptariJ bhajen munib 

Translation 

A Sanyisi should eat whatever comes by providence in the form 
of alms and not consider whether it tastes good or not so good. He 
should eat to fill his belly. And whatever quality of clothing and bedding 
are available he should use them without complaining about their 
comfort or discomfort. 
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Purport 

In the Bhagavad Gita Lord Kr�I)a speaks on how a devotee 
should live his life thus, yuktahara viharasya, "A spiritualist should be 
moderate in eating and sleeping.'' One should never overeat because 
overeating creates problems on the devotional path. As stated in the 
Upadesamrtam, atyahara prayas ca prajalpa, "One should never overeat, 
one should not collect more than required, and one should not engage in 
worldly talks." Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhfl also stated that a 
devotee should not eat luxurious foods nor wear luxurious clothing. 

Text 36 
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saucam acamanariJ snanariJ na tu codanaya caret 
anyarils ca niyamaiijiiani yathaham Jilayesvara/1 

Translation 

Just as I am the Supreme Lord and I pedorm My theatrical 
pastime duties, similarly a person situated in knowledge should pedorm 
his regular cleansing activities like achamaotr, bathing; and other 
activities as a natural daily function and not feel as though they are 
required to pedorm them by the regulative principles. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�I)a had already spoken this, but repeats this point. One 
may wonder why the Lord is repeating His statements? In answer the 
Nyaya Sastra states, simhavalokita nyaya, "Just as a lion looks to his hind 
side while walking towards his den to insure his safety," similarly the 
Supreme Lord sometimes repeats things He previously stated to 
emphasize the importance of them. 
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Text 37 
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na hi tasya vikalpiikhya ya ca mad-vi$aya hata 
adehantat kvacit khyatis tatalJ sampadyate maya 

Translation 

1 1 .18.38 

Before a person situated in knowledge realizes Me, they 
perceive that nothing is separate from Me. After realizing knowledge 
received from Me, whatever misconception he had is destroyed. Even 
though sometimes misconceptions linger until death, still a dedicated 
soul certainly reaches My abode and obtains opulence equal to Mine. 

Purport 

When a devotee wholeheartedly surrenders to the Lord and 
performs sincere favorable devotional service to Him, in due course all 
misgiving about Him evaporate from the heart, like camphor evaporates. 
In such a self-realized state a devotee relates everything with the Lord 
and does not think that anything is not related to Him. But in some cases, 
before the person became a devotee they pondered material things, 
which are misconceptions and they may still harbor material perceptions, 

but the Lord is so mercifully to His sincere devotees that He purifies that 
devotee and takes him to His own abode and rewards him the same 
opulence He enjoys. Anyone who thinks of leaving such a Lord to 
surrender to anyone else is like a person who puts a diamond aside to 
pick up a glittering stone. 

Text38 
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dufJkhodarke$U kame$Ujati-nirveda atmavan 
ajijiiasita-mad-dharmo guruJiJ munim upavrajet 

Translation 

337 

When a person realizes that everything connected to sense 
gratification results in misery they should become detached from them. 
And if they do not know the process to obtain Me they should approach 
a learned Spiritual Master who is completely absorbed in thinking of Me. 

Purport 

After speaking about Sanyasa life, Lord Kr�IJa begins speaking 
about people who are not ready to accept the renounced order of 
Sanyasa, but have realized that material sense objects and material 
pleasure result in misery and thus strive to become detached from them. 
Such people are not very knowledgeable about Vedic scriptures, but 
desire to reach to the spiritual world. Lord Kr�IJa is talking about these 
type of people here. 

Engaging in sense gratification is pleasurable in the beginning, 
but later is very troublesome health wise, as well as frustrating when 
desires are not met. People with deep intelligence perceive this, whereas 
people with only worldly intelligence cannot perceive these problems. 
They are so busy occupying their mind with material engagements in 
their quest for instant sense gratification, thus cannot see beyond 
material activities. Whereas lucky people with some philosophical insight 
develop the intuition to relinquish temporary material pleasure and 
engage in the permanent quest of spiritual life. For this class of people 
Lord Kr�i:ia here advises to learn the process of spiritual life from a 
Spiritual Master who is learned and is completely absorbed in Him. But 
a person should first learn the criteria of a genuine Spiritual Master and 
afterward find and carefully examine a potential Spiritual Master before 
taking shelter of spiritual initiation from him. Following this process in 
search of, finding and accepting spiritual initiation from an authentic 
Spiritual Master is authorized by the ancient scriptures and is fruitful. 
And from this point the candidate should have full faith in the Spiritual 
Master and should not investigate or spy on him, because doing so is 
considered an unforgivable offense. A person who accepts someone as 
Spiritual Master, who they later find had previously engaged in material 
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sense gratification should understand this person's degree of absorption 
in thoughts of Lord Kf�l).a are not very deep or serious, because in the 
back of their mind the sensual pleasures he had experienced will replay 
in his mind like a movie playing on a screen. Therefore a person should 
do their best to avoid taking initiation from an unqualified person, but if 
initiation has already been accepted from an unqualified guru they 
should heed Lord Kr�r:ia's advice and leave that person and search for a 
scripturally authorized Guru for proper initiation. An essential criteria 
to help one determine if a person is an authentic Spiritual Master is the 
person has served Lord Kr�r:ia from the very beginning of his life. Such a 
person is certainly more likely to be absorbed in thoughts of Lord Kf�l).a 
twenty four hours a day, seven days a week. And the memories of their 
youth that replay in their mind are all related to the Lord. The Lord is all 
they know, they have not learned anything else. For more details on who 
is qualified to be Guru please consult our book entitled, "Guru Nirr:iaya 
Dipika." Lord Siva stresses the importance of being cautious regarding 
spiritual initiation in the Kuliirr:iava Rahasya thus: 

guru si$ya v ubhau Joke aparik$a paprasparam 
dik$ali1 dadad dik$a grhIJan prapnuyatam pisacatam 

"If due to madness a Spiritual Master and disciple are connected 
through spiritual initiation without first examining each other, they both 
take their next birth as hobgoblins." 

Text39 
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tavat paricared bhakta/J sraddhava11 anastlyakalJ 
yavad brahma vijaniyan mameva gurum ad.rta/J 

Translation 

A devotee should faithfully serve their Gurti and remain 
favorable to him and not find any fault in him. Until one completely 
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realizes the Supreme Lord they should continue serving their Guru with 
great respect and honor, thinking him to be non-different than Me. 

Purport 

If one is fortunate enough to find a Spiritual Master authorized 
by the ancient Vedic scriptures they should take shelter of his lotus feet 
and serve him with unflinching faith and reverence, thinking him to be 
the Supreme Lord in human form. As stated in the Gurva�takam, s8k$Eid 
hari tv ena samasta sastrair ukta}J, "All the revealed scriptures state that 
a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master is to be accepted as the direct 
representation of the Supreme Lord." One should gauge their spiritual 
advancement using the Vedic scriptures to find where they stand 
spiritually. No one can surely recognize how pure one is, but the gauge 
to determine how pure they are is spoken by Lord Siva, to his wife 
Parvati, in the Kulan:iava Rahasya thus: 

nara vat pasyate Joke sri gururi1 papa-kannaIJa 
sivavat pasyate Joke bhavani pu11ya-kannaIJ;i 

"O dear Parvati, people who are filled with sin see their scrip
turally authentic Spiritual Master to be an ordinary person and deal with 
him in that way. But those who have become purified from sin see that 
very same Spiritual Master to be the all-auspicious Lord before them in 
human form, and thus serve him in that mood." 

Sri-gur0ri1 paramariJ tattvari1 ti$fhantari1 cak$UI agratafJ 
manda-bhagyafJ na pasyanti uJkaiJ sllrya ivoditam 

"Unfortunate people cannot see the direct representation of the 
Supreme Lord rightly, who is beyond this material creation, sitting 
before them as their scripturally authentic Guru; just as an owl cannot 
see anything in the daytime even though the sun is brightly shining 
everywhere." 

One may wonder what mood one should have while serving 
their real Spiritual Master. In answer the Svetasvatara Upani�ad states: 

yasya deve parabha.ktir yatha deve tatha gurau 
tasyai te kathitai} hyarthaprakasante mahatmanalJ 
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"Whatever amount and quality of staunch faith and devotion 
one has for the Supreme Lord that very quality and quantity of staunch 
faith and devotion is extended for the Spiritual Master, all the secrets of 
spiritual knowledge are automatically revealed in truth unto the heart of 
that great soul." 

The purport of this verse can be found in our book entitled, 
"Svetasvatara Upani�ad" 

Texts 40-41 
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yast v asam yata-$a<;l- varga/1 pracal)<;lendriya-sarathi/1 
jiiiina- vairagya-rahitas tridaJJfiam upa-jivati 
suranatmanam atmastham nihanute mam ca dharmaha 

a vipak va-ka$8yo 'smad amu$m8c ca vihiyate 

Translation 

The group of six senses of a person who has not yet taken 
control of them still function uncontrollably fierce; and the senses' 
driving force, the intelligence, is still deranged and thus the person 
remains attached to material sense pleasures. That is why this real 
knowledge, and detachment from material things, do not stay with him. 
If such a person adopts the Sanyasa order for his livelihood and nice 
facilities he is destroying the dignity of the Sanyasa order, because he has 
yet to purify himself of sinful contamination. Therefore he is trying to 
cheat the honorable demigods, his self, and Me as Supersoul seated in 
his heart; and because he is destroying religious principles by wearing 
saffron, he is lost to this world and the next. 

Purport 

A person whose five knowledge acquiring senses: the eyes, ears, 
nose, tongue and skin; and the mind, are not under control; and by using 
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their intellect are unable to decide right from wrong and thus accepts 
Sanyasa to receive honor, luxury and donations is considered an 
unscrupulous person because the Lord does not like such arrogant 
people, because they are a disgrace to the Sanyasa order. This is why the 
Brhannaradiya Purai:ia states: 

asvamedharil ga valambharil sanyasaril pala-pairrkam 
devarac ca sutotpattiril kalau pafica-vivarjayet 

"The following five things are forbidden in Kaliyuga: performing 
horse sacrifices; performing cow sacrifices; accepting the Sanyasa order; 
offering meat oblations to the forefathers; and seeking to conceive a son 
from husband's younger brother." 

Even though such scriptural laws are mentioned for Kaliyuga, 
Vai�1;tava devotees able to properly control their senses accept Sanyasa 
to preach spiritual life to others, because the Sanyasa order is respected 
by listeners. There are two Sanyasa orders-the Vai�i:iava Sanyasa and 
the Mayavada Sanyasa-which we have already discussed. Of these two, 
acceptance of the Mayavada Sanyasa is forbidden. As stated in 
Brahmanda Purana, sikhti-yajfiopa vitanaril tyaga piir vaika daJJ(la yuk, 
"While accepting Sanyasa, relinquishing the sikha (ponytail); the sacred 
thread and other spiritual items; and the holding of a one-stick-staff are 
forbidden at all times." In every stage of spirituality one must learn to 
control their mind and senses by taming their intellect so they can learn 
how to distinguish right from wrong. 

Text42 
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bhik$o-dharma/.1 samo 'hirilsa tapa ik$a vanaukasa/J 
grhiJJO bhilta-rak$ef ya dvijasyacarya se vanam 

Translation 

The main duty of Sanyasis is to remain peaceful and nonviolent. 
The main duty of Vanaprasthis is to perform austerities and philosophi-
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cal discussions. The main duty of householders is taking care of all the 
living entities and performing sacrifices; and the main duty of a twice
bom Brahmacharl is to faithfully serve the Spiritual Master. 

Text43 
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brahmacaryaril tapa/1 saucaril sanf0$0 bhiita-sauhrdam 
grhasthasyapy rtau gantulJ sarve$8ri1 mad-upasanam 

Translation 

A householder may copulate with his wife only when she is 
fertile to beget children, otherwise they practice celibacy. The duties of 
householders are; to perform austerities; practice cleanliness of mind 
and body; remain content; and to have affection for all creatures. 
Regardless of occupation and duties, everyone should worship Me in all 
circumstance. 

Purport 

A householder is also called a B rahmacari, as stated in the 
Padma Purana , yo d vija rtu-gami syad brahmachari sa iritah, "A twice
born householder that only copulates with his wife when she is passing 
through the time of begetting children is also called a celibate 
Brahmacbari." Everyone is born from the householders including the 
Sanyasis and the Brahmacharis, therefore it is offensive to criticize the 
householders, even for those who abstain from worldly life. 

It is recommended for everyone in the human race to worship 
Lord K�na and become His sincere dedicated devotee, therefore 
everyone should worsh ip the Lord in all circumstance. As stated in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam, na bhanty avajananti sthanad bra$fii/1 patanti adhafl, 
"If those who are very learned in the knowledge of the Vedas and in 
performing rituals do not worship the Supreme Lord from the heart they 
certainly fall down from their spiritual posit ions. " 
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Text44 
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iti mam ya}J svadharme{Ja bhajan nityam ananya-bhak 
sarva-bhilte$U mad-bhavo mad-bhaktim vindate dr(lham 

Translation 

343 

Anyone who always worships Me following their prescribed 
duties and does not deviate in any circumstance, and sees Me in every 
living entity, receives unflinching devotional service to Me. 

Purport 

The Lord's decree in the Taittiriya Upani�ad, eko 'ham 
bahusyama/1, "I am one, but have become many," should not be 
interpreted to mean that the Lord has become many living entities and 
therefore all the living entities are equal to the Lord. This is not so. This 
statement should be understood to mean 'one should see all living 
entities as parts and parcels of Lord Kn>t:ta.' As stated in the Bhagavad 
Gita, maivamso jiva-Joke, "All the living entities in the world are My 
parts and parcels." Therefore, by recognizing the Lord in them one 
should take care of them, and not harm them in any way. 

Text45 
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Translation 

0 Uddhava, I am the Absolute Truth and the sole worshippable 
Lord in all the worlds; and I am the source of creation and annihilation 
of all of them. And those who worship Me and continually execute 
devotional service to Me, reach Me. 

Purport 

The eternal residence of the Supreme Lord is usually called 
Vaikm)tha; and is defined in the Vyakaral)a Sastra thus, vigatafJ kUJJfho 
vaikalyam tasmad vaikUJJfha ity ucyate, "The place that is free from 
material anxieties like the repetition of rebirth and death is called 
Vaikul)lha." Anyone who worships the Lord with full faith and executes 
undivided devotional service to Him is blessed by Him to reach His 
abode. 

Text46 
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iti svadharma nirnikta sattvo nirjfiata mad-ratifJ 
jfiana-vifiiana sampanno nacirat samupaiti mam 

Translation 

In this way, the heart of a devotee householder who regularly 
executes his prescribed duties becomes purified and thus comes to know 

Me and My supreme position; and thus, being endowed with knowledge 
and realized knowledge, he obtains Me without delay. 

Text47 
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van;asrama- vatam dharma C$a acara-Jak$aJJam 
sa e va mad-bhaktiyuto ni(lSreyasakara/1 parab 

Trans lation 

345 

I have thus explained the duties of the VarJJAirama s y s tem, 
which is characterized by proper behavior and conduct. If the duties of 
the va17Jasrama s y s tem are coated with devotional s ervice to Me, the 
practicing pers on eas ily receives liberation from this world. 

Purport 

There are many categories of religious and spiritual duties 
described in the Vedic scriptures. But none of these duties are able to 
reward anyone with liberation unless they practice devotional service to  
the Supreme Lord. Karmayoga, Jnanayoga, Dhyanayoga or  any other 
spiritual practice must culminate in Bhakti in order to receive liberation 
from this world. As stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam, sa vai pum$arh 
paro dharmo yato bhaktir adhok$aje, "The real duty of a human being is 
to execute devotional service to please the infallible Lord, Lord Sri 
Kr�na, which is the highest goal of human life." 

Text48 

�sflmir � � 9�kt ��I 
�� � 1«tr lfl" \ifit�mt � l l�cl l  

etat te 'bhihitam sadho bhanin prcchati yac ca mam 
yatba svadharma samyukto bhakto mam samiyat param 

Trans lation 

0 s aintly Uddhava, I have des cribed to y ou in detail about what 
y ou had inquired from Me; and I have als o told about how My devotee 
who pedectly follows his pres cribed duties obtains Me, the Supreme 
Lord. 
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Purport 

The duties of a person following the VB11Jiisrama system, as 
explained in the Vedic scriptures, only rewards entrance to the heavenly 
planets, unless devotional service to the Supreme Lord is included in 
those duties . If varI)iisrama duties are performed as devotional service to 
the Supreme Lord they reward liberation from this world. In other words, 
the duties of the varI)asrama system should be performed as an offering 
unto the Lord, from which the performer receives blessings from the 
Supreme Lord in the form of liberation from this world. Lord Kr�l)a has 
given the conclusion of both this chapter and the last chapter here. 

Thus ends the Vrajavii.si purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Eighteen of the Srimad Bhii.gavatam, in the matter of, Details of 
Vamasrama Dharma. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 



All glories to Sri Gurii and Gauranga 

Chapter Nineteen 

Details of Spiritual Processes 

Text 1 

� 
it � �l(+Mlf "ilj+ilRf:h: I 
+1141+il">lfii4 � � � � \j;<:j�(l 1 1� 1 1 

sri bhaga van uvaca 
ye vidya -sruta sampanna atma van nanumanika]J 
mayiimatram idamjiiiitviijiiiinam ca mayi sannyaset 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, a person that does not speculate or 
fully depend on logic and who has cultivated scriptural knowledge has 
reached the point of self-realization and knows that the material world is 
an illusion. With this understanding one offers both their knowledge and 
the means by which they received that knowledge unto Me. 

Purport 

The maxim for learning scriptural knowledge should be to 
execute devotional service and not to show off one's erudition to others. 
Knowledge that leads one away from the illusory conception of, 'I am a 
learned scholar,' will help one improve spiritually. At this point the 
person does not rely on logical conclusions or speculations. A devotee 
that reaches this level is likened to a ghostly haunted person who 
thought they were a snake or tiger until they received treatment with the 
proper mantras chanted until they returned to normalcy; and in retro-
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spect they are mystified that they had ever thought that way. In the 
normal state they identify with relatives and friends and no longer 
require any kind of treatment. Similarly, when a learned devotee realizes 
that their only solace is the Supreme Lord they no longer desire or need 
the madness of this world, nor the scriptural knowledge that led them to 
realize the temporary nature of this world. Thus the devotee offers the 
knowledge they acquired, and the means by which they obtained it, to 
the Lord; and from this point on all devotional service they perform is 
automatic, thus leaving the stage of scriptural regulations behind. A 
devotee's position is like a soldier that was issued weapons to use in 
battle to obtain victory, after which the weapons are returned to the 
military. Similarly, when a devotee gets close to Kr�i:ia they no longer 
need the weapons of rules and regulations to serve the Lord and thus 
begins to perform spontaneous devotional service to Him. 

Text2 

*11R4��itil-e: �� � '1ira: I 

w�l-t.coqcpf'.q �s� � ftnf: IRll 

jiianinas tv ahameve$f al,J svartho hetus ca sam matal,J 
svargas caivapavargas ca nan yo 'rtho mad rte priyal,J 

Trans lation 

I am the object of wors hip, the des ired goal, and the ultimate 
limit for s uch a devotee. I am als o their s ole heavenly pleas ure and 
liberating freedom, and they do not love anything els e but Me. 

Purport 

Devotees are called truly learned scholars because their object 
of worship, process of worship, motive of worship and limits of worship 
is Lord Km1a. They do not know anyone but Lord Kr�i:ia, and they will 
do anything and everything to please Him and keep Him pleased. At this 
point a devotee relates with the Lord, practically. 
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Text3 

'*11"4fi<r#t1"44f�41: � � f..lsif'1 I 
� Rl�d+fls"ffi � '*11�414' � � 1 1� 1 1 

jiiana-vijiiana samsiddhal} padaiiJ sre$fham vidur mama 
jiiani priyamo 'to me jiianenasau bibharti mam 

Translation 

349 

Those who have perf ected their knowledge and have become 
realized through devotion to Me, truly understand My real transcend
dental position, which is why learned devotees are very dear to Me. 

Because of their sp iritual knowledge they always keep Me locked in 
their hearts. 

Purport 

The nature of a person that learns scriptures just to appear 
intellectual is considered material and dry, but if that same knowledge is 
used to cultivate Bhakti it becomes devotional service in the incipient 
stage. On this stage Lord Kr�tJa becomes everythin g for a devotee. As 
stated in the Bhagavad Gita: 

le$aiil jfiani nitya-yukta eka-bhaktir visi$yate 
pnyo hi jiianino 'tyartham aham sa ca mama priyalJ 

"Of those, the person situated in knowledge, who is constantly 
engaged in devotional service to Me, is the best. I am very dear to him 
and he is dear to Me." 

Text4 

aqYl:!f � � qf..i"i11ofta<1f01 � I 
� � 'd'r � m '*1l"i€h��' � 1 1� 1 1 
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tapas tirtham japo danam pavitr81JitaraJJi ca 
mi/am kurvanti tam siddhim ya jiiana-kalaya krta 

Translation 

1 1.19.5 

That perfection obtained from a minute fraction of realized 
transcendental knowledge cannot be gotten by performing austerities, 
visiting holy places, the silent chanting of mantras, giving charity, or any 
other engagement that purifies the heart. 

Text 5 

d�l�l�4 � � �1<"114� I 
�191W�t4\tillsO 1f;f 1fr �= l l"t l l  

tasmajjfianena sahitamjnatva svatmanam uddhava 
jfiana-vijfiana-sampanno bhaja mam bhakti-bha vitafJ 

Translation 

Therefore, 0 Uddhava, with this kind of transcendental 
knowledge you should understand your original constitutional position. 
And by advancing further in this knowledge you should worship Me in 
the mood of staunch devotion to Me. 

Purport 

The original constitutional position of a living entity is that it is a 
servant of Lord Kr�IJa, and to realize this one has to develop spiritual 
knowledge and serve Him with devotion. When one reaches the plat
form of unalloyed devotional service to Lord Kr�i:ia they can relinquish 
all other pious processes. 

Text6 

�14W�l4<!f;£t4 +ilM�<:flSS<"114¥ft<"1f.t I 
wf��qfd 1fr � �f�ll �s� 1 1" 1 1 
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jiiana- vijflana-yajiiena mariJ i${Va "tmanam atmani 
sarva-yajiiapatim mam vai samsiddhim munayo 'gaman 

Translation 

351 

Previously great sages performed the sacrifice of knowledge, 
and realized knowledge in their hearts, and worshipped Me, Supersoul 
of all souls. In this way they sacrificed their soul in Me, the Lord of all 
the sacrifices, and thus they achieved supreme perfection. 

Text 7 

� iif�">IMW � 
'1141�(1SS"«ffir 41tlq�'flfl4('{ I 
5to+iiG4lS� � � � R\ �
(it1�4l4G�d1Sf9 � 1fdl' 1 1� 1 1 

tvayy uddhvasrayati yas-trividho vikaro 
mayantara "patati nady apavargayor yat 

janmadayo sya yad ami lava tasya kim syur 
adyantayor yad asato 'sti tadeva madhye 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, this material body goes through three different 
material changes. It depends on you and is supported by you. It is only 
an illusion, like a magician's trick. Previously the body did not exist and 
it will not exist in the future; it is only seen in between. It goes through 
changes like birth and so on, but all of this has no relation to you, the 
soul. The different phases of the body relate to the body only and it is 
temporary. The temporary body did not previously exist nor will it 
remain in the future, it merely exists at present. 

Purport 
Material nature has three phases of problems; adhyatmika 

(causes problems through the mind and body) ; adhidajyika (causes 
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problems through the demigods); and adhibhautika (causes problems 
derived from material nature).  This material body is the sum total of 
these three phases and it is governed by the three modes of material 
nature. The true existence of the body is as illusory as a length of rope in 
the dark perceived as a snake. Although rope and snakes exist in this 
world, to think a piece of rope is a snake and therefore fear it, is an 
illusion. Similarly a person that believes the body is the self is in illusion. 
When a light is turned on what was believed to be a snake is recognized 
as a piece rope, similarly when a person is enlightened by transcendental 
knowledge they recognize the body to be temporary. Just as the snake 
believed to be rope did not exist, similarly the body does not actually 
exist, it is but a composition of material elements. The material body did 
not exist before birth nor will it exist in the future, its mere existence at 
present is just an illusion, soon it will again turn into material ele
ments. Just as it is apparent that what was perceived as a snake is a 
length of rope; similarly when a person is enlightened by transcendental 
knowledge it becomes very apparent to them that the body is but a 
combination of material elements. The soul is different from this 
combination of material elements and is eternal; whereas the body is 
perishable. 

Although the body goes through six phases; birth, growth, 
existing for a period of time, produces byproducts, dwindles, and dies, 
before it ceases to exist; these changes do not affect the soul. All 
designations of the body a person may have while living in it, such as; I 
am a male, l am a female, I am black, I am white, l am American, or I 
am an Indian etc. do not apply to the eternal soul. Such notions cease to 
exist when the body ceases to exist hence these designations are also 
illusions for the soul. A realized person does not become affected by 
such illusions. 

Text8 

� �  
� � � ��da\IH°'N�H1d 9;\101'{ I 
�R<1111% ��\ M'id�#fm�l•1 � '1i5�•�p�1'{ 1 1c 1 1 
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uddha va uvaca 
jiianam visuddham vipulam yathaitad 
vairagya vijiiana-yutam pural)am 

akhyahi viivesvara visva-miirte 
tvad-bhaktiyogam ca mahad-vimrjiiam 

Translation 

353 

Uddhava said, 0 Lord of the universe, 0 Supreme Lord of the 
entire creation, please explain to me the process of Your transcendental 
knowledge, along with its realized knowledge and detachment, which is 
eternal, pure, the oldest and unlimited, be obtained, understood and 
performed vigorously? Also please tell me of the devotional service that 
is even sought by great souls. 

Purport 

Intelligent devotees like Uddhava know that knowledge about 
Lord Krsna is transcendental; and they are always seeking ways of how 
to further advance in the process. In this mood Uddhava is asking Lord 
Krsna to narrate how to make advancement on the spiritual path that 
takes one to Him. Devotional service to Lord Krsna is sought after by 
even great souls like Lord Brahma and Lord Siva because they know 
that it is the only process to please Him. Although Lord Krsna is the 
creator and Lord of the universe and the whole creation is under His 
control, He remains separate from it and uncontaminated. As stated in 
the Vedanta Sfltra, srutes tu sabda-miilatvat, "The scriptures proclaim 
that the Supreme Lord is the cause of the entire material creation yet He 
is unaffected by it; and the Vedas confirm that the Supreme Lord is 
forever uncontaminated. "  One may wonder how could a person put their 
hand in fire and not get burnt. There must be some reaction from doing 
so, a burning sensation or something therefore one may think that the 
Lord must have become affected in some way by creating the material 
world. In answer the Gopalatapini Upanisad states, tam ekam eva 
govindam saccidananda vigraham, "The Supreme Lord Sri Krsna, whose 
form is eternal, full of knowledge and full of bliss, is the only personality 
that is always free from all kinds of contamination. Even though He is 
involved in everything, He is never affected by anything in anyway." 
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Text 9 

(11q!)t�Ollf .. i5<1� lITT: 4<1�'114� � I 
qC:fQIM 41'"4�(0·1 (1€ff'�,N��l(1q')t1Gi;;!dlf� m o l l 

tapa-trayeJJabhihatasya ghore 
santapyamanasya bhavadh vanisa 
pasyami nanyac charal}am tavaiighri
dvandvatapatrad amrtabhivar$tif 

Translation 

0 Lord, those tormented on the terrible path of rebirth and 
death are constantly overwhelmed by the threefold miseries. I do not see 
any solace for them other than their taking shelter under Your two 
umbrella-like lotus feet, which shower refreshing nectar. 

Purport 

The living entity has fallen into the quagmire of this material 
world and is suffering the miseries of birth, death, old age and disease. 
Which include miseries arising from the mind and body like psychiatric 
illn�sses like schizophrenia; and physical diseases like jaundice, cancer, 
tuberculosis, pneumonia, asthma, diabetes, leukemia, and many others; 
and miseries from other living entities like mosquitoes who infect living 
entities with diseases like malaria and river disease; snakes who inject 
deadly venom; scorpion stings; salmonella poisoning; and pestilences etc. ; 
as well as miseries arising from material nature like earthquakes, tidal 
waves, typhoons, cyclones, droughts, floods, volcanic eruptions and so on. 
Over and above these problems are insatiable lust, anger, greed, envy, 
jealousy, bigotry, avarice, hankering, lamentation and competition. 
Although in such a suffering condition, living entities are offered the 
soothing nectar-like blessings of the two lotus feet of the Lord to take 
shelter of. But even though all the scriptures, sages and saints promul
gate to all who will listen to take hold of the Lord's message to free 
themselves from all misery and ultimately reach the spiritual world to 
behold the Lord, most people do not heed. It is unfortunate that people 
do not take advantage of this great bestowment. Therefore, no one is to 
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blame for the sufferings of the living entities, because they themselves 
are the cause of their suffering . 

Text 10 

� � \iqf<l(t �s� €hl�l�"il +:iji;�\4'1�d4'{ I 
�1i}"<� �ssq<01•a4::eilftt<1fo::;;q � mo1 1 

da$famjanam sampatitam bile 'smin 
kaliihina k$udra-sukhorutar$am 
samuddharainam krpaya "pavargyair 
vacobhli"asiiica mahanubhava 

Translation 

0 great Lord, this servant of Yours has fallen into the hole of 
this material existence and is under the grip of snake-like time, but still 
craves enjoying material sense gratification which is ridiculous and 
insignificant, yet this desire to enjoy incessantly increases. Please be 
merciful and uplift and save this living entity by pouring Your nectar
like words that are filled with instructions upon me, which will lift me to 
spiritual freedom. 

Purport 

Arrogant people do not plead for the Lord's mercy because they 
believe their philosophy of life is right , and if they experience misery 
they think they were destined to suffer anyway . Thus they believe there 
is no need to pray to anyone for mercy. Yet everyone knows in their 
heart that a superior being exists who could rescue them from undesir
able situations , but arrogance usually prevails so the person hides their 
misery by putting up a facade to show people they are happy, whereas 
humble souls plead to the Lord for His mercy to be rescued from misery. 
Who in this world is not suffering from the problems of time; or from not 

becoming satiated from sense gratification? Everyone is under the grip 
of all devouring t ime, which comes as death to everyone . To solve this 
problem one should abandon all speculation and wholeheartedly pray to 
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the Lord for His mercy. The art of  praying to God is  taught by a genuine 
Spiritual Master to a sincere disciple. According to the disciple's attitude. 
the Spiritual Master reveals spiritual instructions, as we will soon be 
privy to in this discussion between Lord Kr�Qa and His real devotee, 
Uddhava. 

Text 11 

� 
�� � � � � � '  
�'>llld:tlt � � ;frs301oqa141 m�l l 

sri bhaga van uvaca 
ittham etat pura raja bhi$maiil dharma-bhrtam varam 
ajatasatru}J papraccha sarve$8Iil no 'nU $fJJVat8n1 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, the very same question 
you are asking Me now were asked by King Yudhi�thira, who thought, 
no one is his enemy, to Bhi�madeva, the greatest upholder of religious 
principles, with all of us present and listening. 

Text 12 

� � � �: I  
� � � �1"41ti1"f4+ii'19�d l l H. 1 1 

nivrtte bharate yuddhe suhrn-nidhana-vihvala}J 
.frutva dharman bahlln pascan mok$a-dharman aprcchata 

Translation 

When the great battle of Mahiibharat was over, King Yudhi
�thira, being overwhelmed by the grief of the death of his kinsmen and 
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well-wishers approached B�madeva. And after hearing many religious 
instructions from him, he inquired about the procedure for liberation. 

Text 13 

� �s� ���d1\�l�dlf I 
�l"i�\1•'4N�l:t� l lnl l 

tan aham te -'bhidhasyami devavrata-mukhac chrutan 
jiiana-vairagya-VJjiiana sraddha-bhakty-upab[Ti1hitan 

Translation 

I shall now narrate to you the religious principles I heard from 
Bhi$madeva at that time, because his instructions are filled with 
knowledge, detachment, self-realization, staunch faith and pure 
devotional service. 

Purport 

The unbroken chain of disciplic succession is so unique and 
important that Lord Kr�na, the God of all gods and who is the source of 
the whole creation, is narrating the same information that was told to the 
most civilized king (Yudhi�thira) of that time. One may wonder, if Lord 
Kr�na is the Supreme God and no one is equal to or greater than Him, 
why He is giving such importance to the words of a fallen warrior on a 
battlefield. Although he was defeated by Arjuna, he was a great devotee 
of the Lord and the greatest spiritual authority in Vedic wisdom of all 
time. Bhi�madeva was the commander-in-chief of the Kaurava army and 
was blessed to depart this world on the date he wanted to die. The 
physical condition of great devotees is not considered on the spiritual 
platform, spiritual purity takes precedence. The Lord is instructing 
Uddava in this way, narrating this episode as an example to signify that 
one should follow the system of the unbroken chain of disciplic 
succession while receiving spiritual knowledge. 
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Text 14 

4�411�9'1 � � � � � � I 
��41¥icil! a�14 lf'i" f.rf'*rrn'{ 1 1 1� 1 1 

navaikadasa paiica trin bhavan bhilte$u yena vai 
ik$etathaikam apy C$U tafjnanam mama niscitam 

Translation 

1 1.19.15 

That knowledge of the nine, eleven, five and three elements that 
are within all living entities, by which one can actually realize the one 
personality sitting within is real knowledge, and that is My decision. 

Purport 

Every kind of body beginning from the highest entity, Lord 
Brahma, down to an insignificant ant are all composed of material 
elements. The nine elements mentioned in the first group in the text are: 
the soul, material nature, mahat- tattva, ego, either, air, fire, water and 
earth. The second group which consists of eleven elements includes the 
five working senses; the hands, legs, voice, rectum and genital; the five 
knowledge acquiring senses, the eyes, ears, nose, tongue and skin; and 
the mind. The third group is the five sense objects; sight, sound, smell, 
taste and touch; and the fourth group is the three modes of material 
nature, namely goodness, passion and ignorance. Utilizing these twenty
eight elements the 'One Personality' known as Supersoul or Paramatma, 
who sits in the heart as Soul of the individual soul, must be realized to 
obtain liberation. Lord Kr�1.i a  i s  the source o f  Supersoul and H e  i s  the 
cause of all the causes. All others incarnations are secondary causes of 
everything, depending on the mercy of Lord Km1a. 

Text 15 

� ft mR � -am ir.I" � I 
fB•fr<g('•frt1CQ�11' � � F->11011(¥141'1. m '-' 1 1  
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etad eva hi vijiianam na tathaikena yena yat 
sthity utpatty apyayan pasyed bhavan;iliJ. td-gw;atmanam 

Translation 

359 

But when a person averts seeing things as they previously 
understood them, i.e. seeing the Lord via the fruition of observing the 
twenty-eight elements, to seeing the cause of all causes directly, that 
knowledge is called realized knowledge. On this stage one should 
contemplate the creation, maintenance and annihilation of the bodies 
and everything else, which are all made of gross material elements 
produced under the three modes of material nature. 

Purport 

To perfect one's life it is essential to know the Supreme Lord, 
who is one without a second, by unconditionally meditating on that one 
Lord. As indicated in the Mun<;laka Upani�ad, neha nanasti kiiicana, 
"Without Him nothing can exist, even though all variegated things have 
come from Him." The Lord is the ultimate cause of all action; and the 
creation is an effect from the Lord. Therefore to understand things 
correctly one should first see the effect, and then see the cause of the 
effect to know the cause. We have previously discussed that the Lord is 
the cause of all the causes, and the effects are this material world and the 
living bodies; and when one seeks out and contemplates the Lord they 
will discover that He is the cause of their creation, maintenance and 
annihilation and thus become a self-realized soul. 

Text 16 

adav ante ca madhye ca srjyat srjyam yadanviyat 
punas tat-pratisalikrame yac chi$yeta tadeva sat 
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Translation 

The thing that existed before the material creation and that will 
remain after the annihilation, also exists when the creation is in existence. 
That thing that remains from one material phase to another, and from 
one creation to another, remains when everything else is annihilated. 
That thing should be understood to be the real spiritual truth. 

Purport 

Material nature itself is the effect of time and it later becomes 
the cause of another effect, the material bodies. When the material 
creation, which acts as a secondary cause is withdrawn and thus ceases to 
exist , its effect (things that came to exist because of the existence of the 
material creation) also cease to exist. When material nature, the 
secondary cause of the material bodies is annihilated at the designated 
time, the bodies that were created because of its existence also cease to 
exist; and those bodies were the effect of the particular entities previous 
cause (karma). The fact is everything material is created, sustained and 
annihilated by the potency of the Supreme Lord. And when He decides 
He inhales the entire creation, including all causes and effects, within 
Himself. Therefore, Lord Kr��a here indicates that every intelligent 
person should focus on worshiping Him, the cause of all the causes, and 
thus be liberated from this material world. 

Text 17 

'ffir= S1�=ctt�fdm'1j!114 itftfd4'( I 
� Mffi{'Cll(l � M('.ii'4a m�1 1 

sruti'1 pratyak$am aitihyam anumanariJ calU$fayam 
pramlIIJe$V anavasthanad vikalpat sa virajyate 

Translation 

Among all the different sources of evidence, there are four main 
sources-scriptural knowledge, direct perception, traditional realizations, 
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and inductive logic. A person can use these sources of knowledge to 
analyze everything they see and their creation. In this way one comes to 
understand their temporariness, unsteadiness, and changeable situation 
and thus becomes detached from it. 

Purport 

Intelligent people follow the teachings of the Vedic scriptures 
and use it as authoritative evidence for accepting or rejecting everything 
in their life . In other words thoughtful people do not accept anything as 
beneficial without the support of the ancient scriptures. The list of Vedic 
scriptures intelligent people use as evidence can be found in the 
introduction to our Bhagavad Gita. The Lord is the original creator, and 
although He creates everything, He remains unaffected by everything. 
As stated in the Chandogya Upani�ad, asaligo hy ayarh puru$a./.1, "The 
Lord remains separate from everything after creating this universe and 
everything in it , which is how He remains unaffected by the creation."  
Just as  a watchmaker remains independent of  a watch after he  assembles 
the watch and the watch runs independently of the watchmaker; 
similarly after the Lord creates the material world it runs independent of 
the Lord, and the Lord remains separate from the creation. During the 
course of everyday life a person may interact with material things, but 
they should not become attached to them in order to remain unaffected 
by the reactions of actions. 

Text 1 8 

� qf(o11fit?<tiGIMf<::)<:q1G4 •I(_>';'{ I 
�� q�aGtEi:!i:ti:q � m c 1 1  

karmaJJiirh pariJJamitvad aviriflcad amaligalam 
vipascin naivararh pasyed adr$fam api dr$favat 

Translation 

An intelligent person should realize that all ritualistic activity 
that reward heavenly pleasures as their results are all temporary. The 
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pleasure of heaven including the pleasure derived in the abode of Lord 
Brahma, even though not seen nor experienced personally, are equally 
temporary to the pleasures directly experienced in this world through 
material sense objects which are temporary, not auspicious rewarding, 
and end in misery. 

Purport 

Here Lord Kr�1.1a clarifies any misunderstanding of people who 
perform ritualistic ceremonies, karmak;iJJt;fa, to reach the heavenly 
planets. He states that even though heavenly pleasures can be enjoyed in 
heaven for some time, they are not long lasting . Here Lord Kr�1.1a 
dictates to such uninformed people that even all the pleasure that can be 
derived in heaven, including in Brahmaloka where Lord Brahma resides, 
is temporary, not auspicious and awards misery. 

It is repeatedly stated in the ancient scriptures that Lord Kr�1.1a 
is the greatest authority on everything, therefore only an unintelligent or 
uninformed person would endeavor to go to a place that is not auspi
cious and that ultimately awards the misery of rebirth . No sane person 
would make a special endeavor to go to such a place. Therefore one 
should live in a way so that while enjoying the pleasures of this world, 
they ultimately reach the spiritual world where no problems exist. 

Text 19 

bhaktiyoga(l puraivoktab priyamaQaya te 'nagha 
punas ca kathayiwami mad-bhaktel; karaJJadJ param 

Translation 

0 sinless Uddhava, I have already explained devotional service 
to you, but because your interest in it has increased I shall again speak to 
you about this best process, whereby one can acquire loving service to 
Me. 
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Purport 

There are many spiritual processes to please the Lord and 
among them devotional service is the best. People that perform devo
tional service are addressed as devotees. Devotees like Uddava love 
devotional service and enjoy performing it, which is why the Lord is 
instructing him about it in more detail, as well as all who will study this 
dialog can also learn how to obtain pure devotional service. 

Text 20 

'A#i'jd�� 4 �.+i&:rtld"1'l I 
qf(f.1�t � � �: � lfl{ l l �C l l  

sraddhamrta kathayam me sasvan mad-anukirtanam 
parim$fha ca pujayam stutibhi}J stavanam mama 

Translation 

Anyone who desires to obtain loving devotional service to Me 
should have full faith in the nectar-like narrations of My pastimes, and 
constantly sing My glories and My names. They should be completely 
attached to the ceremonial worship dedicated to Me and they should 
pray to Me by singing beautifully composed hymns in a pleading voice. 

Purport 

Listening to narrations about Lord Kr�t:la is so transcendentally 
elevating that it frees one from having to take another birth, thus freeing 
them from experiencing another death. As long as a person has a 
material body they will experience problems in that body, but after that 
body expires the next group of problems that would have been expe
rienced evaporate because of the person's being connected to Lord 
Kr�i:ia. In the Kausika Sarilhita, Parvati asked Lord Siva, amrta-katham 
sravaya me prabho, "O Lord, please tell me the nectar-filled narration 
about the Supreme Lord, I would like to hear it." Lord Siva then spoke 
Srimad Bhagavatam to her at a place called Amamath, located in the 
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Indian state of Kashmir, in the Himalayas. It was also called Amara
katha, the eternal glories of Lord Kr�Q.a that result in one becoming 
eternal. While Parvati was listening to Lord Siva narrate Srimad 
Bhagavatam a parrot nearby heard it as well, who later became Sri 
Sukadeva Goswami who spoke this same epic to King Parik�it. One must 
h ave unflinching faith in the narrations about the Supreme Lord, His 
holy names, and worship of Him to derive the most benefit from them. 

Text 21 

�= qf<:i4<£4f'l4°I W"ll�<:f .. �'<"i'{ I 
� � �: 11��1 1 

adara}J paricaryayaril sarvaJigair abhivandanam 
mad-bhakta-piljabhyadhika sarva-bhiite$u man-mati}J 

Translation 

One should have respectful affection for Me in their devotional 
service to Me and should pay obeisance by falling down flat before Me. 
One should worship My devotees better than they worship Me and 
should see Me in the heart of all living entities. 

Purport 

The required items used to worship the Lord should be nicely 
arranged to gorgeously worship the Lord. One should not be miserly 
when acquiring things to please the Lord because doing so is considered 
an offense; and according to the Vedic scriptures one should be very 
generous so that the best things to please the Lord can be acquired. As 
soon as one sees the Lord and after worshipping Him, they should offer 
obeisance to Him. The Lord Himself and His deity forms are non
different and therefore when visiting deities in the temples one should 
act as if visiting the Lord Himself. Therefore a person should not simply 
fold their hands before the Lord's deity form, but pay obeisance. There 
are three ways of offering obeisance to the Lord mentioned in the Vedic 
scriptures. The Padma Purai:ia states: 
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padangulibhyam janubhyarh sirasa cavani sprsan 
baddh;iiijalir namaskuryat paiicmiga}J sa udiryate 
vidhaya da(14avad deharh prasarya cara(lau karau 

vadhva mukula-vat paIJi pra(lamo daIJ4a-samjiiita}J 
padau sirasas tatha hastau nikuiicya mukula.krti 
mano-buddhy abhimanais ca pral}amo '$fariga samjiiita}J 

365 

"With one's toes, knees, hands and forehead touching the 
ground, and with folded hands and eyes closed one should pray in a 
murmuring voice before the Lord. This method of paying obeisance is 
called paiicariga pral}ama or paying homage to the Lord using five limbs. 
Falling flat before the Lord like a stick, with folded hands, and with arms 
and legs extended, while praying to the Lord in a pleading voice is called 
da(l(ia vat, or paying homage to the Lord while falling to the ground like 
a stick. And prostrating before the Lord with folded hands and with 
arms and legs extended, closed eyes and while praying to the Lord 
having dedicated their mind, intelligence and false ego to Him, is called 
s8$fa.riga pra(1ama, or obeisance using the eight bodily limbs." 

The Vi�i:iu Purai:ia also states how one should pay obeisance to 
the Lord using eight limbs thus: 

janubhyarh ca tatha padbhyam paIJibhyam urasa dhiya 
sirasa vacasii dr$f ya pra(lamo '$fa.riga irita}J 

"Paying obeisance to the Lord with feet together, knees together, 
arms extended and hands folded and eyes closed, with the chest and 
forehead touching the ground while meditating on the Lord in devotion 
and chanting prayers in a murmuring voice, is called sa$fa.riga pr8l}ama, 
or paying obeisance using eight bodily limbs." 

There are different ways mentioned in different parts of the 
Vedas about how to pay obeisance to the Lord. A devotee should choose 
one and use it to please the Lord. Paying obeisance is a medium to 
humbly beg the Lord for His mercy. 

Lord Kr�i:ia says that worshipping His devotee is better than 
worshipping Him because He lives in the heart of His pure devotee in 
His manifested form. Although the Lord resides in every living entity, in 
His pure devotee's heart He resides in His manifested form. Lord Kr�i:ia 
loves His pure devotees and feels joy seeing His pure devotee being 
worshipped before Him. 
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Text 22 

mad-arthe$V ariga-ce$fa ca vacasa mad-gUQeraIJam 
mayy-arpal)am ca manasai) sarva-kama-vivarjanam 

Translation 

1 1. 19.22 

By using every part of one's body they should endeavor only for 
Me. They should use their voice to glorify only Me and while offering 
their mind to Me they should relinquish all material desires for My 
pleasure. 

Purport 

There are two ways to serve the Lord using one's body--0ne is 
to facilitate things for serving Lord Kr�i:ia and the other is to engage 
themselves physically doing service for Him. For instance, a devotee can 
organize a festival for the Lord and arrange for others to sing and dance 
at a festival for the Lord's pleasure. One's speech should always be 
connected to the Lord, be it direct or indirect. as the situation warrants, 
including speaking with others about how everyone should serve the 
Lord and why they should become His devotee. And a person should not 
secretly harbor desires for sense gratification because thinking of 
material enjoyment distracts one from the Lord. A person cannot serve 
two masters simultaneously. Any distraction from fully focusing on the 
Lord is a hindrance to one's devotional service. As stated in the 
Durgama Sailgamani, vi$a_ravi$fa cittanam kf$1JBVe$a sudtlratai), "When 
one's mind and heart are overpowered by the desire for material sense 
pleasure the roots of devotional service do not steadily grow or grow 
deep, and thoughts of Lord Kr�i:ia remain superfluous in them." 

Text 23 

�ij-s�qfu�•11 •n � � �\t:e� � 1 
� � � � �� � � �: 1 1 �� 1 1  
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mad-arthe 'rtha parityago bhogasya ca sukhasya ca 
i$faril dattaril hutaril japtaril mad-artharil yad vrataril tapal; 

Translation 

367 

One should offer their wealth, sense gratification and things 
used for material pleasure to Me; as well as offer all wanted activities 
like giving charity, fire sacrifices, chanting japa, fasting vows and 
everything else to Me. 

Purport 

Here Lord Kr�IJ.a does not mean one should throw away 
everything and become a babaji (beggar) , but He means that everything 
one has should be used for service unto Him. A devotee of Lord K�Qa 
can possess every opulence, but it should only be used on behalf of Him. 
All money earned, one way or another, should be used in the service to 
the Lord, if not all, at least half. Engaging or dwelling on material sense 
gratification is against spiritual advancement, which is why anyone who 
desires to make spiritual advancement should abandon the desire to 
enjoy material life , and not even contemplate engaging in it. The essence 
of this verse is, if a person can enjoy with the Lord and achieve liberation, 
why try to enjoy temporary material things and degrade themselves. 

Text 24 

� <t:1�41�1011�4q1('1f.i�fe:"1l'l I 
itftf �s::Jtl!td llftn: �s�s?.ffs�Mf?t1�<'i 1 1=<.�l l  

evaril dharmair manu$yiiniim uddhavatma nivedinam 
mayi saiijayate bhaktib ko 'nyo 'rtho 'syavas1$yate 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, for people who actually follow these spiritual rules 
and surrender unto Me, devotion to Me automatically arises in their 
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hearts. What could possibly remain for a person to obtain after they 
have already obtained loving devotional service to Me? 

Purport 

A devotee interested in advancing to a higher level of devotional 
service may take help from jiiana (spiritual knowledge), and vairagya 
(detachment from material things), to further develop spiritual consci
ousness, but jiifina and vairagya should not be the goal of a devotee. As 
stated in the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu, jfiana vairagyayor bhakti prave
$liyopayogita isat prathamam eveti, "In the beginning stage of devotional 
service acquiring spiritual knowledge and being materially detached may 
help one advance in devotional practice, but these two things are not the 
ultimate goal of a real devotee." Furthermore, yad ubhe citta kiithinya 
hetu priiya/.1 satiiril mate/.1, "These two-jfiiina and vairagya--generally 
cause the heart to become hard, which is why, in due course, a devotee 
has to relinquish them to develop the creeper of devotional service."  
When a devotee reaches the stage of pure devotional service he/she does 
not seek anything else, because everything is included in devotional 
service to Lord Kr�Qa. As stated in the Bhagavad Gita, yam labdh va 
caparam labharil manyate niidhikaril tata_IJ, "After reaching this stage, 
one understands that there is nothing better than this (loving devotional 
service to Lord Kr�Qa ). " 

Text 25 

�SS(ii�fQ(!f m � �WN1fu<1'l I 
'alt � ��\P4�"44 � 1 1�'1 1 1  

yada · ·tmany arpilaril cittam santam sattvopabrmhitam 
dharmamjfianaril savairagyam aifraryam cabhipadyate 

Translation 

When goodness increases in the heart one becomes peaceful and 
fixed on the Lord, and from that point religiosity, knowledge, detach
ment and opulence are automatically available to that devotee. 
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Purport 

When one is honest in devotional service and has offered his/her 
heart to the Lord, the seed of devotional service to the Lord begins to 
sprout and thus they gradually begin to advance on the devotional path. 
From this stage 'knowledge and detachment' are transformed into 
devotional service, like a copper wire is transformed into an electric wire 
when connected to an electric socket. As stated in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam, yasyasti bhaktir bhagavaty akiiicana sarvaifJ gUIJais tatra 
samasate sura}J, "When one develops unalloyed devotional service to the 
Lord all the good qualities of the demigods automatically begin to 
manifest in that devotee .. , 

Text 26 

!l�fif<i � N'""h� �: � I 
\::if\4� iliBRlti m � Rfq4!l'{ l l�� l l  

yad arpitam tad vikalpe indriyaifJ paridhavati 
rafasvalam casan ni$fhari1 cittam viddhi viparyayam 

Translation 

A person that engages their mind in thinking of things contrary 
to spiritual life, like the body, family and/or objects of sense gratification 
becomes consumed with those temporary things. At that point the mind 
becomes overpowered by an irresistible passion for those things and thus 
the person craves only impermanent things, and the good qualities 
previously mentioned are soon lost. 

Purport 

Some unintelligent people who have theorized that devotion to 
the Lord is the best thing, but who are not yet convinced to surrender to 
the Lord sometimes think, 'I will enjoy some sense gratification now, 
and at a later date I will give it up and become a serious devotee of the 
Lord. '  B ut such tactics do not work on the spiritual path because passion 
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will overpower a person that intentionally acts contrary to spiritual life, 
thus allowing their intelligence to misguide them. As stated in the 
Chanakya Niti, jiianaril na sampadyate kami, "For a person that craves 
material sense pleasures, transcendental knowledge cannot remain with 
him." Lord Kr�r:ia here strengthens the path of devotional service by 
speaking negatively about sense gratification, indicating that He leaves 
the heart of a person who engages in sense gratification. One should be 
very careful on the devotional path because maya can work subtly, 
therefore it is recommended to be always alert in guarding oneself from 
maya, because maya can attack from any direction. 

Text 27 

� +n�ftti${ � � iFhl&li&$'.f"i'l I 
10l'£1�Pfl �\p4q� illfOl+i1&4: 1 1�\!>l l 

dharmo mad-bhakti-krt prokto jfianaril caikatmya-darianam 
gwJe$V asailgo vairagyam aisvaryaril c;iJJjmadaya(l 

Translation 

Any act that leads one to devotion to Me is a true religious 
principle. Any knowledge that leads one to see Supersoul in every living 
entity, making them realize that every soul is equal to their own soul, is 
real knowledge. When a person becomes completely averse to material 
sense gratification, that is called real detachment; and anyone who has 
obtained the eight perfections, one of which is al)imi, has real opulence. 

Purport 

One should not think that just by giving up material things and 
objects of sense gratification they have become self-realized, but it is a 
stable platform to practice devotional service to the Lord from. Upon 
reaching this stage a person can regularly and wholeheartedly engage in 
devotional service without their mind wandering to material things, and 
in due course they will reach the stage of self-realization. From this stage 
spiritual vision naturally develops whereby in due course the person is 
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able to see Supersoul within every living entity. As stated in the 
Gopalatapin.i Upanii?ad, eko devaf) sar va-bhiite$U gii(ihaf), "There is only 
one God and His name is Kri?n.a, and He is hidden in everyone's heart as 
Supersoul."  On this platform one can claim that he/she has become a 
real devotee, but at any lesser stage the person can only claim to be 
practicing devotional service, like a person at the beginning stage. 

Lord Kri?n.a had previously spoken about the eight perfections, 
such as al}ima, becoming smaller than the smallest, and the seven other 
opulences. But obtaining them is not the ultimate goal of a real devotee. 
The ultimate goal of a real devotee is developing real love of Godhead, 
Lord Sri Km1a. 

Texts 28-29 

� �  
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uddhava uvaca 
yamaf) katividhaf) prokto niyamo varika/"Sana 
kaf) samaf) ko damaiJ k[$1J8 k;i titik$;i dhrti}J prabho 

kim danam kim tapa}J sauryam kim satyam rtam ucyate 
kas tyaga}J kim dhanaiiJ ce$fali1 ko yajii.afJ ka ca dak$iJJa 

Translation 

Uddhava said, 0 chastiser of enemies, please tell me how many 
categories of regulations there are to discipline a person, and how many 
categories of regulations are there for performing one's daily duties? 0 
Lord Knl)a, what is peacefulness and what is self-control? 0 Lord, what 
is tolerance and what is steadiness? Also please tell me what is the actual 
procedure for giving charity; performing austerity; bravery; valid reality; 
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and truthfulness? What is renunciation and what is desirable wealth? 
What is sacrifice and what is spiritual remuneration? 

Purport 

Uddhava is a very advanced devotee and knows that speculation 
and one's own interpretation of the scriptures is not allowed on the 
spiritual path. He is asking these questions to be the supreme authority, 
Lord Kr�i:ia, so that others will know the answers to these questions. 
Uddhava's using the word ' i$fam,' desirable thing to be happy, indicates 
the kind of wealth that will make one happy, as well as benefit their soul. 

Texts 30-32 
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pun1safl kimsvid balam sriman bhago Jabhas ca kesa va 
ka vidya hri/J para ka sri/1 kim sukham du}Jkham e va ca 
kafJ paIJdita(l kas ca mOrkha/1 ka/1 panthii utpathas ca ka(l 
kafJ svargo mJraka/1 ka}J svit ko bandhur uta kim grham 

ka a<;fhyah ko daridro va krpaIJaiJ kah ka isvaral; 
etan pra.foan mama briihi viparitams ca satpate 

Translation 

0 possessor of all opulence, 0 Lord Kesava, what is actual 
strength? What is called opulence; and what is called profit? What is the 
highest education? What is modesty; what is real beauty and what is 
happiness and distress? What are the symptoms of a learned person? 
Who is a fool? What are the symptoms of a virtuous path and what is a 
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regretful path? What is actual heaven and what is hell? Who are one's 
real friends and real relatives? What is one's actual home? Who are 
actually wealthy and who are actually poor? Who is a miser and who is 
capable? 0 lover of Your devotees, please answers all my questions; and 
please explain the contrary qualities pertaining to all of them as well. 

Purport 

One should not think that Uddhava bombarded Lord Knn:ia 
with many questions thus showing disrespect, because it is the duty of a 
genuine spiritual student to ask as many spiritual questions as possible to 
their preceptor, and the preceptor should be ready to answer them all 
based on Vedic evidence. If the student is genuinely dedicated and 
humble , and if the preceptor is a self-realized soul, the result of their 
connection will unearth the mine of spiritual wisdom, thereby benefiting 
all that will listen, with liberation. 

Texts 33-35 
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sri bhaga van uvaca 
ahiriJsa satyam asteyam asaiigo hrir asaiicaya/.J 
astikyam brahmacaryam ca maunam sthairyam k$ama-bhayam 

saucam japas tapo homtl/.J sraddha "tithyam mad-arcanam 
tirthafanam parartheha lU$fir acarya sevanam 

ete yaman1 saniyama ubhayor dvadasa ' smrtal) 
pumsam upasitas tata yathii-kamam duhanti hi 
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Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, there are twelve regulations to 
discipline a person. They are: nonviolence, truthfulness, not stealing 
anyone else's property, detachment, humility, not collecting more than 
required, being theistic, celibacy, silence, steadiness, forgiveness, and 
fearlessness. And the regulations for performing one's daily duties are 
also twelve. They are: internal purity, external cleanliness, chanting japa, 
performing austerities, performing fire sacrifices, having steadfast faith 
in the Lord, being hospitable for even an uninvited guest, worshipping 
Me, visiting holy places, benevolence, being satisfied with whatever is 
provided by providence, and serving the Spiritual Master. 0 Udhava, 
those human beings who faithfully execute these twenty-four qualities 
are surely rewarded with their desired benedictions. 

Purport 

The twelve regulations to discipline one are meant for those who 
are genuinely pious and who desire liberation from the cycle of repeated 
birth and death, but are engaged in worldly affairs. The second group of 
twelve regulations is meant for genuine devotees of the Lord. Lord 
Kr:�i:ia will answer all of Uddhava's questions and speak about their 
reverse qualities as well. 

Text 36 

� 'ifiltedl � �k!i4!(¥1: I 
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samo man-ni$fhata buddher dama indn'ya-samyamafJ 
titik$a dufJkha-sammar$O jih vopastha-jayo dhrti/.1 

Translation 

Engaging one's intelligence in Me while steadily remammg 
peaceful and correctly disciplining the senses is called self-control. 
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Tolerating uneasy times is called tolerance. Conquering the tongue and 
genital is called steadiness. 

Purport 

The word 'sama,' peacefulness, does not mean only to be 
peaceful, but it means to be totally attached to pleasing the Lord and 
remaining peaceful while serving Him. Tolerance means one should 
tolerate things that have come by providence by their own accord 
according to one 's previous karma. Tolerance does not mean one must 
tolerate unjust offenses by others who harbor hatred or are envious of 
the person. Even though genuine devotees go through miseries like 
everyone else, if troubles are imposed by envious people the envious are 
considered the offensive party. 

Text 37 

Go<:S••£uq: � � ifllq("'Q1•1eq: � 1 
�: � � � qqG�"'t'l 1 1��11 

da1.11;Janyasal; parariJ danariJ kamas-tyagas tapa}J smrtam 
svabhava-vijaya}J sauryariJ satyariJ ca sama-darsanam 

Translation 

Not having malicious intentions or hatred towards others and 
securing fearlessness for others is giving real charity. Giving up lusty 
desires is the actual form of performing austerity. Conquering the 
tendency to enjoy material sense gratification is actual bravery. Seeing 
the Lord seated in the hearts of every living entity is the actual way of 
following the truth. 

Purport 

Charity means donating wealth, as well as securing a fearless 
environment for others, while not fostering hatred or malice towards 
anyone. Performing physical austerities that make the body thin is not 
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austerity in full unless one controls lusty desires properly. Just speaking 
the truth is not sufficient because it may hurt someone at some point, but 
a person who sees the Supreme Lord in everyone's heart and sees them 
equal to one's own self is said to be a real speaker of the truth. As stated 
in the Bhagavad Gita, atmaupamyena sarvatra samam pasyati, A real 
devotee is he who sees everyone truly equal to his own self." 

Text 38 
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rtam ca sunrta vaJJf kavibhi]J parikirtita 
karmasv asailgama}J saucam tyaga]J samnyasa ucyate 

Translation 

The learned have decided that speaking truthful mild sweet 
words is called reality. Remaining unattached to fruitive activities is 
cleanliness, and giving up the 'enjoying spirit' is the real Sanyasa order of 
life. 

Purport 

The difference between the truthfulness spoken about 
previously, and the reality of truthfulness spoken about here is, to speak 
the truth in reality requires great purity in heart, as well as the proper 
intellect to understand how to deal with every living entity; whereas the 
ability to speak mild, sweet and truthful words can easily be learned. 
Merely accepting saffron cloth and a daJ_](ja (staff) is not real Sanyasa, 
one must march above the enjoying spirit and material attachments 
themselves to become a real Sanyiisi. 

Text 39 

� � '$l � q-s* l4Wh1+i: I 
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dharma i$fam dhanam nrJJam yajiio 'ham bhagavattamalJ 
dak$1!1a jiiana-sandesa/1 praIJayama/;1 param balam 

Translation 

377 

Following, abiding by, and maintaining scriptural principles is 
actual wealth. I, the Supreme Lord, am the actual sacrifice. Preaching 
about the knowledge of the Supreme Lord to others is real spiritual 
remuneration and performing pril)ayama is real strength. 

Purport 

Just performing philanthropic works is not enough to be a real 
religious person , one must also abide by scriptural laws and serve the 
Supreme Lord. Just performing big fire sacrifices is not complete 
sacrifice, the real performance of sacrifice is pleasing the Supreme Lord. 
Giving monetary remuneration to a person worthy to receive it is wanted, 
but while giving the donation an exchange of transcendental knowledge 
should take place, only then it is considered complete remuneration. 
Having physical strength is not enough to control oneself because one 
cannot subdue their mind with physical strength, therefore perfonning 
praJJayama (yogic breathing exercise system) is real strength because by 
performing it one will gradually subdue the mind from unwanted 
thoughts. 

Text 40 
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bhago ma ai5varo bhavo Jabho mad-bhaktir uttama/1 
v1dya "tmani bhida-badho jugupsa hrira-karmasu 
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Translation 

Having unconditional feelings for Me as the Supreme Lord is 
true opulence; and performing devotional service to Me is the ultimate 
profitable thing in life. Knowledge that removes any perception of 
duality from the soul is real education. Developing disgust for sinful 
deeds is called modesty or shyness. 

Purport 

Possessing worldly opulence is not sufficient for one to be 
considered to possess real opulence, unless one truly realizes Lord Kpma 
to be the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Profit made in business is 
not considered real profit; and having a child take birth in one's home is 
not considered real gain, but executing favorable devotional service to 
the Lord without desiring anything in return is real profit and real gain. 
Acquiring knowledge for the purpose of showing off as an erudite 
scholar ultimately is useless, until one is able to rise above the duality of 
the soul of, 'I am good or bad' or 'I am young or old' etc. And a person 
should be scared to do any sinful activity, and not merely exhibit a 
facade of shyness while secretly doing sinful acts. 

Text 41 

� �(q'&"'"iitli: � s=<-'"l�t:ll<"lt�: I 
s=� 411'1�t:liqzjj qfOzsJt � l l){i l l  

srir-gw;a nairapek$yadyab sukham duflkha-sukhatyayab 
dul)kham kama-sukhapek$8 paIJ(fito bandha-mok$avit 

Translation 

Possessing many good qualities like being materially detached is 
the true beauty of a person. Transcending the duality of happiness and 
distress is a real happiness, whereas craving to enjoy sense objects is true 
misery. One who knows the science of what binds one to the cycle of 
rebirth and death, and what rewards liberation is called the truly learned. 
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Purport 

It is the duty of every gentle man and woman to research to find 
a process that will free them from the cycle of rebirth and death, because 
such an endeavor, in due course, will make them genuinely happy. 
Merely decorating oneself with nice clothes and diplomas is not beauty, 
but becoming detached from material affairs is real beauty because it 
beautifies the soul. There is nothing in this creation that can give more 
misery than hoping that they will enjoy or derive pleasure from material 
sense objects, because this mood entangles the soul in . the cycle of 
rebirth and death. It is very easy to find an erudite and educated person, 
but it is very difficult to find a truly learned person who understands 
what keeps a person bound to this world, and how they can obtain 
liberation. 

Texts 42-43 

� �@iltl@if4: -q-� +tfSIJl+t: �: I 
\3(q'ef�:af4+iN: m: �� pn��: 1 1��1 1  
"1(4\\'('l+t\3�1@?1 � � I 
1fa -mR � 1011GJ1 � � 1 1)1�1 1 

murkho dehady ahariJ buddhil) pantha man-nigamal) smrtal) 
utpathas citta- vik$epal) svargal) sattva-gur10dayal) 
narakas tama unnaho bandhur gurur ahariJ sakhe 
grharh sarirarh manu$yari1 gwJa(fhyo hy a(fhya ucyate 

Translation 

One who identifies with their body is a fool. The path that frees 
a person from the entanglement of this material world that helps them 
obtain Me is the virtuous path; whereas any path that bewilders a person 
thus keeping them away from knowing Me is a wrong and regretful path. 
The increase of goodness in a person is actually a heavenly experience; 
and an increase of ignorance is an actual experience of hell. Guru is 
one's real friend, relative, and the well-wisher of everyone and, 0 dear 
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friend Uddhava, I am that Gurti. Among all kinds of bodies, the human 
body is one's real home; and one who possesses good qualities is indeed 
wealthy. 

Purport 

The idea that passing life without any problems is a happy life, 
and a clean and nicely paved road without any obstacles to maneuver 
around is a good path, is an illusion, because according to the Supreme 
Lord only a path that leads one to Him is the true path. One should 
strive to learn from the scriptures how to live in goodness, because 
goodness is next to godliness. An ordinary person thinks his family, 
relatives and friends are his well-wishers, but in the ultimate reality only 
a scripturally authorized Guru is one's real relative, well-wisher and 
friend. No one could be a better well-wisher in this world than a scriptu
rally authentic Guru because he represents the Lord in this world. As 
Lord Siva stated to Parvati in the Kulanwva Rahasya: 

eka e va paro bandhur Vi$ame samupasthite 
gurill; sakala dharmatma yatrakificana go haril; 

"At the time of ultimate difficulty only one person, Guru, comes 
to one's aid, which is why he is the best relative, friend and well-wisher 
of all. Guru is the complete form of religious piety and is non-different 
from Lord Sri Hari Himself." 

Text 44 

� 'Q�\l"'tlte: � msf�af.q4: I 
� p1�'.p1i FN�'Q: l l'd'dl l 

daridro yastv asantU$fa/1 krpaJJO yo Jitendriya/1 
gwJe$v asaktadhir iso gwJa-saTigo viparyayal; 

Translation 

One who is always unsatisfied is poor. One who cannot control 
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his senses is a miser. One who is not attracted to sense gratification is a 
truly capable person and a controller; and one who loves to enjoy sense 
gratification is the opposite of this. 

Purport 

Normally people think a person that is not materially wealthy is 
poor, but actually a rich man can also be considered poor if he remains 
unsatisfied with what he possesses and what he will gain . In other words 
a person who hankers for more than he has is a poverty-stricken person. 
One who can remain averse to sense objects and does not care to enjoy 
them is a capable person and lordly , but not a person who may be king 
or a leader of a nation who cannot control himself from enjoying sense 
objects . 

Text 45 

� � a  mr= � � r:t<:"'Na1= 1 
f.t t1f0fd4 � � 101�qm: I 
101�1qgf?n�1tfl 101�'i�Mf�d: 1 1�"1 1 1  

eta uddha va te prasnab sarve sadhu nirilpitab 
kim varriitena bahuna lak$ariaril guria-do$ayob 
guria-do$a-drsir-do$O guriastilbhaya varjitab 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, I have answered all your questions properly. There 
is no use of Me further elaborating the characteristics of good and bad 
qualities, because seeing good and bad qualities in anything, itself, is a 
bad quality. The best quality is to relinquish them both. 

Purport 

This material world is constructed with dualities, hence every
thing in it has good and bad qualities. If one looks for the good and bad 
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characteristics in anything they will discover that everyone and 
everything possesses some good and some bad qualities. Therefore it is 
best to transcend the attitude of finding good and bad qualities and 
march towards liberation by sincerely adopting spiritual life and 
seriously practicing it. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Nineteen of the Srimad Bhiigavatam, in the matter of, Details of 
Spiritual Processes. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
= = = ========= 



All glories to Sri Gurii and Gauranga 

Chapter Twenty 

Path of Devotional Service 

Text 1 

� �  
� � f.frllft t\"tl<� � I 
�.S(M�i'ijt � � ":q ""h4011'{ l l 1 1 ! 

uddha va u vaca 
vidhis ca pratisedhas ca nigamo hisvarasya te 
a vek$ate 'ra vindak$a gUJ)aliJ do$aliJ ca karmal}am 

Translation 

Uddhava said, 0 lotus-eyed Lord, You are the Supreme Lord 
and Your orders are called the Vedas . In them there are positive and 
negative injunctions mentioned which examine the good and bad 
qualities of every act and then they decide. 

Purport 

Uddhava is a very intelligent devotee. Hence, as soon as he 
heard Lord Kr�na's statement , 'one must transcend the characteristics of 
good and bad qualities , because seeing good and/or bad qualities in 
anything is a bad quality itself, and the best quality is to relinquish seeing 
both,' he immediately requested further clarity on this point because the 
Vedas instruct one to search beyond these qualities. The Vedas are the 
Lord's orders. The Vedas reveal what is to be done and what is not to be 
done in life. In other words, the Vedas clarify what are forbidden acts 
because they degrade a person; and what are wanted acts because they 
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reward spiritual elevation. Uddhava's addressing Lord Kr�i:ia as 'lotus
eyed Lord,' in his request indicates that because He is like a lotus, and 
lotuses sooth burning sensations, he would like Him to sooth the 
sensation of bewilderment that is overwhelming his intelligence with His 
soothing glance . 

Text 2 

<.fOTT'>l "I PF"h<4 � "' fd <!ii "I I j{')i "I"" 'l I 
c;Q'la�M4:411Ml1' m "1<::41'iq � I Rl l  

van;asrama vikalpamam ca pratilomanulomajam 
dravya desa vayal) kalan svargam narakam eva ca 

Translation 

The difference between V817)a and asrama; higher and lower 
quality of mixed castes; appropriate and inappropriate items for per
forming works; are known through the Vedas. And the differences of 
place, age, time, and heaven and hell are also realized through the Vedas. 

Purport 

The van;as (social orders) , Brahmai:ias, K�atriyas, Vaisyas and 
Sudras are established by the Vedas; and they reveal the higher castes 
from the lower castes , respectively. The Vedas also reveal the four 
asramas (spiritual orders) Brahmacharis, Grhasthis, Vanaprasthis and 
Sanyasis, stating what a person in the various asrama should do, and who 
and how to respect a person in a various asrama!>; as well as the status of 
'mixed castes' and what they should do and not do. A person born into a 
mixed-caste, if their mother is born in a higher caste than the father, the 
mixed caste is called 'pratiloma;' and if the father is born into a higher 
caste than the mother, the mixed caste is called ' anuloma. ' According to 
the Vedas a person born into the pratiloma mixed-caste is not allowed to 
perform any spiritual rights for others; whereas a person born into the 
anuloma mixed-caste is allowed to do so. As stated in the Padaratnavali, 
pratilomajo 'niidhikari syat anulomajo 'dhikari, "Of the two kinds of 
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mixed-castes, pratiloma is not authorized to perform any spiritual or 
pious rights; whereas those born into the anuloma mixed-caste are 
allowed to do so." The Vedas also state that holy places like Kuruk�etra, 
Vrindaban, Jagannatha Puri, Dvaraka, Haridvar and Varai:iasi are places 
where spiritual and pious rights should be performed to earn more 
spiritual merits. The Vedas state that pure vegetarian preparations 
(things made from grains, beans, vegetables, fruits, sugar, salt and 
including milk products) should be first offered to the Lord, and then 
consumed to develop divine intellect; whereas things that contain meat, 
fish,  eggs, onions and garlic should not be consumed. And intoxicants 
like tea, coffee, alcohol and other contaminating things should be 
avoided because they inhibit spiritual elevation. The Vedas also reveal 
when (time) spiritual and pious rights should be performed and not 
performed. They state that spiritual and pious rights should be 
performed when the sun is traveling in the northern horizon and not 
performed when the sun is traveling in the southern horizon; and they 
should be performed on a person when they are young and energetic. 
The Vedas include all the Vedic scriptures and the Vedas are the Lord's 
words, therefore Uddhava would like the Lord to clear these statements 
because he is confused about how anyone could transcend good and bad 
conceptions while following the dos and do nots stated in the Vedas. 

Text 3 

101cilt:tf'i�t�fieito:a(o1 c.t"tt �c.t I 
f.r:� �� � � 1 1 � 1 1  

gw:ia-do$a-bhida-d.r$/im antarel)a vacas ta va 
nil)sreyasam katham nnuim ni$edha-vidhi-lak,sai:wm 

Translation 

The Vedas are undoubtedly Your words and by analyzing the 
good and bad characteristics of things, they state what should be 
accepted and what should be rejected. If the rules of permissions and 
prohibitions were not mentioned in the Vedas how could the Vedas 
benefit anyone in this world'! 
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Purport 

The Vedas are not modern religious books. There is no date 
recorded when the Vedas were written or put before human society in 
modern history. The oxford dictionary defines 'Veda' as, books of 
knowledge; the most ancient sacred books of India. This indicates that 
the Vedas existed even before any religion ever began in this world, 
which is why no 'isms' are mentioned in them. The names Lord Kf$IJ.a 
and His consort Radharar.ii, Lord Rama, Lord Vi$IJ.U and Lord NarayaIJ.a 
are names mentioned in the Vedas. The path of B hagavat Dharma (true 
devotion to God) is mentioned as the process of emancipation for all 
human beings; and because these books only speak nonsectarian spiri
tuality they are applicable to all of human society in the world, at all 
times, and forever. When the Supreme Lord created this world He 
presented the Vedas to human beings to teach them how to live in this 
world; how to be happy; how to avoid going to hell; how to reach heaven; 
and how to reach the spiritual world. The Vedas have two main parts; 1 )  
what things should b e  accepted and what kinds of works should b e  done 
and; 2) what things and works should not be done to avoid punishment. 
They also state what reactions are caused by various actions. Uddhava 
indicates that if this knowledge was not written in the Vedic scriptures 
there would be great chaos in human society because everyone would 
have acted according to their speculation and thus would have become 
barbarians. 

Text 4 

N(3�€1tt'j4Sltluf1 �<:{'ll'i:fi��� t 
�'Q�jq(>)�Sij' �. l l)S' l l 

pitr-deva-manu$yaJJam vedas cak$US tavesvara 
sreyas tv anupalabdhe 'rthe sadhya-sadhanayor api 

Translation 

0 Supreme Lord, the Vedas emanated from You and they 
function as beneficial guidance to the forefathers; to the demigods; and 
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to human beings; and by whose help the knowledge of unseen things like 
heaven and liberation are known to everyone. The Vedas act as a guide, 
to the means and to the end; i.e. the process of worship, by following 
which one can obtain the worshipped. 

Purport 

Vedic knowledge is not limited to only guiding human beings on 
earth, but they are also a guide for the forefathers ; and demigods in the 
upper planets, because the Vedas describe the path and process of 
l iberation . Most human beings may not know the necessity of liberation, 
but people living in the upper planets like the forefathers and demigods 
are certainly aware of liberation and thus use Vedic guidelines to work 
towards it. The value of Vedic knowledge can be likened to the value of 
numbers to a child in comparison to a mathematician. For instance , the 
numbers a child uses to learn to count are the same numbers a mathe
matician uses in calculus. Just as elementary students and university 
professors use the same numbers to calculate; similarly a person just 
beginning spiritual life uses the same Vedic knowledge as a person who 
has reached the stage of self-realization. 

Text 5 

101c:i'1ttf��1tffief.fJ1q1fl � � �= I 
f.P1i1;11qq1C{'\t � � � V'l: 1 1 � 1 1  

gwJa-do$a-bh1da-dr$fir-11igamat te na hi svatab 
nigamenapavadas ca bl11daya itiha bhramalJ 

Translation 

Seeing the difference of good and bad in things is recommended 
by the Vedas, which are Your own words and not anyone else's specu
lation. But at the same time Your own words in those same scriptures 
contradict forbidding to find the fault of differentiating between good 
and bad things. These contradictory remarks are bewildering to me, 
therefore please clear my confusion. 
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Purport 

The Vedas are the Supreme Lord's orders; and they are 
presented in a commanding mood, but in two opposing ways. If one 
hears two opposing statements about a particular point they become 
confused of what is the correct thing to follow, and some things are 
presented in the Vedas in that way. For example, the B.gveda states, 
karmal)a pitrrloka}J, "One must perform pious works to reach heaven;" 
and the Yajurveda states, yavaj jivam agnihotraril juhtlyat, " as long as 
one is alive one must perform fire sacrifices"  (here neither heaven or the 
spiritual world is mentioned), while in other places going to heaven is 
discouraged and reaching the spiritual world is mentioned. As stated in 
the Yajurveda, srota vyo manta vya}J vi$IJU}J, "One must only hear about 
and worship Lord Vi�nu," as is also stated in the Samaveda, om tad 
vi$(1U}J paramaril padaril sada pasyanti suraya}J, "One must worship Lord 
Vi�I).U, the Supreme Lord Himself, whom all great personalities 
constantly visualize."  Another example is, the Vedas state that if you 
touch any stool you must wash your hands using either mud or soap and 
then bathe; and the same Vedas state that cow stool is pure and perfect 
and it must be used in every kind of purifying adivity. And another 
example is found in the Bhagavad Gita where Lord Kf�l)a says, vedanta
krd veda-vid, "I  am the compiler of the Vedas and I am the knower of 
the Vedas. "  And in another place He says, traigul)ya vi$aya veda 
nistriguIJyo bhava, "The Vedas explain the subject matter of the three 
modes of material nature, therefore to know Me one has to become 
situated beyond the three modes." Upon discovering such contrary 
statements one can become perplexed , which is why Uddhava is 
requesting Lord Kr�Da to clear this confusion. 

Text 6 

� 
J:i'1•11�m � mmr � � 1 
� � � � 4Nt4ls�sft:a i"iiN<i 1 1 � 11 

sri bhagaviin u vaca 
yogas trayo maya prokta n!7}ari1 .freyo-vidl.1itsaya 

jri/inaril karma ca bhaktis ca nopayo 'nyo 'sti kutracit 
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Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, for the desire to bestow 
perfection to the entire human race I have described three types of yogic 
processes; Jiiiinayoga, Karmayoga, and Bhaktiyoga, which by following 
one can spiritually advance and connect with Me. There is no other path 
for one's elevation besides these three paths. 

Purport 

The word yoga literally means 'to link with,'  but the actual 
meaning of yoga is, 'the process, when adopted, links the self to the 
Supreme Lord.'  Lord Kr�l.'la emphasized these three processes, Jftana, 
Karma and Bhakti, indicating that those who follow the impersonal 
feature of the Lord follow the path of knowledge for emancipation from 
this world, whereas devotees who worship the personal form of the Lord 
follow the path of devotion. And those mixed, still having material 
desires, follow Karmayoga (path of work) and offer part of the results of 
their work to the Lord to be used in service to Him. According to a one's 
qualification and desires they follow one of these three paths. 

Text 7 

f�f40011•i'1 #114�1 •Ii ;:tuf�:tlfit� � I 
d�f.1f4001f-ciftl"'i°I q:;4!fPI� 411M41'{ l l� l l 

nirvil:UJanariJ jiiana-yogo nyasinam iha karmasu 
te$Y anirviJJJJa cittanaril karma-yogas tu kaminam 

Translation 

Those disgusted with the material way of living and have 
become detached from all kinds of fruitive work along with their results, 
and have totally resigned from it follow the path of Jfiiinayoga. But those 
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who are not detached from fruitive works and their results, qualify to 
follow the path of Karmayoga. 

Purport 

People who have become fed up with material life and have 
realized that material life results in misery take to the path of knowledge. 
They study the Vedas and think that God has no personal form or 
physical body. They think that God is only a bright light and thus 
perform austerities to merge into that light. The way they think about 
God is stated in the Katha Upani�ad thus, apaJJf padam, ''He has no 
hands or legs," but for such class of spiritualists the Bhagavad Gita states, 
a vyakta higatir dui)kham, "For those attached to My impersonal feature 
their end result is very miserable."  And those who remain attached to 
their family, body and the fruits of their work, and do not believe that 
karma binds their soul to the cycle of rebirth and death perform 
Karma yoga. 

Text 8 

�e��' �� � <f= � I  
� f.if.:ioon ;i1ftHt4'l lif%41•ns� f��G= l lc l l 

yadrcchaya mat-kathadau jata-sraddhas tu ya(l puman 
na nirviJJJJO natisakto bhakti-yogo sya siddhida(l 

Translation 

That person who is neither disgusted by, nor too attached to 
material things, and due to good fortune because of previously per
formed auspicious deeds has developed stanch faith in My transcend
dental pastimes, becomes entitled to practice devotional service to Me 
and by it achieve perfection. 

Purport 

The result of previously performed deeds and bear fruits in the 
present life . Nothing happens by chance or without reason, and this text 
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indicates the existence of the science of reincarnation, where life after 
death is a fact. Unless this were true, why would a person take birth in a 
rich family with all the best facilities and receive a good education; 
whereas another person takes birth in a modest house, maybe 
handicapped and/or not receive a good education. One's position is life is 
all due to their previously performed good and/or bad karma. Good 
deeds bear good results thereby providing one with a nice and 
pleasurable life; whereas bad deeds bear bad results and cause one to 
experience a miserable life .  While a person is enjoying a prosperous life 
they should beware not to break scriptural rules to avoid misfortune in 
the next life. But the association of a pure devotee bears better results 
from which one develops faith in hearing about the Lord's transcend
dental pastimes and thus they develop interest in performing devotional 
service to please the Lord. As stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam, 
vasudeva katha rucilJ syan mahat sevaya, "By serving pure devotees one 
develops great interest and taste in hearing and glorifying the narrations 
of Lord Kr$i:ia." What a wonderful thing! 

Text 9 

d'F«{ '"hi1\f01 ¢a :r f.if4irn � I  
���qo11� "QT � t!Mii'iitltld l lQ. 1 1 

tavat karmaJJi kurvita na nirvidyeta yavata 
mat-katha-sra vaJJadau va sraddha yavan na jayate 

Translation 

One should continue working according to the rules of the 
Vedas until they become fully detached from the results of works and 
their results like going to heaven, or until they develop full faith in 
hearing and singing My transcendental pastimes. 

Purport 

Lord Kf$1)a here indicates that until one becomes disgusted with 
material activities they will not become attracted to Him or develop 
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interest in  performing devotional service. If  one is  too attached to 
fruitive works and family members they will be attracted to performing 
fruitful works and will not be attracted to devotional service. In the 
beginning of devotional life one has to strictly follow the rules and 
regulations of the Vedic scriptures, otherwise they will waste their 
devotional life without making any tangible advancement. As Lord 
Kr$i:ta Himself says: 

sruti smruti mawa;ne yas te ullaiJghya vartate 
aji'iac chedi mama dve$i mad-bhakto 'pi na va1$1Ja val.J 

"The Vedas and other Vedic scriptures contain My orders; and 
anyone who disobeys them in any way or acts according to their own 
whims are offenders of Me, envious of Me, and even though they claim 
to be My devotees are not Vai$t:1avas." 

One must be fortunate from their previously performed merits 
to act rightly on the devotional platform. When a person becomes 
advanced in devotional life all the rules for performing devotional 
service are automatically followed because Lord Kr$IJa Himself takes 
charge of that devotee. Extenuating this point, following 'the miner rules 
of devotional service' may become casual, but should not become 
whimsical. For example, according to the Vedic scriptures drinking milk 
from a copper pot is considered equal to drinking wine; but if milk was 
offered to the Lord in a copper pot but afterward distributed to a non
copper vessel it is considered pure. But if one thinks themselves a pure 
devotee and thus not obligated to follow Vedic rules and determines that 
they can eat grains on JanmA$lami night, they have become whimsical 
and therefore will surely incur punishment. 

Text 10 

� � '!l�("il!{fl:� � I 
"'1' � �·Pi"'iffi '!ltl�'SI �'fliiVt m o l l 

sva-dharmas-tho yajan yajnair anasi]J-kama uddha va 
na yati svarga-narakau yady anyan na samacaret 
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Translation 

O Uddhava, a person that engages in regulated prescribed duty 
and worships Me by performing fire sacrifices, without the hope of 
receiving anything in return for the worship, and who avoids performing 
forbidden deeds and only engages in virtuous deeds will not be compel
led to go to heaven nor hell. 

Purport 

There are two categories of people in devotional life that are 
punished; one who is ambiguous to the prescribed rules; and the other is 
one who performs forbidden acts. Whereas a real devotee carefully 
avoids these two acts and thus does not go to heaven or hell, but reaches 
the eternal spiritual world from where one need not return. 

Text 1 1  

31f��lq; �ds11"1: �S;rf.l: �: I 

� f...:,9JSl'q1cf1Rt � (ff 4it�41 1 1 n 1 1  

asmin-lloke vartamanah sva-dharmas-stho 'nagha/.1 suciiJ 
jMnam visuddham apnoti mad-bhaktim va yadrcchaya 

Translation 

And one who is fixed in their prescribed duty, within this very 
life, becomes free from performing forbidden acts and becomes free 
from material contaminations. Being purified, they easily obtain pure 
knowledge, or by fortune they receive pure devotional service to Me. 

Purport 

Devotional service is so powerful that if a person performs it 
carefully under the guidance of a pure devotee it rewards the Lord's 
blessings in the present life, and thus they become the living liberated. If 
devotional service is performed as a duty, misgivings from the heart 
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automatically leave the person. Such a devotee naturally does not 
perform rejected acts and thus becomes eligible to receive pure 
devotional service . 

Text 12 

¥tf3foilsc4af4�f;:a � R<f401�� I 
� � � 1 1i�1 1 

svargil)o 'py etam icchanti lokariJ niraJi�ws tathii 
sadhakamjiiiina-bhaktibhyam ubhayam tad-asadhakam 

Translation 

People from heaven and hell wish to have a human birth on 
earth because only with the human birth does one have the proper 
opportunity to achieve spiritual knowledge, which purifies the heart so 
the person can obtain love of Godhead; whereas bodies from heaven and 
hell do not provide this facility because of their extravagant enjoyment 
or excessive suffering natures. 

Purport 

A person with an enjoying spirit cannot become a fixed devotee; 
and a person who is constantly suffering cannot peacefully practice 
spiritual life. Therefore one should pray to the Lord to not fall in either 
of these categories . In heaven people enjoy all the time . and in hell 
people suffer all the time; whereas on earth people live a moderate life. 
Hence the human birth is suitable for performing devotional service to 
the Lord. Excessive enjoyment and excessive suffering are impediments 
on the path to spiritual advancement. 

Text 13 
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na nara/;J svargatim kailk$en narakim va vicak$aJJalJ 
nemam /okam ca kailk$ela dehavesat pramadyati 

Translation 

395 

A wise person should neither desire to go to heaven nor hell nor 
desire to obtain another human birth, because such desires may cause 
one to develop a sense of ownership of the body and identify with that 
particular material body and thus become negligent towards self
realization. 

Purport 

The living entities have been taking repeated births in this 
material world since time immemorial therefore they have become 
accustomed to identify with its body and false ego, which is an impedi
ment of the path to self-realization. Therefore if a person finds loving 
service to the Lord they should not wish to take another birth as a 
human being because there is a likely chance they will identify with that 
body and thus become materially attached and relinquish spiritual life. 
For this reason Lord Kr��a states not to hope for another birth in any 
sphere, but to solemnly focus on reaching the spiritual world. 

Text 14 
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etad v1dvan pura mrtyor abhavaya ghafeta sa/;J 
apramatta idaril jnatva martyam apy-artha-siddhidam 

Translation 

Knowing this, an intelligent person should carefully endeavor in 
a way, before death, to free themselves from the cycle of rebirth and 
death; and not foolishly neglect to take advantage of this opportunity to 
obtain perfection in life. 
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Purport 

Lord Kpma is here warning people who think, 'I will enjoy now, 
but later in life I will take up spiritual life seriously. '  This is a very 
dangerous idea and a bad attitude to have, because one should not waste 
time in any way. Time is very valuable, and the human birth is rarely 
obtained. As stated in the Niti Sastra, ayu$ab k$aIJa eko 'pi na Jabhyate 
sva17Ja kotibhib, "If one moment of human life is wasted it cannot be 
recovered even by spending millions in currency ."  Therefore before 
passing from this world one should become a pure devotee and continu
ously work for Lord Kr�IJa under the strict guidance of a scripturally 
authentic Spiritual Master. 

Texts 15-16 
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chidyamanam yamair etai}J k.rtani(iam vanaspatim 
khagafJ sva-ketam utsrjya k$emam yati hy afampatab 

ahoratrais chidyamanam budhva "yur bhaya- vepathub 
mukta-sailgab param buddhva ninna upasamyati 

Translation 

Just as a bird builds a nest in a tree to live in, who will fly away 
without remaining attached to it if the tree is being cut down by cruel 
men like the messengers of Yamaraja, and thus remains happy; similarly 
the bird-like soul lives in the tree-like human body, which is continu
ously being cut down by the passing of days and nights, thus reducing its 
duration of life. Knowing this, one should be shaken with fear and 
therefore give up material attachments and the desire to enjoy and 
surrender to Me, the Supreme Lord, and thus attain lasting peace. 
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Purport 

Just as constables of this world have duties to perform, similarly 
the messenger of Yamaraja have their duties to perform. Their actions 
may appear to be cruel, but it is the proper way to deal with a person 
until they find whether they are innocent and good or not . They 
accompany time , continually cutting the body down by decaying it , thus 
causing it to fall dead without prior notice . Just as birds leave their nest 
before the tree falls that it was built in and do not think of the nest again , 

similarly as soon as the body dies the pure soul leaves the body without 
having any attachment to it and becomes liberated. This indicates that 
those who remain attached to their bodies suffer in this world taking 
repeated births and thus experience repeated deaths. Therefore, it is the 
duty of every intelligent person to try to learn the science of detachment 
from a scripturally authentic Vaisl)ava Spiritual Master so their soul 
receives liberation from this world, thus stopping all suffering right there. 
To be scared about what will happen after death is a good quality for a 
person to have , because such fear will compel them to seriously take up 
spiritual life because it is the only way to liberate the soul. 

Text 17 

'j��'liil � � � � � I  
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nr-deham iidyam sulabham sudurlabham 
plavam sukalpam guru-kal7}adhiiram 
mayiinukiilena nabhasvateritam 
pumiin bhaviibdhim na tare! sa iitma-ha 

Translation 

The human body is the basis for obtaining all auspicious results 
and even though it is very rarely obtained, it has already been attained 
by natural sequence. The human body is a perfectly constructed boat to 
cross this material existence, and as soon as a person becomes a devotee, 
the Spiritual Master takes charge of that boat and functions as the boat-
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man and begins navigating the boat. And just by recollecting Me, I start 
taking the boat towards its goal by acting as favorable winds. Even 
though such wonderful advantages are available, if a person does not 
utilize their human birth to cross the ocean of material existence they are 
called the killer of their own soul. 

Purport 

Here the Lord criticizes people that do not endeavor to escape 
the cycle of rebirth and death, because by receiving a human body one 
can become a sincere devotee of the Supreme Lord and obtain liberation 
from this miserable world. How very lucky is that soul who has been 
awarded a human body, with developed senses capable of understanding 
that relinquishing this temporary material world of misery for an eternal 
world of pleasure is a very wise thing. Anyone that does not take 
advantage of this wonderful and rare opportunity is most unfortunate. 

In the Dharal)iko�a Dictionary the word 'plavam' or boat, is 
defined in the following way, plavas taraJJa sadhane, "A boat is a perfect 
vessel for one to use to go across." The human body is that perfect vessel, 
which by using one can cross this material existence, but if one fails to do 
so they are considered very unlucky. As stated in the Garu<;la PuraQa: 

mlinu$yam ya/J samasadya svarga-mok$a pradayakam 
dvayor na sadhayaty ekam tenatma vaficito dhruvam 

"After obtaining a human birth, which is a correct and worthy 
instrument to obtain either heaven or liberation, if a person does not 
obtain at least one of them their soul has certainly been cheated out of 
the benefit of having a human birth. " 

The Kr�Qa Sandarbha states, samasrita matre sarva sadhana 
k$amam gurul,1, "As soon as one surrenders to a scripturally authentic 
Spiritual Master, he immediately takes charge of that disciple and uses 
all tactics to carry that disciple across this material existence, because he 
is capable of using all resources." Even if one has a nice boat (body) with 
peaceful seas, they will not be able to pilot the boat to their destination 
unless they have a capable navigator or boatman (Spiritual Master) . An 
expert boatman is capable of guiding a boat to its destination, even in 
turbulent weather. 
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Text 18 
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yada "rambhe$U nirviIJIJO virakta/J sariJyatendriyalJ 
abhyasenatmano yogi dharayed acalariJ manalJ 

Translation 

399 

When a person becomes averse to engaging in materialistic 
works from seeing faults in such work, they become disinclined to do 
them. At that point, with their senses completely under control, they 
should engage in spiritual practice and fix the mind on Me without 
deviation. 

Purport 

There are difficulties in most every material endeavor, but when 
they become overwhelming it is difficult to be happy. At this point one 
may want to relinquish material works and engage in the spiritual works 
of devotional service . Such situations are welcomed because taking to 
spiritual life at any stage and/or experience is positive, and there is no 
reason to feel discouraged. 

Text 19 
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dbaryamaIJariJ mano yarhi bhramyad asv ana vasthitam 
atandrito 'nurodhena margeJJatma- vasariJ nayet 

Translation 

And because the mind is restless by nature and wants to run 
everywhere, when fixing the mind on Me, if it wanders, one should 
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immediately coax it and carefully bring it back under control by 
following the prescribed rules. 

Purport 

Mind, intelligence and false ego make up the subtle body, which 
inhabits the physical body. Meaning the soul, regardless of what kind of 
body it is imprisoned in, has a mind to deal with. But the mind in the 
human body is more powerful than in any other creature. If a person 
becomes a sincere devotee of the Lord and seriously practices devotional 
service to Him their mind becomes controlled from material cravings 
and they start to follow the commands of the Spiritual Master. Thus by 
the potency of practicing spiritual life a devotee is said to be an expert in 
controlling the mind. 

Text 20 
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manogatim na visrjej-ji"tapraJJO jitendriyal; 
sattva-sampannaya buddhya mana atma-vasam nayet 

Translation 

One should maintain complete control over the mind and the 
life airs, and not even for a moment allow the mind to act independently. 
And while carefully observing the acts of the mind one should use their 
intelligence, strengthened by the mode of goodness, to gradually bring 
the mind under the control of the self. 

Purport 

The mind is the leader of the senses and the intellect works as a 
guide for the mind. The mind is always governed by the mode of passion , 

but if the intellect is properly trained under the mode of goodness one 
can use it as an instrument to control the mind. If a person is sincerely 
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following spiritual life their intelligence remains sober, and therefore 
they are able to observe every movement of the mind. In this state one is 
able to bring the mind back under control when/if it independently 
wandered off, which is desired in devotional service. 

Text 21 

e$a vaiparamo yogo manasai} sarilgrahafJ smrtafJ 
hrdaya-jfiatvam anvicchan damyasyevarvato muhufJ 

Translation 

Just as an expert horseman brings a horse under control by 
letting it know his mind and intentions by petting it in different ways, 
thus subduing it and getting it to work according to his wishes; similarly 
by carefully observing the movements of the mind and its desires one 
can bring it under complete control. This process is called yoga superior. 

Purport 

Every spiritually inclined person should bring their mind under 
control and keep it under control at all times. Lord Kpma expounds a 
process to control the mind in the Bhagavad Gita thus, vairagyena ca 
grhyate, "By practicing detachment from sense objects one can bring the 
mind under control ."  Lord Kr�t;1a's example here of taming a horse by 
teaching it to work according to the master's desire is appropriate. 
B ecause by letting a wild horse see the works of a tamed horse, in due 
course, the wild horse is brought under control: similarly one can 
convince themselves it is best to keep the mind under control by studying 
the results of the mind's unbridled actions. There are other procedures 
to bring the mind under control , like pral}ayama (the controlled breath
ing process) .  and engaging in devotional service to the Lord. 
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Text 22 
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sankhyena sarva-bhavanaril pratilomanulomatab 
bhavapyayav anudhyayen mano yavat prasidati 

Translation 

1 1 .20.23 

To bring the mind under complete control one should 
analytically meditate on the progressive process of creation, beginning 
with material nature to the creation of the body; and then meditate on 
the regressive function of its dissolution system. One should continue 
this process until the mind is brought back under control and peaceful. 

Purport 

The mind is always restless like a small child, but just as a child 
is controlled by giving him/her toys to occupy their time ; similarly the 
mind can be controlled by analytically studying material nature. Just as 
there are two sides of a coin, similarly there are two sides of material 
nature to analyze , the progressive and regressive sides ; the creation of 
material nature and everything in it; and the destruction of material 
nature and everything in it. When analytically studying material nature 
many e lements are counted, as well as their interactions with other 
objects and the outcome of those interactions, which occupy the mind. 
Lord Kp�1,1a indicates that the mind should not be left idle or empty at 
any moment because it may create havoc for the person. 

Text 23 
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nli"vinIJasya viraktasya puru�asyokta- vedina/1 
manas-tyajati dauratmyaril cintitasyiinucintaya 
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Translation 

A person who becomes disgusted with the illusory material 
things of this world and, becomes detached from them, by following the 
Spiritual Master's instructions and by sincerely contemplating the 
temporary outcome of material connections, gives them all up. Then the 
mind becomes totally fixed. 

Purport 

One may wonder how anyone could reach the platform of 
detachment from material .sense gratification. Material sense 
gratification is very pleasing in the beginning,  which is why people 
become addicted to it. It is so addicting that people will do things against 
their better judgment regardless of loss or gain, and will even reject 
superiors to satisfy their addictions. In this condition a person cannot 
control themselves and thus becomes subservient of their mind. To 
overcome this addiction the Vi!?l)U Pural)a states,  virakto yogyatam eti 
gunlktartha dharaTJe, "When a person takes the orders of their scriptu
rally authentic Spiritual Master as their life and soul and ponders the 
instructions he gave them, he/she receives the power to become 
detached from sense gratification and thus obtains the stamina to control 
the mind. "  

Text 24 
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yamiidibhir yoga-pathair an vik$ikyii ca vidyaya 
mamarcopas,wiibhir va niinyair yogyam smaren-manal; 

Translation 

Either by disciplinary regulation, or by following the yoga 
procedure, or by logical analysis, or through transcendental knowledge , 
or by worshipping My deity form with adoration, one should bring their 
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min d under control and engag e it in rem emb erin g M e, whi ch is the g oal 
of all s pir itual pr ac tice. Be side s this ther e is no o ther s olution to c ontro l 
the mind. 

Purp ort 

The word va (or) , used in this text indicates that there are many 
spiritual processes, and that each spiritual process is separate of the 
other. Some people who practice different spiritual processes discard 
worship of the Lord 's deity form as a primitive way to realize God; or 
they think people that worship the deity of the Lord are following a 
wrong path etc. But in this text Lord Kp�.r;ia directly states that worship of 
His deity form is above other major spiritual processes authorized in the 
scriptures to realize God. Deity worship has existed since the time of 
creation, and in this text , spoken five thousand years ago when no other 
religions existed, Lord Kr�.r;ia authorized its validity to Uddhava. 

Worship of statues is rejected in the Vedic scriptures , but they 
do authorize deity worship . There is a difference between the deity of 
the Lord and a mere statue. The Lord 's Deity form is the form of God 
and is authorized to be worshipped by the ancient Vedic scriptures, 
whereas statues are ordinarily a figure of a mortal person who may or 
may not be famous . The life of God is invited to live in a deity form by 
chanting mantras, whereas mantras are not chanted for statues because 
sacred mantras do not belong to any mortal being. The ancient scriptures 
do not authorize the worsh ip of mere mortals and there are no pro
visions in Vedic civil ization for worshipping any statue. Although the 
form of one 's Guru is worsh ipped because Gurt1 is considered by all 
Vedic scriptures to be via-media God, and His representative on earth in 
hum an form. Therefore disciples worship their Guru's deity form , but 
this worship is mainly confined for disciples only. 

T ext 25 
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yadi kuryat pramfidena yogi karma vig:irhitam 
yogenaiva dahed arilho nanyat tatra kadaca11a 
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Translation 

If due to a mistake in judgment a spiritualist commits an 
abominable act they should bum the reaction of that action by the very 
same spiritual practice they are already following, and should never 
employ any other atoning process for counteracting a deviation. 

Purport 

A fixed devotee does not fall down from their spiritual position 
because they do not act abominably. One may wonder, if this is so why 
does Lord Kr$na speak this text to Uddhava, who is a fixed devotee? In 
answer the Sarartha Darsini states, jiiani bhaktayofl piipe pra vrttir ev,1 na 
syiit yadi daivat syiit tad api jiiiina bhakti yoga dviirii parama sodhakatii, 
"A knowledgeable devotee fixed in devotion will not have any natural 
inclination to engage in sinful activity. But if a fixed devotee somehow 
happens to engage in such activity due to destiny they should bum that 
sin with the power of the same knowledgeable devotional spiritual 
process they h ave been following, because that is the supremely purify
ing process. "  The Srimad B hagavatam states , vikarma yac cotpatitarh 
kathaiicid dhunoti sarvarh hrdi-sannivi$fafl, "If a devotee fixed in 
devotion to Lord Krsl).a somehow engages in an abominable act, Lord 
Kp;;i:ia seated in their heart as Supersoul completely destroys the reaction 
of that abomin able act ."  The Chandogya Upani$ad states, yatha 
pu$kara-palasa apo na slI�<>yante evam eva vidi paparh na sli$yate, "Just as 
lotus petals do not become wet by water, similarly contamination from 
sinful deeds do not affect a wise devotee . "  These verses indicate that a 
fixed devotee need not endeavor extra or perform any other spiritual or 
pious deed as atonement to burn the reaction of a sinful action . As 
stated in the Vi$1J.U Purai:ia : 

kecit kevalayii bhaktyii vasudeva parayanafJ 
agharh dhunvanti kiirtsnyena nihiiram iva bhii$kara]J 

"A devotee totally dedicated to serving Lord Kf$1).a through the 
execution of devotional service, but who somehow commits an abomi-
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nable act, that sin is directly destroyed by the Supreme Lord completely, 
like the sun destroys mist with its brilliance ." 

Lord Kr�i;ia directly states here that His devotee need not worry 
about a committed mistake and therefore should continue their regular 
devotional service to Him and never leave devotional service at any cost. 
As stated in the Sarartha Darsini, tad yathaisika tu/am agnau protam 
pradutyaivam hasya sarve papman;i/J pradiiyante iti, "Just as a hill of 
cotton turns to ash just by the touch of fire, similarly committed sins of a 
devotee turns to ashes by the constant touch of fire-like devotional 
service." For further details on this matter please consult with our 
purports in our Bhagavad Gita, chapter nine, texts thirty and thirty-one. 

Text 26 
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sve sve 'dhikare ya ni$fha sa gw;al; parikirtital; 
karmal}am jaty asuddhanam anena niyamal; krtai) 
gul}a-do$a-vidhanena sariganam tyajanecchaya 

Translation 

A spiritualist fixed in their spiritual practice constitutes their 
piety, but if they discontinue their prescribed spiritual duty sin occurs on 
their part. Scriptural regulations instruct avoiding attraction to material 
sense gratification because it is impure from the beginning and is the 
root cause of problems, hence they forbid engaging in material sense 
gratification and therefore people should abstain from it as much as 
possible. 

Purport 

This text clears the argument of people who say that unless 
atonement is performed sin cannot be removed. Sincere devotees who 
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are continuously engaged in devotional service do not need to follow any 
extra process to atone for a mistake, unless they have accidentally 
offended a cow or a traditional BrahmaQa. For such offences additional 
austerities besides their fixed regular spiritual practice should be 
performed . 

Two kinds of devotees commit abominable mistakes; one 
commits them due to destiny; and the other commits them due to habits 
since birth. But both of them, provided the devotee is genuinely sincere 
and fixed in devotional service, will become purified from such mistakes 
without performing any extra atonement. But a devotee should learn 
how to become afraid of, and ashamed of, performing acts that are 
condemned in the scriptures. One may wonder why a devotee should be 
afraid. In answer the Manu Smruti states, avasyam eva bhoktavyam 
krtam karma subha§ubham, "Certainly one has to experience the 
consequences of one's performed karma, and only by experiencing the 
results of performed karma does it become nullified." Therefore sincere 
devotees should be afraid of performing unwanted acts because there 
may be reaction to the action, which may disturb their devotional service. 

Texts 27-28 
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jata-sraddho mat-kathasu nirviJJJJafJ sarva-karmasu 
veda dufJkhatmakan kaman parityage 'py anisvarafJ 
ta to bhajeta mam pritafJ sraddhalur dr(iha-niscayafJ 

ju�amaIJaS ca tan kaman du}Jkhodarkas ca garhayan 

Translation 

A spiritualist who has developed faith in narrations about Me 
and has developed aversion to material activities and knows that all 
kinds of sense pleasure leads to misery but is still unable to give them up, 
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should while feeling unfortunate, condemn their own self for engaging in 
them. But to become relieved, they should faithfully, with firm 
conviction and unconditional love, worship Me. 

Purport 

Some devotees have staunch faith in the Lord and His glories 
and regularly and faithfully chant His holy names, but due to their past 
karma remain attracted to enjoying material affairs as well. To nullify 
this attraction to material engagements, if they genuinely repent their 
misdeed in the heart, the Lord in their heart burns the reaction to their 
sin. This is not a license for anyone to engage in sinful activities, which is 
why Lord Kf$i:ta states that a person should sincerely pray to become 
relieved from such habits, because even though the reaction of such 
misbehavior is destroyed, spiritual advancement becomes stagnant. As 
stated in Srimad Bhagavatam, sraddhaya helaya va . . . . tarayet Kf$1J8 
nama, " Even if one chants Lord Kr$i:ta's names with full faith, or with 
casual belief, it will deliver them from the dangers of material existence. "  
An ideal example of  the Lord's compassion is  illustrated i n  the life of 
Ajamil, as described in Srimad Bhagavatam . As stated, mriyamiiI)o harer 
nama grIJan putropacaritam, "While dying, Ajamil pronounced the 
Lord's name Narayal)a, while pointing to his son Narayal)a, and became 
delivered." How wonderful Lord Kf$I)a and His name are ! And how 
wonderful His process of devotional service is ! It is surprising. Only 
those prone to suffer the pangs of material nature will not become His 
faithful devotee. As stated in the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu, sraddha 
matrasya tad bhaktav adhikari tv ahetuta, "Faith is the cause that awards 
the authority to a candidate to enter into the realm of faithfully 
performing true devotional service."  

Text 29 
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proktena bhakti-yogena bhajato masakrn mune]J 
kama hrdayya nasyanti sarve mayi hrdi sthite 
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Translation 

In the way that I have described, if a spiritualist constantly 
worships Me through devotional service I come and sit in their heart, 
and as soon as I sit there all their material desires become destroyed 
from their heart. 

Purport 

The Lord lives as Supersoul in everyone's heart in His 
unmanifested from, but He lives in His manifested form in the heart of 
His dedicated pure devotee. A pure devotee is a person that is always 
engaged in Lord Kr�na's service and has no time for anything else . In the 
heart of such a devotee Lord Kr�na appears in His manifested form, 
thereby all misgiving and material desires disappear, like darkness 
disappears when the sun rises. The Brhadaranyaka Upani�ad states, 
ubhe u hai va1�a ete taraty amrta]J saddhv asadhiln iti, "All the sins of 
the Lord's dedicated devotee committed in this life and previous lives 
become destroyed, along with the merits rewarded for pious deeds, thus 
the devotee receives liberation from this world. "  In other words, if a 
person becomes a sincerely dedicated devotee of Lord Kf�I)a their 
position is extraordinary in the eyes of God, the demigods and saintly 
people . 

Text 30 
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bhidyate hrdaya-granthis chidyante sarva-sarilsaya]J 
k$iyante casya karmarii mayi dr$fe 'khilatmani 

Translation 

When a devotee realizes Me to be the Supreme Lord of all souls, 
all the knots in their heart are pierced, all doubts in their mind are des
troyed, and the chain reactions to fruitive activities are removed as well. 
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Purport 

The greatest knot in the heart is false ego, which is deeply 
rooted and is very difficult to untie, but when one becomes a heart-of
heart devotee of Lord Kr�i:ia, the Lord manifests in the heart of that 
devotee thus destroying their false ego , like natural camphor disappears 
even from a closed container. Identifying with the body and its relations 
is false ego, like considering oneself an Indian or an American; rich and 
educated or poor and illiterate ; white or black; male or female; a leader, 

husband, father, proprietor etc. This ego is replaced with humility in a 
sincere devotee making them feel that he/she is an insignificant servant 
of Lord Kr�na . All doubts about the soul and Supersoul and the 
connection between both are removed; as well as doubts about material 
nature and death. One's karmic reaction that began beginning from birth 
is also destroyed, provided one becomes a real devotee of the Lord. As 
stated in the Vedanta Siitra, tad adhigama uttara-pilrviighayor asle$a 
viniisau tad vyapadesiit, "When the Lord becomes manifested in the 
heart of a devotee or one personally sees the Lord, all sins of both 
kinds- sin performed in a previous life, and sin performed in the 
present life-become destroyed . This truth is stated in different places in 
the Vedic scriptures. "  The Padma Purana also states, apriirabdham 
phalaril piiparh . . .  krame(Jaiva praliyante, "Except for the physical body 
and its present experiences, all the sin of a sincere and dedicated devotee 
who is truly attached to performing devotional service is gradually 
removed."  

Text 31 
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tasmiin mad-bhakti-yuktasya yogino vai madiitmana/1 
na jiiiinaril na ca vairagyaril praya/1 sreyo bha ved iha 
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Translation 

Therefore, a spiritualist attached to performing devotional 
service for Me, with their mind truly fixed on Me, does not need to 
acquire any additional knowledge or detachment because perfection is 
generally attained by devotion to Me. 

Purport 

Lord KrsDa is pointing out here that of the three categories of 
spiritual practices-Bhakti, Jiiana and Vairagya-Bhakti or devotional 
service is the topmost because it brings Lord Krsl)a close to the devotee 
who has perfected Bhakti. Bhakti is totally independent of all other 
spiritual processes, whereas other spiritual processes depend on Bhakti, 
because they do not bear sufficient result unless tinged with Bhakti . That 
is why real devotees do not care about their liberation from this material 
world, but rather simply continually execute unmotivated devotional 
service to the Lord. As stated in the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu , muktir 
bhaktyaiva nirvighnety atta-yukta viraktata, "Only by executing 
devotional service is liberation automatically received without any 
obstacles. Knowing this, those who execute devotional service are 
superior devotees ."  When one advances in devotional service all 
unwanted qualit ies l ike lust, anger and greed are destroyed, and all 
wanted good qualities like Jfiana and Vairagya are automatically 
instil led in the devotee, which is why devotees peacefully perform 
devotional service. 

Texts 32-33 
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yat karmabhir yat tapasa jnana- vairagyatas ca yat 
yogena dana-dharme]Ja sreyobhir itarair api 
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sarvam mad-bhakti-yogena mad-bhakto Jabhate 'fijasa 
svargapavarga mad-dhama kathaflcid yadi vafichati 

Translation 

Whatever result is achieved by performing fruitive activities; 
performing austerities; seeking knowledge; by detachment; performing 
mystic yoga; giving charity; performing religious duties; other processes 
of perfecting life; reaching heaven, obtaining liberation, gaining resi
dence in My abode, or any other goal, can all easily be achieved by My 
devotee through performing devotional service. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�IJa here describes the superior position of His devotee, 
indicating that one who performs unalloyed devotional service unto Him 
easily obtains everything they desire. Here 'karma' means one has to 
perform it regularly and daily to obtain a desired result . 'Austerities' 
means controlling the senses with the desire to reach heaven or to the 
abode of Lord B rahma. 'Jiiana' means speculating about the Lord and 
seeking to merge with the effulgence of the Lord. 'Dana' mean giving 
charity to a worthy and authorized candidate, with the desire to enjoy in 
the heavenly planets. 'Performing religious duties' means seeking 
freedom from sin in order to become eligible to reach higher planets. 
'Other duties' means going to holy places and performing 'a vow of 
fasting' to reach VaikuIJtha planets. But a sincere devotee who engages 
in devotional service without any personal motivation obtains everything 
listed here and much more, including the personal company of the Lord 
in His personal abode. That is why devotional service is the best spiritual 
process. As found in the Brahmavaivarta Pural)a, Sri Sukadeva Goswami 
prayed to Lord Kr�IJa while in his mother's womb, 'before I leave my 
mother's womb I want to be blessed by You so that maya does not 
entangle me in worldly affairs. '  This should the earnest prayer of a 
devotee. 

Text 34 

� f%M({ � � � �4'1Rt41 � I 
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na kiflcit sadha vo dhira bhakta by ekantino mama 
vaiichanty api ma ya dattariJ kaivalyam apunarbha vam 

Translation 

413 

Because My devotees execute unalloyed devotional service and 
are sober is why they do not desire anything besides Me, and when I 
offer them liberation from this material world they do not even accept it. 

Purport 

Lord Kr�r.ia is the Supreme God and His devotees are His loyal 
surrendered souls and they know they should not ask Him for anything 
because asking Him for something is as useless as asking a rich man for a 
penny. If someone somehow reaches a rich person they should not ask 
them for an insignificant thing, but they should work to please that 
person because if they are pleased they will reward the worker with 
plenty. Similarly by performing devotional service a devotee becomes 
very broadminded, which is why they do not ask the Lord for anything, 
and if the Lord offers them liberation they are indifferent and remain 
quiet . 

Text 35 
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nairapek$yariJ parariJ prahur ni/lSreyasam analpakam 
tasman nira5i$o bhaktir nirapek$asya me bhavet 

Translation 

The best liberation of all is to not desire anything, and it is the 
best benefit one can receive in life . Therefore, anyone who remains 
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freed from all desires and does not demand anything receives real 
devotional service to Me. 

Purport 

It is always best to hope for nothing in return for performing 
devotional service because it keeps one free from anxiety. As stated in 
the Katha Upani�ad, niraiijanal; paramam samyam upaiti, "Anyone who 
does not hope for anything and does not desire anything from services 
they performed receives lasting peace-liberation." The bhojana santo$a 
nyaya of the Nyaya Sastra states, "If a person is eating they do not need 
to be told when their stomach is full, they will know themselves when 
their stomach is full and satisfied." Similarly those who engage in 
devotional service automatically receive peace and everything else, 
therefore there is no need for them to hope for or desire for anything 
from performing devotional service. 

Text 36 

� � 1014!tfl#41 �: I 
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na mayy ekanta-bhaktanam gw;a-do$odbha va gw;al; 
sadhunam sama-cittanam buddhel; param-upeyu$tinJ 

Translation 

My unalloyed devotees and saintly people whose intelligence is 
situated beyond material perception do not have anything to do with 
merits and sins, which are the results of favorable and unfavorable 
situations, as has been stated before. 
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Purport 

Real devotees who have reached the supreme stage of 
devotional service do not become affected by vices and thus possess 
equal vision. For them good and bad results are the same. As stated in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

narayaIJa parafJ sarve 11a kutaicana vibhyati 
svargapa varga narake$V api tulyartha dar§inafl 

"Surrendered souls of the Supreme Lord, Sri Niirayal)a (another 
name of Lord Kr�IJa) , develop equal vision and do not become afraid of 
anything or anyone, anywhere. For them heaven , liberation and hell are 
equal, because wherever they are sent they only see the Supreme Lord 
there." 

Just as a red hot fire does not emit smoke, similarly there is no 
contamination in a pure devotee. Just as a red hot fire releases maximum 
heat , similarly maximum purity emanates from a pure devotee, therefore 
no sin or piety can affect them. Such quality devotees do not have any 
interest in liberation and are said to be under the direct supervision of 
the Supreme Lord. 

Text 37 
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e vam etan maya "di$fiin anu-li$lhanti me pathafJ 
k$emam vindanti mat-sthanam yad brahma paramam v1du(l 

Translation 

In this way devotees who seriously follow the paths that I have 
personally described attain freedom from illusion, and after perfectly 
understanding the Absolute Truth they reach My personal abode . 
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Purport 

Lord Kr�f.la described three paths for liberation-Jflana, Karma 
and Bhakti-and of these three He stated that the path of B hakti is the 
utmost and the best way to know Him. Anyone who follows Bhakti 
reaches the eternal abode of Lord Kr�f.la and sports with Him there 
eternally. What a wonderful gift devotees receive ! Let us all become 
sincere devotees of Lord Kr�I.la and practice devotional service seriously 
and get out of this mortal world and reach the eternal spiritual world 
where we belong. 

Thus ends the Vraj avasi purports to Canto Eleven , Chapter 
Twenty of the Srimad Bhagavatam, in the matter of, Path of Devotional 
Service. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
= = = = = = = == = = =  



All Glories to Sri Gurii and Gaurailga 

Chapter Twenty-One 

The Vedic Path 

Text 1 
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sri bhaga van uvaca 
ya etan mat-patho hitva bhakti-jnana-kriyatmakan 
k$udran kamarils calai(l praJJair ju$anta(l sarilsaranti te 

Translation 

The Supreme Lord said, 0 Uddhava, there are three paths to 
achieve Me-bhakti, jiiana and karma-and they are My paths. A 
person who leaves these aside and engages in insignificant material sense 
pleasures will surely continue experiencing miseries in the cycle of 
repeated birth and death in material existence. 

Purport 

Those not serious on the spiritual path, and those drowning in 
sense pleasures are here directly criticized by the Lord . The three paths 
the Lord repe ats here direct the observer to please Him. The path of 
devotion, bhakti, easily pleases the Lord; whereas a follower of the jf\ana 
path may get lost while searching for the Lord, because such students 
speculate about the unseen Lord. The karma path gradually develops a 
person because they sacrifice the fruits of their work for the satisfaction 
of the Lord and thus they gradually achieve the Lord. But those who 
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engage in pious acts with the desire of reaching heaven to enjoy 
impermanent pleasures are considered unintelligent because they remain 
entangled in the cycle of rebirth and death. 

Text 2 

� �S� � � � "T1f: qf\�ifdd: I 
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sve sve 'dhikare ya m$tha sa gwJaiJ parikirtita}J 
viparyayas tu do$ai) syad ubhayor e$a niscaya}J 

Translation 

A person that remains fixed on their own prescribed pious duty 
is the perfect quality and attitude for one to have; and opposite of this, 
or engaging in an unauthorized occupation that is not recommended for 
that person is a mistake. This is how these two are determined. 

Purport 

Here Lord Kr�na describes how the social ( varJJa) and spiritual 
( asram) statuses of life work. One should not take up another's 
occupation. For example, a low born person should not take up the 
occupation of a Brahman.a; and a householder should not act as a 
Sanyasi. A Brahmana 's work is studying and teaching Vedic scriptures, 
performing sacrifices and performing sacrifices for others, and accepting 
and giving donations . If a low born person becomes a devotee, even 
though externally they may look like a Brahmana, in no circumstance 
should he take up the occupation of a Brahman.a, because doing so is 
considered faulty and implicates them with sin . Similarly a swami should 
be detached from every material occupation and affair, and should 
always meditate on, serve and preach about Lord Kr�r:ia. And a house
holder should not act like a swami because he cannot totally ignore their 
family, his duty is to earn money to take care of his family and serve 
Lord Kr�r:ia. It is true that a person should relinquish all other duties and 
surrender to, and serve Lord Kr�JJ.a. As stated in the Srimad Bbagavatam, 
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dhannan sariltyajya ya/J sarvan mam bhajet sa sattama/J, "One who gives 
up all varieties of duties to serve Me is the best of all ."  But to strictly 
follow this rule one should not take up family life, because a householder 
must take responsibility of his fami ly and dependents . There are 
governing rules for the different asrams. For example, the governing rule 
for a swami is he must be totally detached from worldly affairs while 
performing devotional service; and the governing rule for a householder 
is he must earn money and maintain his family while executing 
devotional service. Lord Kf�i:ia confirms this point in the Bhagavad Gita 
thus, sve sve karmaIJy abhirata/J sariJsiddhiriJ Iabhate nara/J, "By 
following their natural qualities of actions, all people achieve 

perfection . "  

Text 3 

w;u�#l � �itl�lilN � I 
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suddhy-Hsuddhi vidhiyete samane:fv api vastU$ll 
dravy,1sya vicikitsarthariJ gU(Ja-dO$aU §ubhasub/Jau 

Translation 

Even though all things are of the same constitution, evaluating 
their good and bad sides; their purity or impurity; their auspicious or 

inauspiciousness; and the reaction from using them, should all be 
carefully analyzed so one's natural inclination can be controlled. 

Purport 

Everything in this world is created using five different 
elements--earth, water, fire, air and ether-therefore all material things 
are said to be in the same category of th ings . But because material 
n ature is governed by three modes; goodness, passion and ignorance, 
material things are divided into three different departments. Therefore 
one should carefully analyze and categorize everything before acting, 
because something may have good and/or bad effects; bring cith::r 
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auspicious or inauspicious results; or may be purifying or cause impurity 
by contacting it. Unless a person has the knowledge of this intricate 
science they can make mistakes on the spiritual platform , which is why 
the scriptures state that one should be educated on the science of 
devotional service in order to perform it properly and perfectly. For 
example, a low born person who became a devotee and regularly and 
enthusiastically performs devotional service and who in due course 
adopts the renounced order and lives by its regulations as stated in the 
scriptures can obtain liberation from this world, provided he does not 
occupy the position of Guru, because the Guru position belongs to the 
BrahmaIJa born devotees. It is the Brahmar.ia born devotee's duty to 
occupy the post of Guru and initiate disciples . But it is strictly forbidden 
for a Brahmai:ia born devotee to ever willingly or knowingly drink wine 
and/or eat meat in any circumstance, because if they do so they cannot 
become purified in this lifetime, needless to say be authorized to give 
spiritual initiation to others, just as wine kept in an unbaked clay pot 
cannot be washed, it turns to mud . If a low born devotee initiates 
disciples he has to face inauspicious consequences that comes from 
adopting a duty that does not belong to him and thus will degrade him. 
A female devotee can become purified by adopting devotional life , but if 
a female occupies the post of Guru and initiates disciples she is 
committing a grievous mistake. Female devotees are not authorized to 
become Guru in spiritual life for anyone in any circumstance, unless she 
ha!> been foretold in the ancient scriptures to be a personal associate of 
the Supreme Lord. 

Text 4 
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dharmartham vya vah;irarthaJi1 yatrartham api ca11agha 
d;J.rsito )'ariJ ma ya ''caro dharnwm udvahatani dhuram 

Translation 

0 sinless Uddhava, this is the actual procedure for performing 
religious and spiritual functions; social and ordinary dealings; and acting 
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for one's own physical survival in this world. In this way I have 
personally revealed the rules of how to execute these religious principles 
for those who carry the burden of religious principles in this world. 

Purport 

Any pure work that is cleanly performed reaps purity; but if the 
work itself contaminates or is performed while one is in a contaminated 
state , reaps impurity. For example , stealing, lying and other unwanted 
activities resu lt in sin ; whereas worshiping the Lord's deity form and 
performing sacrifice are pure works, but if a sacrifice is performed while 
in a contaminated state (if someone is  menstruating, if someone has died. 
or if a child has taken birth at home) pious works reap sin. As stated in 
the Chandogya Parisi$ta, siitake mrtake karma(lam tyagal) sandhyfidi
nam vidhiyate, "If in a contaminated state , like a death at home or a 

recent child birth or similar contaminated states, all pious and spiritual 
functions should be postponed , except the performance of sandhyfi 
(thrice daily chanting of the Gayatri mantra), japa, and reading the 
scriptures. ' '  This is a rule followed by those who live a strict devotional 

life.  

About five hundred years ago Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhii 
appeared and He propagated the chanting of Lord Kr�1:rn's holy names. 
Those who follow His teachings and chant the holy names of Lord Kr�i:ia 
under the guidance of a scripturally authentic Spiritua l Master are also 
expected to follow such rules, because one must be clean for certain 
spiritual services. For example, a devotee engaged in deity worship must 
be careful not to touch a person passing through the ir menstrual period, 
because if he touches her and afterward performs any kind of deity 
worship, even if he properly bathes and is wearing clean clothes, he 
becomes implicated with offense ,  although claiming to be a follower of 
Lord Chaitanya. No one is immune to offenses. 

Text s 
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bhumy amb v-agny-amJakc'iSa bbiitaniim paiica dhata vah 
abrahma-sthavariidinam sarira i'itma-sarilyutiil; 
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Translation 

Beginning from Brahma down to an insignificant nonmoving 
plant, everybody is constructed of five material elements-earth, water, 
air, fire and ether-thus everybody is constituted similarly, and the soul 
in all of them is equal in quality. 

Purport 

This statement refutes the argument of people who think 
anyone can perform all spiritual works provided they adopt spiritual life. 
It is not so. All bodies are constituted of the same material elements and 
the soul residing in them is qualitatively equal , but because the entity in 
everybody has its particular nature, they are prone to particular actions. 
Human beings are different than animals and so on and should not 
perform another's duty. If an ordinary person thinks Lord Brahma is a 
mortal human being and believes they can act as he does and create, they 
would be considered insane. Therefore one should live according to their 
own capacity which is rewarded by their previously performed karma 
and not act more than what one is. 

Text 6 
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vedena nama-rilpaJJi v1$amal)i same$v api 
dhiifU$iiddha va kalpyante ete�·am svartha-siddhaye 

Translation 

0 Uddhava, although all bodies are constituted of the same five 
material elements and are considered equal, still the Vedas have cate
gorized them separately, by establishing va17)asrama rules, which by 
following everyone can achieve the ultimate goal. 
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Purport 

At the time of creation Lord Kr$IJ.a instructed Vedic knowledge 
to Lord Brahma, who established the Vedas at the center of human 
society because human beings are endowed with fructified intelligence, 
and by following Vedic knowledge they can develop the proper manners 
to act civilized. The Vedas contain timeless instructions meant for all 
human beings, therefore every civilized intelligent person should follow 
them. But those who are spiritually sick will think the Vedas are not 
meant for them, like a person afflicted with jaundice thinks that sugar 
candy is not for them, even though sugar is the only remedy to cure that 
disease without side effects. Proud people and those who wish to remain 
ignorant to real spiritual life will ignore Vedic instructions. 

Text 7 
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desa-kaladi-bhavaniim vastilnam mama sattama 
gUJJa-dO$O vidhiyete niyamiirtharh hi karmal}iim 

Translation 

0 saintly Uddhava, I created these rules to restrict the time, 
place and other rules of existence, and to impart the knowledge of what 
is proper and what is improper among materials things, as well as to 
regulate people so that they do not become unrestricted in their 
activities. 

Purport 

Not only do the Vedas restrict and regulate the body and mind, 
they also regulate time, place and how to do things in this world. They 
also identify a right candidate to perform a certain function; what 
ingredients are not offensive to use in a function; and what is the right 
time to perform a function etc. This knowledge is known to a scripturally 
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authentic Guru and such a Guru is the personification of all departments 
of spiritual knowledge. The word dravya, material things, also means 
money or wealth, indicating that the Vedas reveal how to purify one's 
wealth as well. They state that money and wealth is purified by giving 
charity to a worthy person. The Vedas also help identify a person worthy 
to whom to give charity, and explain how to give charity, when to give it 
and for what purpose it should be given .  

Text 8 
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akf$JJa-saro desanam abrahmaIJyo 'sucir-bha vet 
kf$IJa-siiro 'py asauvira-kikafasariJskrteriIJm 

Translation 

Of all places, areas where black deer are not found are consi
dered impure; as well as places where residents do not serve traditional 
Brahrnar:ias. But places where black deer are found, if saintly people do 
not live there, like in the Kikata area, it remains impure. Places where 
people do not go through the purificatory ceremony, and where the 
earth is barren, are also considered impure. 

Purport 

First Lord Kpma indicates where black deer are found is a pure 
place. As stated in the Skanda Purai:ia, kf$JJasaro mrgo yatra dharma
desah sa ucyate, "Wherever black deer are found is said to be a pious 
area." Then He says an area where people are devoted to Briihmal)as is 
pure, as stated in the Vi�IJU Purai:ia, srot1�ya brahmaJJiilJ yatra hari-priya 
sa ca ucyate, "A place where srotn)'a Brahmar:ias devoted to Lord Kr�i:ia 
are served, is dear to Lord Kr�i:ia." That place where black deer are 
found, but saintly devotees do not reside is not pure. In other words even 
if black deer exists or do not exist in an area where saintly people reside, 
that area is considered pure. As stated in the Niti Sastra, sa vai puJJya-
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tamo desa}J satpatram yatra labhyate, "That area where great devotees 
of the Lord are found is very pure." Even an area populated with 
outcastes is considered pure if a real devotee is there. One may wonder, 
how does one determine who is an outcaste? In answer the Garuoa 
Purai:ia states: 

go-mamsa bhaksako yas tu loka-bahyas ca bha$afe 
sarvacara vihino 'sau mleccha iti a vidhiyate 

·'Those who eat cows ' meat, those who act against the scriptural 
traditions, and those who do not follow any Vedic etiquette are 
considered outcastes or mlecchas." 

Text 9 
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karma(Jyo guJJa van kalo dra vyatalJ svata eva va 
yato nivartate karma sa dO$O 'rbhaka}J smrta}J 

Translation 

A time when the proper ingredients to perform a prescribed 
duty are easily available and the program can be performed successfully 
is considered a pure time; but a time when the appropriate ingredients 
and/or sufficient funds are not available, or when a natural calamity 
occurs, that time is considered impure. 

Purport 

It is often said, 'money buys everything,' it may be a fact that 
money can buy material things, but it cannot buy time; or a perfect time 
to perform sacrifice; nor is it able to make bad moments into good 
moments. The proper moments to perform spiritual duties is very 
important,  for example , if a donation is given at a perfect moment it 
bears more merit. As stated in the Manu Smruti, putre fate vyatipate 
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dattam bhavati cak$ayayam, "If a donation is given by a householder to 
a worthy candidate authorized by the scriptures to accept charity on a 
day when a son is born in the home before the umbilical cord is cut; or 
anyone who gives charity on a full moon day that falls on a Monday, 
bear imperishable merit ." And if a pious deed is commenced where 
there is no presence of menstruation, or a recent child birth, or a death 
has not recently occurred in the home , and there is no risk of danger , 
rivalry, fights, riots or any other danger, that occasion is considered pure 
and a pious time for housing spiritual functions . Whereas for a devotee 
of the Lord every day is an auspicious time to perform devotional 
functions to please the Lord, provided there are no inauspicious 
situations , as listed above. But for temple functions, real devotees first 
astrologically determine the muhilrta (an auspicious time), before 
performi ng a function to please the Lord. And even though an annual 
function may have a fixed date , the proper muhilrta should be calculated 
to insure the success of the auspicious function. The most inauspicious 
moment for a devotee is a moment used without spending it in the 
service of Lord Krima. 

Text 10 

<;�:JQ� SJ�wtl � � � � I 
4�1(011?.f � q�·?-0(4(1\qj� 1 1 1 \J l l  

dra vyasya suddhy-asuddhi ca dra vyeJJa vacanena ca 
samskareJJatha ka/ena mahattvalpatayatba va 

Translation 

The purity and impurity of things may also take place, by appli
cation of other ingredients, by the orders of pure people, by performing 
rituals, by the effects of time, or by the increase or decrease of quantities. 

Purport 

For pious and spiritual performances it is very important to have 
knowledge about purity and impurity. For example , a pot becomes 
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purified when washed with water, but becomes contaminated by 
touching urine or by similar contaminated ingredients. Some things are 

purified by the orders of the Spiritual Master, or by the orders of a pure 
BrahmaQa; and if they determine that some things are impure, they are 

considered impure. Flowers become purified by sprinkling water on 

them, and they become contaminated as soon as one smells them. Fresh 
cooked food is considered pure, whereas stale or previously cooked food 
is considered impure. Big lakes and flowing rivers are considered pure, 
but small ponds and water in pits are considered impure. Similarly when 
a child is newly born, the family and their assets become impure but 
become purified after the n ame giving ceremony is held. As stated in the 
Devala Smruti thus: 

vipra(l sudhyed dasarheria dvadasarheria bhiimipalJ 
vaisya(l pafica-dasarhe(la sudro mfi$ena sudhyati 

"When a child is born in a house, the whole fam ily including the 
baby , and their house becomes impure , but becomes cleansed and 
purified by the purificatory ceremony, which is performed on the tenth 
day after the birth of a BrahmaQa child's birth,  on the twelfth day for a 

K�atriya; on the fifteenth day for a Vaisya; and after one month for a 
sudra . "  

Text 1 1  

!tlTWl9Jmill� � \t¥j@ll "ii" '4�1(+1� I 
ri 114R1 � �� �:tll"l�l'l\tl<:d: 1 1 n 1 1  

.�aktyasaktyathava buddhya samrddhya ca yadatmane 
agham kurvanti hi yatha desavasthanusarataf;t 

Translation 

Pure and impure conditions are also established by one's power, 
helpless situation, intellect and prosperity. In this, the location of usage 
and the age of the person who is using it is to be considered before 
assimilating the sinful reaction from the things. 
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Purport 

Here power is said to be the power of chanting mantras. When 
mantras are chanted everything becomes purified. Helpless people do 
not have anything therefore their prayers come out pure and purity takes 
place . An intellectual is a pure Briihma1.ia whose orders carry purity. A 
rich person can hold a festival with fire sacrifices performed by 
Brahmanas, where mantras are chanted, and when the festival ends a 
pure atmosphere prevails . 

While one is young and physically fit they should travel to holy 
places for purification . Brahmanas should observe vows of fasting for 
purification. A helpless person should pray for purification, because 
prayers in that situation are considered equal to worship. A prosperous 
person should give charity to a candidate authorized to receive the 
charity, as well as spend money for liberating activities, for purification. 

Text 12 

'tll��l<:ff�:l('t�•fl <�a'.'lf�fijifoll'l I 
4\l�q1&:1fo•j'Ji�: � 1�fl�: l l HJ I  

dhanya-darv-asthi-tantiinam rasa-taijasa-carma!Jam 
kala- vayv-agni-mrt-toyai}J parthivanam yutayutail; 

Translation 

Grains, wood, bones, thread, liquids, fiery objects, leather and 
earthen vessels become purified in due course either by the wind, by 
placing them in fire, by cleaning them with earth (or soap), or by wash
ing them in water. These ingredients are either used individually, or in 
some instances together with others. 

Purport 

There are many things that need an additional kind of 
purifycation besides the order of a pure Brahmana and the chanting of 
mantras, for purification . For instance, if grains are received from a low 
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born person, in addition to the order of a Brahmana and the chanting of 
the mantras, grains are purified by the touch of air and a sprinkling of 
water. Wooden things are purified by the same process; but wooden 
spoons used in fire sacrifices require the touch of fire while the proper 
mantras are chanted , and sprinkled with water, in addition to a 

Brahmaf.la 's order, to purify them. Things made from elephant bones or 
elephant tusks become purified by washing them with earth mixed with 
cow's urine and then with water, in addition to a Brahmaf.la ·s order and 
the chanting of mantras . As stated in the Devala Smruti , go-miltre asthi 
dantanam k$aumaJJadJ gaura sar$apaifJ, "Things made from elephant 
bonesor tusksbecomes purified by washing them with cow's urine;  and 
wool and silk items become pure by sprinkling them with yellow mustard 
seeds and by the touch of air." Honey, oil, and butter become purified by 
the touch of fire . Fiery items like gold, silver and other precious metals 
become purified by burning them in fire. Clay items become purified by 
fire and the touch of air, but if they are touched by a crow or an 
untouchable entity they cannot be purified . Leather items like deerskin 
become purified by the touch of air. As stated, kmJajinam vataiS ca, 
"Deerskin becomes purified by the touch of air." Besides recommended 
leather skins, other leather items are not be used by those who desire to 
become purified on spiritual platform. 

Text 13 

� � � � � <::QcTI@:Ri I 
m � � a4f:q �w:iR'*'la m �1 1  

amedhya-liptam yad yena gandham Jepa vyapohati 
bhajate prakrtiri1 tasya tacchaucam tavad i$yate 

Translation 

Sometimes something is touched by a contaminated item or a 
contaminating thing becomes stuck to it, if the item is scrubbed with 
cleaning materials, or cleaned by applying mud and water, if the item 
becomes clean and all bad odor is gone and it regains its original quality , 

it should be considered pure again. 
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Purport 

Sometimes things are touched or smeared with contaminated 
things like stool, urine or something similar, if the item is washed with 
proper solvents etc. and it regains its original quality it should be 
accepted as pure. But metal utensils require scrubbing with acidic 
ingredients to bring back their luster. 

Text 14 

�"il"'l�l"1dtflS�l··rl44Wll\<ll4f�: I 
'i�("l41 �= � �= "h'ii+f<� �= m�u 

snan.1-dana-tapo 'vastha-virya-samskara-karmabhifJ 
mat-smrtya ciitmanafJ saucam suddhafJ karmiicared dvijafl 

Translation 

By bathing, by giving charity, by performing austerity, within or 
above. a particular age, physical ability, by going through a purificatory 
process, by following prescribed duties, or by remembering Me, one 
becomes purified in their body and mind. And after becoming purified a 
twice-·boro person should perform their specific activities. 

Purport 

Small children and elderly people who are unable to bathe 
themselves or perform austerities to become purified are purified by 
sprinkling water on them while chanting purifying mantras. If the child 
had touched a menstruating lady he/she should be given a full bath, or 
they should be sprinkled with drops of water while chanting mantras for 
the child's purification. 

Text 15 

�""'ll� � qf<:�1;1 q;q91Q;;4�qo1'{ I 
�= �iqua � M444: m '1 1 1  
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mantrasya ca parijfianan1 karma-suddhir madarpal)am 
dharmaiJ sampadyate tsadbhir-adharmas tu viparyayaiJ 

Translation 

431 

If mantras are learnt properly and thoroughly with heartfelt 
feelings from their Spiritual Master the mantras become purified; and if 
one offers all their work to Me their work is purified. In this way, when 
these six things: place, time, things, the doer, mantras and activities are 
purified, they produce pure results. And if this rule is neglected they 
produce impure results. 

Purport 

A real Spiritual Master is expert in knowing mantras, and has 
sufficient purity to chant them to obtain the desired result . In order to 
invite the presiding deities of mantras the Spiritual Master must purify 
the different parts of the body by first performing hrdaya-nylisa (also 
called rtsya-nyasa) by touching different parts of the body with his h and 
in the mudra position (fingers positioned in a special way used to invite 
spiritual purity) while chanting their respective mantras, thus building a 
shield around the body; second, ailga-nyasa, touching different limbs o f  
his body while gesturing with his hand in the mudra position while 
chanting the appropriate mantras; and third, kara-nyasa, touching the 
different fingers with the thumb of that hand while chanting the 
appropriate mantras, to successful ly invite the presiding deities of 
mantras that will be chanted for self-realization. The best of all mantras 
is the Mahamantra, and after the Spiritual Master purifies his body, m ind , 
and heart, and constructs an impenetrable shield around himself, he then 
chants japa (the Mahamantra) .  The Spiritual Master teaches this 
spiritual secret to his disciples when he sees that they have become 
eligible to receive it. This spiritual secret is only learned from the 
Spiritual Master and not from scriptures, because this knowledge is only 
passed down through the spoken word. This process is obl igatory for the 
Spiritual Master to perform for his disciples daily for their spiritual 
development . 
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Text 16 

�fT:14 �SN �: � cWITSN Frfu';n' "T1f: I 

101c{lq1?.ff4'Qq4jftfi�iitt1 � 1 1 1 � 1 1 

kvacid gu!Jo 'pi do$ab syiid dO$O 'pi vidhina gwJab 
gul,1a-do$8rtha niyamas tad-bhidiim eva badhate 

Translation 

1 1 .2 1 . 16  

Scriptural regulations consider a particular thing perfect i n  one 
place, but imperfect in another place; and something that is faulty in one 
situation, is virtuous in another. Such distinctions between what is good 
in one situation and bad in another confuses people about the real 
meaning of good and bad, thus making it difficult to distinguish between 
what is good and what is bad, before taking action. 

Purport 

The Vedic scriptures are confusing at times because sometimes 
they predict two different developments for the same thing, having two 
different reactions for that very same act. For example, a hungry person 
desperate to pacify their h unger may accept food as a donation , or 
accept money to buy food, which are both recommended by the 
scriptures . As stated in the Taittiriya Upani�ad, iiluirartham samiheta, 
"A hungry desperate person may take food as a donation , or take money 
as a donation to buy food." But if a person is not hungry nor authorized 
by the ancient scriptures to accept charity, if they accept food from 
another person they are doomed . As stated in the same Mul).<;laka 
Upani�ad, pratigraham manyamanas tapas tejo yafonudam, " If a person 
is not desperate but nevertheless accepts charity, they lose merits, purity, 
austerity, spiritual potency, good name and fame, through their extended 
hands when they accepted the charity." Only the traditional Brahmai:ias 
who live by their merits and have become devotees of the Lord are 
authonzed to accept charity, according to the ancient scriptures and 
Lord Brahma. These are examples of virtuous and faulty situations. 

It is wanted for a gentlem an to take responsibil ity for his family, 
but if he forgoes that responsibi l ity for some reason he becomes an 
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object of criticism in the eyes of divine vision . But if the same person 

renounces his wonderful family to adopt Sanyasa to live for God , he 
becomes glorified in the eyes of God. Hence, a person is glorified in the 
scriptures in one place for an action, and is cr iticized in another place for 
that same action. One must have real knowledge to distinguish between 
the two. 

Text 17 

samana-karmiicaraJJaril patitanaril na patakam 
autpattiko gw;a}J sarigo na sayana}J pataty adh;J}J 

Translation 

If a fallen person engages in degrading acts, those actions cannot 
cause them to fall further; whereas the same act would degrade an 
elevated person. The truth is a person who is already resting on the floor 
cannot fall further, thus sometimes the low acts of a person already in 
material association brings them a good name. 

Purport 

When a woman accepts a man, and the man accepts that woman 
in holy matrimony they are called Grhastha, and when they cohabitate 
and enjoy copulation with the desire to procreate they are praised for 
their action ; but if the same action is done by a Sanyasi he is condemned 
by divine authority.  If an elevated person drinks liquor he is criticized, 
whereas if a low class person drinks less than usual he is glorified for 
controlling his bad habit . Therefore, according to ones position in life 
everyone should follow and live within the limits and merits of their 
status. People who have taken spiritual initiation must follow their 
spiritual vows in all circumstance: and at no time, for any reason are they 
to break their vows, if they do they degrade themselves in the eyes of the 
divine. 
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Text 18 

� � f4t:1<la N1�d aaea: I 
� � � $f: �= l l�c l l  

yato yato nivarteta vimucyeta tatas tata]J 
e$a dharmo np1am k$ema}J soka-moha-bhayapahalJ 

Translation 

1 1 .2 1 . 1 8  

Whatever kind of sinful and pious deeds one's mind becomes 
disinterested in, that disinterest causes the person to become free from 
the bondage of those things. This kind of detachment is a beneficial 
solution for a human being because it removes lamentation, illusion and 
fear within that person. 

Purport 

Becoming detached from sense gratification causes one to 
become free from most material problems , miseries and difficulties, and 
also makes the person experience a kind of supernatural happiness. For 
as many pious and impious deeds a person becomes indifferent to, they 
become that worry free and experience freedom from hankering and 
lamentation. As stated in the Katha Upanii:md, ko soka/1 ka}J moha 
ekatvam a11upasyatah. "What chance is there for a person who has 
developed indifference to possessing material things, to experience 
hankering or lamentation?" Real detachment from material things is 
when a person uses material things in the service of the Lord. As stated 
in the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu, yatharham upaywijatal). "Material things 
that are favorable to devotional service should be used in the service of 
the Lord; this mood is called real detachment . " The offering of material 
things to the Lord for His pleasure rewards the devotee with liberation 
from this material world. As stated in the Bhagavad Gi:ta, subhasubha
phalair evam mok$ase karma-bandhana1(1. "One who offers Me the good 
and bad results of their deeds becomes free from the bondage of all 
karma." 
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Texts 19-20 

vi$aye$U gurpidhyasiit pumsal; saiJgas tato bhavet 
sangas tatra bha vet kiimafJ kiimad eva kalir-nnuim 
kaler durvi$ahafJ krodhas lamas tamanu-vartate 
tamasa grasyate pumsas cetana vyapi11i drutam 

Translation 

435 

By thinking about material sense objects and believing them to 
be good and how to enjoy them, one becomes attached to them. From 
this attachment lust arises, and when obstacles arise prohibiting 
satisfying that lust, disputes begin. Due to disputes unbearable anger 
arises, and due to anger one loses their mental equilibrium and thus they 
are overcome by ignorance, and at this stage they do not know what is 
beneficial or unbeneficial for them. This ignorance swiftly seizes the 
extended consciousness of that person. 

Purport 

A person that desires to enjoy things themselves without 
offering anything to the Lord is the root cause of dissatisfaction. Just like 
a thirsty deer that runs after a mirage of a pool of water in the desert dies 
thirsty; similarly a person under the illusion that they can satisfy their 
senses through sense gratification dies dissatisfied. It does not matter 
who, be he/her a spiritualist or materialist; intelligent or unintelligent; 
educated or uneducated, anyone harboring the mentality of, ' let me 
enjoy now, I will give up materialism later,' as well as people engrossed 
in sense pleasure: will all remain dissatisfied, and dwelling on such things 
makes them very difficult to give up. If only by thinking about sense 

pleasures one becomes attached to material sense objects, how could any 
reasonable person think, ' let me enjoy now, I will give up materi:"1Jisrn 
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later? ' This is insane thinking. How the play of maya effects people in 
this world is amazing. 

Text 21 

� N4fid: � �: ��I� � I 
�s� �� �a� � � 1 1�� 1 1  

taya virahita/.J sadho jantufl sllnyaya kalpate 
tato sya svartha-vibhrarilso miircchitasya mrtasya ca 

Translation 

0 saintly Uddhava, a person bereft of real intelligence is 
understood to have lost everything, because instead of acting civilized, 
they act beastly and thus are lost to reality. Consequently, they degrade 
the self in this world and the next, and thus virtually become equal to 
dull matter, like an unconscious person or a dead person. 

Purport 

When a person's intellect does not work right they are 
considered 'half of a person, '  like an unconscious person who although is 
breathing, does not know what is happening around them. As stated in 
the Nyaya Sastra, mugdhe 'rdha sampattir it1; "A person in an 
unconscious state, or one who is utterly stupid, are considered to be 
experiencing only half of their human existence. "  This is because such a 
person is unable to do things correctly, because in that state their degree 
of intelligence is not sufficient to function properly� and they will fall 
short in obtaining human goals. 

Text 22 

N"P•Uf6iRit�"i "11<4'41if � � I 
���fitq\<:ti � <if� � �= � 1 1 ��1 1 
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vi$ay;ibhinivesena mitmanam veda naparam 
vrk$a}ivikaya Fvan vyaJtham bhastreva yal; svasan 

Translation 

437 

Being overly absorbed in sense objects one cannot recognize 
their own self or others, thus they become like a feeling-less tree; and the 
value of their breathing becomes like a blacksmith's bellows. In this way 
their life goes in vain. 

Purport 

A person who lacks spiritual knowledge is equal to an 
unconscious person , because such people fall short of obtaining the goal 
of human existence. There is not much difference between a dead body 
and an unconscious person, the only difference being one is breathing 
and the other is not . Both of them are unaware of what is taking place in 
their surroundings. Just as a tree stands without acting for its livelihood, 
while tolerating all conditions and survives by simply absorbing whatever 
quality of water is within reach of its roots; similarly lusty people live 
very lazy lives and take only water-like sense gratification thinking it to 
be their life and soul, and thus waste their life, unprepared for what lurks 
after death. 

Text 23 

�� � � � � � I 
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phala-srutiriyam nr(laril na sreyo rocanam param 
sreyo-vivak$aya proktariJ yatha bhai$ajya rocanam 

Translation 

Statements made in the Vedas that promise to reward fruitive 
results, like reaching heaven, are made merely to entice people to 
execute beneficial religious activities, but this does not result in their 
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ultimate benefit. Such statements are made to coax people to act 
properly, like coaxing a child with candy so that they consume the 
beneficial bitter medicine. 

Purport 

The Vedic scriptures are impartial and never mislead anyone in 
any way. Where they bribe people with statements like, 'if a person does 
this, they will reach heaven,' it is meant to induce them to act righteously 
so they can obtain pleasing consequences. Such statements are likened to 
a parent inducing their child to consume a bitter medicine coated with 
candy to cure them . As stated in the Bhe�ajya Ratnavali, piba nimbam 
pradii$yiimi khalu te khaIJ<Ja la(f(fukan. "O my dear son, if you drink this 
bitter medicine l will surely give you Ja<;J(lus (sweet balls) to eat." One of 
the duties of the Vedic scriptures is to guide people to the right track and 
keep them there, so that they lead a decent life, so that their next life will 
be better. 

Text 24 

\3?h':Q� � � � W'.314'.l � I 
311�m+t4'11 � �s;r� 1 1 �� 1 1 

utpattyaiva hi kame$u pra!Je$U svajane$U ca 
asakta-manaSO martya atmano 'nartha helU$U 

Translation 

From their birth people are attracted to worldly sense 
gratification, their life force, and to family and relatives. These material 
attractions are obstacles to self-improvement, and ultimately cause 
misfortune . 

Purport 

There is no mention of the word 'liberation' in the karma-kal)(fa 
section of the Vedas, because that section is meant to raise goals of 
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people who are intensely attracted and attached to sense gratification 
and family. Such people are not interested in anything other than 
bettering their material situation, and because they are so engrossed in 
material things they do not have time for anything else. The karma
ka1xla section of the Vedas describes ways for material minded people to 
engage in meritorious pious activities so they can free themselves from 
sin and thus reach heaven and enjoy there. This signifies that the Vedas 
instruct according to time, place and audience; and no one should 
criticize them for helping the needy. Another part of the Vedas describes 
liberation and the duties meant for devotees of the Lord. 

Text 25 

;r dHMs�= � � � I 
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na tan avidu;;al.J svartham bhramyato v.Ijinadhvani 
katham yufljyat punaste;;u tams tamo visato budha)J 

Translation 

People ignorant to their real self-interest accept the explanation 
in the Vedas regarding heaven to be an exact and true thing and act 
accordingly. Thus they wander the creation taking birth in heaven, and 
afterward fall back to earth to take another miserable birth. If this is so, 
why would the Vedas, or the learned, encourage anyone again to engage 
in the very same sense gratification again. 

Purport 

Usually people engrossed in sense pleasure ignore spiritual 
knowledge, and because of excessive sense gratification their 
predicament is pitiful. In due course they become so small-minded that 
anything they read, hear or see, that they can identify with, they accept. 
From their perspective they may even become fanatical about a concept, 
but because of cowardice they dare not look beyond their narrow 
conception of reality for fear of finding they have been wrong. For 
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example, a cult leader tells his followers that he is a god and teaches 
them some whimsical philosophy , careful to only reveal knowledge that 
appeals to small minded people who cannot handle drastic change, thus 
attracts them to become his followers. Such people follow prevaricators 
instead of investigating and/or contemplating what the person claiming 
to be god said, because they really do not want to know the truth , they 
are just looking to justify their lifestyle. The scriptures state that no cult 
leader can lead anyone to heaven because heaven is not his, but the 
Lord's property. Because such people are too engrossed in material 
sense gratification and too afraid to look beyond their scope of reality, 

they degrade themselves. 

Text 26 

� ••::t:Mf�a q;NGM*11""1 �= I 
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e va.riJ vya vasita.ril kecid a vijiiaya kubuddhaya}J 
pha/a-sruti.ril kusumita.ril na vedajiia vadanti hi 

Translation 

People whose intelligence is distorted do not understand the 
inner meaning of Vedic statements, and by being too attached to 
performing fruitive works they get attracted to the flowery words in the 
Vedas like, 'reaching heaven,' and think that reaching heaven is their 
ultimate goal. But those truly learned in the Vedas do not give such 
purport on the Vedas. 

Purport 

Narrow minded spiritualists criticize the Vedas and think that 
they only talk about ritualistic ceremonies and reaching heaven. They 
should delve deeper into Vedic knowledge for more insight .  For example, 
Lord Krs!Ja states in the Bhagavad Gita, traigw:iya- vi$aya veda 
nistraigw:iyo bhavafJ, "The Vedas deal mainly with the three modes of 
material nature, therefore situate yourself above the three modes by 
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being always in pure goodness," meaning the Lord wants His devotee to 
go beyond the ritualistic part of the Vedas, to the part where devotional 
service is prescribed in order to know Him. That is why Lord Kpma says 
that those who know the inner meaning and purport of the Vedas ,  like 
Srila Vyasadeva and Narada Muni, directly speak about devotional 
service. 

Text 27 

�: � �: � lfl{l)i4t!: I 
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kamjnal,J krpaIJa Jubdha/.1 pu$pe$U phala-buddhaya/1 
agnj-mugdha dhilma-tantal,J svaril lokaril na vidantj te 

Translation 

People full of material desires, the miserly, and the greedy, think 
that colorful flower-like heavenly pleasures is everything and reaching 
heaven is the ultimate goal of human life. Thus, being mesmerized by 
performing fire sacrifices they go astray from the real path, and follow 
the path to the heavenly planets that is covered with smoke. In this way, 
they remain unaware of My supreme abode where the soul truly belongs. 

Purport 

Just as a person with defective v1s1on cannot read without 
spectacles, similarly those overwhelmed by material desires, the greedy, 
and the miserly, have defective inner understanding and thus cannot 
comprehend that reaching heaven is not the ultimate goal of human 
existence . They need the spectacles-like mercy of a true devotee to see 
things in their real perspective. 

Text 28 
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na te mam ariga jananti hrdistham ya idam yatafJ 
uktha-sastra hy asutrpo yatha nihara-cak$U $B/J 

Translation 

1 1 .21 .30 

0 dear Uddhava, such people think performing fruitive work is 
the purpose of life, and enjoying sense gratification is the result of 
performing rituals and fire sacrifices. They do not understand Me 
because their vision has become blurred from being covered over by fog
like material desires. That is why they do not see Me as Supersoul seated 
in their heart; from whom this material creation has emanated; and who 
is also present as this universe. 

Purport 

One may wonder how Lord Kr�l).a could say that He is the 
universe . In answer the Sanirthadarsini states, jagat karaIJatvad aham 
jagad iti artha/;, "One should understand that the whole universe has 
emanated from the Lord, which is why He is also the universe."  The 
desire to enjoy sense gratification is so overwhelming that a disciple that 
lets down their guard will even ignore their Spiritual Master and the 
Supreme Lord and engage in material pleasures . Material desires will 
not only blur one's spiritual vision, it will cause one to become spiritually 
blind if they do not sincerely change. That is why the scriptures and the 
saintly people cry out to the Lord , to help them from developing the 
mood to enjoy material sense gratification. 

Texts 29-30 
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te me matam a vijnaya parok$ari1 vi$ayatmakal) 
hirilsayaril yadi ragal; syad yajiia eva na codana 
hirilsa-vihara hy a.labdhailJ pasubhif) sva-sukhecchaya 
yajante devata yajiiail) pitr-bhiitapatin khala}J 

Tr ansl ation 

443 

People att ached to killi ng and eat ing meat and cann ot r elinqu ish 
t he habi t can do so thro ugh p erf orm in g  a fire s acrific e call ed parisam
khya, ( a  process of exclusion where meat is not necessarily e nc our age d). 
N ot kn owing My real instr uctions, they b ecome so ab sorb ed in sense 
gr atif ication t hat t hey cru elly kill animals t o  obt ai n  t he meat; and openly 
make of show of worshipping the demigods, t he for efa the rs an d the 
leadi ng g hostl y spirit s. 

P urport 

It should be carefully understood that sacrifices like 'pansaril
khyii' are rarely mentioned in the Vedas, and to perform it many 
mantras have to be chanted and a vow is taken, that if the animal does 
not receive liberation it will come back to kill its killer. S uch sacrifices, 
once held, are hardly ever repeated because of the enduring process. The 
lengthy process of such sacrifices are mentioned to discourage people 
from engaging in the violence of killing for meat, or engaging in contami
nated acts like eating meat in the name of the Vedic scriptures. Further
more meat eating makes one become hard-hearted and thus the person 
becomes inimical towards spiritual life. But if a person sees the light and 
becomes interested in purifying themself so they can rise above the 
contaminated platform they simply need to chant, Hare Krsr:ia Hare 
Krsr:ia Krsna KrsJJa Hare Hare I Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama 
Hare Hare, and all their bad habits will slowly but surely walk away from 
them . 

Text 31 
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svapnopamam amurh lokam asantarh srava!Ja-priyam 
as1$0 hrdi sankalpya tyajanty arthan yatha va.1J1'k 

Translation 

1 1 .21 .32 

Not knowing that reaching heaven is as temporary as a dream, 
but the idea itself is very enchanting. Only people filled with mundane 
desires wish and decide to reach heaven. Their position is like a 
businessman's who even loses his invested capital in hope of making 
extra income, similarly such people lose their merits, money, and waste 
their endeavors for the desire to reach heaven. 

Purport 

People who think they will experience unlimited enjoyment in 
heaven are here considered less intelligent, because they do not 
understand that wishing for, and becoming determin1:d to go to heaven is 
as impermanent as waking from a dream. That experience vanishes after 
the person exhausts their merits in heaven and thus they again fall to this 
world. As stated in the Mahabbarat, iiSa hi paramarh dufJkham, "Hoping 
for lasting pleasure that does not last long is equal to experiencing much 
misery." Their position is like a businessman who even loses the capital 
he invested in the hope of profiting from his investment. 

Text 32 
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raja/J sattva-tamo-ni$fha raja]J sattva-tamo f u$a/J 
upasata indra-mukhyan devadin na tathaiva mam 

Translation 

People engrossed in the modes of, passion, goodness or 
ignorance, worship a particular demigod like Indra who are immersed in 
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the same modes of passion, goodness or ignorance. However, they do 
not worship Me with the same endeavor and pomp. 

Purport 

People dominated by the three modes of material nature remain 
bewildered by the Lord's illusory energy, which is why they cannot 
recognize the supremacy of the Lord. As stated in the Bhagavad Gita, na 
tu mam abhijananti tattvenatas cyavanti te, "Those who do not recognize 
My true transcendental position fall down." If such people are 
dominated by the mode of goodness, sometimes they will recognize the 
supremacy of Lord Kf!;il).a, but due to bewilderment they do not worship 
Him with the same mood or with equal quality and quantity of 
paraphernalia as they use when worshipping demigods. This is due to 
their impartiality towards Lord Kf!;ll).a. 

Text 33 
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istveha devata yajnair gatva ramsyamahe divi 
tasyanta iha bhilyiisma mahasii/a mahiikulah 

Translation 

Such people are convinced and think, 'after worshipping the 
demigods with fire sacrifices we shall reach heaven and enjoy lots of 
heavenly pleasure there, and at the end we shall return to earth where 
we will take birth in aristocratic families, possess huge mansions, have 
nice families and also enjoy a happy life here.' 

Purport 

People attached to material sense gratification have many 
fantasies. They build palaces out of speculation and mentally enjoy in 
their mind with many things and young beautiful maidens. What a 
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speculation . Every sane person knows fantasies are not real, but people 
obsessed with their fantasy think they are enjoying real pleasure, and not 
just enjoying within their mind. This is the case with sense gratifiers, as 
stated in t his text. Even though such conditions exist for people coming 
down from heaven, such temporary facilities are not the desire of a 
devotee of Lord Kr\'i:ia. 

Text 34 
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evam pu$pitaya vaca vyak$ipta-manasa nrJJam 
maninam catistabdhanam mad-vartapi na rocate 

Translation 

Being overwhelmed by the flowery words of going to heaven 
and enjoying there mentioned in the Vedas, they become so maddened 
by pride and arrogance that they do not even like to hear narrations 
about Me. 

Purport 

This is the answer to the question of why, even though all the 
Vedic scriptures proclaim the supremacy of Lord Kmia and His 
uncommon pastimes, that people do not worship Him. It is because they 
are proud and think they are superior and belong in heaven , thus they 
arrogantly speak sarcastically to others. But knowledgeable devotees 
know their real position. 

Text 35 
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veda brahmatma vi$ayas tri-ka(l<;/a- vi$aya ime 
parok$a-viidii r,c;aya}J parok$ari1 ca mama priyam 

Translation 

447 

All the Vedas discuss three different subject matters and reveal 
that the spirit soul is completely immaterial and pure. However, great 
sages realized the Supreme Lord by chanting mantras and reveal this 
knowledge esoterically, and I also like to speak in a similar confidential 
manner. 

Purport 

Another name of the Vedas it sabda- brahman, (transcende.ntal 
sound), which indicates that no one other than Lord Kmia knows the 
actual meaning of the knowledge contained in the Vedas. The Vedas 
have three divisions, one part explains kanna-kiiIJ(fa (rituals to purify 
sin);  another part explains jiiiina-k§JJ(ia (worship of demigods); and the 
third part explains upiisanii-kliIJ<;/a (worship of the Supreme Lord). The 
Vedas are divided into two parts. The first part is followed by smartas 
(those who consider God and demigods to be equals) and it deals with 
ritualistic ceremonies to purify one's sins; and how to please the 
demigods in order to receive benedictions to become eligible to enter 
heaven. The second part deals with the Supreme Lord and is followed by 
Vaiimavas. Rituals are mentioned in both parts of the Veda. When the 
Lord says He likes speaking Vedic knowledge indirectly, this indicates 
that not everyone is authorized to know them. As stated in the Krama 
Sandarbha, tatra sarve$iim anadhikiiriit, "Everyone is not authorized to 
read, study or learn the Vedas." Sages who see the Lord in their heart 
also spoke indirectly, because the Lord likes the Vedas to be spoken in 
that way. One may wonder, why is not everyone given the authority to 
know and learn the Vedas? It is because one needs a purified heart to 
know and learn the Vedas. In other words, only people who have 
performed austerities in their past life and thus obtained a pure birth and 
who live by their merits and have a pure heart can become authorized to 
study, know and learn the Vedas. As stated in the Anvitartha Prakasika, 
suddhantafJ-kara]Ja1r bodha vya}J, "The Vedas are only revealed to those 
who possess a purified heart ."  
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Text 36 

sabda-brahma sudurbodham prliIJendriya-manomayam 
anantaparam gambhirariI durvigahyam samudravat 

Translation 

Another name of the Vedas is sabda-brahman, which is why 
they are very difficult to comprehend. They manifest through prai;ia, 
through the senses, and through the mind. Its knowledge is limitless and 
unfathomable like the vast ocean. 

Purport 

When Lord Knn:i.a states that the Vedas are sabda-brahman, He 
means that the sound and knowledge contained in the Vedas is Him. Just 

as it is very difficult to understand Kri�i::ia, similarly it is very difficult to 
understand the knowledge contained in the Vedas. The process of 
knowing the Vedas are two-external and internal .  The first stage is 
'external ' and is called vmkhari (external sound, also written in words) . 

The second stage is ' internal' and it is divided into three different 
divisions; 1 )  the prliIJamaya stage , learnt through the realization of 
adhara-chakra, the chakra situated in the bottom of the torso; 2) the 
manomaya stage, learnt through meditation of maIJipilraka- chakra, the 
chakra situated in the navel area and; 3) the buddhimaya stage, learnt 
intellectually through anahata- chakra, the chakra situated in the heart. 
The 'external'  book form of the Vedas called vaikhari, helps to revive 
the inner three stages . 

Even though the Vedas are available in book form, not 
everyone authorized to study them can grasp their actual meaning, 
hecause the Vedas are the personal sound vibrations of Lord Kpma. 
Only those blessed with purified intellect and pure hearts can grasp the 
inner meaning of the Vedas and become devotees able to express that 
know ledge in understandable language to others, so others can reform 
themselves. 
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Text 37 

mayopabrmhitam bhumna brahma!Jiinanta-saktina 
bhule$U gho$a-rupel)a bise$ilr{1eva /ak$yate 

Translation 

449 

I possess unlimited potencies and I am the unlimited Brahman. 
It is I who expanded and propagated the sound of the Vedas. Just as the 
thin thread-like fiber found inside the stem of a lotus is difficult to see, 
similarly the sound of the Vedas was established by Me in the form of 
the unheard sound in the hearts of all living entities. 

Purport 

The question, 'if the Supreme Lord is impartial to everyone, and 
all beings are born from Him, why does He only impart Vedic 
knowledge to pure Brahmai:ias,' is answered here. Although Lord Kr�i:ia 
established this transcendental sound of the Vedas in the heart of all 
living entities, the twice-born pure Brahmal_las can grasp the vaikhari 
(external sound, also written in words) and put it in practice. Just as 
there are very thin fiber threads inside the stem of a lotus and can only 
be seen by those who have good eyes, similarly only sages can 
understand how va1khari can interact with the inner sound of a pure 
Brahmana and produce a learned person. Among the four qualities of 
Brahmai:ias previously mentioned, only the first quality can become 
learned in the Vedas. Luckily our humble traditional family was one 

such family, which we had the good fortune to take birth in. 

Texts 38-40 
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yathon;aniibhir hrdayad iin;am udvamate mukhiit 
iikasad gho$a viin prii!JO manasii sparsa-rup11Ja 
chando-mayo 'mrta-mayal; sahasra-pada vim prabhul; 

oJiJ.kiirad vyaiijita-sparsa svaro$miintajJ-stha-bhii$iliim 
vicitra-bhii,r;a- vitatam chandobhis catur-uttaraiiJ 

anantaparam brhatim srfaty iik$ipate svayam 

Translation 

Just as a spider brings forth its web from its heart through its 
mouth, I, the Supreme Lord, appear in this world in the form of 
transcendental soundless vibration through the primal vital air that 
comprises the sacred meters of the Vedas. The Vedas appear from the 
ethereal sky of My heart, and by My mind's energy I create limitless 
Vedic hymns that are enveloped within the subtle sound 'Om,' which 
then manifests in variegated sounds that branch out and are composed 
of the sparia, svara, ii$ma and anta'1stha, groups of characters. The 
Vedas are composed in different meters, with each meter having four 
more syllables than the previous meter, and thus the whole subject 
matter is composed in a spectacular style of worded language. And 
ultimately, as I create, I withdraw the Vedic sound along with My entire 
material manifestation, as a spider withdraws its web. 

Purport 

The Lord here explains the form of vaikhari (external sound, 
also written in words) in this world, which is present in the form of four 
books called the Vedas. They are composed of four different groups of 
characters called : 1) sparsa, or consonants ( ka- varga gutturals, cha- varga 
palatals, ta- varga cerebrals , ta- varg11 dentals, and pa- varga labials) 
totaling twenty-five; 2) svaras or vowels, a, 1: u, r, I, e, a1; o, au, 3) ii$mii, 
or sibilants, sa, sa, sa, ha; and 4) anta/lstha, or semivowels, ya, ra, la, va. 
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This is as per the Vyakarana Sastra. All of this emanated directly from 
the Lord's mouth, to Lord Brahma, just before this material universe 
was created. Lord Brahma then instructed this knowledge to Narada, 
who later told it to Srila Vyasadeva, who put the Vedas into ( vaikhan) 
writing. The Vedas were brought into this world when the Supreme Lord 
exhaled at the time of creation, and when He inhales the entire material 
creation, including all Vedic knowledge is drawn back into Hirn, like a 

spider that takes her web back in her, that had came out of her. 

Text 41 
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gayatry-wp;ig-anu$fup ca brhati pariktir e va ca 
tn$f ubjagaty-aticchando hy-atya$fy-atijagad- viraf 

Translation 

The meters registered in the Vedas include the Gayatri, U�1.1ik, 
Anu�tup, Brhati, Pab.kti, Tri�tup, Jagati , Aticchanda, Atya�ti, Atijagat 
and Virat. 

Purport 

These meters are discussed in the previous texts, each having 
four more syllables than the previous meter. For example , the Gayatri 
mantra consists of twenty-four syllables; whereas U�Qik has twenty-eight 
syllables. Jn other words, each mantra as listed consists of four more 
syllables then the previous one listed. 

Text 42 
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kiril vidhatte kimiica$fe kim amldya vikalpayet 
ity asyii hrdayaril Joke niinyo mad veda kascana 

Translation 

1 1 .21 .43 

No one other than Me in this world knows the secrets of what 
the Vedas enjoin, what they indicate, what subject matter they describe, 
and what alternatives they prescribe. 

Purport 

The Vedas consist of three sections-karma-kiiQifa (ritualistic 
ceremonies performed to remove sins), upiisanti-kiifJfia (the worship of 
different demigods for the desired benediction) ,  and jii.iina-kiiJJifa 
(searching for and worshipping the Supreme Lord). What is described in 
each section, and that only the Supreme Lord can understand the 
purport of the Vedas, is indicated in this text . 

Text 43 
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miim vidhatte 'bhidhatte miim vikalpyiipohyate tv aham 
etiiviin sarva- vediirtha}J sabda iisthiiya miiril bhidam 
maya-matram anudyiinte pratisidhya prasidati 

Translation 

The first section of the Vedas explains that I should be pleased 
in all ritualistic ceremonies; the second section states that I should be the 
center of demigod worship; and the third section negates all honorable 
demigods and places Me as the ultimate goal of worship for everyone. 
The purport of the Vedas is, while they are taking shelter in Me, they 
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present different aspects of Me . And after propagating that everything in 
the creation is illusory, they take refuge in Me and state that ultimately 
only I remain in the end. 

Purport 

Here Lord Kr!;>i:ia states that although the Vedas describe th at 
only He should be worshipped and that every activity should be 
performed for His pleasure, because the first two sections of the Vedas 
state this knowledge indirectly is why it is difficult for people to properly 
comprehend that knowledge. After the first two sections of the Vedas , 
they state the words neti neti (not this, not this), indicating not to follow 
the first two sections, but most people follow these two sections because 
they are influenced by the Lord's illusory energy, miiyii. In the third 
section of the Vedas all worship other than the worship of the Supreme 
Lord is negated , and is where all knowledge about Him is openly 
described . 

Th us ends the Vrajaviisi purports to Canto Eleven, Chapter 
Twenty-One of the Srimad Bhagavatam, in the matter of, The Vedic 
Path . 

Hari Om Tat Sat 
= = = = = = = = = = = =  





Appendixes 





About the Author 

Mahant Sri Kr�Qa Balaram Swamiji appeared in a family of 
enlightened GauQa-BrahmaQa Vai�Qavas who scrutinized the Yajurveda, 
one of the four recognized ancient Vedas. He appeared in Sri Vrindaban 
Dhama, the holiest place in India. His birth dynasty dates directly back 
to Kasyapa Muni (one of the seven mentally conceived sons of the first 
created being, Lord Brahma). 

Swamiji's father, a highly respected Guru of many in the 
Vrindaban area began tutoring his son at the tender age of four at their 
home. At the age of eight, Swamiji's father enrolled him in Vrindaban 's  
renowned Nimbarka Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya College where he lived in 
the dorm and studied continually for eight years. There he became fluent 
in Sanskrit. As a brilliant student he was transferred to an English 
college where he learned to translate the ancient Vedic Scriptures into 
English. 

Swamiji 's dynasty is famous as Khajiri since the time of his 
ancestors. At that time one of his ancestors daily blessed the king. One 
day because of an excess of managerial duties the day before, the king 
was absent from the place in the palace where the blessing was to take 
place. Understanding that the king was not going to attend the blessing 
that day, the pal)Qit (Swamiji's ancestor) not wanting to waste the 
religious paraphernalia and auspicious moments left the palace. Outside 
he came upon an old dried up Khajura tree (date tree) that he 
performed the blessing on instead. The next day the king woke at his 
regular time and was awaiting the pal)Qit arrival when he noticed the 
Khajura tree was green and hardy, so he asked his servant how this 
happened. The servant replied, because you did not meet with the pa1.1Qit 
on time to receive blessings yesterday he blessed the tree instead and the 
tree flourished. Since this episode Swamiji 's family dynasty is famous as, 
Khajiri. 

After receiving initiation from his Spiritual Master, Sri Swamiji 
preached the unchanged,  age old science of God around the world. He 
wrote many books in Sanskrit and English to further spread the science 
of God. In 1 990 he registered the organization 'Bhagavat Dharma 
Samaj,'  a society dedicated to enlightening people under the illusion of 
materialism in the world. 
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Recognized as a genuine authority on Vedic knowledge, the 
title, Mahant (High Priest) was awarded to Swamiji in 1991 by the four 
Vai$Qava Sampradayas (The four ancient traditional Vai$JJava schools of 
India namely; the Ramanuja Sampradaya, the Nimbarka Sampradaya, 
the Vi$JJUswami Sampradaya and the Madhva Sampradaya) .  At a large 
gathering at the Kumbhamela held in Ujjain (a holy city in the central 
India) in 2004, the leaders and saints of the four Sampradayas 
unanimously rewarded Sri Swamiji, amidst a pompous ceremony, the 
title Mahama1:u;laleshwar (on par to Cardinal in Catholicism), a highly 
respected position in Indian spiritual Vai$JJava tradition . 

Srila Visvanatha Chakravarti Thakura, a recognized authority 
on Gauc;liya Via�l)avism says that if a person wants to learn spiritual life 
perfectly they should go to Vrindaban and learn it from the Vrjavasis, 
the local residents. As Swamiji was born and raised in Vrindaban Dhama 
he is a Vrjavasi and knows the science of God perfectly. One of Lord Sri 
Chaitanya Mahaprabii 's favorite disciple, Srila Prabodhananda Sarasvati 
Thakura states the following in his Sri Vrindaban Mahimamrtam thus: 

var(Janam brahma(Jo gurii(l brahma(Jlina.riJ gurii sanyasi 
sanyasina.riJ gurii a vinasi avinasina.riJ gurii vrajavasi 

"The Brahmal)a is the Guru of the four social orders 
(Brahmai:ia, K$atriya, Vaisya, and Sudra); the Sanyasi is the Guru of the 
Brahmanas; the Imperishable Being is the Guru of the Sanyasis, and the 
Vrjavasi is the Guru of that Imperishable Being. " 

Sri Swamiji is currently writing Vrjavasi Commentaries on the 
Srimad Bhagavatam which we hope will enlighten readers on the 
transcendental path. 
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Glossary 

A 
Acharya-a Spiritual Master authorized by ancient Vedic Scriptures and 

one who teaches by his example. 
Achyuta-one of the unlimited names and the qualities of Lord Sri Kr�i:ia 

meaning " the infallible Lord. " 
Aditi-a wife of Ka�yapa from whom all the demigods and Yamana 

incarnation of Lord Sri Kr�i:ia was born. 
Angira Muni-one of the ten sons of Lord Brahma born from his mind. 
Ananta-is an expantion of Sanka�ai:ia in the form of a serpent acting as 

the bed of the Lord to rest upon. Also see Se�a. 
Arjuna-third of five Pai:i<;lavas born from Mother Kunti and Lord Indra 
Arati-a special worship which includes offering ghee lamp and insense. 
Ashrama-the four spiritual orders of life: celibate life, householder life, 

retired life and renounced life; also the name for the residence 
of the Spiritual Master. 

Atharvaveda-one of the four Vedas consisting of poems and proses and 
the hymns to please the Lord 

Ayodhya-a holy place where Lord Rama had appeared, situated on the 
bank of Sarayu river. 

Ayurveda-the Vedic herbal medical science of health and medical 
practice originated from the Atharvaveda . It cures the disease 
from its root. (also see Atharvaveda) 

Avatara-an incarnation of the Supreme Lord. 

B 
Baladeva-a manifestation of Sankar�ai:ia who appeared as the elder 

brother of Lord Km1a. 
Balaram-another name of Baladeva. See Baladeva. 
Bhagavad-Gita-the primary book of spiritual life spoken directly by the 

Supreme Lord, Sri K�Qa . 
Bhagavan-a Sanskn"t term of addressing the Supreme Lord for His 

possessing all the opulences in full. 
Bhagavat-the literature which contains the ultimate knowledge of 

Vedic Scriptures; also a term for addressing a pure devotee of 
the Lord. 

Bhagavat-Saptaha-the complete study of or completing the full 
discourse on Srimad Bhagavatam in seven days. 
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Bhakta-a devotee engaged in devotion to Lord Sri Kf!,lf.la, in the chain 
of disciplic succession. 

Bhaktavatsala-one of the unlimited names of Lord Sri Kf!,li:ta dipicting 
His kindness towards His devotees and worshippers. 

Bhakti-a devotional act performed, without ulterior motivation, to Lord 
Sri Kf!,lQa. 

Bhakti-yoga-path of devotional service; the culmination of all the yogic 
principles. 

Brahma- the engineer and the creator of this universe and the son born 
from the navel of the supreme Lord having four heads 

Brahmaloka-the abode of Lord Brahma situated on the highest layer of 
this universe where only the most pious reach to live in. 

Brahmar;ia-there are two categories of Brahmar;ias : the original 
Brahmar.ias are called the traditionals and are born from the 
mouth of the Lord and the second are those made by an 
initiation process by a Guru in the modem days. See more detail 
in our Guru Niri:iaya Dipika book. 

c 
Chat;lakya-an adviser minister of King Chandragupta Vikramaditya 2057 

years ago. He wrote a book called Cai:i.akya Niti in which the 
codes of conduct and civil policy are given. 

Charvaka-a sophisticated philosopher who propounded the grossest 
form of atheism and materialism . 

Chaitanya MahAprabhu-the merciful and magnificent incarnation of 
Lord Sri Kr�i:ia who appeared in this age of Kali about five 
hundred years ago as a devotee teaching how to become Lord 
Knn:ia's devotee. More information can be seen in our book the 
Vai!,lQava KaQtha Hara. 

D 
Devaki-one of the daughters of Devaka and one of the wives of 

Vasudeva who acted as the mother for Lord Sri Kf!,lQ.a. 
Devata-an address to the demigods for the quality of their business-like 

practice of benedicting the ir devotees only after they become 
satisfied by their worship. 

Danava-an address to the demons who took birth from Daou, one of 
the wives of K8!,lyapa Muni. 
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Dharma-the religious principle strictly governed by the ancient Vedic 
Scriptures. 

Dropadi-bom out of fire sacrifice and functioned as wife of the 
Pai:i<;lavas. Due to her devotion Lord Sri Kfi;>l)a liked her very 
much and had called her as His sister. 
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Durga-the wife of Lord Siva functioning as superintendent of this world. 
Dvaparayuga-the third of four ages in which Lord Ka�na was born .  

Dvaraka-the main city o f  Lord Krsna ' s kingdom and i s  o n e  o f  the four 
holiest places and the one of the seven liberating cities of the 
Vedic civilization. 

E 
Ekadasi-a sacred fasting day observed to remove one's aquired sins, 

occuring on the eleventh day of both the waxing and waning 
moon during each month. See our book Ekadasi for details. 

G 
Ganga- (Ganges)-water that washed Lord ' s lotus feet and came down 

to this world in the form of Ganges river, if dipped in it, 
washes sins. 

GaJ}.esa-the son of goddess Parvati having an elephant ' s head. Given 
charge to remove obstacles from one ' s  path. For details contact 
the author. 

Garga Muni-one of the sons of Lord Brahma and expert in astrology and 
astronomy connected to the Yadava dynasty . 

Garuc;la-carrier of Lord Vii;>J.lU, appeared as a son to Ka�yapa Muni. 
Gayati Mantra-the hymns given by the Spiritual Master to his disciples 

chanted three times daily but secretly and on the finger tips. 
Gokul-situated on the left side of Yamuna river where Nanda Maharaja 

originaly lived and first saw Lord Sri Kri;>J.la in his home. 
Goloka-the capital city of the spiritual world addressed as 

Goloka-Vrindaban where Lord Sri Kfi;>Qa performs His eterna l 
pastimes with His devotees. 

Gopas-cowherd male friends of Lord Sri Kpma who enjoyed His 
company during His pastimes on this earth. 

Gopis-Cowherd female friends of Lord Sri Kr�l)a who acted as His most 
confidential servants during His pastimes. 

Govardhana-The Hill K�Q.a lifted over His head. 
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Govinda-The most favorit name of Lord Kr�i:ia. 
Gotra-the original lineage of one 's  dynasty which, if investigated, proves 

that his/her dynasty is directly discended from the Lord. 
Guru-a spiritually qualified and scripturally authorised Spiritual Master. 

An extensive study of the Guru 's  role is the focus of our book , 
Guru Niri:iaya Dlpika. See Spiritual Master also. 

H 
Harl-one of the countless names of Lord Sri Kr�i:ia given due to His 

removing the devotee 's  miseries. 
Harivarhsa-one of the writings of Srila Vyasadeva denoting an appendix 

to the Mahabharata. 1t has 10,000 verses mainly descriving 
about Krsna 's  pastimes. 

Hr�ikesa-one of the countless names of Lord Sri Kmia given due to His 
being the Mster of senses. 

I 
Indra-the son of Ka�yapa and Aditi, apointed as the king of heaven and 

was cursed to have one thousand eyes. 

J 
Jaimini-a disciple of Vyasadeva who expounded Mimarilsa philosophy, 

an investigative doctrine through phisical action. 
Janma�tami-the eighth day of dark fortnight in which Lord Sri Kr�i:ia 

had appeared. On t his day all the devotees fast to please Him 
Jiva Goswami-One of the Six Goswamis of Vrindaban whose writings 

qualified him to be addressed as the 
back bone of Gauc;liya-vai�i:iavism. 

Jiiani-a term usually used for an empiric or impersonal philosopher on 
the spiritual path. 

K 
Kaliyuga-the present age of quarrel which lasts 432,000 solar years out 

of which 5096 years have already been passed. 
Karma-action; fruitive action which always produces good or bad 

reactions. 
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KarmakiJ)(ia-the retualistic ceremonies performed according to 
the Vedas but just to remove recently committed sins by 
worshipping the demigods. 
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Ka8yapa-is sometimes said to be the son of Lord Brahma, according to 

the Viilmiki RamayaQa which was written in Satyayuga, the first 
age, it is stated that Kasyapa is the youngest brother of Marici 
which means Kasyapa is the son of Brahmaand one of the the 
present progenitors of this universe. 

Kirtana-chanting the names and glories of the Lord. 
K.P.Qa-kathi-breautiful narrations of the Supreme Lord. 
({nl)a-bhakti-devotion to Lord K"Qa. Als6 the service performed by a 

devotee is called Kr�1,1a-bhakti. 
K.nr;utloka-see Goloka. 
K,atriyas-the second Vedic social order who act as warriors or as an 

administrators. 
Kumaras-the first quadruplet sons of Lord Brahma and great yogis 

known as Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatana and Sanatkumar. 
Kumbhameli-one of four mass fairs held each twelve years in four 

places, Haridvar, Prayag, Nasik and Ujjain, in India. 
Kudlkuma-a red powder used by ladies to put on their forhead as a mark 

of their being married. 
Kuvera-is the son of Visrava, half brother of RiivaQa, treasurer of the 

demigods and in charge of the Northern direction. He is the 
king of Yak�as who are half demon and half demigods. 

L 
Lili-pastimes of Lord Sri Km1a. 
Liflga-secret part of Lord Siva being worshipped to please him. For more 

information contact the author. 
Lota-usually indicates to a planet. 

M 
Mabimantra-the king of all the Mantras or the great chant for 

deliverance. 
Hare KnQa Hare Km1a KnJJa KnJJ.a Hare Hare 
Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare 
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Mahamaya-extemal energy of the Lord covers the living entity making 
the person forget the Lord and think material happiness is the 
ultimate goal of life. 

Manii-a lawmaker and acts as a manager of this universe. There are 14 
Manus in a day of Lord Brahma. 

Mantra-a spiritual hymn, if chanted silently, frees the mind from 
illusion. 

Mathura-presently located 1 3  Kilomeaters from Vrindaban where Lord 
Sri Krsf.la took His birth. 

Maya-this word means energies of Lord Sri Kr�i:ia but usually used to 
address His external energy, the illusory energy. Also, to be in 
illuson. 

Mayavadis-the term for spiritualists who want to merge into the 
impersonal effulgence of the Lord. 

Milk Ocean-called K�ira Sagara, where Lord Visi:iu sleeps on Sesa. 
Mudra-spiritual hand gastures used while worshipping the Lord. 
Muni-A sage who abides by the knowledge of the Vedic scriptures. 

N 
Namaskara-a polite solute to a superior and to a respected person in 

the Vedic civi lization. 
Narada Muni-a great devotee, sage among the demigods and son of 

Lord Brahma who travels all over the universe singing the 
names of Lord Sri K�i:ta and also to guide those whom he 
thinks needs to bring peace and order to the creation of the 
Lord. 

Niti-sastra-codes of conduct for mankind compiled by Srila Vyasadeva, 
the literary incarnation of Lord Sri Kr�i:ia. 

Nyaya sastra-one of the six philosophies of Vedic civilization expounded 
by Gautama, shortly said as the scripture of logic. 

p 
Paramatma-Supersoul seated in the heart to witness the acts of an 

individual soul . 
Pararhpara-the unbroken chain of Spiritual Masters in disciplic 

succession from God Himself. 
Prasadam-remnants of food offered to God, Lord Sri Kr�J.la that purifies 

the consumer. 
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R 
Radbaral)i-the pleasure potency of Lord Sri Kr�na and the central Gopl 

of Lord Sri Kr�na's  Vrindaban pastimes. 
Rahu-a demon born to Ka�yapa and his wife Simhika. He drank nectar 

against the will of the Lord thus Lord cut off his head. 
Rasalila-the Vedic transcendental amorous dancing pastime of Lord 

Kr�na performed with His cowherd girl friends and is untinged 
with any category of material love affairs. 

Rohini-one of the wives of Vasudeva and the mother of Balaram. 
Rupa

. 
Goswami-a direct disciple of Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu 

and the leader in the group of Six Goswamis in Vrindaban. 
Rgveda-book of knowledge and one of the four Vedas, the veses are 

composed like poems. 

s 
Sankar�al)a-first of quadrupal expansion of Lord Narayana who is the 

expansion of Lord Krsna.  
Satyayuga-the golden age where everyone lived by truth and 

worshipped God. It  is the first of four yugas. 
Sadhu-a saintly person who lives to please God and also selflessly 

guides others on this path . 
Sanatana Goswami-one of the Six Goswamis of Vrindaban. The elder 

brother of Srila Rupa Goswami. 
Sarhkirtana-congregational chanting the Holy Names of Lord Sri 

Kf$I)a.  
Sanyasi-a spiritualist who has accepted the renounced order of life, the 

fourth spiritual order. 
Sastras-the revealed scriptures directly written by God, Lord Sri Kf$1).a, 

in the form of Vyasadeva. 
Se�a-one of the sons of Ka�yapa and his wife Kadru and acts as bed for 

the Lord in the Milk Ocean. 
Siva-Lord Kf$t:ia 's  incarnation, in charge of mode of ignorance and 

annihilation. 
Sivaratri-the day of Lord Siva whosoever fasts on this day their desire 

becomes fulfilled. For details see our book, Bhagavat-saptaha. 
Spiritual Master-an authority on spiritual upliftment. Also see Guru. 
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Sudra-the fourth socia l order of Vedic civilization. The laborer. 
Surabhi-a desire fulfilling cow born from the Milk Ocean. 
Swami-title of a renounced person . 

T 
Tapasya-voluntary acceptance of physical inconvenience for a higher 

porpuse. 
Ttka-a commentary on ancient Sanskrit texts directly written by 

Vyasadeva. 
Tilaka-a holy mark on the body of a devotee given by Spiritual Master 

to designate the body to a temple. 
Tretayuga-the silver age in which Lord Rama incarnated. 
Tulasi-the holiest plant appeared to please Lord Kr�i:ia. For more detail 

contact the author. 

v 
Vaikut;llha-the spiritual world. See Goloka also. 
Vaii:;:r:iava-a devotee surendered to Lord Vi�i:iu. 
Vaisya-the third social order who protect cows and perform business . 
Vari;ia-designates a race or class of people. 
Vari;iasrama-the system told by Lord Sri Kr�i:ia in the Bhagavad Gita 

applied to four spiritual and social orders of the human society. 
Valmiki-the sage born in the first age called Satyayuga and received 

this name due to waking up from the covering of mud by ants 
when he performed austerity for a long period of time . 

Viilmiki-Ramaya:r:ia-beautiful narrations of Lord Rama written under 
the direction of Narada Muni by the Sage Valmiki long before 
the Lord Rama ' s  appearance on the earth. It also predicts Lord 
Krsi:ia's  appearance after Rama. 

Vedas-books of knowledge originally spoken by Lord Sri Kr�i:ia to Lord 
Brahma and later divided into four books by Srila Vyasadeva 
the author of Srimad Bhagavatam. 

Vrajavasi- the residents who are born and raised on the land of Vraja .  
Lord Kri:;i:ia loves them very much and t h e  quantity of love they 
have for Kr�:r:ia even demigods cannot understand. 

Vi�:r:iu-the Four-armed form of Lord Sri Kr�i:ia. manifested to maintain 
the whole creation. 
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Vi$QU-tattva-designated to every expansion of Lord Sri Kf$1)a who are 
equal to Him in power. 

Vrindaban-the replica of Lord Kf$1)a's  capital city of the spiritual world 
situated on earth in India about ninty miles south to Delhi. 

Vyakaral)a-one of the Six phi losophical lores of Vedic India that 
analizes a Sanskrit word to bring its correct inner meaning. A 
book of Grammer equipped with the etymology of Sanskrit 
words. 

Vyasadeva-the literary incarnation of Lord Sri Kf$1)a appeared to 
compile Vedic scriptures including this Srimad Bhagavatam. 

y 
Yajfia-fire sacrifice ; or a sp iritual function used to satisfy the Supreme 

Lord or the demigods. 
Yajurveda-One of the four Vedas written in poem form. 
Yamaraj-the death person ified who acts as the head of hell thus 

punishing those who sin. 
Yamuna-one of the wives of Lord Krsna and the river descended from 

the Goloka in which Lord Kr$na sported joyously. 
Yoga-a spi ritual process of imancipation which links the performer to 

the Lord. 
Yogamaya-The spiritual energy of the Lord who assists in Lord ' s 

pastimes so He can enj oy while perform ing them. 
Yuga-a chronological period in the life of the universe. 
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